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Summary. Business Process Management (BPM) has emerged as a discipline to de-
sign, control, analyze, and optimize business operations. Conceptual models lie at the
core of BPM. In particular, business process models have been taken up by organiza-
tions as a means to describe the main activities that are performed to achieve a specific
business goal. Process models generally cover different perspectives that underlie sepa-
rate yet interrelated representations for analyzing and presenting process information.
Being primarily driven by process improvement objectives, traditional business pro-
cess modeling languages focus on capturing the control flow perspective of business
processes, that is, the temporal and logical coordination of activities. Such approaches
are usually characterized as “activity-centric”.
Nowadays, activity-centric process modeling languages, such as the Business Pro-
cess Model and Notation (BPMN) standard, are still the most used in practice and
benefit from industrial tool support. Nevertheless, evidence shows that such process
modeling languages still lack of support for modeling non-control-flow perspectives,
such as the temporal, informational, and decision perspectives, among others.
This thesis centres on the BPMN standard and addresses the modeling the tempo-
ral, informational, and decision perspectives of process models, with particular atten-
tion to processes enacted in healthcare domains. Despite being partially interrelated,
the main contributions of this thesis may be partitioned according to the modeling
perspective they concern.
The temporal perspective deals with the specification, management, and formal
verification of temporal constraints. In this thesis, we address the specification and run-
time management of temporal constraints in BPMN, by taking advantage of process
modularity and of event handling mechanisms included in the standard. Then, we
propose three different mappings from BPMN to formal models, to validate the behavior
of the proposed process models and to check whether they are dynamically controllable.
The informational perspective represents the information entities consumed, pro-
duced or manipulated by a process. This thesis focuses on the conceptual connection
between processes and data, borrowing concepts from the database domain to enable
the representation of which part of a database schema is accessed by a certain process
activity. This novel conceptual view is then employed to detect potential data incon-
sistencies arising when the same data are accessed erroneously by different process
activities.
The decision perspective encompasses the modeling of the decision-making related
to a process, considering where decisions are made in the process and how decision
outcomes affect process execution. In this thesis, we investigate the use of the Deci-
sion Model and Notation (DMN) standard in conjunction with BPMN starting from a
pattern-based approach to ease the derivation of DMN decision models from the data
represented in BPMN processes. Besides, we propose a methodology that focuses on
the integrated use of BPMN and DMN for modeling decision-intensive care pathways
in a real-world application domain.
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1Introduction
Chapter 1 introduces the reader to this doctoral thesis.
The chapter begins with an overview of process-aware information systems
aimed to frame the domain of business process modeling and the related research
problems addressed in this thesis. Then, in Sect. 1.2 we outline the main research
contributions, while in Sect. 1.3 we describe the structure of this thesis.
1.1 Business Process Modeling
Nowadays, processes are considered strategic assets in business and information
technology (IT) related fields. Informally, a business process is defined as a set
of linked activities that are performed in coordination in an organizational and
technical environment to jointly realize a specific business goal [1].
Over the past two decades, business processes have internationally been rec-
ognized as key instruments for understanding and improving the way a company
or organization operates and produces value.
As a result, business process management (BPM) has emerged as a novel
disciplinary approach extending workflow management by combining insights
from business administration, organization theory, and computer science [2, 3].
BPM is a systematic and structured approach including “concepts, methods, and
techniques to support the design, administration, configuration, enactment, and
analysis of business processes” [1]. Being at a crossroads of disparate viewpoints,
BPM combines the interests and vision of IT specialists, business managers, and
industrial engineers.
Information technology and, especially, information systems cover an impor-
tant role in BPM [1]. Indeed, the activities composing a business process must
be supported by information systems, regardless of whether they are carried out
manually or in a completely automated fashion.
Information systems that are “process-aware” and focus on the integration of
IT and business processes go by the name of process-aware information systems
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(PAIS). PAIS are software systems driven by explicit process models having the
goal of coordinating and supporting agents in performing their activities [4].
Modeling has been central to the design and development of information
systems long before the introduction of PAIS [5]. Accordingly, the notion of
process model is foundational for BPM [6].
Broadly speaking, “a process model consists of a set of activity models and
of execution constraints among them” [1]. Usually, process models serve a spe-
cific modeling purpose (e.g., process description, analysis, or enactment), which
governs the way and the technique through which a process model is specified [3].
Process models are specified by means of a process modeling language, often
providing a graphical notation for supporting their visualization.
At present, several process modeling languages exist, each one having different
characteristics, strengths and limitations [7, 8]. Process modeling languages may
be more or less formal, and the choice of which one suits best specific modeling
goals and requirements depends on the audience to which the model is targeted:
for example, if a model is addressed to humans, understandability is deemed
important, whereas machines typically require more formal specifications [9].
Modeling purposes and languages are both closely related to the notion of
process modeling perspective, that establishes which are the aspects or concepts
of the business reality that should be captured, represented, and visualized in
process model [10]. Process modeling languages differ in the extent to which their
constructs support the representation of a certain perspective [9].
Traditional definitions of business process models, such as the one informally
provided at the beginning of this chapter, bring the focus to the logical ordering
of activities, that is, to the so-called control-flow perspective of business pro-
cess models. Process modeling languages that focus on the representation of the
process control-flow are called activity-centric.
An example of graphical activity-centric process modeling language is the
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [11], which has established itself
as the standard notation for process modeling. Developed with the aim of bridg-
ing the gap between process stakeholders and developers, BPMN is currently
maintained by the Object Management Group (OMG) and has gathered a lot of
attention both in industry and academia due to its expressive power [8, 12].
However, processes belonging to complex real-world scenarios, such as the
healthcare domain, comprise aspects that go beyond the process control-flow [13].
Thus, it is desirable that reference process modeling languages cover multiple
intertwined perspectives [14, 15].
Taking inspiration from healthcare working environments, among the exist-
ing process modeling perspectives [14, 10] this thesis focuses on three important
inter-related perspectives, i.e., the temporal, informational, and decision per-
spectives.
The temporal perspective deals with the (formal) specification and verifica-
tion of time constraints in business process models [16, 17, 18]. The informa-
tional perspective, also called data perspective, focuses on the representation of
information entities consumed, produced or manipulated by a process, and of
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their interrelationships [9, 19]. Finally, the decision perspective describes how
decision-making is coordinated within business processes, that is, it represents
where decision-making takes place in the process and how decision outcomes
affect process execution [20, 21].
Despite continuous research efforts addressing the modeling of temporal,
data, and decision aspects in business processes, in activity-centric process mod-
els such modeling perspectives tend to be neglected and their representation is
either not supported at all or it is “hidden” within the process control-flow.
This lack of support for modeling perspectives other than the process control-
flow holds also for the BPMN standard [12, 22, 23], which nonetheless remains the
most popular and influential process modeling language, widely used in industry,
and supported by existing process modeling tools [24, 25].
This thesis is based on the assumption that increased process-awareness re-
quires organizations to integrate process engineering methods with existing ap-
proaches for the management of temporal, data, and decision-making aspects
among others. In this scenario, we advocate that process models should provide
a way to represent different perspectives or to seamlessly integrate disparate
viewpoints.
In this direction, a considerable number of studies have focused on proposing
novel extensions, modeling languages, and paradigms to capture temporal, data,
and decision aspects. However, we argue that the suitability of activity-centric
process modeling approaches may still be improved to support the representation
of different perspectives.
• Temporal perspective. The representation and handling of temporal con-
straints has long been recognized as a crucial factor for organizations and
business enterprises [16, 26]. Several approaches in the fields of workflow
management and BPM have focused on specific aspects encompassed by the
time perspective. Among others, we recall the management of temporal ex-
ceptions [27], the definition of deadline-based escalations [28], and the formal
verification of temporal constraints [29, 30, 31, 32].
Nevertheless, the support provided by existing process modeling and man-
agement approaches to the specification and run-time verification of temporal
constraints is still lacking [17, 23, 33]. Unfortunately, the BPMN standard
is no exception [34, 35, 36], despite including advanced modeling concepts,
such as event and exception handling [11], which could be suitable to model
foreseen events occurring during the process run-time.
• Informational perspective. In the field of information systems engineering
it is common practice to combine data engineering methods with process
engineering methods [37]. Data and processes are seen as two sides of the
same coin when it comes to manage the core assets of an organization [38],
and their integration brings several benefits in terms of improved process
understanding, documentation, enactment, and consistency with IT systems.
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Recent approaches dealing with the integration of data and processes follow
the data-centric paradigm and are grounded on formal logic [39, 40, 41,
42], thus resulting very expressive, but harder to be understood by process
designers and stakeholders compared to activity-centric ones [43, 44].
Hence, the connection between activity-centric processes and data, including
the relationships of process data and the persistent data stored in enterprise
databases, remains a “hot topic” in the BPM field [14]. In particular, at the
conceptual level, process and data models are only rarely related [45] and
languages such as BPMN provide only elementary ways to represent process
access to persistent data sources [19, 22, 43].
• Decision perspective. Until a few years ago, decisions were modeled within
business processes by encoding decision logic through control flow struc-
tures [20]. Then, the shift towards a separation of concerns [46] between pro-
cess and decision models has led to the development of the Decision Model
and Notation (DMN) [47] standard, aimed to complement BPMN for design-
ing decisions made in process models.
Since the introduction of DMN, the common practice is to model decisions
outside processes [20, 48, 49]. However, the consistent separation and inte-
gration of process and decision models is quite challenging [50], also because
decisions involve both the control-flow and data aspects of a process.
In addition, given a process model including decision aspects, it is not easy
for designers to determine which decision aspects should be extracted from
the process model and put in a dedicated decision model. This is particularly
true for decision-intensive domains such as healthcare [51], where processes
have an intrinsic decisional character and decisions govern the process flow.
In addition, modeling complexity increases if we consider that the boundary
between the temporal, informational, and decision perspectives is not always so
crisp (e.g., temporal constraints may affect the way decisions are made, while
the latter are based on data). Nevertheless, these challenges motivate the need
for broader, multi-perspective research approaches, aimed to jointly improve the
modeling of process-related aspects that span more than a single perspective.
1.2 Research Contributions
The contributions of this thesis lie in the proposal of novel modeling approaches
based on reference and standard languages to foster the representation of the
temporal [52, 53, 54, 55], informational [56, 57], and decision [58, 59, 60, 61]
perspectives of activity-centric process models.
Starting from the limitations outlined in Sect. 1.1, this thesis takes BPMN [11]
as reference language and investigates whether and how the rich expressive power
of the notation may be exploited to capture temporal, data, or decision aspects
of process models.
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The choice of starting from BPMN as modeling language is mostly motivated
by its expressiveness and extensibility, by its widespread use in real-world ap-
plication domains, and by the existence of multiple editing tools supporting the
standard notation. The plethora of existing process modeling languages discour-
ages us from defining novel, ad-hoc approaches that would probably not be able
to compete with established standards in terms of expressive power, ease of un-
derstanding, and tool support [24, 25]. In addition, BPMN base elements may be
extended to support application-specific aspects and since the OMG maintains
other modeling notations (such as DMN [47], the Case Managment Model and
Notation (CMMN) [62], and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [63]), the
connection of the latter ones with BPMN may be facilitated.
The contributions of this thesis may be partitioned according to modeling
perspective they concern.
• Temporal perspective. This thesis tackles the temporal perspective of busi-
ness processes by focusing on two main challenges: 1) the specification and
run-time management of temporal constraints directly in BPMN and 2) the
use of formal models either to validate the behavior of the designed BPMN
processes or to verify temporal properties.
1) As for the specification of temporal constraints, this thesis introduces a
modular approach to model different kinds of duration constraints for pro-
cess activities and regions in BPMN process models. We design a set of
well-structured duration patterns in BPMN that can be combined with the
activities/process regions to constrain without altering the overall structure
of the process.
Our proposal exploits the advanced event and exception handling mecha-
nisms included in BPMN to capture the flowing of time, to realize synchro-
nization between different branches of the same process, and to detect the
violation of duration constraints at run-time. Being completely based on
BPMN and its semantics, the proposed process patterns may be modeled,
simulated, and executed by BPMN-compliant tools.
Instead, for representing more complex time constraints, such as time lags
between events, and for dealing with contingent activity duration (i.e., whose
actual value is observed only once the activity has completed), we add a
temporal dimension to selected BPMN elements [55].
2) Mappings towards formal models are provided to define and validate be-
haviour of the proposed process models and to verify the dynamic control-
lability property [29, 64] of time-aware process models.
In detail, we define three different mappings of BPMN process models. We
propose a mapping from BPMN onto time Petri nets (TPN) [65] to check
the soundness of the obtained process models. Then, we consider mapping
BPMN onto timed automata (TA) [66], to formalize the semantics of the pro-
posed process models in an unambiguous way and to set the bases for their
verification with existing model-checking tools. Finally, we consider mapping
BPMN processes extended with symbols that represent temporal constraints
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onto the Conditional Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty and De-
cisions (CSTNUD) model [67] with the aim to assess whether a process is
dynamically controllable [29].
• Informational perspective. In this thesis, we focus on the modeling of the
connection between processes and persistent data, at a conceptual level.
Our main contribution is the definition and experimental evaluation of the
Activity View [57], a novel conceptual view aimed to capture the connection
between a BPMN process model and the schema of a database, represented
as a UML Class Diagram [63]. The goals of the Activity View are (i) to
support process designers in modeling the operations performed by process
activities on data stored in a database and (ii) to enable basic analysis of
the interplay between connected models.
As for (ii), this thesis shows how the Activity View may be used to analyze
connected processes and data from at least two viewpoints. On the one side,
we define a relational framework storing information about processes, data,
and Activity Views, that can be queried to understand how data are used
within one or more processes. Information about the structure of a process is
retrieved with the help of a labeling algorithm and some sample queries are
formalized in relational calculus and SQL. On the other side, we rely on the
data operations captured by the Activity View to detect potential inconsis-
tencies that may arise when data operations performed by different process
activities and involving the same data instances follow an erratic order [56].
• Decision perspective. Following the recent introduction of the DMN standard,
in this thesis we deal with the modeling of decisions made within BPMN
processes, specifically focusing on the needs of real-world healthcare domains.
Starting from the assumption that decisions have long been encoded into
business processes [20], we take a closer look to the data used for making
decisions typically represented in BPMN process models as data objects, data
stores, or events, and define a pattern-based approach to ease the derivation
of DMN decision models from the data perspective of process models.
Then, we explore the benefits brought by the joint use of BPMN and DMN for
modeling and standardizing decision-intensive care pathways, i.e., structured
care plans that detail essential tasks that need to be carried out in the care
of patients with a specific clinical problem [68].
To this end, we propose a methodological framework, inspired by the tradi-
tional BPM life-cycle [1], aimed to define reference steps for designing and
simulating healthcare processes in a standard way that can easily be under-
stood and shared by stakeholders. This case study allows us to also define
contact points between different process perspectives and to elaborate on the
overall contributions of this thesis with respect to a real, complex application
scenario.
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As previously mentioned, the boundary between the three outlined perspec-
tives is not so sharp. Decision modeling embraces both temporal and data as-
pects, since decisions are based on data and they may affect or being affected by
temporal constraints.
In this thesis, beside deriving decisions from the data perspective of process
models, we consider the relation between temporal constraints and decisions both
during constraint specification and dynamic controllability checking. In particu-
lar, we deal with a time constraint that affects the choice of alternative process
paths based on the time distance between two event occurrences. Moreover, when
dealing with dynamic controllability, we consider the possibility of reducing the
outcomes of certain decisions in the process in order to satisfy temporal con-
straints.
1.3 Overview of this Thesis
This thesis is structured into four main parts, framed by an introductory and a
concluding chapter. A graphical outline is provided in Fig. 1.1.
Except for Part I, which consists of a single chapter introducing foundational
concepts, all remaining parts include a chapter dedicated to related work. At
the beginning of each chapter, we report the references to the research works
published during the doctoral program.
The contents of each part are detailed below.
• Part I consists of a single chapter, Chapter 2, which provides an overview of
process modeling, decision modeling, and describes the application of BPM
approaches to healthcare domains. In Part I we formally define the founda-
tional concepts used in this thesis.
• Part II addresses the temporal perspective of process models and presents
three different approaches for modeling and verifying temporal constraints.
Chapter 3 describes a modular approach to model the temporal duration
of activities and to manage their violation. In particular, we focus on the
modeling of three different variants of duration constraints in BPMN and on
the verification of the obtained models through time Petri nets [65].
Chapter 4 focuses on the modeling of more general temporal constraints, such
as relative constraints and time variations that determine which among dif-
ferent alternative process paths should be chosen. We rely on BPMN signal-
based communication to realize process models that capture such constraints,
and provide a mapping onto timed automata [66] to validate their semantics
and to set the bases for verification.
Chapter 5 introduces the notion of time-aware BPMN process model, by
also characterizing decisions based on the way their outcomes are managed
at run-time. Then, we provide a formal mapping onto CSTNUDs [67, 69] to
verify that the process model is dynamically controllable.
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Fig. 1.1: Graphical structure of this thesis, showing the content of Part I–Part
IV. Chapters are encircled. Chapters discussing literature related to each part
are not included in this figure.
Finally, Chapter 6 presents related work and compares our contribution with
relevant state-of-the-art approaches in the field.
• Part III deals with the informational perspective of process models, and
describes our proposal to conceptually link a BPMN process model to the
schema of a database, represented as a UML class diagram.
In detail, Chapter 7 introduces our approach to realize such conceptual con-
nection, called Activity View, and shows how it can be used to understand
and analyze the way data are accessed and manipulated by a process.
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Chapter 8 describes how the Activity View can serve as a starting point to
detect inconsistencies among data operations performed by process activities,
at different levels of abstraction.
Chapter 9 outlines the experimental evaluation that we carried out to have
an estimate of how selected users perceive the Activity View. In particular,
we focus on evaluating how easy our proposal is to understood and use, and
what is its potential in improving the design of linked processes and data.
Chapter 10 provides an overview of recent work related to the integrated
modeling of processes and data.
• Part IV tackles the decision perspective of business processes, particularly
focusing on the complementary use of BPMN process models and DMN
decision models.
Chapter 11 deals with the derivation of DMN decision models from the data
perspective of BPMN process models. Our proposal is based on a set of
process patterns that allow one to identify data connected to decision ac-
tivities that may be used for decision-making. Then, we provide a mapping
from such patterns to fragments of DMN decision models and discuss how
to combine them to obtain a complete decision model that complements the
starting BPMN process model.
Chapter 12 discusses the importance of using BPM in structured healthcare
environments, where standardization is the main driver for process and de-
cision design. In detail, we discuss the design of care pathways in BPMN
and of the related decisions in DMN, and outline line the main steps of
a methodological approach that exploits BPM techniques to deal with the
complexity of healthcare processes. This chapter is related to Chapter 11 for
the addressed topics (i.e., BPMN and DMN integration) and for the chosen
healthcare domain on which the proposed methodologies are applied.
Chapter 13 discusses related work concerning the joint use of BPMN and
DMN for process and decision modeling, and regarding the modeling of clin-
ical guidelines and care pathways in decision-intensive healthcare domains.
Finally, in Chapter 14 we conclude by summarizing the research work presented
in this thesis, discussing limitations, and providing an overview of future work.

Part I
Background

2Foundational Concepts
Business process models should have a formal foundation. [...] It is desirable
that a business process model can be understood by the various stakeholders
involved in an as straightforward manner as possible [6].
Business process modeling lies at the core of BPM and consists of the explicit
representation of business processes through models that follow the specific pur-
pose for which they are created [1].
Process models are influenced by the chosen modeling technique. A modeling
technique consists of a modeling language and a modeling method [3]. One the
one hand, a modeling language is made up of a syntax, a semantics and, possibly,
a notation providing a set of graphical symbols used to visualize the model. On
the other hand, a modeling method defines the methodological procedure in
which a certain modeling language can be used.
Nowadays there exist a plethora of languages for business process modeling.
Among them, the Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) [11] has estab-
lished itself as the leading standard for process design and succeeds in supporting
the modeling of the logical and temporal ordering of activities, i.e., the so called
control-flow perspective [70]. However, since the execution semantics of BPMN
is provided in an informal way, formal approaches are needed to disambiguate
the behavior of BPMN modeling elements. Good candidates in this direction are
Petri nets [71, 72], as BPMN semantics is based on token flows [11] and efficient
static analysis technique are available for Petri nets [73].
Beside the control flow of the process, further perspectives represented in
process models have gained attention in the past decade. Most notably, the data
perspective and the decision perspective have respectively attracted the interest
of researchers dealing with scenarios where processes are mostly data-aware [74]
and decision- or knowledge-intensive [75].
Indeed, in complex contexts such as healthcare process and decision aspects
are being increasingly integrated for improving organizational efficiency and ef-
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fectiveness [13, 26, 76]. In this scenario, the DMN standard [47] was proposed to
possibly complement BPMN for designing decisions related to process models.
In this chapter, we recall some basic principles of process modeling and in-
troduce the languages for business process and decision modeling used in this
thesis. In detail, Sect. 2.1 reviews common process modeling paradigms and
perspectives, focusing on the BPMN standard [11] and on the theory of Petri
nets [71, 72, 77, 78]. Sect. 2.2 introduces decision modeling in DMN. Finally,
Sect. 2.3 describes which are the main challenges to overcome when modeling
processes in sophisticated clinical and healthcare scenarios.
2.1 Introduction to Business Process Modeling
A model is a simplification of an original, developed with the aim to achieve a
specific goal for a targeted audience and expressed in a particular language [79].
Business process modeling is the human activity of creating a business process
model [3]. Informally, a business process model consists of a set of activity models
and execution constraints between them [1].
Being created and used to accommodate various goals, business process mod-
els represent only the aspects of reality that are considered relevant to the mod-
eling purpose [3].
Most often, process models represent the business in a way that facilitates
human understanding and communication among stakeholders, at different levels
of abstraction [1]. Besides, they support both process improvement through re-
usability and comparability, and process management by enabling reasoning and
forecasting. Finally, process models act as blue print for process execution and
have a high potential for business analysis.
Beside being influenced by their final goals and objectives, business process
models vary also upon the modeling paradigm and language used to specify
them. The recent focus on PAIS has led to the development of a wide range of
business process modeling paradigms and languages, each one having advantages
and shortcomings with respect to specific application contexts [70].
In the first place, process modeling approaches may be distinguished based
on whether they follow the activity-centric paradigm (sometimes also referred to
as process-centric paradigm) or the data-centric one.
According to the activity-centric paradigm, a process is composed of activities
representing units of work and control flow elements determine the order of
activity execution. In activity-centric process models, modularity is achieved
through activity decomposition into sub-processes.
Activity-centric process modeling languages may be further distinguished into
imperative and declarative ones.
Imperative process models strictly prescribe how work is carried out, thus
requiring all execution alternatives to be explicitly specified in the model be-
fore the execution of the process [80]. Accordingly, imperative process modeling
languages focus on defining sequences of activities representing a business goal.
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Underpinning imperative notations is a “closed world” assumption, meaning that
the process model captures all the admissible activity flows and disallows all the
unspecified ones [81].
Examples of well-established graph-based imperative process modeling lan-
guages, employed in both industry and academia, are approaches based on (high-
level) Petri nets [65, 72, 78, 82, 83] and other flow-based modeling languages,
such as Yet Another Workflow Language (YAWL) [84], event-driven process
chains (EPC) [85, 86], UML activity diagrams [63], and the Business Process
Model and Notation (BPMN) [11].
Alternatively, the declarative paradigm calls for the definition of constraints
or rules that determine how the process shall be executed. Declarative process
modeling languages focus on the logic that governs the interplay between the ac-
tions and objects of a process, by describing the activities that can be performed
and the constraints that prohibit undesired behavior [87].
Examples of declarative process modeling languages are Declare [88], BPMN-
D [81], Dynamic Condition Response Graphs [89], and the Guard-Stage-Milestone
(GSM) approach [41].
In general, the boundary between imperative and declarative process model-
ing is not so sharp, as all existing process modeling languages lie somewhere on
the spectrum from a less to a more imperative (declarative) nature and mixtures
of declarative and imperative process modeling styles have been proposed [81].
Whereas the imperative process modeling paradigm has proven suitable in
the context of regular and predictable processes, where variations are limited
and well-scoped, declarative approaches seem to be more suitable to represent
processes that deviate frequently from the prescribed execution path [90]. Nev-
ertheless, imperative process models seem to be more comprehensible than their
declarative counterparts, probably because stakeholders are more familiar with
this paradigm [80].
Alternatively to the activity-centric paradigm, processes may be specified
using the data-centric paradigm, which focuses on defining the data required by
process activities. The latter ones are defined in terms of the changes they make
to the data and the process progresses based on data availability.
Among them, artifact-centric models have emerged as a means to combine
data and process aspects in order to represent the informational entities that are
valuable for the organization, together their evolution within the process [91].
Pioneered by IBM Research, the artifact-centric approach proposes busi-
ness artifacts to model key entities considered relevant for the overall business
goals [91]. An artifact consists of an information model that holds relevant data,
and of a life-cycle that describes both the possible changes to the information
model and the interactions with other artifacts, i.e., artifacts are inter-linked [92].
The life-cycle of an artifact consists of different states. Transitions among states
are triggered by events coming from human resources acting on them or from
the interaction with enterprise systems [37]. The life-cycle of an artifact may be
described imperatively by means of a finite state machine or declaratively with
the help of the GSM meta-model [81].
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Another approach for the formal specification and verification of data-centric
processes is based on relational data-centric dynamic systems (DCDSs), i.e.,
“systems where both the process controlling the dynamics and the manipulation
of data are equally central” [93]. A DCDS includes a data layer, holding the
relevant information to be manipulated by the system, and a process layer formed
by invokable actions and by a process based on them. Such a process characterizes
the dynamic behavior of the system.
At present, support towards data-centric process modeling is still quite lim-
ited, since existing process engines [24, 94, 95] and commercial products from
major software vendors like SAP, Oracle, and IBM are activity-driven. Besides, in
many application domains where the process flow stems from ordered activities,
data-centric approaches lacks major evidence of applicability [96].
In general, process models encompass different perspectives, each one offering
an alternative way to describe the same concept [10, 14]. Thus, beside being
characterized by modeling paradigms, business process modeling languages can
also be classified based on the extent to which they support the modeling of
different business and system perspectives [5, 97].
According to the conceptual framework presented in [9], process modeling
languages should be able to support one or more of the following perspectives:
• the functional (or process) perspective represents what process elements are
being performed (i.e., the process control-flow) and what are the related flows
of informational entities. Typical notations used in the functional perspective
include flow diagrams [7];
• the behavioral perspective represents when and how process elements are
performed through feedback loops, iteration, decision-making and timing
conditions, and other criteria;
• the organizational perspective represents where and by whom process ele-
ments are performed, the physical communication mechanisms used to trans-
fer entities, and the physical media and locations used to store entities;
• the informational perspective represents the informational entities produced
or manipulated by a process and the relationships among them. These entities
include pure data, artifacts, and products [7].
In this thesis, we focus on the informational perspective of process models and
distinguish two further dimensions of the behavioral perspective that can be seen
as independent perspectives: the temporal perspective, addressing the modeling
and checking of temporal properties and constraints [17, 18], and the decision
perspective, dealing with the modeling of business decision-making [20, 49, 50].
Some existing process modeling languages, such as YAWL [84], EPCs [85,
86], UML activity diagrams [63], and BPMN [11] combine the functional and
behavioral perspectives [10].
Among them, the Business Process Model and Notation has emerged as
the standard language for graphically capturing business processes, especially
in terms of domain analysis and high-level system design [12]. In addition, it
has been going through a practice-driven maturing process and it is supported
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by a variety of tools. Nevertheless, BPMN support towards the informational,
temporal, and decision perspectives remains limited [23, 35, 43, 45].
Because of its widespread application and practical interest, in this thesis
we chose to use BPMN [11] in its current version 2.0 for representing process
models.
In particular, we consider dealing with organizations that already rely on a
functioning information system, and operate through a set of defined activity-
centric process models, represented in BPMN. Our choice was motivated by two
main reasons: (i) on the one hand, we were discouraged by the lack of major
empirical evidence regarding the applicability and usability of data-centric ap-
proaches, which are still far from being used within real organizational contexts;
(ii) on the other hand we were engaged into investigating whether the support
of BPMN for the perspectives mentioned above could be improved.
2.1.1 Business Process Model and Notation
Developed under the coordination of the OMG, BPMN is a graphical nota-
tion that can be suitably applied for modeling processes in various application
domains in a standard manner. Indeed, BPMN supports a complete range of
abstraction levels, spanning from less detailed business levels to more technical
software technology ones [1].
BPMN allows designers representing three basic types of sub-models: pro-
cesses, choreographies, and collaborations [11]. Among these, the business pro-
cesses internal to a specific organization constitute the main focus of this thesis.
In BPMN a business process is defined as sequence of activities or events,
connected by a sequence flow (also called control-flow), that denotes their or-
dering relations. Flow routing is realized by gateways, which allow to split the
sequence flow into multiple paths and merge them.
Processes are visualized by means of graphical diagrams, which can be defined
at different levels of abstraction, depending on the audience they are targeted
to. Operational semantics is defined through the concept of tokens that traverse
the process flow and enable the encountered flow elements. Depending on the
semantics of traversed flow element, the number of tokens in a process can vary, as
tokens are continuously generated and consumed by process elements. In BPMN,
a token is a theoretical concept that is used to help defining the behavior of a
process that is being performed [11].
BPMN diagrams provide an exhaustive set of modeling elements, which is
partitioned into five main categories: (1) Flow objects, (2) Data, (3) Swimlanes,
(4) Artifacts, and (5) Connecting Objects.
(1) The basic modeling elements (or flow objects) of a BPMN process are
activities, events, and gateways.
Activities identify units of work that is performed within the process. In
BPMN there are two kinds of activities: tasks that are atomic units of work that
cannot be broken down to a finer level of abstraction, and subprocesses that are
compound activities whose internal details are modeled using other elements.
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Graphically, tasks are depicted as rectangles with rounded corners and labeled
by their name. Subprocesses can either be represented as collapsed, i.e., as tasks
decorated by a “+” sign, or they can be expanded to show internal details.
Events represent facts that occur instantaneously during process execution
and that affect the sequence or timing of process activities. They are visualized as
circles, which may contain a marker to diversify the kind of event trigger. Events
can be distinguished based on their triggering behavior or their position in the
process. Depending on their triggering behavior, events can either throw or catch
a result. The throwing and catching of an event are comprehensively referred
to as event handling [11]. Usually the (sub)processes that focus on handling
events are called “event handlers”. Depending on their position in the process
events are classified into start, intermediate, or end events. By convention, start
events initiate a process instance, end events conclude it, while intermediate
events indicate where something happens somewhere between the start and end
of a process. When attached to an activity boundary, interrupting intermediate
events interrupt the task they are attached to, whereas non-interrupting ones
initiate an new process path (exception flow), which runs in parallel to activity
execution.
Gateways are elements in the process used to control the divergence and con-
vergence of the sequence flow, either according to data-based conditions or event
occurrence. Graphically, they are shown as diamonds with an internal marker
that differentiates their routing behavior. Symbol denotes parallel gateways,
i.e., AND-split and AND-merge nodes, whereas symbol identifies a data-based
exclusive gateway (XOR-split and XOR-merge nodes), i.e., a point in the pro-
cess where a condition must be evaluated in order to choose one process path out
of more alternative ones. Finally, an encircled pentagon denotes an event-based
gateway, i.e., a routing point in the process flow where event occurrence deter-
mines which is the path to follow. In this case, when a process path is chosen,
all the others are discarded.
(2) Data are graphically represented as data objects, having the shape of a
document with a bended angle, and data stores, depicted as a cylinder. Data
objects describe volatile information that is needed as an input for activities to
be performed, or is produced during activity execution. Data stores represent
access to a persistent storage that persists beyond the scope of the process.
(3) Swimlanes provide a graphical account for participants in a process and
are used to group other flow objects under a resource perspective. Pools represent
the participants of a process. The assignment of a resource to an activity is done
by placing the activity within the selected pool. Lanes are used to partition pools
in order to organize and categorize activities.
(4) Artifacts are used to provide additional information about the process. In
this thesis, we will make use of text annotations to provide additional information
in natural language to help the reader of a process model.
Finally, (5) connecting objects represent different ways of linking flow ob-
jects to each other or to data elements. Sequence flow edges connect any two
flow objects (activities, events, gateways). Data flow edges connect flow nodes,
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especially activities, to data elements (data object, data store). Message flow
edges connect send events/tasks contained in one pool with receive events/tasks
in another pool and represent message exchange.
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Fig. 2.1: BPMN process diagram summarizing some preliminary stages for the
6-Minute Walk Test, simplified and adapted from [98].
To visualize the graphical notation of a BPMN process model, let us consider
the 6-Minute Walk Test [98] as an example, depicted by the process diagram of
Fig. 2.1.
Example 2.1 (6-Minute Walk Test). The 6-Minute Walk Test (6MWT) is a
clinical test used to objectively evaluate the functional exercise capacity in pa-
tients affected by chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), a progressive
respiratory illness characterized by irreversible airflow limitation [98, 99]. The
test is used to “measure the distance that a patient can quickly walk on a flat,
hard surface in a period of 6 minutes” [98]. The patient is instructed to walk as
far as possible in the given time frame, assisted by a trained technician. This test
is typically used to evaluate exercise tolerance in chronic respiratory diseases and
heart failure, and it allows physicians to monitor pulmonary and cardiovascular
functions.
The 6MWT is typically performed in a dedicated hospital hallway, as timely
and appropriate emergency measures must be enacted in case of complications.
The test must be immediately stopped if the patient shows signs of chest pain,
intolerable dyspnea, leg cramps, staggering, diaphoresis, and pale or ashen ap-
pearance [98]. In this scenario, the trained technician must take blood pressure,
pulse rate, and oxygen saturation.
As shown in Fig. 2.1, the test is conducted in a Respiratory Diseases Unit,
represented as a BPMN pool and it is carried out by a Trained Technician, de-
picted as a lane. First of all, the technician should Allow the patient to sit at rest
for at least 10 minutes before the beginning of the test. This temporal span is
represented by an intermediate timer event. A couple of parallel gateways are
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employed to denote that, during this time frame, the technician must Check pa-
tient clothing and Evaluate contraindications. The evaluation of contraindications
is a decision about the conduct of the test, based on the current values of the
patient vital parameters.
The output of the decision is used by the following exclusive gateway Per-
form test?. If the test is believed to put the patient at risk, then the process is
ended without further action, as represented by the simple end event End test.
Otherwise, the 6MWT is performed. The latter is represented by means of a
collapsed subprocess, as individual steps are not detailed. However, if the patient
experiences dyspnea, chest pain, leg cramps, staggering, diaphoresis or pale ap-
pearance, the 6MWT must be immediately interrupted [98]. In Fig. 2.1, this is
set of conditions prompting interruption is captured by boundary interrupting
conditional event Stop test, which encodes the aforementioned conditions and
generates an exception flow that leads to task Assist patient.
All the information collected during the execution of the 6MWT is recorded
in the patient’s medical record MR, represented as a data store.
Following the notions provided in the BPMN standard [11], in this thesis we
refer to the definition of process model provided below.
Definition 2.1 (Process Model). A process model m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,
R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L) is a tuple consisting of a finite non-empty
set of control flow nodes N , a finite set of data nodes DN , a finite non-empty
set C of control flow edges, a finite set of text annotations TA, a finite set of
data associations F , a finite set of undirected associations T , and a finite set
of resources R. The set N = {A ∪ G ∪ E} of control flow nodes consists of
the disjoint sets A of activities, G of gateways and E = {Estart ∪ Eint ∪ Eend}
of events. Estart ⊆ E is the set of start events. Eend ⊆ E is the set of end
events. Eint ⊆ E is the set of intermediate events, which includes also the set
of boundary events EB , i.e., Eint ⊇ EB . Control flow C ⊆ N × N defines a
partial ordering between the elements of N . DN = DO ∪DS is the set of data
nodes, consisting of the disjoint sets DO of data objects and DS of data stores.
F ⊆ (DN × A) ∪ (A × DN) is the set of data associations that connect data
nodes with activities. T ⊆ (TA × A) is the set of associations that connect
text annotations to activities. αk, and αt are functions that associate a type to
the elements of A. αk : A → {task, subprocess} distinguishes activities into
tasks and subprocesses. Let us call A′ = {a | a ∈ A and αk(a) 7→ task} the
set of tasks in m. Function αt : A
′→{abstract, user, business rule, service,
script} associates to each task a specific type. Functions γr and γty associate a
type to the elements of G. γr: G→ {split,merge} assigns a gating mechanism
to each gateway of G. γty: G→ {parallel, exclusive, event−based} assigns a
routing type to each gateway of G. Functions tr, ty, and k associate a type to
the elements of E. tr: E → {throwing, catching} distinguishes events in those
that throw a trigger and those that catch a result. It always holds that for each
s ∈ Estart tr(e) = catching and for each e ∈ Eend tr(e) = throwing. Function
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ty: E → {none, message, signal, error, timer, conditional, escalation, cancel,
multiple, parallel multiple, terminate} associates a type to each event of E.
k : EB → {interrupting, non-interrupting} associates to each boundary event its
interrupting behavior. β : A→ 2EB is a function that associates to each activity
a ∈ A a set of boundary events attached to its border. Function ρ : A→ R assigns
to each activity the resource responsible for its execution. Finally, L: N → σ is a
function that assigns a label σ, represented as a string, to each flow node in N .
Given a process node n ∈ N , in this thesis we denote as ·n ⊆ N and as
n· ⊆ N the sets of predecessor and successor nodes of n, respectively.
Further, we consider dealing with process models satisfying the following
structural criteria. Given a process model m:
(i) each activity in m has exactly one preceding and exactly one succeeding
control flow node, i. e., ∀a ∈ A, |·a| = 1 and |a·| = 1;
(ii) each split gateway in m has exactly one preceding flow node and at least
two succeeding flow nodes, i.e., ∀g ∈ G such that γr(g) = split, |·g| = 1
and |g·| ≥ 2;
(iii) each merge gateway in m has two or more preceding flow nodes and exactly
one succeeding flow node, i.e., ∀g ∈ G such that γr(g) = merge, |·g| ≥ 2
|g·| = 1;
(iv) it has a unique start event e ∈ Estart ⊆ E, i.e., |Estart = 1|;
(v) it has multiple end events, i.e., Eend = e1 . . . en ∈ Eend ⊆ E if and only if
the set EB of boundary events is not empty (i.e., EB 6= ∅ ⇐⇒ |Eend| ≥ 1).
In this case, e1 ∈ Eend is the end event of the main process flow, while every
other ei ∈ Eend ends the exception flow outgoing from ebi ∈ EB . Otherwise
m has a unique end event e ∈ Eend ⊆ E, i.e., |Eend| = 1.
According to Def. 2.1 process models are static directed graphs with typed
nodes. Def. 2.1 includes several modeling elements covering the whole descriptive
conformance of BPMN [11], thus spanning different process perspectives.
Without loss of generality, in the following chapters we may refine this defi-
nition to focus on specific aspects (e.g., data modeling) and assume certain sets
of modeling elements to be empty.
2.1.2 BPMN Semantics and Petri Nets
Graphical notations like BPMN are intuitive enough to be well understood al-
most at first sight.
However, in BPMN the execution semantics of process elements is described
informally, as it is common to base on further formalization efforts, such as those
presented in [73, 100, 101]. Indeed, the standard lacks of the precise mathematical
basis that is required to render the semantics of certain modeling elements un-
ambiguous [101] and a subset of constructs, called “non-operational”, are meant
to be used only for conceptual modeling [11].
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Fig. 2.2: State diagram describing the life-cycle of a BPMN activity, adapted
from [1, 11, 33].
The goal of this section is to introduce the main aspects of the operational
semantics of BPMN needed to understand the work presented in this thesis.
Elucidations about the semantics of specific modeling elements, such as different
types of intermediate events, will be recalled later in each chapter, when needed.
In BPMN, a process is instantiated when one of its start events occurs. Upon
occurrence, each start event creates a token that begins flowing through the
following process elements, activating them. As mentioned previously, in this
thesis we consider processes having a single start event. For a process instance
to be completed, all tokens in that instance must reach an end event.
Activities are associated to a life-cycle that determines their execution se-
mantics. In this thesis, we refer to the life-cycle depicted in Figure 2.2, adapted
from [1, 11, 33]. When a process is instantiated, all the activities are in state
Inactive. An activity is enabled and becomes Ready for execution when the num-
ber of tokens is available to activate it. When data and allocated resources are
available, the activity changes from Ready to Active, through transition start.
The start of the activity actually corresponds to an event that determines its
beginning [11, 33]. When the activity ends without anomalies, it enters state
Completing, which captures processing steps prior to activity completion, such
as the end of process flows originated from non-interrupting events attached to
its border. Then, the activity switches to state Completed through transition end.
An activity moves from state Ready to Withdrawn, whenever it is placed on a
process branch in the configuration of an event-based gateway that is not chosen
during execution. Finally, any active or completing activity can switch to state
Terminated in case of an execution error.
Gateways, are used to split or merge the sequence flow. Parallel gateways are
used to spawn concurrent threads on parallel process branches and to synchro-
nize multiple concurrent incoming branches. A parallel gateway is activated if
there is at least one token on each incoming sequence flow. The parallel gate-
way consumes exactly one token from each incoming sequence flow and produces
exactly one token at each outgoing sequence flow. Exclusive gateways are acti-
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vated any time a token arrives. The token is routed to exactly one of the outgoing
sequence flows, i.e., the one associated with the data-based condition that evalu-
ates to true. Henceforth, no more conditions are evaluated. Finally, event-based
gateways are activated depending on which is the first event in its configuration
to be triggered. The choice of which process branch to take is deferred until one
of the triggered completes. The first one to complete causes all other branches
to be withdrawn.
The semantics of other modeling elements or complex event handling mech-
anisms, will be recalled later, when needed.
Petri nets [71] have been introduced as a means to formally model concur-
rent systems in the same way that finite automata are used as a mathematical
model for sequential systems [102]. In BPM, Petri nets are often used as a for-
mal back-end for different notations, as they can be suitably applied to support
process semantics specification, structural and behavioral property verification,
and static analysis [78].
Petri nets token-based execution semantics makes them suitable for repro-
ducing BPMN process execution, as its expressiveness is sufficient to reproduce
the behavior of all the basic routing constructs of a BPMN process [103]. Besides,
Petri nets are useful to provide an unambiguous graphical representation of busi-
ness processes, suitable to prevent uncertainties and contradictions, which can
easily arise when using informal diagramming techniques such as BPMN [104].
We base on the mappings of the core modeling elements of BPMN onto Petri
nets proposed in [73, 79], which are considered in Chapter 3.
A Petri net is a particular kind of directed, bipartite graph, formally defined
as follows [103]:
Definition 2.2 (Petri Net). A Petri net is a tuple N = (P, T,A,M0) where:
• P is the finite set of places, P 6= ∅;
• T is the finite set of transitions, T 6= ∅;
• A ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P ) is the set of directed arcs from places to transitions
and from transitions to places;
• M0 is the initial state (or marking) of the net, defined as a mapping M0 :
P → N+ that assigns each place a nonnegative integer.
Compared to the definition of Petri net provided in [103], we omitted the
weight function on the arcs, as we consider arcs to have a weight equal to 1.
Graphically, places are depicted as circles, whereas transitions are represented
as rectangles. Moreover, it holds that P ∩ T = ∅.
A place p ∈ P is called an input place for a transition t ∈ T if and only if
there exists a directed arc from p to t. Similarly, a place p ∈ P is called an output
place for a transition t ∈ T if and only if there exists a directed arc from t to p.
Petri nets are traversed by tokens, drawn as black dots, that are collected by
places and enable transitions. Transitions are the active components of a Petri
net and they fire according to a defined firing rule. Specifically, a transition can
fire when at least one token is available in each of its input places (i.e., the
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transition is enabled). When a transition fires, it removes one token from each
of its input places and it adds one token to each of its output places.
The state M of a Petri net, also called marking, is the distribution of tokens
over places (i.e., M ∈ P → N). In this chapter, we use the multiset notation to
represent states, that is, M = p1(n) . . . pi(n) denotes that place pi contains n
tokens. At any time, each place can have zero or more tokens and the number of
tokens may change during the execution of the net. Given a Petri net N , a state
Mn is said to be reachable from a state M0 if there exists a firing sequence σ of
transitions t0 . . . tn, such that M0
σ−→Mn.
Petri nets have certain interesting properties that allow one to verify that the
designed net behaves as expected. Below, we introduce the concepts of liveness
and boundedness [77], that correspond to the dynamic behavior of a Petri net in
a give state Mi.
Definition 2.3 (Liveness). A Petri net N = (P, T,A,M0) is live if and only
if, for every reachable state M1 and every transition t ∈ T there is a state M2
reachable from M1 which enables t.
Definition 2.4 (Boundedness). A Petri net N = (P, T,A,M0) is bounded if
and only if for every state reachable from M0 the number of tokens in each place
p does not exceed a finite number k.
Whereas liveness ensures the complete absence of deadlocks, regardless of the
chosen firing sequence, boundedness guarantees that there are no places in the
net where tokens accumulate.
In general, structural constraints can be applied to Petri nets in order to
better suit domain-specific goals and to promote the application of existing veri-
fication techniques. In order to model business processes or workflow procedures,
Petri nets must have some peculiar properties [77]. First of all, a Petri net must
have a distinct source place (i.e., a single place that is not the target of any arc)
and a distinct sink place (i.e., a single place that is not the source of any arc).
Besides, all of its nodes must lie on some path from the source place to the sink
place [100].
These structural restrictions identify an interesting sub-class of Petri nets,
called workflow nets.
Definition 2.5 (Workflow Net). A workflow net is a tuple WN = (P, T,A,
M0, e, c) where:
• (P, T, A, M0) is a Petri net;
• e ∈ P is a distinguished place (called source or initial place) that has no
incoming edges, i.e., ·i = ∅;• c ∈ P is a distinguished place (called sink or final place) that has no incoming
edges, i.e., e· = ∅;• Every place and every transition is located on a path from e to c.
Intuitively, a workflow net captures the execution of one instance of a business
process, from its creation up to its completion. Process models conforming to the
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definition of workflow net are called structurally sound, as all their activities are
embedded in the context of the process. Structural soundness is the simplest
criterion used to assess process model correctness.
However, to verify properties related to the dynamic behavior of process
models, such as the absence of deadlocks or livelocks, the property of soundness
has been defined on top of workflow nets as follows.
Definition 2.6 (Soundness). A workflow net WN = (P, T,A,M0, e, c) is
sound if and only if:
• (Safeness) each place cannot hold multiple tokens at the same time. Formally,
∀p ∈ P , M(p) ≤ 1.
• (Option to complete) it is always possible to reach the state that marks
the sink place c starting from the source place e and state M0. Formally,
∀M (e ∗−→M)⇒ (M ∗−→ c);
• (Proper completion) state c is the only state reachable from state e with
at least one token in place c. All other places must be empty. Formally,
∀M (e ∗−→M ∧M ≥ c)⇒ (M = c);
• (Absence of dead parts) for every transition t in the net, there is a sequence
enabling it. Formally, ∀t∈T ∃M,M ′ e ∗−→M t−→M ′.
When adapted to process models, soundness guarantees that tasks can par-
ticipate in a process instance; each process instance eventually terminates, and
when it terminates there is exactly one token in the final place [1]. The soundness
of a workflow net can and should be checked at design time, but it is not easily
seen at the model level [105]. Moreover, to decide whether a given workflow net
is sound, reachability graphs should be created and checked, facing exponential
run time behavior.
In this regard, in the following section we introduce an important structural
property of business process models that may assist non-expert modelers in guar-
anteeing process models soundness.
2.1.3 Principles of Well-Structured Process Design
In general, being a graph-oriented process definition language, BPMN allows
combining flow objects almost arbitrarily. However, this often leads to the defi-
nition of hardly-readable and complex process models, often containing semantic
errors difficult to be detected during early process development phases [106].
In this setting, structural restrictions are desirable for increasing process
model readability and for preventing the onset of undesired deadlocks at run-
time [73].
Processes may be “well-structured” to enhance modularity and improve local
reasoning on large and complex process models. Below, we report the informal
definition of well-structuredness for a BPMN process model, adapted from [107].
Definition 2.7 (Well-structured BPMN process model). A BPMN pro-
cess is said to be well-structured if for every node with multiple outgoing edges,
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i.e., a split gateway, it has a corresponding node with multiple incoming edges,
i.e., a join gateway of the same kind, such that the set of nodes delimited by
the split and the join nodes form a Single-Entry-Single-Exit (SESE) region, and
these regions within the process are properly nested.
The advantage of this property is that it can be checked easily on the struc-
tural level of the model.
Moreover, a well-structured process is guaranteed to be sound if it is live [105].
Liveness can be checked in polynomial time in the size of the net for a special
class of workflow nets, called free choice nets [102]. In free choice nets the result
of the choice between two transitions can never be influenced by the rest of the
system – in other words, choices are free.
Definition 2.8 (Free-choice workflow net). A workflow net WN = (P, T,A,
M0, e, c) is free-choice if (p, t) ∈ A implies ·t × p· ∈ A for every place p and
every transition t.
Free choice nets have the property that the sets of input places of two tran-
sitions are either disjoint or identical [1]. That is, if there is an arc from a place
p to a transition t, then either tis the only output transition of p or p is the only
input place of t. In this way, whenever an output transition of sp is enabled, all its
output transitions are enabled, and therefore the choices in which t takes place
are free [102]. For a free-choice workflow -net it is possible to decide soundness
in polynomial time [77].
Free choice nets may be bidirectionally mapped to BPMN process models
that are solely composed of tasks and exclusive or parallel gateways.
Another way to check soundness (cf. Def. 2.6) of well-structured processes
is based on SESE fragments decomposition [108]. Indeed, soundness is compo-
sitional with respect to SESE fragments, i.e., each fragment can be checked in
isolation.
For the reasons discussed, in this thesis we prefer to define process models that
are both well-structured and structurally sound, when possible. In this regard,
we acknowledge that some business processes can hardly be matched by a well-
structured process description, especially since modeling in a well-structured
manner requires having an overview of the whole process.
As an example, the presence of exception flows, especially those originating
from non-interrupting events, compromises both well-structuredness and struc-
tural soundness, since BPMN recommends ending each exception flow originating
from a boundary event with its own end event [11]. Thus, the exception flows in
the process models presented in this thesis do not satisfy these properties.
However, we exploit BPMN process structural properties as a mean for guar-
anteeing that the designed process models are flexible and modular and that
they can be easily extended by adding new structured process branches, regions
or subprocesses.
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2.2 Decision Modeling
The interplay between process and decision models plays a crucial role in BPM.
Process gateways and conditional events often encode data-based operational
decisions, whereas decision activities encompass more complex non-operative
decision-making. Decisions affect the process flow and, consequently, they impact
both the performance of the process and the quality of its (business) outcomes.
However, important decisions often remain hidden within process diagrams
and BPMN is misused for decision modeling [20, 109]. For these reasons, business
process modeling must be properly complemented with decision design.
2.2.1 Decision Model and Notation
The OMG recently developed the Decision Model and Notation (DMN) standard,
currently at version 1.1 [47]. DMN is a standard notation that may be used to
bridge the gap between the high level business logic, represented in processes,
and decision implementation, typically specified in terms of decision logic.
The notation supports the design of both human and automated decision-
making, at different levels of abstraction.
Decision models consist of two logical layers, one dealing with decision re-
quirements, the other one with decision logic. Together, these two layers provide
a complete decision model that may be used to complement a process model
by detailing the decision-making carried out in process tasks [47] or subpro-
cesses [110].
The decision requirements level is modeled by means of a Decision Require-
ment Graph (DRG), which may be linked to one or more tasks belonging to one
or multiple business processes. A DRG represents the main elements involved in
a decision-making domain and the dependencies between them. As DRGs may
be large and complex, they can split into one or more Decision Requirement Di-
agrams (DRDs). DRDs may be used to show partial views of the whole decision
domain, focusing on areas of interest for a specific user or goal. These diagrams
define which decisions are made in process tasks, which are their interrelation-
ships, and their requirements for decision logic.
The main elements forming a DRD are introduced in the following list.
• Decisions portray the act of determining an output from a number of inputs,
using logic defining how the output is retrieved from the inputs. Decisions
may reference one or more knowledge models. Graphically, a decision is de-
picted as a rectangle, labeled with the decision name.
• Business knowledge models denote functions that encapsulate business knowl-
edge, such as business rules, decision tables, or analytic models. They are
illustrated as rectangles with clipped corners.
• Input data represent information used as an input by one or more decisions.
When enclosed within a knowledge model, input data represent the parame-
ters to the knowledge model. Graphically, they are depicted as a shape with
two parallel straight sides and two semi-circular ends.
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• Knowledge sources identify an authority for a business knowledge model
or a decision, such as a person responsible for managing the represented
knowledge, or a published document enclosing it. They are depicted as a
shape having three straight sides and a wavy one.
Three kinds of dependencies are defined between the presented elements,
in the form of requirements. An information requirement, depicted as a simple
arrow, represents any input data (or decision output) that is used as input to
a decision. Graphically, an information requirement is depicted as a solid-line
arrow with a filled arrowhead. A knowledge requirement denotes the invocation
of a business knowledge model by a decision or by another knowledge model.
Graphically, it is a dashed-line arrow, having an open arrowhead. Finally, an
authority requirement depicts the dependence of a DRD element on another DRD
element that acts as a source of guidance or knowledge. This may denote the
fact that a business knowledge model is consistent with a published document,
or that a a specific person is responsible for a certain decision. Graphically, it is
represented by a dashed line with a filled circular head.
The formalization of decision requirement diagram used in this thesis is pre-
sented below.
Definition 2.9 (Decision Requirement Diagram). A Decision Requirement
Diagram (DRD) is a tuple (D, B, I, K, IR, KR, AR) consisting of:
• a finite non-empty set of Decision nodes D;
• a finite set of Business knowledge nodes B;
• a finite non-empty set of Input data nodes I;
• a finite set of Knowledge source nodes K;
• a finite non-empty set of directed edges IR representing Information require-
ments such that IR ⊆ (I ∪D)×D;
• a finite set of directed edges KR representing Knowledge requirements such
that KR ⊆ B × (D ∪B);
• a finite set of directed edges AR representing Authority requirements such
that AR ⊆ (D ∪ I ∪K)× (D ∪B ∪K).
Herewith, (D ∪B ∪ I ∪K, IR ∪KR ∪AR) is a directed acyclic graph.
Decision logic completes the (executable) description of decisions, by allowing
one to define them in sufficient detail to support validation and/or automation.
In general, decision logic can be modeled in several ways, which translate business
expertise into business rules, analytic models, or other formalisms.
DMN defines different kinds of value expressions to associate decision logic
with elements of a DRG. A literal expression represents decision logic as text that
describes how an output value is derived from a set of inputs. Literal expressions
may be represented with a formal, and possibly executable language, or they can
be written in plain English. Formal expressions can be specified with the Friendly
Enough Expression Language (FEEL) [47], which translates if/then/else data
structures and calculations into executable expressions.
A decision table is a tabular representation of a set of input and output
values, organized into rules that describe how a given input relates to one or
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more corresponding outputs [47]. The Simplified FEEL (S-FEEL) is a subset of
FEEL used for defining expressions in decision tables.
An invocation is a tabular representation of how decision logic, represented
by a business knowledge model is invoked by a decision, or by another busi-
ness knowledge model. Tabular representations of decision logic are called boxed
expressions.
As an example, let us recall the 6-Minute Walk Test, introduced in Sect. 2.1.1.
In some clinical situations, this test may be contraindicated for patients consid-
ered at risk. Contraindications are evaluated by a trained technician right before
test execution. These are a resting heart rate of more than 120 bpm, a systolic
blood pressure of more than 180 mm Hg, and a diastolic blood pressure of more
than 100 mm Hg [98]. The technician performing the test must measure the
patient vital parameters and decide whether the test can be conducted safely.
A simple DRD representing the decision about the conduct of the 6MWT is
shown in Fig. 2.3. The main decision regarding the Conduct of 6MWT is based
on the assessment of Contraindications, which are encoded as rules within a busi-
ness knowledge model. This model is invoked by the main decision, which passes
input data Arterial Blood Pressure and Heart rate as parameters for the model.
Finally, the Trained technician is indicated as a knowledge source, to represent
the authority responsible for deciding about the conduct of 6MWT.
The described DRD of Fig. 2.3 may be linked to task Evaluate contraindica-
tions of the BPMN process of Fig. 2.1. In general, there may be a one-to-one
correspondence between a BPMN process task and a DMN decision. Yet, this is
not mandatory, as the same decision can refer to multiple tasks and can be used
across processes.
The DMN standard recommends that decisions are made either manually as
in user tasks, or in a semi-automated manner, as in business rule tasks [47]. In
BPMN, a business rule task provides a mechanism for the process to provide
input to a business rule engine and to get the output of calculations that the
business rule engine could provide. A user task is executed by a human per-
former. However, it is worth noticing that not all user and business rule tasks6MWT_DMN
Conduct of 6MWTContraindications
Arterial Blood
Pressure Heart rate
Trained
technician
Ordering
Physician
Fig. 2.3: Decision Requirement Diagram representing the decision for the con-
duct of the 6-Minute-Walking-Test, with related input data and invoked business
knowledge model Contraindications.
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Fig. 2.4: Labelled decision table portraying the decision logic underlying decision
Conduct of 6MWT of Fig. 2.3.
represent a decision activity. Indeed, the task type may help decision analysts in
the identification of decision-making tasks, but usually approval of stakeholders
is needed to properly identify decisions [20].
Fig. 2.4 depicts the decision logic corresponding to business knowledge model
Contraindications, by using a decision table. Input and output values are arranged
into columns, while rules correspond to rows. At the top left corner of a DMN
decision table, a couple of attributes can be present, one to denote the kind of
hit policy for the table, the other one to indicate its completeness. A hit policy
specifies how overlapping rules are handled, that is, how output values must be
returned in case more than one rule match input data. In the presented case,
character U is used to denote a unique hit policy for the table, meaning that no
overlapping rule is allowed, that is, all rules are disjoint and only a single rule
can be matched [47]. A completeness indicator can be optionally used to specify
whether at least one rule in the table matches a possible input configuration.
Symbol C denotes a complete table (which is the default for DMN), whereas I
is used for incomplete ones. Finally, symbol “-” is used to denote that the value
of a certain input is irrelevant for the final decision, that is, the decision can be
made even if that input value is unknown.
In this thesis, specifically in Chapters 11 and 12, we will mostly focus on
Decision Requirements Diagrams, as they are meant to form a bridge between
business process models and decision logic [47] and, thus, they are suitable to
meet same the level of abstraction of (conceptual) BPMN process models.
2.3 Process Modeling in Healthcare
Healthcare organizations rely on a wide range of processes with different charac-
teristics and requirements that are managed and executed on a daily basis [76].
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Patient management combines organizational and administrative tasks with
clinical procedures that coexist and are both interlinked and interleaved [51].
Healthcare is thus widely recognized as one of the most promising, yet challeng-
ing, domains for the adoption of process-oriented models and solutions that are
able to support both organizational and clinical processes [13, 26, 51, 76].
In general, process models can be successfully employed to model processes
belonging to disparate organizational domains. Among the various settings suit-
able to be represented through business process formalisms, the clinical domain
represents a challenging and important application scenario, mostly due to its
intrinsic organizational complexity [26]. In this thesis, we take the view that be-
ing able to propose general solutions that work with complex clinical process, is
promising for successfully applying them to other sophisticated scenarios [13].
A critical aspect of healthcare domains is represented by the fact that medical
knowledge is fragmented, hard to maintain, and often based on patient-specific
information and on clinicians’ expertise and experience [75]. Different actors are
loaded with multiple and heterogeneous tasks and responsibilities, and often
have complementary expertise. Furthermore, when considering the application
of multidisciplinary care plans and clinical guidelines, the is a need for constant
coordination in terms of temporal and resource scheduling.
Thus, clinical and healthcare working environments pose several challenges
to traditional process modeling approaches [26]. Among them, we recall:
(i) the need of integrating different process modeling perspectives, most im-
portantly the control-flow and the data perspectives must be blended with
decision-making aspects;
(ii) the need of ensuring that the processes are reliable and consistent, and that
can be efficiently verified to avoid unexpected run-time behavior;
(iii) the need of comply with temporal constraints;
(iv) the need of supporting deviations from standard/structured procedures and
of handling exceptions that may arise during execution.
In general, healthcare processes can be classified based on the degree of struc-
turing and predictability they exhibit [76]. Structured processes are suitable to
represent highly repeatable and predictable routine work. Despite including pre-
defined exception flows, they tend to be quite inflexible, but can be easily stan-
dardized and automated. On the contrary, unstructured processes are character-
ized by a low level of predictability, but meet high flexibility requirements. These
dynamic processes, are often referred to as knowledge-intensive, i.e., “processes
whose conduct and execution are heavily dependent on knowledge workers per-
forming various interconnected knowledge intensive decision-making tasks” [111].
Knowledge-intensive processes are especially useful to model diagnostic and
therapeutic steps driven by clinical decision-making. Instead, for administrative
and organizational tasks (e.g., as patient discharge, transfer, or routine testing)
or when there is the need to standardize clinical procedures, activity-centric
traditional process modeling approaches may be used.
An important step towards the standardization of clinical and healthcare
procedures is constituted by the development of evidence-based clinical practice
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guidelines and care pathways, which introduce a process-oriented perspective in
the management of patients [76].
A clinical practice guideline consists of a set of systematically developed
statements to assist practitioners decisions, in order to provide optimal care with
respect to a specific clinical condition [112]. The main goal of clinical guidelines
is to improve the quality of care by limiting unjustified practice variations and
by reducing costs associated to patient management.
Application scenarios of clinical practice guidelines include facilitation of the
communication between various medical personnel and patients, standardization
of medical treatment processes, training and education of young medical profes-
sionals, design and implementation of health information systems, automated
analysis for the purpose of process optimization [113].
In order to be effective, clinical practice guidelines must be integrated with
the healthcare process technology and decision support systems [114]. To this
end, clinical practice guidelines need to be formalized as computer-interpretable
guidelines (CIGs), that is, the clinical knowledge contained in clinical guidelines
must be represented in a computer-interpretable way.
Several representation languages for CIGs have been developed over the years.
Among them, we find document-centric models, decision trees and probabilistic
models, and Task-Network Models, i.e., hierarchical models of the guideline con-
trol flow represented as a network of specific tasks that unfold over time. Being
strongly activity-centric and relying on flow-chart-like structures, the latter ones
are particularly interesting from a BPM standpoint. In Chapter 13, we recall
relevant approaches concerning the modeling and formalization of CIGs.
Care pathways are adaptations of clinical guidelines tailored to respond to
the healthcare and economic requirements established for a local clinical context.
Care pathways have been defined in slightly different ways. In this thesis, we
refer to the following two widely acknowledged definitions.
According to [115] a care pathway is “a complex intervention for the mutual
decision-making and organization of care processes for a well-defined group of
patients during a well-defined period”. Instead, in [68] integrated care pathways
are defined as “structured multidisciplinary care plans which detail essential
steps in the care of patients with a specific clinical problem.”
Both definitions embrace the notion of care processes/plans and emphasize
salient features of care pathways, such as the multidisciplinarity, the inherent
decision-making aspects, and the focus on specific groups of patients.
Care pathways have an intrinsic dual essence that reflects the above-mentioned
duality of structured and unstructured process models [76]. Whereas, the se-
quence of actions to be executed by care-providers and its temporal evolution are
inherently process-oriented, clinical evaluation and medical reasoning tasks, such
as diagnosis and treatment, constitute reliable examples of decision-making [58].
One of the main challenges in creating clinical practice guidelines and care
pathways is the selection of the modeling method [75, 76, 113]. However, clinical
domains are not novel application scenarios for BPM-based approaches and could
help in this direction [13, 26, 51, 116, 117].
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From a BPM standpoint, a care pathway encapsulates the workflow that
delineates how to conduct a specific healthcare procedure for addressing specific
medical complication (see for example the BPMN process of Fig. 2.1).
Such a heterogeneous scenario requires the standardization of patient man-
agement and care delivery procedures, and of their decisional counterpart, to
guarantee proper information and knowledge sharing [118]. Reaching a stan-
dard care plan definition is the first step towards ensuring that all the patients
presenting the same clinical conditions benefit from the same care. Thus, care
plans must respond to disparate and individual needs, and must comply with
organizational and social objectives.
In the described setting, business process modeling and re-engineering tech-
niques may be used to support the iterative and incremental design of care
pathways and of the related decision-making activities [59].
When considering different process modeling perspectives (cf. Sect. 2.1), clin-
ical and healthcare processes require standard yet flexible solutions to deal with
informational, temporal, and decision aspects.
Under an informational perspective, it is crucial to provide clinicians with
a data-aware overview of the care process, in order to improve understanding
and to support clinical decision-making. To this end, process models must be
integrated with existing health databases, starting from the conceptual level.
Under a temporal perspective, constant coordination in terms of temporal
and resource scheduling is vital to achieve acceptable levels of care provision
quality. Moreover, clinical decisions are affected by temporal constraints, and so
is their effectiveness [112]. Physicians have to decide which are the most appro-
priate interventions to schedule, which is their preferred order, and which are the
activity to carry out in case of unexpected changes in treatment outcomes [26].
Such delicate, but crucial decisions, typically based on evidence-based knowl-
edge, clinical best-practice or examination results, affect the outcomes of the
overall care process and their reliability often depends on temporal properties.
For the reasons discussed in this section, the concepts and solutions devised
in this thesis are often applied to real-world clinical and healthcare processes,
without loss of generality.

Part II
The Temporal Perspective
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Formal specification and operational support of time constraints constitute
fundamental challenges for any process-aware information system [23].
One key perspective when dealing with business process management is time.
Nonetheless, temporal constraints are often neglected during process modeling
and time support is limited in existing process management systems [17].
Different methods for the specification of temporal constraints and time-
aware verification techniques and tools have been developed in the fields of
workflow, BPM, web service composition, and inter-organizational research [18].
Most state-of-the-art approaches in the field of activity-centric process model-
ing [32, 35, 34, 119], propose to extend existing process modeling languages (most
notably BPMN) to support the representation of temporal constraints. Then, the
enriched process modeling language is typically mapped to a formal model, such
as timed automata [66], for model checking purposes.
Part II introduces three distinct approaches to model and verify the temporal
perspective of business processes. In line with existing literature, we consider the
BPMN standard for the specification of temporal constraints and rely on formal
models for verification purposes. However, we show how to design sound BPMN
models able to capture certain temporal constraints, and focus on verifying either
the soundness of the obtained process models or specific temporal properties.
In Chapter 3, we address the modeling and specification of constraints related
to the duration of process activities in a way that is conceptually and semanti-
cally BPMN-compliant. Starting from the BPMN standard and considering the
advanced event-handling mechanisms it includes, we propose an approach to de-
fine reusable duration-aware process models for representing different nuances
of activity duration, at design time. Violations of the specified constraints are
prompted at run-time through signal events. For ensuring that the proposed pro-
cess models behave as expected, we map them to time Petri nets (TPN) [120] and
use existing TPN (simulation) tools for soundness verification [121, 122]. How-
ever, in Chapter 3, we abstain from checking temporal constraints at design-time.
In Chapter 4, we deal with the modeling of selected temporal constraints that
determine which process execution paths are taken based on temporal conditions
(e.g., time-difference between certain events, temporal mutual exclusion, time
lags). In particular, we focus on enforcing them in BPMN process models and
formalize their semantics through timed automata [66], opening the path open
for their formal verification through established model checking tools [123].
Temporal aspects also constrain how decisions are made in processes: while
some constraints hold only along certain paths, decision outcomes may be re-
stricted to satisfy temporal constraints. In Chapter 5, we introduce a new kind
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of time-aware BPMN processes able to discern decision activities based on how
their outcomes are managed at run-time. Then, we propose a mapping from
time-aware BPMN processes onto a specific kind of temporal-constraint net-
works, called Conditional Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty and Deci-
sion (CSTNUD) [67], to provide the semantics of the BPMN elements extended
with the temporal dimension and to verify their dynamic controllability [29].
Although focusing on the importance of modeling time in BPMN processes,
the approaches presented in Chapters 3–5 differ from each other based on their
final goal, influencing which methods are used.
In detail, Chapter 3 focuses on representing duration constraints in BPMN,
aiming to embed the temporal dimension in modular BPMN processes that can
be run directly on BPMN engines. Time Petri nets are used for verifying the
soundness of the obtained process models: we do not consider checking duration
constraints at design time as (i) actual durations are known during execution;
(ii) violations of duration constraints during execution are captured by event and
exception handling mechanisms.
Chapter 4 begins with an approach similar to the one presented in Chap-
ter 3 for the modeling of temporal constraints in BPMN. However, the proposed
BPMN solutions enforce the temporal constraints and, thus, we do not consider
constraint violations management. In addition, Chapter 4 proposes a mapping
from BPMN towards timed automata that can be used for checking the temporal
constraints.
Chapter 5 considers the tight interaction between temporal constraints and
the decision-making enacted during process execution to ensure that such con-
straints are observed. The main focus of this chapter is not only the specification
of temporal constraints, but also the checking of the process dynamic controlla-
bility, that is, the capability of executing the process for any possible duration
of tasks. In this chapter, BPMN is extended to capture temporal constraints:
the semantics of process elements extended with a temporal dimension and with
decision-making aspects is provided by means of CSTNUDs. The latter are used
in favour of TPN and TA to exploit existing results about dynamic controllability
checking in workflows [29, 69, 67].
Finally, in Chapter 6 we discuss related work and compare the introduced
contributions with state-of-the-art approaches.
3A Modular Approach for Defining Duration
Constraints on Business Processes
This chapter is based on results published in [52, 53].
Business process management focuses on the modeling and management of
business processes by using suitable techniques that allow organizations to be
more efficient and flexible in achieving their goals. In this context, a deep under-
standing of organizational processes supported by an intuitive design approach
can improve the quality of the business from different viewpoints, such as costs
reduction, resource planning, and increase in competitiveness.
A very important aspect to consider when dealing with business processes is
time [16, 17, 27, 119, 124]. Temporal coordination is naturally represented and
managed during process design. Indeed, a business process is as a collection of
activities related across time and space, that realizes a specific service or busi-
ness goal [1]. Temporal constraints play a crucial role in process execution, as
most real-world processes run under time constraints [27]. Activity performance
takes time, the scheduling of resources and workforce requires temporal coordina-
tion, and process compliance with deadlines is fundamental in most application
environments [23, 125, 126].
In this chapter, we discuss issues related to the modeling and management
of temporal duration of activities and specific process regions.
Activities are used to represent any amount of work carried out within a
process, and thus, they implicitly span over a certain, finite amount of time. Ex-
plicitly representing activity duration in process models is useful whenever tem-
poral information is crucial for understanding and re-engineering the designed
procedures. Furthermore, in many real-world applications, constraining activity
duration becomes essential in order to guarantee the completion of the overall
process within desired time limits, which are driven by resource availability and
scheduling requirements [127]. Similarly, under a process compliance perspective,
activities need to adhere to regulations and policies that set deadlines or limit
duration based on best-practices. Actually, it is quite common that both the
execution and results of an activity are affected by its temporal duration: some
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tasks and procedures become irrelevant with respect to process goals if they are
not performed within predefined time limits [52].
As an example, let us consider dialysis, whose efficacy is determined by the
overall duration of the treatment.
Example 3.1 (Dialysis). Dialysis is used to purify blood from waste and extra
water and a single treatment session usually lasts 3-5 hours. Despite short and
rapid dialysis is less painful for the patient, rapid fluid-removal attempts can
result in depletion of the circulating volume and in hypotension that, together
with incomplete removal of salt and water, are associated with increased risk of
death [128]. Therefore, treatments briefer than 3 hours are considered ineffective
and dangerous for the patient.
Example 3.1 shows that, in order to properly model activities “dialysis”, the
representation of defined duration constraints is an important issue to consider.
Indeed, in some cases executing an activity without observing its duration con-
straints undermines the validity of its outcomes.
The contribution of this chapter lies on the specification and management
of duration constraints using the well-known Business Process Model and Nota-
tion [11]. In general, due to the lack of direct support for time aspects, modeling
and managing temporal constraints in BPMN is quite demanding for process de-
signers [23]. To overcome this limitation and foster the verification of time-aware
processes, a considerable number of research proposals have focused on extend-
ing the BPMN standard [32, 34, 35, 36, 119]. Compared to these approaches,
we focus on solely using existing BPMN constructs to represent different nu-
ances of duration constraints, even if this requires combining multiple process
elements to express a single temporal aspect. Our approach differs from previous
research proposals in the way BPMN is used: instead of extending or enriching
the notation, we represent different kinds of duration constraints directly with
BPMN, by designing re-usable process models that fully exploit the advanced
event handling mechanisms present in the standard. Despite requiring us some
initial modeling effort, the obtained processes provide a clear conceptualization
of duration-aware process activities and regions, entirely based on the standard
BPMN semantics [11, 101]. This latter aspect is very relevant when considering
existing standard-compliant tools and engines. Moreover, the continuous addi-
tion of extension elements to the notation requires the definition of a novel
operational semantics, potentially increasing the complexity of the standard and
leading to ad-hoc solutions scarcely used in practice [129].
The process models designed in this chapter are well-structured and intended
to be used as base building blocks for modeling duration-aware processes. That
is, we do not expect process designers to come up themselves with the proposed
models, but rather provide them with ready-to-use solutions to model duration
constraints in a standard-compliant way.
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Our proposal focuses on fulfilling the following research requirements, which
have been selected from a broad set of requirements that are frequently advocated
in literature in the fields of BPM [16, 18, 23, 124, 27, 29, 125, 130], (temporal)
information systems [112, 131], and temporal constraint networks [132, 133, 134].
• Temporal Management. In business process management, temporal aspects
are a very important issue to consider [16, 18]. Time plays a major role in
activity coordination and temporal constraints satisfaction affects process
results. Thus, representing and managing temporal constraints is needed
during process design and execution.
• Standard-based modeling. In business process representation, the use of a
standard graphical notation facilitates the understanding of business pro-
cedures, internal collaborations, coordination between activities, and tool
support [7].
• Designer Support. In business process modeling, designers and analysts need
to be supported in order to be able to easily model business activities and
the related temporal aspects [23, 29].
• Modularity/Re-usability. In business process modeling, modularity and re-
usability reduce design complexity and improve both readability and man-
agement of complex process models. Having ready-to-use (sub)process mod-
els facilitates the modeling of complex processes [132].
This chapter deals with the specification of different kinds of duration con-
straints in BPMN and tackles the detection and management of constraint vio-
lations during process run-time [27, 124].
We begin with proposing a basic process model for specifying the duration of a
given activity. In this regard, we discuss the possibility of having boundary events
influencing the execution of a constrained activity and propose suitable models
for specifying such constraints and for discerning different causes of activity
interruption.
Then, moving from simple activities to more complex process parts, we deal
with the specification of duration constraints of SESE regions, and of arbitrarily
selected Non-Single-Entry-Single-Exit (non-SESE) regions [107].
Beside simple duration, we address two more variants of activity duration: (i)
one deals with the possibility of dynamically specifying activity duration after its
initiation (deferred duration), while (ii) the other one regards shifted duration,
i.e., a duration that is measured starting only from a relevant moment, after
activity initiation [53]. To complete the picture, we introduce suitable techniques
that can be included in the proposed process models in order to detect and handle
duration violations.
Among various domains suitable for the application of BPM techniques, clin-
ical working environments cover a role of primary importance with respect to the
temporal perspective [27, 51]. Indeed, time is extremely relevant in healthcare
processes, as patients lives are involved, resources are limited, and clinical pro-
cedural aspects must be integrated with organizational and administrative prac-
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tice [26]. For this reason, we often refer to real-world clinical examples throughout
the chapter, without compromising the generality of the proposed approach.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Sect. 3.1 provides
the reader with basic background concepts related to BPMN and time, while
Sect. 3.2 summarizes the considered duration constraints. Sect. 3.3, Sect. 3.4, and
Sect. 3.5 describe the structure and behavior of the introduced process models.
Sect. 3.6 presents possible strategies for detecting and handling duration viola-
tions. Sect. 3.7 discusses the verification of the proposed process patterns based
on time Petri nets. Finally, Sect. 3.8 draws some conclusions.
3.1 Modeling Temporal Aspects in BPMN processes
To begin with, let us consider the process for the diagnosis and management of
patients diagnosed with appendicitis, exemplified in Fig. 3.1.
Example 3.2 (Diagnosis and Management of Appendicitis). Appendici-
tis is a common gastrointestinal infection necessitating prompt surgical interven-
tion [135]. Choices of operative strategy and timing of intervention have been
reported to influence outcomes and hospital length of stay.
For simplicity, we consider dealing with patients having perforated appen-
dicitis and requiring emergency appendectomy. The process of Fig. 3.1 begins
with start event S, which leads the sequence flow towards task Patient Evalua-
tion during which the patient is interviewed and individual clinical variables are
assessed. The following collapsed subprocess Diagnosis includes multiple inter-
related diagnostic steps, such as biochemical testing, ultrasound, and additional
imaging tests, that aim to exclude complications other than appendicitis.
Then, exclusive gateway associated to question Acute appendicitis diagnosed?
split the process flow in two paths, one towards task Additional Clinical Assessment
SurgeryPatientPreparation
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Fig. 3.1: Sample BPMN process representing selected steps of the diagnosis and
management of patients requiring emergency appendectomy.
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if appendicitis is excluded, the other leading to expanded subprocess Hospital-
ization if a diagnosis of appendicitis is confirmed. Hospitalization is functional to
appendectomy, the surgical removal of the infected appendix. Surgery may either
follow the open approach or the laparoscopic one, depending on individual pa-
tient needs and resource availability. Usually, preoperative Antibiotic Prophylaxis
is commenced once the diagnosis of appendicitis is established and may continue
during surgery.
Postoperative antibiotic treatment is considered standard of care in cases of
perforated appendicitis. After surgery, Postoperative treatment is administered
in hospital until discharge, while oral Antibiotic therapy may continue for some
days at home. The process ends with end event E.
From the context described by Example 7.2 it is clear how timing is crucial
for patient safety.
In general, clinical diagnosis and assessment activities must have reasonable
durations to avoid mistakes due to hasty decision-making or dangerously long
waiting times that may lead to infections of the surgical site. Similarly, both
hospital length of stay and the duration of antibiotic regimens are of crucial
importance for optimal process outcome, being influenced by clinical events and
influencing overall process duration. However, their duration cannot be expressed
by a simple duration constraint.
For example, let us consider discharge planning of an hospitalized patient.
Example 3.3 (Discharge from hospital). Let us consider Hospitalization as
a general medical task. In order to safely discharge a patient, physicians must
ensure that he or she has had no fever (NF) for the 24 hours preceding discharge.
Otherwise, the patient is kept in hospital until fever resolves and the patient has
remained afebrile for 24 hours.
Fig. 3.2(a) shows task Hospitalization, where a duration of 24 hours is mea-
sured after the occurrence of event NF, which denotes the beginning of apyrexia.
However, fever resolution may be followed by future episodes of fever (F). In
this scenario, physicians must wait until fever resolves again before starting to
measure the 24-hour interval required for safe discharge. Fig. 3.2(b) shows the
explained setting: if fever F occurs within the 24-hour interval following NF, the
duration count is reset and physicians must wait until fever resolves again (NF)
before restarting duration measurement.
Example 3.3 illustrates that the specification of minimum and maximum
turnaround times of subprocess Hospitalization is not sufficient to capture the
duration of the subprocess. In the remainder of this chapter, we focus on speci-
fying the duration constraints exemplified in the text annotations of Fig. 3.1.
Although business processes describe sequences of actions that follow an or-
dering that is homogeneous to the flowing of time, support of temporal per-
spective of business processes remains limited [16, 23, 32]. Among several design
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levels, conceptual modeling is probably the most affected by this lack of expres-
siveness [119], as there exist control and scheduling tools that manage certain
temporal constraints during process run-time.
When modeling business processes from a temporal standpoint the temporal
dimension of the process elements, whenever defined, depends on the modeling
language used and on its semantics. Since many process modeling languages focus
on control flow aspects, designing and visualizing temporal properties in process
models becomes quite challenging, especially because of the lack of a common,
clear temporal semantics.
Usually, it is assumed that the process sequence flow, gateways, and event
triggering are instantaneous, that is, their execution does not consume any time
or it consumes a fixed amount of time, which does not change during process
execution [33]. This allows designers to ignore the temporal contribute brought
by these constructs whenever computing the overall process duration or inferring
temporal dependencies among flow elements.
An exception is represented by catching events that, once enabled, may need
to wait for a certain amount of time prior to being activated by a trigger. For
instance, a timer event having attribute timeDuration set to “one hour” will
be triggered one hour after being enabled [11]. Similarly, a message event could
potentially wait for one second or to an indefinite amount of time for the cor-
responding message trigger to arrive. However, it is reasonable to think that
events will be triggered after a finite and practical amount of time and that any
two event instances cannot occur exactly at the same point in time, assuming
sufficient clock precision [33]. Therefore, it is always possible to temporally order
process events occurrence. Whenever it is necessary to model that two events
happening contemporaneously, it is sufficient to show that their occurrence has
no predefined order, that is, all the possible interleavings of such events are
admitted.
Hospitalization
NF
Hospitalization
F
activity
milestone event(s)
time
360 12 0
NF NF
8 2213 46
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Fig. 3.2: (a) 24 hours are measured starting from the occurrence of event NF,
which denotes the beginning of apyrexia. (b) The reoccurrence of F within the
24-hour interval, causes duration measurement to be reset.
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Activities take time to be executed. A duration is defined as “an amount of
time with known length, but no specific starting or ending instants” [136].
For example, a duration of “one week” is known to last seven days, but it
can refer to any temporal block of seven consecutive days. It is widely accepted
that duration is non-directional with respect to a timeline, that is, it is always
positive. In this chapter, for simplicity, we deal with a discrete time domain,
i.e., we assume that time is discrete and isomorphic to natural numbers. As a
consequence, the shortest interval has a duration of one time unit.
An activity, being either an atomic task or a compound subprocess, is ex-
pected to last a precise amount of time, within a range delimited by minimum
duration MIN and maximum duration MAX values (d ∈ [MIN, MAX]). Mini-
mum duration specifies that a certain activity must not complete earlier than
a preset time point, that is, it should take at least a specified amount of time
to be performed. A suitable clinical example for describing a minimum duration
constraint is antibiotic therapy, which would result ineffective if administered
for less than a certain number of days. On the other hand, a maximum duration
constraint is used to set the upper-most time limit after which the activity is
intended to have terminated. For example, maximum duration for taking the
database systems exam is fixed to 3 hours. Students that do not hand in their
tests within 3 hours will not be evaluated.
Let us consider the activity life-cycle depicted in Fig. 2.2. In the remainder
of this chapter, when speaking about activity duration, we refer to the amount
of time during which the activity is RUNNING, i.e., we do not consider the time
span during which the activity is enabled but not yet started [17].
3.2 Process Models for Specifying Activity Duration
In this section, we recall some useful foundational concepts and introduce the
different kinds of duration constraints addressed in this chapter with the help of
tables that summarize their main features and report meaningful examples.
According to Def. 2.1, a process model is a tuple m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,R,
αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k ρ, L). Without loss of generality, in the remainder
of this chapter, we consider dealing with process models conforming to the above
definition, but such that DN = ∅, TA = ∅, F = ∅, T = ∅, and R = ∅. In
other words, we leave the data and resource perspectives out to better focus on
the temporal one.
The semantics of the introduced elements is assumed to be the one defined
by BPMN [11, 101], and introduced in Sect. 2.1.2.
As for the notation used in this chapter, let θ be one of functions α, tr,
ty, β, γr, and γty belonging to a process model m. For practicality, we write
θ({n1, . . . , nm}) = val, as a short-cut for ∀ni ∈ {n1, . . . , nm} θ(ni) = val.
As discussed in Sect. 2.1.2, if a process model m has unique start event s, a
unique end event e, and each node n ∈ {A ∪ G∪ Eint} lies on a path from s to e,
then m is said to be structurally sound [137]. Despite being a desirable property,
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we do not require end events to be unique as some exception flows, such as those
outgoing of non-interrupting events, shall have with their own end event [11].
Instead, we always assume dealing with process models having a unique start
event (cf. structural criteria (iv) and (v) on page 29).
When composing multiple process models into a comprehensive one, elements
such as flow nodes or control flow edges may be used to ensure that their flows
are correctly connected and that their event handling mechanisms are consistent.
We refer to the collection of such process elements as connecting kit.
Definition 3.1 (Connecting Kit). A connecting kit Ck = (N,C) consists of
a finite set of flow nodes N and a finite non-empty set of control flow edges C
representing a graph not necessarily connected.
++
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POINT BPMN-BASED DESIGN OF DURATION CONSTRAINTS
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Connecting KitDuration Pattern
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(Collapsed)
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Connecting Kit
Duration-aware process model
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Fig. 3.3: Starting from a process Task (or region) whose duration needs to be
constrained, we design a (set of) Duration Pattern(s) that can be attached to
the task through suitable BPMN elements forming a Connecting Kit to obtain a
complete Duration-aware process model.
As previously mentioned, our aim is to capture different kinds of duration
constraints by means of dedicated process models, which we refer to as duration
patterns. As outlined in Figure 3.3, starting from a process task (or region) to
constrain, we design a duration pattern that captures the specified duration
constraint. The duration pattern is attached to the activity through a set of
additional BPMN flow and connecting elements, forming a connecting kit that is
used to anchor the pattern to the task (or region) and to refine event handling.
The resulting combination of the temporally constrained task (or region) with
the duration pattern realized by the connecting kit, is a complete duration-aware
process model.
Such duration-aware process models may include different duration patterns
depending on the kind of duration constraint that is represented.
In the remainder of the section, tables are used to summarize and exemplify
the different kinds of considered duration constraints.
Table 3.1 describes duration constraints for process activities, considering also
tasks with attached boundary events, and considers the specification of simple
duration for more complex process regions, such as SESE or non-SESE regions.
Table 3.2 exemplifies some settings that require one to dynamically choose a
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proper duration range for an activity, after its initiation (deferred duration).
Finally, Table 3.3 introduces how to specify a shifted duration for an activity,
considering also resetting it whenever environmental conditions change.
3.3 Specifying Simple Duration Constraints
In this section, we recall and formalize the structure of the duration-aware process
model initially proposed in [52] for specifying the simple duration of a process
activity. This initial solution is the basic building block for the modeling of more
complex constraints, addressed later in this work.
The simple duration of an activity a can be specified through a structurally
sound process model, namely duration pattern φsimple, that is meant to be suit-
ably combined with a through a connecting kit Ck1.
Formally, φsimple = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, ρ, L)
has the following structure.
– N = {A ∪G ∪ E} is the set of flow nodes, where:
A = ∅; G = {g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6}; E = {Estart ∪ Eint ∪ Eend} where
Estart = {s}, Eint = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6}, and Eend = {e};
– DN = ∅;
– C = {(s, g1), (g1, g2), (g1, g3), (g2, e1), (g2, e2), (g3, e3), (g3, e4), (e4, e6),
(e1, e5), (e5, g4), (e2, g4), (e3, g5), (e4, g5), (g5, g6), (g4, g6), (g6, e)} is the set
of control flow edges;
– TA = ∅;
– F = ∅;
– T = ∅;
– R = ∅;
– αk = ∅;
– αt = ∅;
– β = ∅;
– γr({g1, g2, g3}) = split, γr({g4, g5, g6}) = merge;
– γty({g1, g6}) = parallel, γty({g4, g5}) = exclusive, and γty({g2, g3}) = event−
based;
– tr({s, e1, e2, e3, e4}) = catching, tr({e5, e6, e}) = throwing;
– ty({s, e}) = none, ty({e1, e3}) = timer, ty({e2, e4, e5, e6}) = signal;
– k = ∅;
– ρ = ∅;
– L(e2) = L(e4).
Functions αk, αt, β, k, and ρ are empty since A = ∅, EB = ∅, and R = ∅.
Events e2 and e4 are given the same label to highlight that they have the same
triggering mechanism, i.e., they catch the same trigger.
Connecting kit Ck1 = (N,C) where N = {e7} and C = {(g1, a), (a, e7),
(e7, g6)}. Event e7 is an intermediate throwing signal event that triggers both
events e2 and e4 of φsimple, whenever they are actively listening.
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Simple Duration of an Activity (Task or Sub-Process) Sec. 3.3
Constraint Description
The time span during which a task is executed is restricted by minimum [MIN] or
maximum [MAX] duration bounds.
Real-World Examples
• The minimum acceptable duration of anticoagulation therapy for venous throm-
boembolism is 3 months. [MIN]
• Nimesulide should not be given for periods longer than 7 days in the treatment of
acute pain. [MAX]
• A taxi ride from the airport to to the city center will take from 30 to 60 minutes,
depending on traffic. [MIN and MAX]
Simple Duration of an Activity with Boundary Events Sec. 3.3.1
Constraint Description
The duration of a task is restricted by minimum [MIN] or maximum [MAX] duration
bounds, and has attached interrupting [I] or non-interrupting [NI] events.
Real-World Examples
• A fluid challenge must be infused within 30 minutes in critically ill patients, as
slower rates of infusion are deemed less effective. Fluid infusion must be interrupted
if cardiac filling pressures increase to critical levels. [MIN and MAX, I]
• Aspirin therapy for prevention of thrombotic events should last 28 days. If the
patient experiences any upper gastrointestinal complication, gastro-protective co-
therapy may be initiated. [MIN and MAX, NI]
Simple Duration of a SESE region Sec. 3.3.2
Constraint Description
The time span during which a sequential [→], parallel [ ], or exclusive [ ] SESE region
is executed is limited by minimum [MIN] and maximum [MAX] duration bounds.
Real-World Examples
• Exercise stress test lasts at least 45 minutes, comprehensive of preparation and
monitoring times. [→, MIN]
• Therapy for H. Pylori eradication combines antibiotics and proton pump inhibitors
for an overall duration of 7-10 days. [MIN and MAX, ]
Simple Duration of a non-SESE region Sec. 3.3.2
Constraint Description
The time span during which a non-SESE region is executed is restricted by minimum
[MIN] and maximum [MAX] duration bounds.
Real-World Examples
• On-scene time for adults trauma should be less than 10 minutes, during which
airway with cervical spine control, breathing, circulation and disability are checked,
depending on the patient’s gravity and the probability of head trauma [MAX].
Table 3.1: Simple duration of process activities and regions.
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Deferred Duration of an Activity Sec. 3.4
Constraint Description
A task can be associated to multiple duration intervals and a default one can
be chosen prior to activity initiation. At run-time only one interval is selected,
based on how activity execution evolves. Therefore, the choice of which duration
range applies is deferred with respect to activity initiation.
Real-World Examples
• Let us consider the treatment for pharyngitis. If the infection is viral, antibi-
otic therapy lasts 5 days, whereas for bacterial pharyngitis it should last 10
days. As it is hard to distinguish viral and bacterial causes based on symp-
toms alone, an empiric treatment is usually initiated, while a throat culture
is grown. When results are obtained, treatment is specialized and continued
based on the discovered nature of the infection.
• Hospitalization following a diagnosis of appendicitis can last 1-2 days if
surgery was routine, or up to 4 days if the removed appendix is found to
be ruptured during the intervention.
Table 3.2: Deferred duration of an activity: the choice of which one among mul-
tiple duration ranges applies is made while the activity is being executed.
Shifted Duration of an Activity Sec. 3.5
Constraint Description
The duration of a task is restricted by minimum [MIN] or maximum [MAX]
duration bounds, and it is measured starting from a specific (shifted) moment
indicating that a certain property begins to hold. We call this particular moment
milestone event. Duration count is reset [R] whenever this property stops holding
earlier than the set minimum duration.
Real-World Examples
• To prepare medium boiled eggs, put the eggs in a saucepan filled with cold
water. Set the pan over medium-high heat and as soon as the water boils,
start timing 4 to 5 minutes. [MIN and MAX]
• Hospitalization must last between 24 and 36 hours, starting from the moment
the patient defervesces (milestone event). If the patient has fever prior to 24
hours, duration count is reset and will re-start once fever disappears again.
[MIN and MAX, R]
Table 3.3: Shifted duration of an activity, considering also the possibility of
resetting the duration count.
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Fig. 3.4: BPMN duration-aware process model for specifying the simple dura-
tion d ∈ [MIN,MAX] of Task. Considering Fig. 3.3, PM1 corresponds to the
RESULT obtained for capturing the simple duration of Task.
As outlined in Fig. 3.3, the combination of a, Ck1, and φsimple results in a
complete duration-aware process model PM1 = (N ∪ {a, e7}, DN , C ∪ {(g1, a)}
∪ {(a, e7)} ∪ {(e7, g6)}, TA, F , T , R, αk ∪ {{a 7→ task} or {a 7→ subprocess}},
αt ∪ {a 7→ abstract}, β, γr, γty, tr ∪ {e7 7→ throwing}, ty ∪ {e7 7→ signal},
k, ρ, L ∪ L(a) ∪ L(e7)}).
Process model PM1 can be included within more complex parent processes
and represented as a collapsed subprocess. In other words, a duration-aware
process model can be considered as a subprocess template that designers can use
to specify task duration [52].
Without loss of generality, in Fig. 3.4 activity a is represented as a task, i.e.,
α(a) = task and L(a) = Task. The flow nodes of duration pattern φsimple are
labeled as follows: L(s) = S, L(e1) = MAX, L(e2) = c EXITED, L(e3) = MIN,
L(e4) = c EXITED, L(e5) = t maxViolated, L(e6) = t minViolated, L(e) = E,
L(g1) = G1, L(g2) = G2, L(g3) = G3, L(g4) = G4, L(g5) = G5, L(g6) = G6,
while event e7 of connecting kit Ck1 is labeled as L(e7) = t EXITED.
The designed process allows us to manage three possible Task execution be-
haviors with respect to a given duration range: (i) Task is completed within the
allowed duration, thus it lasts longer than the minimum desired time limit but
ends before the maximum one, (ii) Task ends before the minimum time expected
for its completion, thus violating its minimum duration constraint, (iii) Task is
still executing when the maximum time limit allowed for completion is reached,
thus raising a maximum duration violation.
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The process begins when its start event S is triggered. The token arrives at
parallel gateway G1, and the flow is split into three branches: two of them are
directed to event-based gateways G2 and G3, while the last one is directed to
Task. Event-based gateway G2 represents a branching point in the process where
only one path is chosen (either flow1 or flow2) depending on which one of the
events in its configuration is triggered first, i.e., event MAX on flow1, or event
c EXITED on flow2. Event-based gateway G3 has the same behavior as G2 but
with respect to events MIN on flow3 and c EXITED on flow4.
When Task is completed, the token reaches the following (throwing) signal
event t EXITED, which is broadcast to be caught by corresponding (catching)
signal events c EXITED on flow2 and flow4.
(i) If Task completes within the defined duration range, signal event t EXITED
is caught only by signal event c EXITED on flow2, since timer event MIN was
triggered previously and, thus, flow4 was withdrawn.
(ii) If Task completes earlier than the minimum duration allowed signal event
t EXITED is caught by both events c EXITED on flow2 and flow4. In this case, sig-
nal event t minViolated on flow4 is broadcast to indicate that minimum duration
has not been observed.
(iii) If Task is still executing when the maximum duration time limit allowed
is reached, signal event t EXITED is never caught, as both branches flow2 and
flow4 are withdrawn (i.e., both timer events MIN and MAX are fired). Then, signal
t maxViolated located on flow2 is triggered to acknowledge that the maximum
duration has been violated.
Signal events t minViolated and t maxViolated are used to detect violations
and to trigger other processes designed to handle them, as explained in Sect. 3.6.
To specify only minimum(maximum) duration, the process branch dealing
with the maximum(minimum) duration may be simply be removed without al-
tering the well-structuredness of the process.
In dealing with task duration specification, we allow designers to use the
proposed BPMN process model PM1 as a ready-to-use building block whose
timer events may be properly tuned to represent a specific duration. For instance,
in Fig. 3.5 shows an example of process model including subprocess Duration-
aware Antibiotic Therapy represents task Antibiotic Therapy combined with is
duration pattern. For conceptual modeling, designers could also represent the
whole duration-aware subprocess as a simple task characterized by a specialized
icon such as a “clock”, as done in [35, 119] and shown in the bottom part of
Fig. 3.5. Anyhow, being conceptually and semantically defined through BPMN,
the behavior of the underlying duration pattern remains clear, regardless of the
chosen graphical representation.
3.3.1 Specifying the Duration of an Activity with Boundary Events
In order to provide a complete picture of simple duration specification of an
activity, we considered the possibility of having boundary events influencing
activity execution and potentially affecting its overall duration.
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Fig. 3.5: Duration-aware process model for task Antibiotic therapy depicted as
subprocess Duration-aware Antibiotic Therapy included in a more complex parent
process.
When placed on the boundary of a task or subprocess, an intermediate event
is used to represent exception or compensation handling [11].
Once the event occurrence is consumed, the activity can be interrupted if the
event is an interrupting one, or activity execution can continue in parallel with
the event handler, if the event is non-interrupting.
Although multiple interrupting boundary events can be attached to the same
activity, only one of such handlers can be executed at a time, for obvious rea-
sons. Conversely, an unlimited number of non-interrupting event handlers can
be modeled and executed in parallel, while the activity continues its execution.
In this latter setting, it is important to recall the previously explained seman-
tic states of a process activity, shown in Fig. 2.2. In particular, we would like to
underline that a BPMN activity can switch to state Completed only when all the
non-interrupting event handlers attached to its boundary are completed. That
is, an activity moves from state Active to state Completing when its execution
has finished, but the attached non-interrupting boundary handlers have not yet
completed their execution.
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The previously introduced duration-aware process model PM1 can be revis-
ited considering the addition of both interrupting and non-interrupting events
attached to the boundary of the considered activity a.
Recalling the approach outlined in Fig. 3.3, we consider starting from an
activity a having two intermediate boundary events ei and en, where ei is inter-
rupting and en is non-interrupting.
The core duration pattern is again φsimple, but the connecting kit must be
re-defined in order to capture also the exception flows originating from the events.
In detail, connecting kit Ck2 = (N,C), where N = {a1, e7, e8, e9, g7} and
C = {(g1, a), (a, e7), (e7, g7), (ei, e8), (e8, g7), (g7, g6), (en, a1), (a1, e9)}.
Given a, ei, en, and φsimple = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty,
tr, ty, k, ρ, L), and combining them with the elements of Ck2, we obtain the
complete duration-aware process model PM2 = (N
′, DN ′, C ′, TA′, F ′, T ′, R′, α′k,
α′t, β
′, γ′r, γ
′
ty, 
′
tr, 
′
ty, 
′
k, ρ
′, L′), where:
– N ′ = N ∪ {a, a1, g7, ei, en, e7, e8, e9}, and {a, a1} ⊆ A′, g7 ∈ G′, and {e7, e8,
e9} ⊆ E′;
– DN ′ = ∅;
– C ′= C ∪ {{(g1, a)} ∪ {(a, e7)} ∪ {(e7, g7)} ∪ {(ei, e8)} ∪ {(e8, g7)} ∪ {(g7, g6)}
∪ {(ei, e8)} ∪ {(en, a1)} ∪ {(a1, e9)}}.
– TA′ = ∅;
– F ′ = ∅;
– T ′ = ∅;
– R′ = ∅;
– α′k = α ∪ {{a 7→ task} or {a 7→ subprocess}} ∪ {a1 7→ subprocess};
– α′t = α ∪ {{a 7→ abstract} ∪ {{a′ 7→ abstract};
– β′ = β ∪ {a 7→ {ei, en}};
– γ′r = γr ∪ {g7 7→ merge};
– γ′ty = γty ∪ {g7 7→ exclusive};
– ′tr = tr ∪ {{ei, en} 7→ catching} ∪ {{e7, e8, e9} 7→ throwing};
– ′ty = ty ∪ {{e7, e8} 7→ signal} ∪ {e9 7→ none};
– ′k = k ∪ {ei 7→ interrupting} ∪ {en 7→ non−interrupting};
– ρ′ = ρ = ∅;
– L′ ⊇ L and L′(e7) = L′(e8).
The obtained duration-aware process model is shown in Fig. 3.6. Without
loss of generality, activity a is represented as an abstract task, i.e., αk(a) = task,
αt(a) = abstract and L′(a) = Task, while boundary events are labeled as L′(ei)
= InterruptingE and L′(en) = Non-InterruptingE. The flow nodes of duration
pattern φsimple are labeled as in Fig. 3.4, while the flow nodes of Ck2 are labeled
as follows: L′(a1) = Non-interrupting Event Handler, L′(e7) = t EXITED, L′(e8)
= t EXITED, L′(e9) = exE, and L′(g7) = G7.
As for the type of boundary events, in Fig. 3.6 we employ a none intermediate
event placed on the activity boundary although this kind of event is not defined
in BPMN as a possible catching event. We chose to use it as a graphical expedient
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for the sake of simplicity, as the behavior of PM2 remains the same for any of the
following BPMN triggers: Signal, Timer, Message, Conditional, and Escalation.
Specifically, any Signal or Message event can be sent by any external par-
ticipant or process instance. A Conditional event is triggered when a condition
becomes true, whereas an Escalation event triggers a reaction to a specific busi-
ness situation. Timer events are assumed to be triggered at a fixed timeDate,
such as “February 23rd 2015”, timeCycle for example “every Monday at 9.00
a.m.” or timeDuration, such as “2 hours”. Of course, when defined with an ab-
solute timeDate, their triggering depends on when the process is executed.
exE
G7
+
Fig. 3.6: Duration-aware process model representing the duration of a Task hav-
ing attached interrupting and non-interrupting intermediate boundary events.
In the presented solution, the exception flow outgoing from interrupting event
InterruptingE is alternative to the normal flow outgoing from Task. Compared to
the process of Fig. 3.4, in this setting the semantic state of Task changes to Ter-
minated if the interrupting event is triggered. Therefore, signal event t EXITED
can be replicated within exceptionFlow to be used in case of minimum constraint
violation caused by early task interruption. Besides this, no substantial change
in the model is required to detect constraint violation, as the behavior of φsimple
remains unvaried.
Regarding the occurrence of interrupting boundary events and timer events
MIN and MAX, it is worth noticing that an interrupting event may occur either
earlier or later than MIN, conjectured that it occurs before Task is completed.
Conversely, an interrupting event can occur after the maximum duration only
if Task is violating the constraint set by MAX. That said, we can conclude that
interrupting boundary events can directly raise minimum constraint violations
whenever Task is interrupted before the triggering of MIN. However, being de-
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signed as an exception, this latter kind of violation is a predictable temporal
exception, properly captured by event handlers in the process model.
As an example, consider the process model of Fig. 3.7, depicting activity fluid
challenge constrained between 15–30 minutes.
Example 3.4 (Fluid Challenge). A Fluid challenge is the rapid infusion of in-
travenous fluids, usually crystalloids or colloids, for the reversal of hypovolemia in
critically ill patients [138]. Fluid infusion is constrained between 15–30 minutes,
as infusion times shorter than 30 minutes are proven more effective [138].
However, rapid fluid administration is known to increase cardiac filling pres-
sures. Since increased cardiac filling pressures may result in life-threatening fluid
overload, fluid infusion must be interrupted when critical levels of pressure are
reached [139]. Fluid overload is initially treated with loop diuretics and then
reversed with the help of Renal replacement therapy.
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Fig. 3.7: Process model representing minimum and maximum duration con-
straints for the Fluid Challenge, which is interrupted if Critical levels of cardiac
filling pressures are reached.
Instead, non-interrupting boundary events do not directly affect the activity
execution with respect to duration constraints. However, the execution of event
handlers may have some repercussion on the overall activity duration.
As previously mentioned, for a BPMN activity to be in state Completed, all
attached non-interrupting event handlers must have reached a completion state.
With respect to activity duration, this translates into a relaxation of the control
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over the exact amount of time needed for Task to execute, since an activity that
is completed within the expected duration range might have to wait for its non-
interrupting event handlers to proceed. At the level of abstraction adopted in
the process of Fig. 3.6, there is no means to distinguish if the maximum duration
constraint is violated by the activity itself, thus the activity is still in state Active,
or by the non-interrupting event handlers started by Non-InterruptingE, i.e., the
activity is in state Completing.
Additionally, if we consider that exception handlers may themselves be com-
posed of activities, constraining the duration of an activity subjected to the
occurrence of handlers executed in parallel becomes challenging. Similarly, we
may have a case of an activity that completes earlier than its minimum ex-
pected duration, but it remains in state Completing while it waits for attached
non-interrupting event handlers to complete. In this case, its overall duration ap-
pears to be within the desired time constraints. From this setting, we can evince
that, in order to model the real duration of an activity, any non-interrupting
event handler associated to Task must end within the same maximum time limit
set for its parent activity nor it should not delay activity completion.
3.3.2 Specifying Simple Duration Constraints of Process Regions
In this section, we discuss how to specify the simple duration of Single-Entry-
Single-Exit(SESE) process regions either composed solely of tasks or delimited
by split and merge parallel or exclusive gateways. Then, we consider specifying
the duration of non-Single-Entry-Sigle-Exit (non-SESE) regions and extend the
set of process patterns presented in [52] to constrain the duration of arbitrarily
selected regions having multiple entry or exit nodes.
A SESE region R(en,ex) is a (subset of a) process model delimited by an entry
node en and an exit node ex having the following properties [140]:
1. Every path from the start of the process to ex includes en;
2. Every path from the end of the process to en includes ex;
3. Every cycle containing en also contains ex and vice-versa.
Fig. 3.8 shows the previously introduced duration pattern φsimple attached to
three main kinds of SESE regions having distinct entry and exit nodes. Namely,
we consider process regions composed by a sequence of tasks t1 . . . tn, process
regions delimited by exclusive gateways (Gen and Gex), and process regions
delimited by parallel gateways (again, Gen and Gex).
For readability, Fig. 3.8 depicts only two process branches within exclusive
and parallel blocks, but the discussed solutions hold for SESE regions enclosing
an arbitrary number of flow branches.
Starting from a SESE region R(en,ex) delimited by one entry en and one
exit node ex, duration pattern φsimple remains untouched and it is anchored to
R through connecting kit Ck3 = (N,C), where N = {e7} and C = {(g1, en),
(ex, e7), (e7, g6)}. Trivially, if R is a task, then Ck3 is equal to Ck1 defined in
Sect. 3.3 and en and ex coincide with the task.
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(a) SESE region               containing a sequence of tasks.
(b) SESE region                   delimited by exclusive gateways. (c) SESE region                    delimited by parallel gateways.
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Fig. 3.8: Duration pattern φsimple applied to different Single-Entry-Single-Exit
(SESE) regions. (a) Sequence of tasks t1, . . . tn; (b) SESE region delimited by
exclusive gateways Gen and Gex; and (c) SESE region delimited by parallel
gateways Gen and Gex.
The duration-aware process models obtained by combining SESE regions with
duration pattern φsimple and connecting kit Ck3 are shown in Fig. 3.8.
First, let us consider a SESE region R(t1,tn) composed of a sequence of tasks
t1, . . . tn, as the one shown in Fig. 3.8(a). The duration of R is the time that
elapses from the beginning of the first element of the sequence t1, which is the
entry node of the region, to the ending of last one tn, which is the exit node of
the region. Signal event e7 ∈ Ck3 (labeled as t EXITED) is placed after tn.
A SESE region R(Gen,Gex) delimited by exclusive gateways Gen and Gex is
shown in Fig. 3.8(b). Its duration corresponds to the time that elapses from
the entry node Gen to the exit node Gex. Signal event e7 ∈ Ck3 (labeled as
t EXITED) is placed after the exit node of the region, i.e., Gex.
Similarly, Fig. 3.8(c) considers duration of a SESE regionR(Gen,Gex) delimited
by parallel gateways Gen and Gex.
SESE regions can be arbitrarily complex, as they may contain other nested
SESE regions. However, since the proposed solution exploits modularity, parallel
gateway g1 of φsimple can always be connected to the entry node of the SESE
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(a) Tasks     and     without predecessors w.r.t.    ,    . Entry nodes:    ,    ;
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ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l EqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14 BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rz UYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l EqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14 BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rz UYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l EqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14 BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rz UYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l EqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14 BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rz UYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit>
tj
<latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l EaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwT LycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrS qOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l EaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwT LycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrS qOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l EaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwT LycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrS qOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0l EaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwT LycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrS qOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit>
ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eM A26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/Q lePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jh UijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxS yNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQn ZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q 9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eM A26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/Q lePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jh UijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxS yNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQn ZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q 9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eM A26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/Q lePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jh UijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxS yNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQn ZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q 9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eM A26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/Q lePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jh UijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxS yNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQn ZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q 9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit>
tj
<latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOB kuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+h O8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DD pVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5 ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOK Y7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvb vrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOB kuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+h O8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DD pVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5 ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOK Y7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvb vrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOB kuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+h O8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DD pVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5 ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOK Y7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvb vrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOB kuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+h O8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DD pVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5 ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOK Y7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvb vrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit>
ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/Yi OlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0Jy hnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/Yi OlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0Jy hnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/Yi OlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0Jy hnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh6 9LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/Yi OlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0Jy hnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit>
tj
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ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit>
Gen
<latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5 VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ 8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2 rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDr HjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBH KNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOAUzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/A H3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5 VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ 8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2 rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDr HjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBH KNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOAUzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/A H3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5 VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ 8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2 rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDr HjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBH KNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOAUzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/A H3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5 VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ 8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2 rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDr HjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBH KNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOAUzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/A H3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit>
Gex
<latexit sha1_base64="fe9dgjYUI1p7CAt06OHnaofkeq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi1 GPBgx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3azW7Y3Ygl9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnUQhiUOO7XB8PfPbj6g0k+LeTBIMYjIULGKUGCu1bvoZPk375YpX9eZwV4mfkw rkaPTLX72BpGmMwlBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdpqZdqTAgdkyF2LRUkRh1k82un7plVBm4klS1h3Ln6eyIjsdaTOLSdMTEjvezNxP+8bmqiqyBjIkkNCrpYFKXcNdKdve4OmEJq+MQSQhWzt7p0RBShxgZUsiH4yy+vktZF1feq/t1lpV7L4yj CCZzCOfhQgzrcQgOaQOEBnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD63MjyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fe9dgjYUI1p7CAt06OHnaofkeq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi1 GPBgx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3azW7Y3Ygl9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnUQhiUOO7XB8PfPbj6g0k+LeTBIMYjIULGKUGCu1bvoZPk375YpX9eZwV4mfkw rkaPTLX72BpGmMwlBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdpqZdqTAgdkyF2LRUkRh1k82un7plVBm4klS1h3Ln6eyIjsdaTOLSdMTEjvezNxP+8bmqiqyBjIkkNCrpYFKXcNdKdve4OmEJq+MQSQhWzt7p0RBShxgZUsiH4yy+vktZF1feq/t1lpV7L4yj CCZzCOfhQgzrcQgOaQOEBnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD63MjyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fe9dgjYUI1p7CAt06OHnaofkeq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi1 GPBgx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3azW7Y3Ygl9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnUQhiUOO7XB8PfPbj6g0k+LeTBIMYjIULGKUGCu1bvoZPk375YpX9eZwV4mfkw rkaPTLX72BpGmMwlBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdpqZdqTAgdkyF2LRUkRh1k82un7plVBm4klS1h3Ln6eyIjsdaTOLSdMTEjvezNxP+8bmqiqyBjIkkNCrpYFKXcNdKdve4OmEJq+MQSQhWzt7p0RBShxgZUsiH4yy+vktZF1feq/t1lpV7L4yj CCZzCOfhQgzrcQgOaQOEBnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD63MjyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fe9dgjYUI1p7CAt06OHnaofkeq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi1 GPBgx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3azW7Y3Ygl9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnUQhiUOO7XB8PfPbj6g0k+LeTBIMYjIULGKUGCu1bvoZPk375YpX9eZwV4mfkw rkaPTLX72BpGmMwlBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdpqZdqTAgdkyF2LRUkRh1k82un7plVBm4klS1h3Ln6eyIjsdaTOLSdMTEjvezNxP+8bmqiqyBjIkkNCrpYFKXcNdKdve4OmEJq+MQSQhWzt7p0RBShxgZUsiH4yy+vktZF1feq/t1lpV7L4yj CCZzCOfhQgzrcQgOaQOEBnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD63MjyY=</latexit>
Gen
<latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4 jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclC FHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDrHjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOA UzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/AH3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4 jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclC FHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDrHjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOA UzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/AH3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4 jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclC FHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDrHjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOA UzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/AH3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4 jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclC FHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDrHjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOA UzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/AH3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit>
tm
<latexit sha1_base64="tYcMqePZD8lbIDOC/r0sruFfaRE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKo HgKePEY0TwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zPQKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7olQKi77/7RXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR0yaZYbzBEpmYdkQtl0LzBgqUvJ0aTlUkeSsa3c781hM3ViT6EccpDxUdaBELRtFJD9hTvXLFr/pzkFUS5KQCOe q98le3n7BMcY1MUms7gZ9iOKEGBZN8WupmlqeUjeiAdxzVVHEbTuanTsmZU/okTowrjWSu/p6YUGXtWEWuU1Ec2mVvJv7ndTKMr8OJ0GmGXLPFojiTBBMy+5v0heEM5dgRyoxwtxI2pIYydOmUXAjB8surpHlRDfxqcH9Zqd3kcRThBE7 hHAK4ghrcQR0awGAAz/AKb570Xrx372PRWvDymWP4A+/zB14gjdA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tYcMqePZD8lbIDOC/r0sruFfaRE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKo HgKePEY0TwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zPQKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7olQKi77/7RXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR0yaZYbzBEpmYdkQtl0LzBgqUvJ0aTlUkeSsa3c781hM3ViT6EccpDxUdaBELRtFJD9hTvXLFr/pzkFUS5KQCOe q98le3n7BMcY1MUms7gZ9iOKEGBZN8WupmlqeUjeiAdxzVVHEbTuanTsmZU/okTowrjWSu/p6YUGXtWEWuU1Ec2mVvJv7ndTKMr8OJ0GmGXLPFojiTBBMy+5v0heEM5dgRyoxwtxI2pIYydOmUXAjB8surpHlRDfxqcH9Zqd3kcRThBE7 hHAK4ghrcQR0awGAAz/AKb570Xrx372PRWvDymWP4A+/zB14gjdA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tYcMqePZD8lbIDOC/r0sruFfaRE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKo HgKePEY0TwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zPQKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7olQKi77/7RXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR0yaZYbzBEpmYdkQtl0LzBgqUvJ0aTlUkeSsa3c781hM3ViT6EccpDxUdaBELRtFJD9hTvXLFr/pzkFUS5KQCOe q98le3n7BMcY1MUms7gZ9iOKEGBZN8WupmlqeUjeiAdxzVVHEbTuanTsmZU/okTowrjWSu/p6YUGXtWEWuU1Ec2mVvJv7ndTKMr8OJ0GmGXLPFojiTBBMy+5v0heEM5dgRyoxwtxI2pIYydOmUXAjB8surpHlRDfxqcH9Zqd3kcRThBE7 hHAK4ghrcQR0awGAAz/AKb570Xrx372PRWvDymWP4A+/zB14gjdA=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="tYcMqePZD8lbIDOC/r0sruFfaRE=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOyNrxhfUY9eBoPgKeyKo HgKePEY0TwgWcLsZDYZMjO7zPQKIeQTvHhQxKtf5M2/cZLsQRMLGoqqbrq7olQKi77/7RXW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFR0yaZYbzBEpmYdkQtl0LzBgqUvJ0aTlUkeSsa3c781hM3ViT6EccpDxUdaBELRtFJD9hTvXLFr/pzkFUS5KQCOe q98le3n7BMcY1MUms7gZ9iOKEGBZN8WupmlqeUjeiAdxzVVHEbTuanTsmZU/okTowrjWSu/p6YUGXtWEWuU1Ec2mVvJv7ndTKMr8OJ0GmGXLPFojiTBBMy+5v0heEM5dgRyoxwtxI2pIYydOmUXAjB8surpHlRDfxqcH9Zqd3kcRThBE7 hHAK4ghrcQR0awGAAz/AKb570Xrx372PRWvDymWP4A+/zB14gjdA=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4 jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclC FHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDrHjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOA UzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/AH3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4 jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclC FHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDrHjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOA UzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/AH3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4 jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclC FHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDrHjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOA UzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/AH3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4 jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclC FHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDrHjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBHKNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOA UzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/AH3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit>
Gex
<latexit sha1_base64="fe9dgjYUI1p7CAt06OHnaofkeq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi1 GPBgx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3azW7Y3Ygl9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnUQhiUOO7XB8PfPbj6g0k+LeTBIMYjIULGKUGCu1bvoZPk375YpX9eZwV4mfkw rkaPTLX72BpGmMwlBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdpqZdqTAgdkyF2LRUkRh1k82un7plVBm4klS1h3Ln6eyIjsdaTOLSdMTEjvezNxP+8bmqiqyBjIkkNCrpYFKXcNdKdve4OmEJq+MQSQhWzt7p0RBShxgZUsiH4yy+vktZF1feq/t1lpV7L4yj CCZzCOfhQgzrcQgOaQOEBnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD63MjyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fe9dgjYUI1p7CAt06OHnaofkeq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi1 GPBgx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3azW7Y3Ygl9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnUQhiUOO7XB8PfPbj6g0k+LeTBIMYjIULGKUGCu1bvoZPk375YpX9eZwV4mfkw rkaPTLX72BpGmMwlBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdpqZdqTAgdkyF2LRUkRh1k82un7plVBm4klS1h3Ln6eyIjsdaTOLSdMTEjvezNxP+8bmqiqyBjIkkNCrpYFKXcNdKdve4OmEJq+MQSQhWzt7p0RBShxgZUsiH4yy+vktZF1feq/t1lpV7L4yj CCZzCOfhQgzrcQgOaQOEBnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD63MjyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fe9dgjYUI1p7CAt06OHnaofkeq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi1 GPBgx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3azW7Y3Ygl9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnUQhiUOO7XB8PfPbj6g0k+LeTBIMYjIULGKUGCu1bvoZPk375YpX9eZwV4mfkw rkaPTLX72BpGmMwlBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdpqZdqTAgdkyF2LRUkRh1k82un7plVBm4klS1h3Ln6eyIjsdaTOLSdMTEjvezNxP+8bmqiqyBjIkkNCrpYFKXcNdKdve4OmEJq+MQSQhWzt7p0RBShxgZUsiH4yy+vktZF1feq/t1lpV7L4yj CCZzCOfhQgzrcQgOaQOEBnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD63MjyY=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="fe9dgjYUI1p7CAt06OHnaofkeq4=">AAAB7XicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69BIvgqSQi1 GPBgx4r2A9oQ9lsJ+3azW7Y3Ygl9D948aCIV/+PN/+N2zYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5YcKZNp737RTW1jc2t4rbpZ3dvf2D8uFRS8tUUWxSyaXqhEQjZwKbhhmOnUQhiUOO7XB8PfPbj6g0k+LeTBIMYjIULGKUGCu1bvoZPk375YpX9eZwV4mfkw rkaPTLX72BpGmMwlBOtO76XmKCjCjDKMdpqZdqTAgdkyF2LRUkRh1k82un7plVBm4klS1h3Ln6eyIjsdaTOLSdMTEjvezNxP+8bmqiqyBjIkkNCrpYFKXcNdKdve4OmEJq+MQSQhWzt7p0RBShxgZUsiH4yy+vktZF1feq/t1lpV7L4yj CCZzCOfhQgzrcQgOaQOEBnuEV3hzpvDjvzseiteDkM8fwB87nD63MjyY=</latexit>
Gen
<latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5 VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ 8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2 rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDr HjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBH KNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOAUzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/A H3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5 VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ 8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2 rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDr HjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBH KNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOAUzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/A H3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5 VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ 8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2 rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDr HjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBH KNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOAUzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/A H3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="N7bs3YS0ilgYVX87+my0kG5 VQsM=">AAAB7XicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R4jHgQY8RzAOSJcxOOsmY2ZllZlYIS/7BiwdFvPo/3vwbJ 8keNLGgoajqprsrSgQ31ve/vbX1jc2t7cJOcXdv/+CwdHTcNCrVDBtMCaXbETUouMSG5VZgO9FI40hgKxrfzPzWE2 rDlXywkwTDmA4lH3BGrZOat70M5bRXKvsVfw6ySoKclCFHvVf66vYVS2OUlglqTCfwExtmVFvOBE6L3dRgQtmYDr HjqKQxmjCbXzsl507pk4HSrqQlc/X3REZjYyZx5Dpjakdm2ZuJ/3md1A6uw4zLJLUo2WLRIBXEKjJ7nfS5RmbFxBH KNHe3EjaimjLrAiq6EILll1dJ87IS+JXg/qpcq+ZxFOAUzuACAqhCDe6gDg1g8AjP8ApvnvJevHfvY9G65uUzJ/A H3ucPnpqPHA==</latexit>
tj
<latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJu Ge0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//Gb ZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54 lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvG epohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKa FvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87 nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJu Ge0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//Gb ZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54 lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvG epohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKa FvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87 nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJu Ge0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//Gb ZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54 lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvG epohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKa FvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87 nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJu Ge0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//Gb ZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54 lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvG epohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKa FvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87 nD1itjco=</latexit>
ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit> ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit> tj
<latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit>
ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit>
exit nodes:    ,    . Minimal SESE region:                     .tj
<latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJu Ge0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//Gb ZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54 lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvG epohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKa FvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87 nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJu Ge0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//Gb ZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54 lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvG epohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKa FvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87 nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJu Ge0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//Gb ZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54 lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvG epohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKa FvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87 nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJu Ge0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//Gb ZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54 lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvG epohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKa FvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87 nD1itjco=</latexit>
ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nT TynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jN s1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8 S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfU sVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb 2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8 /VymNyQ==</latexit>
(d) Tasks     and     with predecessors w.r.t.     and      . Entry nodes:    ,  tj
<latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJuGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEa I8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im//GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMbuZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyN EclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTyhbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKDRnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMzi HS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzseyteDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit>
ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26nTTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEq MeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX/jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mtwu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgd aw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4QllUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0JyhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4Bw uwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vWklPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit>
ti<latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26n TTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX /jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mt wu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4Ql lUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0J yhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vW klPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26n TTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX /jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mt wu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4Ql lUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0J yhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vW klPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26n TTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX /jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mt wu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4Ql lUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0J yhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vW klPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/EnVHs4eIJfWAnG3eMA26n TTynY=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEqMeCF48V7Qe0oWy2m3bpZhN2J0IJ/QlePCji1V/kzX /jNs1BWx8MPN6bYWZekEhh0HW/ndLG5tb2Tnm3srd/cHhUPT7pmDjVjLdZLGPdC6jhUijeRoGS9xLNaRRI3g2mt wu/+8S1EbF6xFnC/YiOlQgFo2ilBxyKYbXm1t0cZJ14BalBgdaw+jUYxSyNuEImqTF9z03Qz6hGwSSfVwap4Ql lUzrmfUsVjbjxs/zUObmwyoiEsbalkOTq74mMRsbMosB2RhQnZtVbiP95/RTDGz8TKkmRK7ZcFKaSYEwWf5OR0J yhnFlCmRb2VsImVFOGNp2KDcFbfXmddK7qnlv37q9rzUYRRxnO4BwuwYMGNOEOWtAGBmN4hld4c6Tz4rw7H8vW klPMnMIfOJ8/VymNyQ==</latexit>
tj
<latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJ uGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im/ /GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMb uZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTy hbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKD RnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzsey teDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJ uGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im/ /GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMb uZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTy hbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKD RnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzsey teDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJ uGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im/ /GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMb uZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTy hbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKD RnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzsey teDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="5wVfz2e5VOS1kWfQOBkuWJ uGe0A=">AAAB6nicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0lEaI8FLx4r2g9oQ9lsN+3azSbsToQS+hO8eFDEq7/Im/ /GbZuDtj4YeLw3w8y8IJHCoOt+O4WNza3tneJuaW//4PCofHzSNnGqGW+xWMa6G1DDpVC8hQIl7yaa0yiQvBNMb uZ+54lrI2L1gNOE+xEdKREKRtFK9zh4HJQrbtVdgKwTLycVyNEclL/6w5ilEVfIJDWm57kJ+hnVKJjks1I/NTy hbEJHvGepohE3frY4dUYurDIkYaxtKSQL9fdERiNjplFgOyOKY7PqzcX/vF6KYd3PhEpS5IotF4WpJBiT+d9kKD RnKKeWUKaFvZWwMdWUoU2nZEPwVl9eJ+2rqudWvbvrSqOWx1GEMziHS/CgBg24hSa0gMEInuEV3hzpvDjvzsey teDkM6fwB87nD1itjco=</latexit>
R(Gen,Gex)
<latexit sha1_base64="GplTgJgLGFIHmicG89ZxMlmK5hY =">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v+ti5CRahgpQZERRXBRe6rGIf0A5DJr3ThmYyQ5IR6zD4K25cKOLW/3Dn35g+Ftp64HIP5 9xLbo4fc6a0bX9buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNQUSIp1GnEI9nyiQLOBNQ10xxasQQS+hya/uBy5DfvQSoWiTs9jMENSU+wg FGijeQV9269tHzlpSCyYzzqD9lR5hVLdsUeA88TZ0pKaIqaV/zqdCOahCA05USptmPH2k2J1IxyyAqdREFM6ID0oG2oICEoN x1fn+FDo3RxEElTQuOx+nsjJaFSw9A3kyHRfTXrjcT/vHaig3M3ZSJONAg6eShIONYRHkWBu0wC1XxoCKGSmVsx7RNJqDaBF UwIzuyX50njpOLYFefmtFS9mMaRR/voAJWRg85QFV2jGqojih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+T0Zw13dlFf2B9/gCPu5Sd</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="GplTgJgLGFIHmicG89ZxMlmK5hY =">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v+ti5CRahgpQZERRXBRe6rGIf0A5DJr3ThmYyQ5IR6zD4K25cKOLW/3Dn35g+Ftp64HIP5 9xLbo4fc6a0bX9buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNQUSIp1GnEI9nyiQLOBNQ10xxasQQS+hya/uBy5DfvQSoWiTs9jMENSU+wg FGijeQV9269tHzlpSCyYzzqD9lR5hVLdsUeA88TZ0pKaIqaV/zqdCOahCA05USptmPH2k2J1IxyyAqdREFM6ID0oG2oICEoN x1fn+FDo3RxEElTQuOx+nsjJaFSw9A3kyHRfTXrjcT/vHaig3M3ZSJONAg6eShIONYRHkWBu0wC1XxoCKGSmVsx7RNJqDaBF UwIzuyX50njpOLYFefmtFS9mMaRR/voAJWRg85QFV2jGqojih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+T0Zw13dlFf2B9/gCPu5Sd</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="GplTgJgLGFIHmicG89ZxMlmK5hY =">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v+ti5CRahgpQZERRXBRe6rGIf0A5DJr3ThmYyQ5IR6zD4K25cKOLW/3Dn35g+Ftp64HIP5 9xLbo4fc6a0bX9buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNQUSIp1GnEI9nyiQLOBNQ10xxasQQS+hya/uBy5DfvQSoWiTs9jMENSU+wg FGijeQV9269tHzlpSCyYzzqD9lR5hVLdsUeA88TZ0pKaIqaV/zqdCOahCA05USptmPH2k2J1IxyyAqdREFM6ID0oG2oICEoN x1fn+FDo3RxEElTQuOx+nsjJaFSw9A3kyHRfTXrjcT/vHaig3M3ZSJONAg6eShIONYRHkWBu0wC1XxoCKGSmVsx7RNJqDaBF UwIzuyX50njpOLYFefmtFS9mMaRR/voAJWRg85QFV2jGqojih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+T0Zw13dlFf2B9/gCPu5Sd</latexit ><latexit sha1_base64="GplTgJgLGFIHmicG89ZxMlmK5hY =">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v+ti5CRahgpQZERRXBRe6rGIf0A5DJr3ThmYyQ5IR6zD4K25cKOLW/3Dn35g+Ftp64HIP5 9xLbo4fc6a0bX9buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNQUSIp1GnEI9nyiQLOBNQ10xxasQQS+hya/uBy5DfvQSoWiTs9jMENSU+wg FGijeQV9269tHzlpSCyYzzqD9lR5hVLdsUeA88TZ0pKaIqaV/zqdCOahCA05USptmPH2k2J1IxyyAqdREFM6ID0oG2oICEoN x1fn+FDo3RxEElTQuOx+nsjJaFSw9A3kyHRfTXrjcT/vHaig3M3ZSJONAg6eShIONYRHkWBu0wC1XxoCKGSmVsx7RNJqDaBF UwIzuyX50njpOLYFefmtFS9mMaRR/voAJWRg85QFV2jGqojih7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+T0Zw13dlFf2B9/gCPu5Sd</latexit >
R(Gen,Gex)
<latexit sha1_base64="GplTgJgLGFIHmicG89ZxMlmK5hY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v+ti5CRahgpQZERRXBRe6r GIf0A5DJr3ThmYyQ5IR6zD4K25cKOLW/3Dn35g+Ftp64HIP59xLbo4fc6a0bX9buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNQUSIp1GnEI9nyiQLOBNQ10xxasQQS+hya/uBy5DfvQSoWiTs9jMENSU+wgFGijeQV9269tHzlpSCyYzzqD9lR5hVLdsUeA88TZ0pKaIqaV /zqdCOahCA05USptmPH2k2J1IxyyAqdREFM6ID0oG2oICEoNx1fn+FDo3RxEElTQuOx+nsjJaFSw9A3kyHRfTXrjcT/vHaig3M3ZSJONAg6eShIONYRHkWBu0wC1XxoCKGSmVsx7RNJqDaBFUwIzuyX50njpOLYFefmtFS9mMaRR/voAJWRg85QFV2jGqoji h7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+T0Zw13dlFf2B9/gCPu5Sd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GplTgJgLGFIHmicG89ZxMlmK5hY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v+ti5CRahgpQZERRXBRe6r GIf0A5DJr3ThmYyQ5IR6zD4K25cKOLW/3Dn35g+Ftp64HIP59xLbo4fc6a0bX9buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNQUSIp1GnEI9nyiQLOBNQ10xxasQQS+hya/uBy5DfvQSoWiTs9jMENSU+wgFGijeQV9269tHzlpSCyYzzqD9lR5hVLdsUeA88TZ0pKaIqaV /zqdCOahCA05USptmPH2k2J1IxyyAqdREFM6ID0oG2oICEoNx1fn+FDo3RxEElTQuOx+nsjJaFSw9A3kyHRfTXrjcT/vHaig3M3ZSJONAg6eShIONYRHkWBu0wC1XxoCKGSmVsx7RNJqDaBFUwIzuyX50njpOLYFefmtFS9mMaRR/voAJWRg85QFV2jGqoji h7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+T0Zw13dlFf2B9/gCPu5Sd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GplTgJgLGFIHmicG89ZxMlmK5hY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v+ti5CRahgpQZERRXBRe6r GIf0A5DJr3ThmYyQ5IR6zD4K25cKOLW/3Dn35g+Ftp64HIP59xLbo4fc6a0bX9buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNQUSIp1GnEI9nyiQLOBNQ10xxasQQS+hya/uBy5DfvQSoWiTs9jMENSU+wgFGijeQV9269tHzlpSCyYzzqD9lR5hVLdsUeA88TZ0pKaIqaV /zqdCOahCA05USptmPH2k2J1IxyyAqdREFM6ID0oG2oICEoNx1fn+FDo3RxEElTQuOx+nsjJaFSw9A3kyHRfTXrjcT/vHaig3M3ZSJONAg6eShIONYRHkWBu0wC1XxoCKGSmVsx7RNJqDaBFUwIzuyX50njpOLYFefmtFS9mMaRR/voAJWRg85QFV2jGqoji h7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+T0Zw13dlFf2B9/gCPu5Sd</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="GplTgJgLGFIHmicG89ZxMlmK5hY=">AAAB/XicbVDLSgMxFM3UV62v+ti5CRahgpQZERRXBRe6r GIf0A5DJr3ThmYyQ5IR6zD4K25cKOLW/3Dn35g+Ftp64HIP59xLbo4fc6a0bX9buYXFpeWV/GphbX1jc6u4vdNQUSIp1GnEI9nyiQLOBNQ10xxasQQS+hya/uBy5DfvQSoWiTs9jMENSU+wgFGijeQV9269tHzlpSCyYzzqD9lR5hVLdsUeA88TZ0pKaIqaV /zqdCOahCA05USptmPH2k2J1IxyyAqdREFM6ID0oG2oICEoNx1fn+FDo3RxEElTQuOx+nsjJaFSw9A3kyHRfTXrjcT/vHaig3M3ZSJONAg6eShIONYRHkWBu0wC1XxoCKGSmVsx7RNJqDaBFUwIzuyX50njpOLYFefmtFS9mMaRR/voAJWRg85QFV2jGqoji h7RM3pFb9aT9WK9Wx+T0Zw13dlFf2B9/gCPu5Sd</latexit>
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Fig. 3.9: Non-Single-Entry-Single-Exit (Non-SESE) regions distributed across
two flow branches of a SESE region delimited by parallel gateways. (a) Coinciding
entry and exit points, no predecessors; (b) No predecessors; (c) There is at least
one entry node without pr decessors; and (d) All entry nodes have predecessors.
region of interest, while the exit node of the region can be connected to signal
event e7 of Ck3 that leads back to parallel gateway g6 of φsimple.
Compared to dealing with SESE regions, when considering non-Single-Entry-
Single-Exit regions it is important to keep in mind that duration is influenced by
multiple starting and ending points that need to be “synchronized” [52], i.e., a
non-SESE region R({en1,...,enn},{ex1,...,exm}) is delimited by a set of entry nodes
and a set of exit nodes, where there exist a partial order between entry and exit
nodes.
In addition, both the structure of the non-SESE region and the way it is
connected to the remaining elements of the process model affect the structure of
the related duration patterns.
Accordingly, we start by dealing with basic non-SESE regions and consider
an increasing number of structural features throughout the remainder of this
section, to show how duration patterns may be adapted to deal with complex
non-SESE regions.
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As a first step, we derive non-SESE regions from the basic kinds of SESE
regions outlined in Fig. 3.8. Trivially, there is no way of defining a non-SESE
region spanning a sequence of tasks. Similarly, considering non-SESE regions
spanning multiple alternative process branches is nonsense, since only one of
them is executed at a time. Thus, we are interested in non-SESE regions that
span at least two parallel process branches.
By taking the SESE region of Fig. 3.8(c) as a reference, we retrieve four
possible arrangements of activities enclosed within a SESE region R(Gen,Gex)
delimited by parallel gateways. We report them in Fig. 3.9 and discuss how to
specify the duration of the non-SESE region composed by such activities.
In Fig. 3.9, process elements located within R(Gen,Gex) but not belonging
to the non-SESE region to constrain are represented as collapsed subprocesses
labeled Other process elements. We refer to such process elements as predecessors
or successors, based on their position with respect to the entry and exit nodes
of the considered non-SESE region, framed by a (blue) dash and dotted line.
In particular, Fig. 3.9 shows all the possible arrangements of predecessors
with respect to the entry nodes of the considered non-SESE region.
The non-SESE region of Fig. 3.9(a) is constituted by two tasks ti and tj that
do not have predecessors, but both have successors. The entry and exit nodes of
the non-SESE region coincide.
The non-SESE region of Fig. 3.9(b) generalizes the one in Fig. 3.9(a): it is
constituted by groups of tasks ti . . . tm and tj . . . tn that do not have predecessors,
but both have successors. Entry points are ti and tj , whereas exit points are tm
and tn.
The non-SESE region of Fig. 3.9(c) is composed by two tasks ti and tj where
only entry node ti has predecessors. The entry and exit nodes of the non-SESE
region coincide, but this case may be generalized to groups of tasks.
Finally, the non-SESE region of Fig. 3.9(d) is composed by two tasks ti and
tj that both have predecessors and successors. The entry and exit nodes of the
non-SESE region coincide, but this case may be generalized to groups of tasks.
When dealing with non-SESE regions, in order to maintain the design well-
structured, duration patterns must be connected to the entry and exit nodes
of the smallest SESE region enclosing the non-SESE region of interest, e.g.,
R(Gen,Gex) in Fig. 3.9. However, this scenario requires that process elements pre-
ceding and succeeding the entry and exit nodes of the considered non-SESE
region are ignored by the duration pattern and properly managed. Indeed, mul-
tiple exit nodes must be synchronized and the presence of predecessors influences
when the duration pattern must be enacted.
For this reason, duration pattern φsimple must be refined to allow “synchro-
nizing” the multiple entry and exit nodes of the non-SESE region. Similarly,
events aimed to “delimit” the region to be constrained along multiple process
branches must be included into the connecting kit.
Let us begin with considering only multiple exit nodes. If a non-SESE region
has multiple exit nodes, they shall be synchronized, as the last one to complete
determines the completion time of the whole region. Instead, since duration is
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calculated starting from the first among all entry nodes being enacted, entry
nodes do not need to be synchronized.
Consider duration pattern φsimple, introduced in Section 3.3. In Fig. 3.8,
signal events e2 and e4 of φsimple, both labeled c EXITED, are meant to catch
the corresponding signal event t EXITED of connecting kit Ck1, placed after the
exit point of the considered region.
By following the same design principles, a throwing signal event t EXITED
shall be placed after each one of the exit nodes of the non-SESE region to capture
and synchronize multiple exit nodes. However, in order to achieve synchroniza-
tion, events c EXITED must be of kind parallel multiple, that is, they are assigned
arbitrary number of triggers and all of them are required for the event to fire [11].
In this way, events c EXITED located in the context of event-based gateways G2
and G3, respectively, are triggered only when all the associated t EXITED events
placed on each exit edge of the non-SESE region have fired.
Minimum duration is violated when all events t EXITED are triggered earlier
than MIN, whereas maximum duration is violated when at least one element of
the region lasts longer than the maximum time allowed for completion MAX.
We call φnSESE this variant of duration pattern φsimple, where the only
difference is given by ty({e2, e4}) = parallel multiple.
Minimum duration is violated when all the t EXITED events are triggered ear-
lier than MIN, whereas maximum duration is violated when at least one element
of the region lasts longer than MAX, i.e., the maximum time set for completion.
Duration pattern φnSESE can be seen in the duration-aware process models of
Fig. 3.9(a)–(c), properly combined with the non-SESE region to constrain.
The process model of Fig. 3.9(d) is the only one not having Gen as entry
node, i.e., each entry node of the non-SESE region has at least one predeces-
sor. As duration pattern φnSESE is anchored to the entry node of the minimal
SESE region R(en,ex) containing NR({en1,...,enn},{ex1,...,exm}), there must be a
way of detecting when the first entry node of the constrained non-SESE region
is enacted. To this end, a throwing signal event t START is added to R(Gen,Gex),
immediately preceding each entry node of the non-SESE region. This event, de-
limits the boundary of the non-SESE region and triggers the corresponding signal
event c START placed before G1 and used to enable the whole duration pattern
whose core is φnSESE .
This more general case of non-SESE regions having predecessors before each
entry node and successors following each exit node can be handled by using a
combination of signal events t START and t EXITED, connected to every entry
(respectively exit) node of the region.
We call φnSESEPred this variant of φnSESE able to handle predecessors with
respect to the entry points of the considered non-SESE region.
φnSESEPred = (N , DN , C, TA, F , T , R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L)
has the following structure.
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– N = {A ∪G ∪ E} is the set of flow nodes, where:
A = ∅; G = {g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6}; E = {Estart ∪ Eint ∪ Eend} where
Estart = {s}, Eint = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6}, and Eend = {e};
– DN = ∅;
– C = {(s, g1), (g1, g2), (g1, g3), (g2, e1), (g2, e2), (g3, e3), (g3, e4), (e3, e6),
(e1, e5), (e5, g4), (e2, g4), (e3, g5), (e6, g5), (g5, g6), (g4, g6), (g6, e)} is the set
of control flow edges;
– TA = ∅;
– F = ∅;
– T = ∅;
– R = ∅;
– αk = ∅;
– αt = ∅;
– β = ∅;
– γr({g1, g2, g3}) = split, γr({g4, g5, g6}) = merge;
– γty({g1, g6}) = parallel, γty({g4, g5}) = exclusive, and γty({g2, g3}) = event−
based;
– tr({s, e1, e2, e3, e4}) = catching, tr({e5, e6, e}) = throwing;
– ty({s, e}) = none, ty({e1, e3}) = timer, ty({e2, e4} = parallel−multiple,
ty({e5, e6) = signal;
– k = ∅;
– ρ = ∅;
– L(e2) = L(e4).
Connecting kit Ck4 = (N,C) for a non-SESE region NR({en1,en2},{ex1,ex2})
having two entry and two exit nodes, and contained in a SESE region R(Gen,Gex)
is defined as follows: N = {e7, e8, e9, e10, e11, g7, g8}, while C = {(s, g7), (g7, e9),
(e7, g1), (g6, g8), (g8, e), (g7, Gen), (e8, en1), (e9, en2), (ex1, e10), (e10, Gex), (ex2,
e11), (e11, Gex), (Gex, g8)}.
Fig. 3.9(d) shows an example of duration-aware process model obtained by
combining a NR({en1,en2},{ex1,ex2}), where en1=ex1=ti and en2=ex2=tj , dura-
tion pattern φnSESEPred and connecting kit Ck4.
So far we have considered predecessors and successors as collapsed sub-
processes, that is, as SESE regions. In this special scenario, all the process paths
that start from the entry point of the minimal SESE R(en,ex) enclosing the non-
SESE region of interest reach also the entry points of the latter one.
However, when predecessors cannot be collapsed into SESE blocks, it is not
always true that all process paths including en also include elements of the
non-SESE region. In particular, when exclusive gateways in R(en,ex) precede
the entry nodes of NR({en1,...,enn},{ex1,...,exm}), process paths not leading to
NR({en1,...,enn},{ex1,...,exm}) may be chosen at run-time. Since in this case there
is no need to continue with measuring duration, the duration pattern must be
able to allow the process prosecuting its flow without taking any action.
As an example, consider the duration-aware process model shown in Fig. 3.10.
The non-SESE region NR({Task1,Task2},{Task1,Task2}) has multiple process elements
preceding its entry and exit nodes, including exclusive gateways EG1, EG2, and
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EG3. This setting is more challenging than those introduced above, as predeces-
sors include alternative paths that do not belong to the non-SESE region but
may be chosen before reaching the entry nodes of the region (paths outgoing
from EG1, EG2, and EG3 not leading to Alternative Activity 1, Alternative Activity
2, and Alternative Activity 3). Thus, besides events t START, denoting when the
non-SESE regions is enacted, we need to use signal events t OTHER denoting
that a path not belonging to the non-SESE region has been chosen and, thus,
the duration pattern is no more needed.
The following guidelines summarize how to place signal events to delimit the
non-SESE region to constrain in the discussed scenario:
– a throwing signal event t START must be placed before every entry node of
the non-SESE region;
– a throwing signal event t OTHER must be placed on every edge outgoing from
an exclusive gateway located within the smallest enclosing SESE region and
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Predecessor of Task 1
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of Task 2
Fig. 3.10: Duration-aware process model showing duration pattern φnSESEGen
combined with a non-SESE region whose entry nodes have predecessors including
exclusive gateways.
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– a throwing signal event t EXITED must be placed after every exit node of the
non-SESE region.
The placing of events t OTHER is probably the trickiest one, as the concept
of “alternative path” is transitive with respect to all nested exclusive gateways.
That is, all paths that are alternative to the non-SESE region must be marked
with a t OTHER event.
As an example, consider again the process of Fig. 3.10. The minimal SESE
region R(Gen,Gex) contains exclusive gateways EG1, EG2, and EG3 preceding the
entry nodes of NR({Task1,Task2},{Task1,Task2}). Since both gateways EG2 and EG3
have outgoing paths that are alternative to Task 2, a t OTHER event must be
placed on each of these paths. Starting from duration pattern φnSESEPred, two
catching signal events c OTHER, corresponding to all events t OTHER are placed
in the context of event-based gateways g2 and g3 to let tokens flowing ineffectively
through the duration pattern every time an alternative path is chosen.
We call φnSESEGen this variant of duration pattern φnSESEPred as it is the
more general duration pattern for handling duration of SESE regions having an
arbitrary structure. Parallel gateways belonging to predecessors do not generate
such problems, as the all paths outgoing from them are taken.
In this thesis, we do not deal with duration constraints applied to process
loops and other repetition structures, as their complexity would require a ded-
icated approach [141]. Therefore, the proposed duration pattern for addressing
non-SESE regions does not apply to non-SESE regions containing parts of a
loop beside other process elements. However, φsimple can be used to specify the
duration of complete loops forming SESE regions.
Thanks to the composition properties of SESE regions [140], the proposed
modular design approach allows one to (i) easily nest temporally constrained
SESE regions within each other and (ii) specify the duration of any arbitrarily
selected non-SESE region in the process. Indeed, in the worst case, the whole
process would be the minimal enclosing SESE region for a certain multi entry or
exit block.
As a practical example, consider the process for managing intracranial hy-
pertension shown in Fig. 3.11 and Fig. 3.12.
Example 3.5 (Intracranial Hypertension). Intracranial hypertension is a
common neurologic complication in critically ill patients caused by a high pres-
sure within the spaces that surround the brain and spinal cord.
The management of intracranial hypertension includes sedation, drainage of
cerebrospinal fluid, the administration of glycerol, osmotherapy with mannitol,
and hyperventilation [142]. Mannitol should be administered for patients with
elevated intracranial hypertension. Oral glycerol can also be prescribed and,
during administration, haematology should be systematically checked since it
may induce haemolysis.
Let us assume the following duration constraints, outlined in Fig. 3.11. R1 is
the SESE region starting with task T1 and ending with task T8 and must last
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Fig. 3.11: Simple process for the management of intercranial hypertension. SESE
region R1 must last 24 to 48 hours; non-SESE region R2 must last 4 to 6 hours;
SESE region R3 (task T5) must last exactly 4 hours.
24 to 48 hours. R2 is the non-SESE region starting with T1 and ending with T2
or T3, depending on which administration route is chosen, and must last 4 to 6
hours. Finally, R3 is represented by task T5 which should last exactly 4 hours.
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Fig. 3.12: Example of attached duration patterns to process regions R1, R2, and
R3 of Fig. 3.11.
In order to specify the duration of R1, R2, and R3 we associate the most
appropriate duration pattern to each region, by making sure that these are an-
chored correctly to the main process and by specializing signal events, so that the
management of one process region does not affect the others. This approach fa-
cilitates the composition of process blocks, without compromising the generality
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of our solution. Indeed, the process model maintains the structural relationships
between different regions and, of course, an expert designer can also decide to
reduce the number of used signal events by combining them when regions share
common starting/ending points.
Fig. 3.12 shows where the duration patterns, and the signal events belonging
to the related connecting kit can be positioned on the process of Fig. 3.11 (the
constructs for constraining R1 and R3 are only sketched in Fig. 3.12, for read-
ability). The duration patterns added for duration specification are not visible
to final users as they may be collapsed in duration-aware subprocesses.
3.4 Specifying Deferred Activity Duration Constraints
In this section, we introduce the modeling of activity duration considering the
case of having multiple duration ranges associated to one activity and assuming
that the choice of which duration range applies is taken at run-time, that is,
after activity initiation.
start
ac t i v i t y
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allowed interval for duration choice
MAX d2
MAX d1
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Fig. 3.13: Example showing two different duration ranges d1 and d2 associated
with one activity. The one that applies is chosen after activity initiation but at
a moment in time preceding the smallest between MIN d1 and MIN d2.
In particular, we deal with a process activity that can be subjected to two or
more alternative duration constraints d1, d2, . . . , dn (where di ∈ [MIN, MAX]).
The choice of which among the constraints applies to the activity is made after
its initiation, but prior to the smallest minimum duration bound among those
of d1, d2, . . . , dn and cannot change afterwards. Fig. 3.13 shows the relationship
between activity initiation, duration constraints, and duration choice. We refer
to this kind of constraint as deferred duration, meaning that the choice of which
duration range applies is deferred with respect to activity initiation.
As a motivating example, let us consider the following clinical setting, typical
of antibiotic therapies.
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Example 3.6 (Antibiotic therapy for bloodstream infections). Staphy-
lococcus aureus is a common and virulent life-threatening bacterium causing
bloodstream infections. The clinical management of staphylococcus aureus re-
quires antibiotic treatment, which is administered taking into consideration the
patient’s allergies and bacteria resistance patterns.
Typically, the therapy can last either 14 days or 4-6 weeks, depending on
clinical judgement [143]. A 14-days therapy is administered only if:
(C1) fever disappears within 72 hours after treatment initiation and
(C2) blood cultures are negative.
However, the results of blood analyses are obtained 3 or 4 days after the
beginning of the therapy. This means, that the choice of the required duration
of the therapy is taken after empirical antibiotic administration has started (i.e.,
3-4 days after therapy initiation), but earlier than the lowest minimum duration
constraint (i.e., 14 days).
All the patients that do not observe criteria (C1) and (C2) must receive 4–6
weeks of therapy based on the extent of the infection.
Example 3.6 motivates the modeling of this novel kind of duration, explained
in the remainder of this section. It is worth noticing that we do not require
duration ranges to be disjoint, as only one of them can be chosen at a time.
Consider the process model depicted in Figure 3.14. For simplicity, we asso-
ciate the Task depicted at the bottom with two desired duration intervals d1 ∈
[MIN D1, MAX D1] and d2 ∈ [MIN D2, MAX D2], but the same solution can be
generalized to deal with more than two duration ranges.
The intuition behind the behavior of this process relies on the assumption
that among the four duration extremes MIN D1, MAX D1, MIN D2 and MAX D2
there is always a smallest one, regardless of how the two duration ranges are
related to each other (If MIN D1= MIN D2, then we can arbitrarily select one
of them). This lowest minimum duration value is needed for ordering duration
ranges based on the value of their minimum duration since it is crucial to know
the latest time-instant at which Task duration must be chosen.
Without loss of generality, let us suppose that d1 is the time length having the
lowest minimum duration, that is, MIN D1 in the process model of Fig. 3.14. The
behavior of the process can be explained as follows. After start event S is trig-
gered, parallel gateway G1 splits the flow into five branches, one directed towards
Task and the others ones leading to event-based gateways G2 MIN, G2 MAX,
G3 MIN and G3 MAX.
From this point on, the process behavior depends on the moment of Task
completion, on which duration range is chosen, and on the kind (if any) of vio-
lated duration (i.e., minimum or maximum).
Duration choice is represented by conditional events which are triggered by
the environment whenever a certain condition is true [11]. In general, anything
can be a condition and conditions are independent of processes. Conditional
events exist only of type catching and are triggered when a data-based condition
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Fig. 3.14: Duration-aware process model for specifying to two different duration
ranges D1 and D2 associated to a Task. The choice of which one applies is deferred
after task initiation.
evaluates to true [101]. In this thesis, we assume that when a conditional event
is enabled by a token, the process checks whether the associated condition is
true and, if so, the event is triggered. Otherwise, the token will remain on the
event (i.e., the event will remain enabled) until the associated condition becomes
true. In particular, if d1 is the chosen duration, then the condition associated to
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conditional event D1 is true, otherwise the condition associated to conditional
event D2 holds.
In the described scenario, minimum duration is violated when:
(a) Task completes before its desired duration is chosen;
(b) Task ends before the lowest minimum value set for duration, that is MIN D1,
when the chosen duration is d1;
(c) Task completes before MIN D2 when the chosen duration is d2.
(a) If Task completes earlier than knowing which is the chosen duration range,
signal event t EXITED is thrown to be caught by all the four corresponding
events c EXITED located on flow1, flow4, flow7, and flow10. Then, the violation
of minimum duration constraint is signaled by both events t minViolated on flow1
and flow7 before the whole process can complete. Since duration range has not
yet been chosen, all minimum durations are violated.
(b) If Task completes earlier than MIN D1, being MIN D1 the smallest ad-
missible duration value, a violation has to be signaled regardless of which is the
chosen duration range. In this case, the process behaves as discussed in (a), as
signal event t EXITED is caught by all the corresponding listening events.
(c) If Task completes earlier than MIN D2, a violation must be signaled only
if the chosen duration range is d2. To this end, event-based gateway G4, enacted
right after event MIN D1, differentiates the process behavior with respect to
which duration range has been chosen. If Task duration is d1, no minimum vio-
lation is signaled: signal event t cancelMin is thrown to trigger the corresponding
event c cancelMin on flow6, thus discarding timer event MIN D2. If Task dura-
tion is d2, then a minimum duration violation is observed. In particular, on flow2
timer event MIN D1 has already fired as MIN D1 ≤ MIN D2. In the configuration
of event-based gateway G4, conditional event D2 is triggered to let the process
flow proceeding until exclusive gateway G7 without further signaling. The detec-
tion of the activity early completion is handled by signal events c EXITED and
t minViolated located within flow7. Similarly, it is worth noticing that in case d1
< d2, also event D2 in the scope of G5 is triggered, as there is no need to check
duration MAX D1.
For all the discussed cases (a)–(c), the process flows branching from G2 MAX
and G3 MAX have the following behavior. Regardless of which is the maximum
duration considered, if the corresponding timer event has not yet been trig-
gered, then either signal events c EXITED on flow4 and flow10 or signal events
c cancelMax on flow3 and flow9 will be triggered letting the flow proceed without
any further signaling.
When considering maximum duration violation the process behaves as fol-
lows. Despite durations d1 and d2 are ordered according to the lowest value
for minimum duration, timer event MAX D1 may be assigned a duration value
smaller, equal, or greater than the one of timer event MAX D2.
If the chosen duration is d1 the condition associated to conditional event D1
is true. When maximum duration is violated, signal event t cancelMax following
event-based gateway G5 and event D1 is thrown to “cancel” event handlers for
d2. In particular, if MAX D1 < MAX D2, the triggered signal is caught by signal
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event c cancelMax on flow9. Then, event t maxViolated on flow5 indicates that
the maximum duration has been violated. If MAX D1 > MAX D2, then signal
c cancelMax is never caught as flow11 has been chosen.
Besides the discussed cases, we consider the possibility that either (i) MIN D1
= MIN D2, or (ii) MAX D1 = MAX D2. We prove that the model behaves soundly
for the mentioned cases as follows.
(i) If MIN D1 = MIN D2, the lowest minimum can be chosen arbitrarily. A
minimum duration violation will involve both d1 and d2, as for the previously
discussed case (b).
(ii) If MAX D1 = MAX D2, signal event t cancelMax, thrown after the timer
event representing the chosen maximum duration limit, is never caught. In
detail, if we choose d1 as the preferred Task duration, even if timer event
MAX D2 is triggered concurrently to MAX D1, conditional events D1 and
D2 in the scope of event-based gateway G4 ensure that signal t maxViolated
is triggered only once. Specular behavior is expected if d2 is chosen.
The process depicted in Fig. 3.14 is already the complete duration-aware
process model obtained by combining the activity a to be constrained, a dura-
tion pattern for deferred duration, and a connecting kit. Below, we formalize
the structure of duration pattern φdeferred considering two different duration
intervals associated to activity a.
φdeferred = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L)
where:
– N = {A ∪G ∪ E} is the set of flow nodes partitioned in:
A = ∅; G = {g1, g2min, g2max, g3min, g3max, g4, g5, g6, g7, g8, g9, g10, g11,
g12, g13, g14}; E = {Estart ∪ Eint ∪ Eend} where Estart = {s}, Eint = {e1,
e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10, e11, e12, e13, e14, e15, e16, e17, e18, e19, e20,
e21,e22, e23, e24}, and Eend = {e};
– DN = ∅;
– C = {(s, g1), (g1, a), (g1, g2min), (g1, g2max), (g1, g3min), (g1, g3max), (g3max,
e1), (g3max, e2), (g3max, e3), (g3min, e4), (g3min, e5), (g3min, e6), (g2max, e7),
(g2max, e8), (g2max, e9), (g2min, e10), (g2min, e11), (e1, g6), (g6, e12), (g6, e15),
(e12, e13), (e13, e14), (e14, g9), (e15, g9), (g9, g13), (e2, g13), (e3, g13), (e4, g12),
(e5, e16), (e16, g12), (e6, g12), (e7, g5), (g5, e17), (g5, e20), (e17, e18), (e18, e19),
(e19, g8), (g8, g11), (g20, g8), (e8, g11), (e9, g11), (e10, g4), (g4, e21), (g4, e23),
(e21, e22), (e22, g7), (e23, g7), (g7, g10), (e11, g10), (g13, g14), (g12, g14), (g11, g14),
(g10, g14), (g14, e)};
– TA = ∅;
– F = ∅;
– T = ∅;
– R = ∅;
– αk = ∅;
– αt = ∅;
– β = ∅;
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Fig. 3.15: Complete process combining control structures for capturing deferred
duration which is chosen among an arbitrary number of duration ranges.
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– γr({g1, g2min, g2max, g3min, g3max, g4, g5, g6} = split, γr({g7, g8, g9, g10, g11,
g12, g13, g14} = merge;
– γty({g1, g14} = parallel, γty({g2min, g2max, g3min, g3max, g4, g5, g6} = event−
based γty({g7, g8, g9, g10, g11, g12, g13} = exclusive;
– tr({s, e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10, e11, e12, e15, e17, e20, e21, e23}) = catch-
ing, tr({e13, e14, e16, e18, e19, e22, e24, e}) = throwing;
– tr({s, e} = none, tr({e1, e4, e7, e10} = timer, ty({e2, e3, e5, e6, e8, e9, e11, e13,
e14, e16, e18, e19, e22, e24} = signal, tr({e12, e15, e17, e20, e21, e23} = condition-
al ;
– k = ∅;
– ρ = ∅;
– L(e2) = L(e5) = L(e8) = L(e11), L(e15) = L(e17) = L(e21), L(e12) = L(e20) =
L(e23), L(e3) = L(e9), L(e13) = L(e18), L(e4) = L(e19), and L(e16) = L(e14).
Connecting kit Ck5 = (N,C) where N = {e25} and C = {(g1, a), (a, e25),
(e25, g14)}. Event e25 is a throwing signal event that triggers all three events e2,
e5, e8, and e11 of φdeferred whenever they are actively listening.
In the duration-aware process model of Fig. 3.14 activity a is represented as
an abstract task, i.e., αk(a) = task, αt(a) = abstract, and L(a) = Task, without
loss of generality. The flow nodes of duration pattern φdeferred are labeled as
follows. L(e1) = MAX D2, L(e2) = c EXITED, L(e3) = c cancelMax, L(e4) =
MIN D2, L(e5) = c EXITED, L(e6) = c cancelMin, L(e7) = MAX D1, L(e8) =
c EXITED, L(e9) = c cancelMax, L(e10) = MIN D1, L(e11) = c EXITED, L(e12)
= D2, L(e13) = t cancelMax, L(e14) = t maxViolated, L(e15) = D1, L(e16) =
t minViolated, L(e17) = D1, L(e18) = t cancelMax, L(e19) = t maxViolated, L(e20)
= D2, L(e21) = D1, L(e22) = t cancelMin, L(e23) = D2, L(e24) = t minViolated,
while gateways g1 . . . g14 are assigned labels G1 . . . G14. Event e25 of connecting
kit Ck5 is such that L(e25) = t EXITED.
When dealing with more than two duration ranges, signal events labeled
as t cancelMin, c cancelMin, t cancelMax, and c cancelMax in Fig. 3.14 must be
specialized in t cancelMini, c cancelMini, t cancelMaxi, and c cancelMaxi in order
to let the process flowing through the branches designed to represent duration
ranges Di that are not chosen by the activity. Besides, one conditional event Di
must be added for each possibly chosen duration di. Fig. 3.15 sketches how
duration pattern φdeferred can be extended with specialized conditional and
signal events to handle more than two duration ranges.
3.5 Specifying Shifted Duration Constraints
In this section, we introduce patterns for specifying shifted duration constraints
that extend and complete the preliminary proposal described in [53].
Shifting the activity duration means that duration is measured only after a
certain condition is met, i.e., the duration of the activity is evaluated starting
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from a particular moment in time that is shifted forward in time with respect to
activity initiation.
Example 3.7 (Antibiotic treatment of pneumococcal pneumonia). As
an example, let us consider the treatment of uncomplicated pneumococcal pneu-
monia, a common lung infection leading to hospitalization. Antibiotic therapy
must be initiated immediately after the onset of the infection. Then, depending
on the extent of the infection and the patient clinical response, antibiotic admin-
istration is continued for 5–7 days after defervescence. The overall duration of
therapy should not exceed 10 days. If the patient does not defervesce within 3–5
days, antibiotic susceptibility must be reviewed.
activity
milestone event (ME)
time (days)
shifted duration
MAX_START
0 2 7
M
IN
M
AX
1 4 5 6 8 9 10
other events
Antibiotic Therapy
alternative activities Review Susceptibility
3
NO_FEVER
Fig. 3.16: Shifted duration exemplified with respect to activity Antibiotic Therapy
to treat pneumococcal pneumonia.
The concept of shifted duration for the introduced example is shown in
Fig. 3.16. Antibiotic Therapy begins, but its duration d ∈ [5, 7] days is mea-
sured starting from milestone event (ME) NO FEVER. If the latter does not occur
within 5 days (the maximum time allowed for defervescence), event MAX START
triggers alternative activity Review Susceptibility.
To represent shifted duration of an activity, we designed duration pattern
φshifted = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L) whose
structure is formalized as follows.
– N = {A ∪G ∪ E} is the set of flow nodes, where:
A = {a1}; G = {g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6,g7, g8, g9, g10}; E = {Estart∪Eint∪Eend}
where Estart = {s}, Eint = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10}, and Eend =
{e};
– DN = ∅;
– C = {(s, g1), (g1, g2), (g2, e1), (g2, e2), (g2, e3), (e3, e4), (e4, g9), (e1, a1),
(a1, g9), (e2, g3), (g3, g4), (g3, g5), (g4, e5), (g4, e6), (e6, g6), (g5, e7), (g5, e8),
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(e5, e9), (e9, g6), (g6, g8), (e8, e10), (e7, g7), (e10, g7), (g7, g8), (g8, g9), (g9, g10),
(g10, e)} is the set of control flow edges;
– TA = ∅;
– F = ∅;
– T = ∅;
– R = ∅;
– αk(a1) = subprocess;
– αt(a1) = abstract;
– β = ∅;
– γr({g1, g2, g3, g4, g5}) = split, γr({g6, g7, g8, g9, g10}) = merge;
– γty({g1, g3, g8, g10}) = parallel, γty({g6, g7, g9}) = exclusive, and γty({g2, g4,
g5}) = event− based;
– tr({s, e1, e2, e3, e5, e6, e7, e8}) = catching, tr({e4, e9, e10, e}) = throwing;
– ty({s, e}) = none, ty({e1, e5, e7}) = timer, ty({e3, e4, e6, e8, e9, e10}) = sig-
nal, ty({e2}) = conditional;
– k = ∅;
– ρ = ∅;
– L(e3) = L(e6) = L(e8), and L(e4) = L(e10).
Connecting kit Ck6 = (N,C) where N = {e11} and C = {(g1, a), (a, e11),
(e11, g10)}. Event e11 is a throwing signal event that triggers all three events e3,
e6, and e8 of φshifted whenever they are actively listening.TP3_with_control
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Fig. 3.17: Duration-aware process model for specifying the shifted duration of a
Task.
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Fig. 3.17 depicts the complete duration-aware process model for specifying the
shifted duration of activity a, obtained by combining activity a to be constrained
with duration pattern φshifted through connecting kit Ck6.
Without loss of generality, activity a is represented as an abstract task, i.e.,
αk(a) = task, αt(a) = abstract, and L(a) = Task.
The flow nodes elements of duration pattern φshifted are labeled as follows:
L(a1) = Alternative Activity, L(s) = S, L(e1) = MAX START, L(e2) = ME, L(e3)
= c EXITED, L(e4) = t minViolated, L(e5) = MAX, L(e6) = c EXITED, L(e7)
= MIN, L(e8) = c EXITED, L(e9) = t maxViolated, L(e10) = t minViolated, L(e)
= E, L(g1) = G1, L(g2) = G2, L(g3) = G3, L(g4) = G4, L(g5) = G5, L(g6) =
G6, L(g7) = G7, L(g8) = G8, L(g9) = G9, L(g10) = G10. Finally, event e11 of
connecting kit Ck6 is such that L(e11) = t EXITED.
Given that a is the activity whose shifted duration must be specified, it is
worth noticing that φshifted is attached to a in the same way φsimple is attached
to a to measure simple duration. Indeed, connecting kits Ck1 and Ck6 have the
same number and kinds of elements.
The complete duration-aware process model, shown in Fig. 3.17 behaves as
follows. Once the process is started, the flow is split by G1 into two branches:
flow6 is directed towards Task, which can begin its execution, while on the other
branch event-based gateway G2 is enabled. This realizes a race condition be-
tween the occurrence of timer event MAX START, which ensures that something
alternative is done if the milestone event does not occur, milestone event ME,
and signal event c EXITED, which handles the case in which Task ends before
any of the other two events has occurred. In this latter “borderline scenario”,
minimum violation occurs, as captured by the follow signal event t minViolated,
but the measurement of shifted duration has not yet started. As mentioned in
Sect. 3.4, conditional event ME can fire when it is enabled by the incoming token
and the associated condition is true.
The detection of shifted duration violations is realized by using a simple
signal-based communication pattern. When Task completes its execution, signal
event t EXITED is broadcast to be caught by any of the corresponding c EXITED
events that are active at the moment of broadcasting. Based on when Task ends,
any of the following mutually exclusive scenarios can occur.
Minimum shifted duration is violated if Task completes earlier than MIN.
In this case, both signals c EXITED are triggered, whereas the other process
branches outgoing of event-based gateways G4 and G5 are withdrawn. Then,
signal event t minViolated, is used to capture the violation. Finally, once syn-
chronization has occurred at G10, the process can conclude.
If Task ends anytime between MIN and MAX no violation occurs and signal
event t EXITED is caught only by the corresponding c EXITED on flow2, as timer
event MIN has already fired.
Maximum shifted duration is violated whenever Task execution lasts longer
than MAX. In this case, right after MAX, signal t maxViolated is broadcast to
detect that maximum shifted duration has been violated. Trivially, as timer
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event MIN had also been triggered before MAX, the process can complete once
synchronization has occurred at G10.
In [53], we also propose a pattern for specifying a shifted duration with reset.
Indeed, ME captures the beginning of a certain condition that must hold for
the whole period of shifted duration. When such condition is not more valid, we
must capture the change and reset shifted duration.
For example, let us consider patient discharge from hospital (cf. Example 3.3).
Discharge criteria require patients to have been afebrile for at least 24 hours to be
safely dismissed [53]. This means that, whenever fever (re-)appears the patient
must wait for temperature to lower within normal ranges and, from that moment,
stay in hospital for 24 fever-free additional hours. To specify the shifted duration
of activity “hospitalization”, which should be of at least 24 hours after “fever
disappears”, our milestone event we should consider reset condition “fever comes
back”, which requires physicians to wait until fever disappears again before re-
counting 24 hours.DP3_specification_withReset
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Fig. 3.18: Process model for specifying resettable shifted duration of a task.
Formally, the structure of duration pattern φshiftRes = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,
R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L) for specifying shifted duration with reset
is as follows.
– N = {A ∪G ∪ E} is the set of flow nodes, where:
A = {a1}; G = {g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g6,g7, g8, g9, g10, g11, g12}; E = {Estart ∪
Eint ∪Eend} where Estart = {s}, Eint = {e1, e2, e3, e4, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10,
e11, e12}, and Eend = {e};
– DN = ∅;
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– C = {(s, g1), (g1, g12), (g12, g2), (g2, e1), (g2, e2), (g2, e3), (e3, e4), (e4, g9),
(e1, a1), (a1, g9), (e2, g3), (g3, g4), (g3, g5), (g4, e5), (g4, e6), (g4, e7), (e6, g6),
(e7, g6), (g5, e8), (g5, e9), (g5, e10), (e5, e11), (e11, g6), (g6, g8), (e9, e12), (e8, g7),
(e12, g7), (e10, g7), (g7, g8), (g8, g9), (g9, g11), (g11, g10), (g11, g12), (g10, e)} is
the set of control flow edges;
– TA = ∅;
– F = ∅;
– T = ∅;
– R = ∅;
– αk(a1) = subprocess;
– αt(a1) = ∅;
– β = ∅;
– γr({g1, g2, g3, g4, g5, g11}) = split, γr({g6, g7, g8, g9, g10, g12}) = merge;
– γty({g1, g3, g8, g10}) = parallel, γty({g6, g7, g9, g11, g12}) = exclusive, and
γty({g2, g4, g5}) = event− based;
– tr({s, e1, e2, e3, e5, e6, e7, e8, e9, e10}) = catching, tr({e4, e11, e12, e}) = throw-
ing ;
– ty({s, e}) = none, ty({e1, e5, e8}) = timer, ty({e3, e4, e6, e9, e11, e12}) =
signal, ty({e2, e7, e10}) = conditional;
– k = ∅;
– ρ = ∅;
– L(e3) = L(e6) = L(e9), L(e4) = L(e12), and L(e7) = L(e10).
Connecting kit Ck6 can be reused to connect φshiftRes to activity a.
Fig. 3.18 shows the complete duration-aware process model which combines
activity a, duration pattern φshiftRes and connecting kit Ck6.
Without loss of generality, activity a is represented as an abstract task, i.e.,
αk(a) = task, αt(a) = abstract, and L(a) = Task. The flow nodes of duration
pattern φshiftRes are labeled as follows. L(a1) = Alternative Activity, L(s) = S,
L(e1) = MAX START, L(e2) = ME, L(e3) = c EXITED, L(e4) = t minViolated,
L(e5) = MAX, L(e6) = c EXITED, L(e7) = RESET, L(e8) = MIN, L(e9) =
c EXITED, L(e10) = RESET, L(e11) = t maxViolated, L(e12) = t minViolated,
L(e) = E, L(g1) = G1, L(g2) = G2, L(g3) = G3, L(g4) = G4, L(g5) = G5, L(g6)
= G6, L(g7) = G7, L(g8) = G8,L(g9) = G9, L(g10) = G10, L(g11) = Reset?,
and L(g12) = G12. Event e11 of connecting kit Ck6 is again labeled as L(e11) =
t EXITED.
Basically, compared to φshifted, duration pattern φshiftRes includes another
conditional event RESET, which leads back to ME in order wait for a new oc-
currence of the milestone event. We can assume that the condition associated
to event RESET is set to false when the process begins, and can change during
execution, starting after the occurrence of milestone event ME.
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3.6 Detecting and Managing Duration Violations
Whereas a first step towards the management of minimum and maximum du-
ration constraints can be achieved by detecting constraint violations and by
informing the process engine or the activity performer about potential prob-
lems/delays caused by temporal violations, appropriate constraint management
deals with the specification of (temporal) exception handlers.
However, temporal exception management relies on the semantics and the
nature of the violated constraints, and are strongly dependent upon the kind of
activity being performed.
For instance, when a maximum duration constraint is violated, either sudden
termination can be imposed or a side procedure can be used to expedite activity
completion. Indeed, some activities need additional time to be correctly finished
and they cannot be suddenly interrupted even if they violate maximum duration.
As an example, we can think of a surgical intervention which is taking longer
than planned: obviously, the surgeon cannot abandon the operating room, but
additional workforce may be called to speed up the intervention.
Depending on their potential to interrupt activity execution, we distinguish
between weak and strong maximum duration constraints. A weak duration con-
straint does not cause immediate activity interruption, but additional side activi-
ties can be performed with the goal of addressing constraint violation. Conversely,
a strong duration constraint causes the sudden interruption of the on-going activ-
ity. For example, whenever drug therapy causes an unexpected allergic reaction,
this must immediately stopped.
The introduced definition of constraint strength does not apply to minimum
duration constraints, as there is no need for activity interruption in such context.
The process models proposed in the remainder of the section, are designed
to manage duration violations at a high level of abstraction, since the nature of
the repairing actions is highly dependent on the kind of task being performed.
To this end, we identify possible general and common actions that dura-
tion violation handlers are entitled to perform (see Table 3.4). Besides, we can
also consider the following two extreme actions that hold for every constraint,
that is, “Do nothing” (i.e., the handler simply alerts the activity performer that
something went differently from expected) and “Terminate process execution”.
Regardless of which is the action taken to handle the violation, we assume
that handlers are designed to resolve violations without violating other temporal
constraints. That is, a minimum duration handler must resolve minimum du-
ration violations without violating other temporal constraints (e.g., maximum
duration constraints).
In [144], the authors discuss the importance of interrupting activities safely,
i.e., by preserving their context. Context preservation refers to the capability of
the system to save data associated with the activity at the right time. In this
direction, duration constraints can be seen as information related to activity
execution, and thus, they must be dealt with when the activity is interrupted.
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Minimum Duration Violation
Wait The process waits before proceeding to the following ele-
ment or a delay is added until minimum duration is ob-
served.
Repeat The whole activity or part of it is repeatedly executed
until minimum duration is met.
Compensate A compensation handler reverses the effects of the activity.
In BPMN, compensation is used to revert the effects of a
Completed activity that are no more desired [11].
Maximum Duration Violation (Weak)
Escalate Dedicated activities are performed to expedite completion.
In BPMN, escalation identifies a situation that presumes
some sort of reaction by the process and it is used to im-
plement measures to expedite the completion of a process
activity [11].
Extra Workforce
The activity is assigned to multiple resources that execute
parts of it in parallel.
Maximum Duration Violation (Strong)
Skip The activity is interrupted and the remaining is skipped.
Undo The activity is interrupted and its effects are reversed by
some other activity.
Table 3.4: Possible behaviors of duration handlers, enacted in case of violation.
For both minimum and maximum duration violations, although we did not
detail which activities are executed by the temporal exception handler, we adopt
a modeling level of abstraction sufficient to ensure that handlers are correctly
blended within the process.
In [52], we discussed different approaches for managing violations of sim-
ple duration constraints in a weak and a strong way. Let us start from the
duration-aware process model depicted in Fig. 3.4. Signal events t minViolated
and t maxViolated detect duration violations and are used to trigger the corre-
sponding violation handlers, that may have either a weak or a strong behavior.
For managing minimum duration violations caused by early activity inter-
ruption we used compensation, i.e., a way of undoing steps of a successfully
completed activity whose results are no more desired and must be reversed.
Minimum duration violations are managed by compensation handlers, that are
constituted by a set of activities that are not connected to other portions of the
BPMN model [11]. Instead, maximum duration violations are managed by event
subprocesses. In BPMN, event subprocesses are a specialized kind of subprocess,
that is included within a parent process but it is not part of the control flow. In
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Fig. 3.19: Process model for managing minimum and weak maximum duration
constraints of activities having interrupting and non-interrupting intermediate
boundary events.
other words, event subprocesses are inline handlers triggered by events coming
from the parent process [11].
In the remainder of this section, we consider the more complex case of ac-
tivities having both interrupting and non-interrupting intermediate boundary
events illustrated in Fig. 3.6 and discuss how violation handlers defined in [52]
have to be extended to deal with such a scenario.
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When considering boundary events attached to a running activity, different
interruption scenarios may occur. We begin with considering an activity having
a weak maximum duration constraint, as depicted in Fig. 3.19. We distinguish
three different violation management behaviors depending on when Task is inter-
rupted by the boundary event: (i) interruption occurs earlier than the minimum
duration set for Task, (ii) interruption occurs within the expected duration range
of Task or (iii) interruption occurs after the maximum duration limit set for Task.
For all cases (i), (ii) and (iii), it is necessary to distinguish the interruption
of Task due to boundary event InterruptingE from regular task completion. To
this end, a different signal t INTERRUPT within exceptionFlow2 is added. This is
essential to deal with minimum duration violation, as the activity can be either
in state Completed or Terminated (cf. Fig. 2.2). The different name is chosen
to highlight that the end of Task depends on causes other than anticipated
completion.
(i) If InterruptingE occurs before the minimum duration set for Task, a tempo-
ral exception handling mechanism different from compensation must be enacted,
as compensation only applies to successfully completed activities. For this rea-
son, an event subprocess MIN Duration Handler is added to the parent process
Task with duration management. Escalation event t minViolated within flow6 is
added to trigger the handler. Signal event c endMinHandler waits for the event
subprocess to complete, before letting the process flow proceed towards G5. Sig-
nal event t stopHandler following signal t INTERRUPT within exceptionFlow2 has
no corresponding listening events on the process branches entitled of minimum
duration management, as it is used for handling maximum durations.
(ii) If InterruptingE occurs within the expected duration range, signal event
t INTERRUPT is thrown to be caught by the corresponding event c INTERRUPT,
located on flow3. The signal behaves as previously explained for event c EXITED,
as the only difference is the state Terminated of Task. Again, signal t stopHandler
is thrown ineffectively, as no handler was initiated.
(iii) If InterruptingE occurs after MAX, as the activity is interrupted, we as-
sume any possibly executing instance of subprocess MAX Duration Handler is also
interrupted by signal event t stopHandler. This interruption behavior is strong
and, thus, it is in contrast with the notion of weak maximum constraint that
has been addressed so far. However, as external occurrences presuppose strong
interruption, there is no mean to preserve activity execution while the handler
is operating on it.
When the event attached to Task boundary is non-interrupting, neither the
management of minimum nor maximum duration constraints violations is af-
fected. In case of weak maximum duration, we assume that the handler is de-
signed to expedite Task completion and, thus, takes care of completing all the
related non-interrupting event handlers attached to the activity.
The corresponding model for the management of violations of strong maxi-
mum duration constraints is reported in Fig. 3.20.
In this setting, only two possible process behaviors are expected with respect
to activity interruption: (i) the boundary event interrupts Task before MIN or (ii)
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Fig. 3.20: Process model for managing minimum and strong maximum duration
constraints of activities having interrupting and non-interrupting intermediate
boundary events.
at any moment within the desired time limits set for Task duration. Indeed, the
interrupting nature of signal event c maxViolated prevents any other interrupting
event from occurring after MAX.
(i) If minimum Task duration is violated, signal event t INTERRUPT is
thrown. The different name is chosen to highlight that the end of Task depends
on causes other than anticipated completion. As already explained, escalation
event t minViolated within flow6 triggers the corresponding event subprocess MIN
Duration Handler.
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(ii) If InterruptingE is triggered within the desired duration range, no duration
violation handler is enabled. In this case, signal event t INTERRUPT is thrown
to be caught by the corresponding event c INTERRUPT within flow3. Even if
the final state of Task is Terminated, no further action is needed with respect to
duration management.
3.7 Process Verification with Time Petri Nets
The goal of this section is to provide an unambiguous operational semantics
for the proposed BPMN processes by exploiting time Petri nets to verify their
behavior and prove their correctness.
Born to be understood by different users and to be employed in several or-
ganizational domains, process modeling languages often lack of a fully-specified,
formal semantics. When a formal semantics exists, it is mostly defined in terms
of transition systems or Petri nets [2], which have been introduced in Sect. 2.1.2.
Accordingly, the execution behavior of a process model can be specified in
terms of Petri nets, as their formal semantics is particularly suitable for disam-
biguating that one of BPMN and to check the correctness of process models [78].
In general, Petri nets can be derived from BPMN processes by applying the
mappings introduced in [73] and in [79], which differ from each other on the level
of abstraction used to capture the life-cycle of a process activity.
In this thesis, in order to be able to express the temporal dimension associated
to BPMN activities and timer events, we adapt the mappings presented in [73,
79] to time Petri nets, that is, Petri nets with a possibly infinite time interval
associated to each transition [65, 120]. Thereby, we can capture the temporal
aspects related to BPMN activities and timer events. Time Petri nets have been
previously used in [126] for deadline constraints modeling.
Last but not least, we ensure that the obtained time Petri nets conform to
workflow nets in order to exploit the interesting properties of the latter ones.
To begin with, let us consider the classical definition of workflow net WN =
(P, T,A, M0, e, c), provided by Def. 2.5 in Sect. 2.1.2.
By adding a transition t∗ which connects the sink place c to the source place
e we obtain a strongly connected net WN = (P, T ∪ t∗, A∪ {(c, t∗), (t∗, e)}, M0,
e, c) which is referred to as “short-circuited net” [77].
A necessary and sufficient condition for soundness relating workflow nets to
their corresponding short-circuited nets is reported below [77].
Theorem 3.2. A workflow net WN is sound if and only if the corresponding
short-circuited net WN is live and bounded.
As introduced in Sect. 2.1.2 well-structured process descriptions are guaran-
teed to be sound if they are live [105].
In this chapter, we consider workflow nets, as they result more intuitive in
depicting the structure and execution steps of a business process. However, in
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order to capture temporal aspects, we consider a particular class of high level
Petri nets, i.e., time Petri nets. Time Petri nets have been initially introduced by
Merlin [120] and aim to support performance evaluation, safety determination, or
behavioral properties verification in systems where time appears as a quantifiable
and continuous parameter [65].
A time Petri net is a Petri net with a possibly infinite time interval associated
to each transition [65]. The left extreme of the interval is the minimal time that
must elapse from the time that all the input conditions of a transition are enabled
until this can fire. The right extreme of the interval denotes the maximum time
that the input conditions can be enabled and the transition does not fire. After
this time, the transition must fire.
The formal definition of time Petri net, adapted from [65], is provided below.
Definition 3.3 (Time Petri Net). A time Petri net is defined as a tuple
N = (P, T,A,M0, I), where:
• (P, T, A, M0) is a Petri net;
• I : T → {R+,R+ ∪ {∞}} is a firing time function that associates an interval
[↓ I(t), ↑ I(t)], called static firing interval, to each transition t.
In line with this definition, each transition ti ∈ T has an associated time interval
[a, b], where a ≤ b, and such that, once ti has been enabled:
• a (0 ≤ a), is the minimum time that ti must remain continuously enabled
until it can fire;
• b (0 ≤ b ≤ ∞), is the maximum time that ti can remain continuously enabled
without firing.
According to this scenario, any Petri net N = (P, T,A,M0) can be repre-
sented by an equivalent time Petri net, having an interval [0,∞] associated to
each transition ti ∈ T .
In the context of time Petri nets, the concept of state and of firing rule need
to be revised. In particular, a state S of a time Petri net N is defined as the
couple S = (M, IS) consisting of:
(i) a markingM , which denotes the distribution of tokens in places and describes
the logical part of the state;
(ii) a firing interval set IS, which is a vector of possible transition firing times
and denotes the timed part of the state. The number of (ordered) elements of
IS corresponds to the number of enabled transitions in M and each element
i ∈ IS is the time interval [a, b] associated to enabled transition ti.
According to the above definition of time Petri net (cf. Def. 3.3), transitions
are enabled when every input place for a transition ti has at least one token, as
for Petri nets.
However, an enabled transition ti, associated to time interval [a, b] cannot fire
before a and later than b. Therefore, the relative firing time θ, which is related
to the absolute enabling time ρ, must not be smaller than a of transition ti and
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not greater than the smallest of the b’s of all the transitions enabled by marking
M (i.e., a of ti ≤ θ ≤ min{b’s of tk}, where k ranges over the set of transitions
enabled in M).
Example 3.8 (Firing of a time Petri net). As an example, let us consider
the time Petri net depicted in Fig. 3.21, represented in state S = (M0, IS0).
PetriNet
S G1 Task[MIN, MAX] t_EXITED G6 E
c_EXITED
MIN
t_MinViolated
MAX
c_EXITED
t_maxViolated
P1
T1
P2
T2
P4
T3
P3
(1, 4) (1, 5) (2, 3)
p p
p3
p
t t t
Fig. 3.21: Example of time Petri net, where P = {p1, p2, p3, p4}, T = {t1, t2, t3}
and initial marking M0 = p1(1), p2(0), p3(0), p4(0).
To show how the considered net fires, we need to check whether both con-
ditions (i) and (ii) hold for the current state S. Given a marking M0 = p1(1),
p2(0), p3(0), p4(0), as t1 is the only enabled transition, IS0 = {(1, 4)}, that is
1 ≤ θ1 ≤ 4. Let us suppose that θ1 = 2, then
S
(t1,θ1)−−−−→ S′
{
M0 = p1(1), p2(0), p3(0), p4(0)
t1,θ1−−−→M1 = p1(0), p2(1), p3(1), p4(0)
IS0 = {(1, 4)} t1,θ1−−−→ IS1 = {(1, 5)}
This leads to state S′ = (M1, IS1), where M1 = p1(0), p2(1), p3(1), p4(0) and
IS1 = {(1, 5)}, where t2 is the only enabled transition. If θ2 = 1, we have that
S′
(t2,θ2)−−−−→ S′′
{
M1 = p1(0), p2(1), p3(1), p4(0)
t2,θ2−−−→M2 = p1(1), p2(0), p3(1), p4(1)
IS1 = {(1, 5)} t2,θ2−−−→ IS2 = {(1, 4), (2, 3)}
Now, we obtain S′′ = (M2, IS2), where M2 = p1(1), p2(0), p3(1), p4(1) and IS2
= {(1, 4), (2, 3)}. In this case, both t1 and t3 are enabled: t1 can be fired for
θ1 ∈ (1, 3) and t3 can be fired for θ3 ∈ (2, 3).
To summarize, below we show to possible alternative sequences of firings, one
with θ1 = 3 and the other with θ3 = 2.
S′′
(t1,θ1)−−−−→ S′′′
{
M2 = p1(1), p2(0), p3(1), p4(1)
t1,θ1−−−→M3 = p1(0), p2(1), p3(1), p4(1)
IS2 = {(1, 4), (2, 3)} t1,θ1−−−→ IS3 = {(1, 5), (0, 0)}
S′′
(t3,θ3)−−−−→ S′′′′
{
M2 = p1(1), p2(0), p3(1), p4(1)
t3,θ3−−−→M4 = p1(1), p2(0), p3(0), p4(0)
IS2 = {(1, 4), (2, 3)} t3,θ3−−−→ IS4 = {(0, 2)}
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In the remainder of this chapter, we make use of time Petri nets [65] to
provide a formal foundation of the semantics of the proposed BPMN processes
and to exploit existing tools for simulating their execution.
In general, process activities can be modeled with Petri nets according to two
different paradigms, that is, either by transitions or by places [2].
In the first case, the marking of the net indicates a situation of rest and
transitions model activities that may lead to a new state of “rest”. Oppositely,
transitions can stand for instantaneous events and places may reflect a particular
state of the net.
Within the BPM community, a widely applied mapping approach was pro-
posed in [73]. An activity or an intermediate event is mapped onto a transition
with one input place and one output place that models its execution, as shown
in Fig. 3.22(a) for BPMN activity A.
A
A A
start
Aend
Ready RUNNING Completed
(a) (b)
BPMN
Petri Net
Fig. 3.22: Mapping of a BPMN process activity A onto a Petri net (a) abstracting
from its life-cycle, as presented in [73], and (b) taking into account activity life-
cycle, as introduced in [79]. Places drawn in dashed borders are shared with
other net modules, as they are used as connecting elements.
A start or end event is mapped onto a silent transition, i.e., a transition whose
firing cannot be observed, that signals when the process starts or ends. Gateways,
except event-based and OR-split gateways, are also mapped onto silent transi-
tions: AND-splits and AND-joins correspond to Petri net forks and joins, respec-
tively, while BPMN XOR-split and XOR-joins correspond to Petri nets choice
and return modules. In detail, data-driven exclusive gateways, are modeled as
silent transitions having a common place as input and competing for a single
token, so that the choice of which transition will fire is non-deterministic. For
event-based gateways, the race condition between events is captured by having
the corresponding transitions compete for tokens in the net place corresponding
to the input flow of the gateway.
However, the mapping introduced in [73] does not consider the BPMN activ-
ity life-cycle (cf. Fig. 2.2). In some circumstances, it is important to represent
the different states that occur from the creation of an activity to its completion,
as explained in [79]. To this end, each activity can be mapped to a net having
three places corresponding to states Ready, RUNNING, and Completed, respec-
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tively. Transitions Astart and Aend denote the beginning and ending instants of
the activity.
When a token is put on place Ready, the activity enters the state ready. This
is properly represented by the firing rule of the Petri net: Transition Astart can fire
and, then, a token is removed from place Ready and put on place RUNNING. This
token remains on place RUNNING, representing the execution of the activity until
transition Aend fires, thus removing the token from place RUNNING and putting
it on place Completed.
The mapping of BPMN activities to Petri nets by considering their life-cycle
is shown in Fig. 3.22(b).
In this section, we start from the mappings introduced in [73, 79] and map
the proposed duration-aware processes onto time Petri nets in order to be able
to express the temporal dimension associated to activities and timer events. In
particular, we consider 1-bounded (or safe) time Petri nets having a delay-based
semantics. That is, the time interval associated to a transition expresses the
minimum and maximum delays before an enabled transition can fire.
By applying the mapping in [73], we could model activities as transitions hav-
ing one input and one output place, and associated to a positive time interval.
However, when considering timed transitions, this mapping approach is impre-
cise, as the time interval associated to the transition represents the delay that
exists from its enabling to its firing and, thus, it does not capture the duration
of a running activity (i.e., the transition firing is instantaneous).
Therefore, we consider activity states in the obtained time Petri nets and
model an activity A as a time Petri net, having three places (that correspond to
states ready, running, and completing) and two (timed) transitions, whose firing
capture the beginning and ending of the activity. In this way, activity duration,
which is the time span that goes from the firing of Astart to the firing of Aend, is
captured by the time interval [MIN,MAX] associated to the second transition
that captures activity ending. Moreover, as we consider that activity duration
does not cover the time span between the activation and the beginning of the
activity, we consider transition Astart to be associated to a time interval of the
form [0, 0].
Similarly, timer events are modeled as transitions have one single input and
one single output place and associated to a positive time interval. In detail, as
we consider BPMN timer events that fire once a specified amount of time d has
elapsed from their activation, the corresponding transition on the time Petri net
will be associated to a time interval [a, b] with a, b = d. Fig. 3.23 shows the
mapping of BPMN activity A and timer event t onto the corresponding time
Petri nets modules.
As for temporal aspects, all the remaining transitions in the net (i.e., transi-
tions corresponding to gateways or other event types) are assumed to be associ-
ated to a time interval of the form [0,∞[.
Finally, in order to model in Petri nets throwing and catching events that
interact withing the same process, transitions corresponding to such events must
be properly connected to each other. However, as the catching event may not
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A
A
start
Aend
Ready RUNNING Completed
t
t
[0, 0] [MIN, MAX] [d, d]
Time Petri Net
BPMN
Fig. 3.23: Mapping of a BPMN process activity A and of a timer event t onto
the corresponding time Petri nets. Places drawn in dashed borders are shared
with other net modules, as they are used as connecting elements.
be listening when the corresponding throwing event fires, deadlocks can occur or
tokens may remain in the net, unconsumed. This is particularly true for signal
events, due to their broadcast semantics [11, 101]. As unconsumed tokens prevent
the net from completing properly, for each catching signal event in the BPMN
process, two transitions are needed in the time Petri net: one that captures the
fact that the event is caught, the other one that captures the situation in which
the event is not caught.
Task
A
start
Aend
Ready RUNNING Completed
[0, 0] [MIN, MAX]
Time Petri Net
BPMN
t_EXITED
Fig. 3.24: Mapping of a BPMN task towards Petri net considering activity life-
cycle [79]. Signal event t EXITED is mapped to transition end TASK.
Fig. 3.25 shows the time Petri net obtained from the duration-aware process
of Fig. 3.4 as discussed above. As the meaning of signal event t EXITED in the
process is to detect Task completion, we map it directly to transition end TASK,
as shown in Fig. 3.24. The time interval [a, b] is written near each transition, but
it is omitted for untimed transitions (i.e., when [a, b] = [0, inf[ ). Transitions NOT
c EXITED capture the non-catching of event t EXITED in the BPMN process,
to guarantee proper completion of the net. As transitions c EXITED are both
in competition with transitions MIN and MAX (i.e., race condition of event-
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based gateway), the firing of MIN(MAX) must be related to the firing of NOT
c EXITED.
In order to verify the time Petri nets obtained from the proposed duration
patterns and complete duration-aware processes and to check their soundness,
we designed and checked the time Petri nets in Romeo [121] and TINA (TIme
Petri Net Analyzer) [122].
Both tools support abstract state space constructions that preserve specific
properties of state classes, such as absence of deadlocks, linear time temporal
properties, or bisimilarity. Informally, a state class groups all the states of a net
according to all the possible firing times that are reachable from a given marking.
For instance, let us consider the net of Fig. 3.21 and its state S′′ = (M2, IS2),
where M2 = p1(1), p2(0), p3(1), p4(1) and IS2 = {(1, 4), (2, 3)}. In this setting,
state class C2 = (M2, D2) is given by marking M2 and a domain D2, which is
the union of all firing intervals of the states, i.e., D2 = (1 ≤ θ1 ≤ 4 ∪ 2 ≤ θ3 ≤ 3).
Besides working on state classes, both Romeo and TINA operate on stan-
dard time Petri nets. Therefore, in order to analyze our nets with respect to the
soundness of workflow nets, we had to provide their short-circuited version. To
do so, we connected the output place of transition E, with the input place of
transition S by means of an additional transition. Fig. 3.26 shows the stepper
simulation of the obtained short-circuited time Petri net in TINA. In the de-
picted scenario, transition end TASK is expected to fire after transition MIN and
transition MAX.PetriNet (Copy)
S start_TASK E
c_EXITED
MIN
t_MinViolated
MAX
c_EXITED
t_maxViolated
NOT
c_EXITED
NOT
c_EXITED
end_TASK
[d1, d1]
[0, 0]
[d2, d2]
[MIN, MAX]
Fig. 3.25: Time Petri net obtained by applying the mapping proposed in [79] to
the process of Figure 3.4, but considering the theory of time Petri nets [65].
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Fig. 3.26: Short-circuited time Petri net opened in TINA’s stepper simulator.
The delay represents the current relative delay, whereas the black bar on the top
right reports the total execution time of the net. Transition end TASK is enabled
and can be fired within the next three time units.
By assigning different time intervals to transitions end TASK, MIN, and MAX,
we derived multiple process execution traces that capture all the previously ex-
plained behaviors of the duration-aware process of Fig. 3.4. By stepping through
the net model in TINA and Romeo, we were able to observe that the time
Petri nets reproduced the expected behavior of all the considered process traces.
Romeo’s simulation interface is shown in Fig. 3.28.
Finally, by analyzing the short-circuited time Petri net with TINA, we
evinced that the net is live and bound, as reported in Fig. 3.27. Thus, thanks to
theorem 3.2, we can state that the obtained time Petri net is sound.
3.8 Conclusion
In this chapter, we addressed the modeling of different duration constraints of
activities and process regions, by using the BPMN standard. Structured and
re-usable process models for specifying duration constraints at design time are
proposed in Sect. 3.3–3.5 and they are enriched to provide detection and man-
agement of constraint violations at run-time as explained in Sect. 3.6.
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LIVENESS ANALYSIS ----------------------------------------------- 
possibly live
possibly reversible
0 dead classe(s), 71 live classe(s)
0 dead transition(s), 20 live transition(s)
STRONG CONNECTED COMPONENTS:
0 : 70 69 68 67 66 65 64 63 62 61 60 59 58 57 56 55 54 53 52 51 50 49 48 47 46 45 44 43 42 41 40 39 38 37 
36 35 34 33 32 31 30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
SCC GRAPH:
0 -> T16/0, T12/0, T14/0, T21/0, T11/0, t7/0, T13/0, T15/0, T18/0, T10/0, T9/0, T17/0, T5/0, T6/0, T3/0, 
T4/0, T8/0, T7/0, T2/0, T1/0
0.000s
ANALYSIS COMPLETED ---------------------------------------------- 
# net taskDuration, 24 places, 20 transitions                          #
# bounded, possibly live, possibly reversible                          #
# abstraction        count      props      psets       dead       live #
#      states           71         24          ?          0         71 # 
# transitions          149         20          ?          0         20 #
Fig. 3.27: An excerpt of TINA’s full textual output analysis results for the time
Petri net shown in Fig. 3.25.
Fig. 3.28: Simulating time Petri net with Romeo [121]. The simulated sequence
is reported at the top right, and the State-class method [65] has been chosen
for simulation. As done for TINA, the short-circuited net has been checked for
absence of deadlocks.
The different kinds of duration constraints and process models have been
designed after studying real-world (clinical) settings, whose complex temporal
aspects cannot be captured by simple duration constraints.
The main steps of our approach can be summarized as follows.
– We proposed a set BPMN ready-to-use duration-aware process models enclos-
ing duration patterns for specifying different kinds of duration constraints, and
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for detecting possible constraint violations occurring at run-time. We entirely
relied on the BPMN standard [11] for the definition of process semantics or
on existing literature [33, 73, 79, 101, 145] whenever we considered that the
semantics described in the BPMN standard was underspecified.
– We simulated the obtained processes with the Signavio Process Manager [24] to
assess the dynamic behavior of the proposed models. We were able to conduct
a “step-by-step” simulation as, to our knowledge, no current BPM software
supports single or multiple-case simulation of processes having both event-
based gateways and signal events (maybe Scylla [146] could be extended in this
direction). However, we used Signavio step-by-step simulation to assess process
behavior for all the cases introduced in Sect. 3.3. This kind of simulation
allows one to decide which of the process elements ready for execution can
be enabled. An example of step-by-step simulation for the process model of
Fig. 3.4 is shown in Fig. 3.29.
Fig. 3.29: Example of step-by-step simulation of the duration-aware process
model of Fig. 3.4. Active execution traces are highlighted in light-blue.
– To verify the correctness of the designed process models, in Sect. 3.7 we man-
ually derived an equivalent representation of the designed process models in
terms of time Petri nets [65], considering both the mappings proposed in [73]
and in [79], and results obtained on the soundness of workflow nets. The goal
of this last step was to analyze the behavioral aspects of the derived nets to
make sure that the specification of the operational semantics of the proposed
process models was sound. Then, we also used both Romeo [121] and TINA
(TIme Petri Net Analyzer) [122] for checking basic properties such as bound-
edness, liveness, and soundness of the obtained nets.
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For future work, we plan to consolidate our modeling approach by evaluating
how the proposed patterns blend with complex real-world process models in-
cluding also other kinds of temporal constraints and by simulating the obtained
time-aware process models directly with BPM tools.

4Modeling and Enforcing Temporal Constraints
in BPMN Processes
This chapter is based on results published in [54].
Time management plays a crucial role in all phases of business process design,
enactment and analysis [16]. Business processes develop over time and their
execution is often subjected to temporal restrictions: deadlines and calendar
constraints have to be observed, timely reactions to unexpected occurrences must
be ensured, and resources must be scheduled.
Moreover, different kinds of temporal conditions can constrain how a specific
process path is preferred among others, during process execution. For instance,
the temporal distance between milestone events can influence the routing of the
process flow, parallel executions involving shared resources require coordination,
and time lags between non-consequent activities can be adjusted based on which
process path is taken.
The main contribution of this chapter is to lift the lid on the relationship
between temporal constraints and the choice of alternative process paths, and to
propose BPMN-based solutions that can be easily interpreted by existing tools.
In detail, we focus on three general kinds of temporal constraints stemming
from studied real-world clinical scenarios [147] and propose a set of structural
rules to guide their design in BPMN. In particular, we (i) deal with different
kinds of temporal constraints in BPMN processes, focusing on temporal aspects
that constrain the choice of specific execution paths; (ii) use a combination of
BPMN patterns to enforce such constraints during process execution; (iii) give
a formal semantics based on timed automata for the used BPMN constructs, in
order to specify the expected behavior of the obtained processes; (iv) consider a
real clinical scenario as a motivating application example, without compromising
the generality of the proposed solution.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Sect. 4.1 outlines the
basics of timed automata. Sect. 4.2 introduces a motivating clinical example
and illustrates the related temporal constraints. Sect. 4.3 shows the modeling of
temporal constraints in BPMN and provides a set of structural rules that can be
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used as modeling guidelines. Sect. 4.4 proposes a mapping of BPMN elements and
constructs onto timed automata, with the aim to provide a rigorous semantics
the designed process models. Finally, Sect. 4.5 reviews the contribution of this
chapter.
4.1 Foundations of Timed Automata
In this section, we introduce the basic theory of timed automata, originally in-
troduced by Alur and Dill in [66], extending finite automata with (dense time)
clocks with the aim to enable the specification of real-time systems.
However, the definitions provided in the remainder of this section are slightly
different from those proposed in [66].
Firstly, we introduce the notions of clock and clock constraints. A clock x is
a real non-negative variable (x ∈ R and x ≥ 0) over which a clock constraint can
be defined. A clock constraint is a condition of the form x ≤ r, x < r, x = r,
x ≥ r, or x > r, with r ∈ R+. Given a sets of clocks X, we denote as C(X) the
set of all possible clock constraints defined on the clocks of X for every possible
r ∈ R+. Given a a set of clocks X, a non-negative clock assignment function
ca : X → R and a clock constraint c = x ∗ k, with ∗ ∈ {<,≤,=,≥, >}, in
C(X), we say that ca satisfies c, i.e., ca |= c, if and only if ca(x) ∗ k. As it will
soon be clarified, every configuration of an automaton is equipped with a clock
assignment function.
A timed automaton TA is a quintuple TA = (Q, q0, X,M,∆) where:
1. Q is a finite set of states;
2. q0 ∈ Q is the initial state;
3. X is a finite set of clocks;
4. M is a finite set of channels;
5. ∆ ⊆ Q×C(X)∪{}×M ∪{}×Q×X∪{}×M ∪{} is a set of transitions.
Each transition features two occurrences of elements in M ∪{}: the first occur-
rence denotes a message received on the specified channel whereas the second
one denotes a message sent on the specified channel. For clarity sake, we ap-
pend to the channel of the received message the symbol ? and to the channel of
the produced message the symbol !. Then, the resulting form of a transition is
(q, c,m?, q′, x,m′!). Moreover, we assume  /∈ X ∪M .
Informally, an automaton TA may “fire” a transition (q, c,m?, q′, x,m′!) in
∆ if and only if its current state is q, its clock assignments satisfy either c or
c = , and it receives a message either on channel m or m = . In the resulting
configuration, the new state is q′, and the clock assignment function has been
incremented by a non-negative value r ∈ R for all the clocks but x (if x 6= ).
The value for x in the new configuration is 0. After the firing of the transition,
a message on the channel m′ is produced. If m 6= , the transition is said to be
m-consuming, whereas if m′ 6=  the transition is said to be m′-producing.
A configuration of TA is a pair (q, ca), where q ∈ Q and ca is a clock assign-
ment function. For the sake of simplicity, we suppose that there exists a clock
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xg ∈ X that measures the global time of each configuration in a computation.
This means that xg 6= x for every (q, c,m?, q′, x,m′!) ∈ ∆ and, thus, ca(xg) is
the global time of the configuration.
A transition (q, c,m?, q′, x,m′!) is ready in a configuration (q′′, ca) at time
r ≥ ca(xg) if and only if q = q′′ and it holds that ca′(x) |= c, where ca′ is the
clock assignment function such that for every x ∈ X we have ca′(x) = ca(x)+(r−
ca(xg)). A trace of TA is a finite sequence T = (q0, ca0) δ0−→ . . . δn−1−→(qn, can),
such that: 1. ca0(x) = 0 for every x ∈ X; 2. for every 0 ≤ i < n, let δi =
(q, c,m?, q′, x,m′!) we have that: q = qi, q′ = qi+1, cai |= c if c 6= , cai+1(x) = 0
if x 6= , and for every x′ 6= x in X we have that there exists a non-negative r ∈ R
such that cai+1(x) = cai(x) + r. In a trace T = (q0, ca0) δ0−→ . . . δn−1−→(qn, can) of
TA, for every non negative real r ∈ R, given a message m ∈M , we say that TA
is m-deaf at r if and only if every m-consuming transition δ in ∆ is not ready
in the configuration (qi, cai) such that cai(xg) ≤ r < cai+1(xg).
Given a finite set of temporal automata T A = {TA0, . . . , TAn} with TAi =
(Qi, qi0, X
i,M i, ∆i), with Xi ∩ Xi′ = ∅, for every 0 ≤ i 6= i′ ≤ n, we define
a parallel trace of T A as any set of computations T = {T 0, . . . , Tn} where
T i = (qi0, ca
i
0)
δi,0−→ . . . δi,ni−1−−−→(qini , caini) for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n and such that:
1. for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n, T i is a trace of TAi;
2. for every non-negative r ∈ R and every m ∈ ⋃0≤i≤nM i, there exists at most
one index i and at most one index j for which the configuration (qij , ca
i
j)
features caij(xg) = r and transition δi,j is m-producing (i.e., a channel may
be used by at most one automata at time in order to produce a message);
3. for every non-negative r ∈ R and every m ∈ ⋃0≤i≤nM i, there exist at most
one index i and at most one index j for which the configuration (qij , ca
i
j)
features caij(xg) = r and the transition δi,j is m-consuming (i.e., a channel
may be used by at most one automaton at one time);
4. for every index 0 ≤ i ≤ n and every 0 ≤ j ≤ ni, if δi,j is m-consuming then
there exist 0 ≤ i′ ≤ n and 0 ≤ j′ ≤ ni′ such that δi′,j′ is m-producing and
caij(x
i
g) = ca
i′
j′(x
i′
g ) (i.e., consumed messages must have been produced);
5. for every index 0 ≤ i ≤ n and every 0 ≤ j ≤ ni if δi,j is m-producing, either
there exist j′, i′ such that caij(x
i
g) = ca
i′
j′(x
i′
g ) and δi′,j′ is m-consuming, or,
for every i′, we have that TAi
′
is m-deaf in caij(x
i
g) (i.e., an automaton
cannot ignore a message if it can consume it).
Given a set of states Qf ⊆
⋃
0≤j≤nQ
j , we say that a parallel trace T =
{T 0, . . . , Tn} accepts Qf if and only if Qf ⊆ {qini : 0 ≤ i ≤ n}.
4.2 Catheter-Related Bloodstream Infections
In this section, we introduce the temporal constraints considered in this chapter
by means of a real-world motivating clinical example addressing some major steps
in the treatment of Catheter-Related Bloodstream Infections (CR-BSIs) [148,
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147, 149]. Starting from the framework introduced in [23], we consider time-
lags between arbitrary events (cf. TP3 in [23]) affecting the choice of alternative
process paths, temporal mutual exclusion (cf. TP6 in [23]), and time-lags between
activities (cf. TP1 in [23]). All of the listed constraints occur quite often in real-
world clinical processes [51, 147], especially those dealing with treatment and
monitoring tasks.
Example 4.1 (Catheter-Related Bloodstream Infections). Vascular cathe-
ters are essential to treat critically ill patients. In the United States, more than
150 million intra-vascular catheters are purchased by clinics and hospitals each
year [148]. However, their use increases the risk of developing deadly bloodstream
infections, caused by pathogens that colonize the catheter.
Infection treatment depends on the patient conditions and on the kind and
virulence of the involved microorganism responsible for causing the infection.
Different pathogens need to be treated for a specific period of time, and with the
most suitable antibiotic according to their resistance features.
Generally, the risk of incurring a CR-BSI depends on multiple factors, such as
the type of catheter used, the frequency with which the catheter is accessed, the
duration of catheter placement and the individual characteristics of the catheter-
ized patient. Additionally, CR-BSI risk is conditioned by the education and the
experience of healthcare personnel and by the actuation of proper prevention
measures. Indeed, catheter-related bloodstream infections increase hospital costs
and length of stay and they seem to increase mortality incidence, especially in
critically ill patients.
Various clinical guidelines have been developed to prevent infection develop-
ment and to define performance indicators to monitor treatment success. Clinical
guidelines underline the need for modeling temporal constraints, as they are tem-
porally oriented, they involve temporal reasoning, they can be easily described
in terms of conditional decisions, and their applicability is often constrained by
time conditions [26, 112].
The BPMN process of Fig. 4.1 shows the main steps for the detection and
treatment of CR-BSIs in intensive care units, simplified from the well-known
IDSA guideline [148].
As clinical findings are often unreliable for diagnosing bacteremia due to
their lack of sensitivity and specificity, blood and/or catheter cultures are used
to support the diagnosis of CR-BSI. When considering diagnostic methods that
do not require catheter removal, i.e., that are exclusively based on blood cultures,
clinicians Draw blood samples to be cultured. Blood samples are drawn from two
sites: one sample is obtained through the central venous catheter suspected to
be the source of the infection, whereas two additional samples are drawn from a
peripheral vein. After withdrawing blood, physicians can Administer an Empirical
Therapy to relieve the patient, until diagnosis is confirmed and a more appropriate
treatment can be initiated.
Among catheter-saving criteria, Differential Time to Positivity (DTP) is the
most used for diagnosing CR-BSIs [148]. DTP measures how much time is nec-
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essary for a catheter-drawn blood culture to become positive for a given micro-
organism with respect to a simultaneously-drawn peripheral blood culture. If
the catheter culture becomes positive at least 2 hours earlier than the peripheral
one, the catheter is considered to be the source of bacteremia. If this condition
is not observed, physicians Look for other sources of Infection.
Let us call C+ the catheter culture and P+ the peripheral culture. When
blood cultures are grown, one of the following scenarios is expected to occur.
(i) If none of C+ or P+ turn positive, there is no evidence of infection in the
blood;
(ii) if only P+ turns positive, the catheter is not likely to be the source of the
infection;
(iii) if only C+ turns positive, the catheter is probably colonized;
(iv) if both C+ and P+ turn positive, but the differential time is less than 2
hours, then the catheter is not likely to be the source of the infection;
(v) if both C+ and P+ turn positive and the differential time between them
is equal or more than 2 hours, than the DTP criterion for diagnosing a
CR-BSI is fulfilled.
Based on the obtained culture results, physicians can Confirm the onset of
CR-BSI. If a CR-BSI is diagnosed, appropriate treatment should be initiated,
depending on the detected micro-organism. For simplicity, we present only the
treatments of CR-BSIs caused by Coagulase-negative Staphylococci (CONS) and
Enterococcus species.
When treating an infection caused by CONS, practitioners Administer the An-
tibiotic Treatment believed the most effective for the patient conditions. Besides,
antibiotic or heparin lock therapy can be prescribed. Catheter Lock is a method
to be used in conjunction with systemic antimicrobial therapy for sterilizing the
catheter lumen and for preventing clot formation when the catheter is not in
use. In general, the duration of the treatment is the same for both antibiotic and
lock therapies.
Similarly, when dealing with Enterococcus species, Vancomycin is adminis-
tered, but alternatives are considered if antibiotic resistance is observed. Entero-
coccal bacteremia is often associated to endocarditis, a life-threatening inflam-
mation of heart valves. To diagnose endocarditis, physicians perform a Trans-
Esophageal Echocardiography (TEE), after having eventually sedated the patient.
Both the introduced treatments for CONS and Enterococcus species end within
a predefined amount of time, functional to patient improvement.
Due to their temporal and decisional characterization, clinical guidelines turn
out to be a challenging setting for modeling time-based inter-activity constraints
and decisions [114].
The following list introduces three different kinds of important temporal con-
straints that stem from the described clinical scenario and that influence the
enactment of a certain process path over another.
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Fig. 4.1: BPMN process for CR-BSIs treatment with added time constraints: 1©
temporal delta driven decision, 2© temporal mutual exclusion between concurrent
activities, and 3© relative time constraint.
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1© Temporal Delta Driven Decision, TD3. Consider two milestone events oc-
curring in the context of a decisional task. The time elapsing between their
occurrence determines which is the process path to be chosen at a split node
located downstream in the process flow.
A compact representation of TD3 constraint is shown in Fig. 4.1, considering
the introduced DTP criterion. A blue dashed-and-dotted edge connects the
occurrence of two conditional events to the exclusive gateway that represents
the point in the process where the made decision is applied and another edge
of the same sort highlights which is the chosen outgoing path.
Non-interrupting conditional events C+ and P+ are attached to the bound-
ary of task Grow Blood Cultures, in order to represent the occurrence of
specific (milestone) conditions during task execution. If both events occur,
and the time span between such happenings conforms to the DTP criterion,
i.e., the temporal distance between them is ≥ 2 hours, the “Yes” branch of
gateway CR-BSI confirmed is taken.
2© Temporal Mutual Exclusion between Concurrent Activities. A common sce-
nario in BPMN processes is that of having multiple concurrently executing
activities operating on a shared resource [23]. In some situations, concurrency
cannot be avoided due to the semantics of the modeled reality. However,
synchronization must be achieved in order to prevent conflicts involving the
shared resource.
In Fig. 4.1, temporal mutual exclusion regulates the conjunct administration
of systemic antibiotic treatment and catheter lock. Both therapies have to
be administered synergistically for a predefined amount of time, but a sin-
gle catheter cannot be used contemporaneously. Indeed, even though both
therapies are expected to last the same number of days and treatment effec-
tiveness relies on their synergistic administration, a single catheter cannot
be used to deliver both treatments, at the same time. For this reason, any
administration must prevent other administrations to be performed during
the same temporal span.
In Fig. 4.1, such condition is highlighted by a couple of oppositely oriented
lime-green dashed arrows, labeled with ∩ = ∅, meaning that the executions
of the two tasks Administer the Antibiotic Treatment and Catheter Lock cannot
overlap.
3© Relative Time Constraint. Relative constraints limit the temporal distance
between any non-consecutive process elements. We consider enforcing rel-
ative time constraints defined between the starting/ending instants of two
tasks and having the form T1I [start, end]T2I granularity. T1I (T2I) is the
instant (either E or S, for end and start, respectively) of the first (second)
task involved in the constraint, [start, end] denotes the possible values of
the temporal distance between the tasks, whilst granularity is the chosen
granularity for the constraint. We also assume that start 6= end.
In Fig. 4.1, a relative constraint between Confirm the onset of CR-BSI
and Trans-Esophageal Echocardiography (TEE) is depicted through a purple
dashed edge, labeled with E[5, 7]S days. If endocarditis is suspected, a TEE
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is performed 5–7 days after the onset of bacteremia, in order to minimize
false-negative results.
The focus of this work is on modeling and enforcing TD3 constraints in BPMN,
as they have a great impact on the process flow and, to our knowledge, their
modeling has not been addressed to date. Models for the other introduced con-
straints can be obtained by applying design principles that are similar to those
presented in Sect. 4.3 for TD3.
4.3 Modeling Temporal Constraints in BPMN
The illustrated temporal constraints 1©– 3© can be represented and enforced in
BPMN by making use of synchronization patterns based on signal events.
Fig. 4.2 shows a simple pattern that supports synchronization between any
couple of concurrent process branches. We call this event-based pattern hand-
shake. A handshake allows a process that needs to be temporally constrained
to interact with a controller branch, which is added through two parallel gate-
ways, PG1 and PG2. In Fig. 4.2, the dashed sequence flow is a graphical ex-
pedient for representing the possible presence of other process elements. The
semantics of this pattern is quite straightforward: the controller broadcasts a
SYNCHRO SIGNAL to be caught by the corresponding signal event on the main
process. Signal events are used in BPMN for broadcast communication within
a process. Once the synchronization signal has been caught, signal event ACK
is triggered, to acknowledge synchronization. However, the token traversing the
main process, may not have reached the catching SYNCHRO SIGNAL yet. For this
reason, an event-based gateway is added to the controller branch: if signal ACK is
not caught within a certain amount of time, defined by timer event CLOCKTIME,
SYNCHRO SIGNAL is re-broadcast, until synchronization is achieved. Without
loss of generality, the amount of time represented by CLOCKTIME is intended
to be the smallest possible with respect to the application domain.
Let us refer to the process of Fig. 4.1. The TD3 constraint, which holds be-
tween blood cultures and the diagnosis of bacteremia when the DTP criterion is
Fig. 4.2: BPMN-based handshake pattern for synchronizing parallel process
flows.
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fulfilled, can be enforced with a combination of handshake patterns. Let C+ true
(P+ true) identify the fact that catheter (peripheral) culture turns positive. With
respect to CR-BSI treatment, any of the following mutually exclusive scenarios
can occur.
• Another diagnostic method is used, that is, the process branch containing
the Grow Blood Cultures task is skipped, i.e., NOT CHOSEN. In this case, the
DTP criterion is not applicable and, trivially, TD3 does not hold.
• The process branch containing the Grow Blood Cultures task is CHOSEN, but
either none of the two events C+ true and P+ true occur, or P+ true occurs
alone. Also in this case, the DTP criterion is not satisfied, and nor is TD3.
• The process branch containing the Grow Blood Cultures task is CHOSEN, and
C+ true occurs. As the DTP criterion may be applied, the time spanning
from the occurrence of C+ true is measured. Then:
a) if P+ true occurs, but the differential time to C+ true is less than 2 hours,
the DTP criterion is not satisfied, and, thus, TD3 constraint is not ob-
served.
b) if P+ true occurs, and the measured time span is at least 2 hours (i.e.,
Timedelta true), the DTP criterion is satisfied, and TD3 holds.
c) if 2 or more hours have passed from the occurrence of C+ true, but
P+ true does not occur (it might have occurred earlier than C+ true),
the DTP criterion is not satisfied, and TD3 is not observed.
Each of the presented scenarios can be expressed with the help of a handshake
pattern, having as synchronization signal the result of the decision to be taken,
i.e., NOT CHOSEN if the DTP criterion is not applicable, NO BRANCH if it is
not satisfied, and YES BRANCH if it is fulfilled. As we are considering human
tasks in a clinical domain, we can set the handshake timer event to “1 min”. An
event-based gateway drives the flow according to which situation takes place. The
temporal distance between the occurrence of events C+ and P+, is measured by
a timer event having value “2 hours” and triggered immediately after C+ true
has occurred. Timer event Timedelta true is used to signal when the required
temporal distance of 2 hours has elapsed.
A set of construction rules for connecting the combination of handshake pat-
terns to the main process of Fig. 4.1 is provided to maintain the whole diagram
well-structured and to prevent undesired modeling pitfalls.
Let us call D the exclusive gateway where the decision is evaluated (e.g., CR-
BSI confirmed? in Fig. 4.1). Similarly, let us call T the decisional activity located
upstream in the context of which the two decision-driving events are expected to
occur (e.g., Grow Blood Cultures in Fig. 4.1). We will refer to the process D-block
as the process SESE region delimited by D and its corresponding merge node,
both of which are excluded from the block.
Let us define a T-path as any reverse-flow path in the process that starts from
T and ends with the process start event. Pre(T) is the ordered set of split nodes
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(i.e., gateways of any sort) that are encountered when traversing any T-path,
and that do not have a corresponding merge node in the path.
In Fig. 4.1, Pre(Grow Blood Cultures) = {Preferred diagnostic method, P1}.
Similarly, let us define a D-path as any path in the process starting from D,
included, and ending with the process end event. Post(D) is the ordered set of
merge nodes that are encountered when traversing any D-path and that do not
have a corresponding split node in the path.
In Fig. 4.1, Post(CR-BSI confirmed) = ∅.
In order to soundly connect to the main process the combination of handshake
patterns that are used represent and enforce TD3, the following rules must be
observed.
(i) Two conditional non-interrupting events, e1 and e2 (C+ and P+ in Fig. 4.1),
are attached to the boundary of T, to represent the possible occurrence of
the two decision-driving events. On the flow outgoing from each one of
them, throwing signal events e1 true, e2 true are added to detect event
occurrence: e1 true (C+ true in Fig. 4.1) is thrown only if e1 occurs, and
the same holds for e2.
(ii) A throwing signal event T done is added to the sequence flow outgoing of
T, to be caught by the handshake patterns only if none out of e1 and e2
occur.
(iii) A throwing signal event CHOSEN is added to the sequence flow entering
T, to indicate that the process branch containing T has been chosen.
(iv) A throwing signal event NOT CHOSEN is added to any of the flows outgoing
from each exclusive gateway belonging to Pre(T) and alternative to a T-
path. If no such gateway exist in Pre(T), this rule is not applied.
(v) The two parallel gateways, PG1 and PG2, that limit the handshake pattern,
have to be connected to the process flow right before the last element of
Pre(T) and immediately after the last element of Post(D), respectively. If
Pre(T ) = ∅, then PG1 is attached to the entry edge of T. If Post(D) = ∅,
then PG2 is attached to the exit edge of the D-block.
(vi) D must become an exclusive event-based gateway, having either two or
three catching signal events in its context.
• A signal event NO branch is followed by the branch of the D-block that
evaluates decision D to “No”.
• A signal event YES branch is followed by the branch of the D-block
that evaluates decision D to “Yes”.
• A signal event NOT CHOSEN must be added if and only if |Pre(T )| 6=
0. This event is followed by a D-block, and it indicates that D is not
evaluated, that is, process execution does not follow a T-path.
(vii) After each one of the signal events introduced in 6, a throwing signal event
ACK is added to acknowledge synchronization.
The BPMN process obtained by applying the introduced rules to the diagram
of Fig. 4.1 is shown in Fig. 4.3. Such complex diagram represents the TD3 con-
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straint in BPMN, but it is not meant to be read by a business user, who would
rather see a simplified representation such as in Fig. 4.1.HH_rul s
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Fig. 4.3: BPMN diagram for the TD3 constraint, obtained by applying the rules
described in Sect. 4.3.
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4.4 Mapping BPMN onto Timed Automata
In this section, we provide the semantics in terms of timed automata of the
BPMN modeling elements used in the introduced process models. The goal of
the proposed mapping is to formalize the semantics of selected BPMN elements,
thus enabling model checking with known tools.
At a high level of abstraction, a BPMN process is represented by a set of
temporal automata T A, and any correct execution is represented by a parallel
trace accepting a particular final state of T A. Accordingly, each (combination
of) BPMN element(s) is mapped onto a temporal automaton. In detail, given
a BPMN element e, we call input component in any process element immedi-
ately preceding it on the sequence flow, and output component out any element
immediately following e on the sequence flow.
All the automata introduced share a common behavior, explained as follows.
The automaton TA representing e waits in its initial state for a message to ar-
rive on channel cin. If such message arrives (not all the components are active
during the execution), the automaton can start its computation, thus reproduc-
ing the semantics of e. When execution is completed, the automaton moves to
a final state, producing a message on channel cout, which is directed towards
the element’s output component out. Intuitively, the process sequence flow is
represented as an ordered pair of input/output components (in, out), where in
corresponds to the source and out corresponds to the target of the sequence
flow. The definition of input/output components for a process element can be
extended to SESE regions: we refer to any BPMN element located on the re-
gion’s entry edge as input component and to any BPMN element located on the
region’s exit edge as output component for that region.
The proposed encoding may be easily translated into the semantics used by
common simulators/model-checkers employed for timed automata verification
(e.g., UPPAAL [123]).
In order to represent the semantics of BPMN correctly, we have to specify a
particular set of accepting states Qf that guarantees that all and only the correct
parallel traces are considered. In Fig. 4.4, the elements of Qf are depicted as
double circled states.
The timed automata corresponding to the start and end events of a BPMN
process are depicted in Fig. 4.4(a). The automaton proposed for the start event,
does not wait for any message to arrive, as it simply produces an output message
on the channel directed towards its output component out. On the contrary, the
automaton corresponding to the end event waits on channel in for a message
generated by the immediately preceding flow element, that is, its in component.
Once the message is received, the automaton moves to its final state, producing
a message on channel end com, meaning that the end of the process has been
committed.
The timed automaton corresponding to a generic BPMN task is depicted in
Fig. 4.4(b), and its functioning is described as follows. The automaton waits for
an initialization message, coming from its in component. If the message arrives,
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the automaton resets its clock and waits. When the automaton is in state q1,
it may decide to stop its execution in a non-deterministic way (i.e., when the
task has been completed), provided that its clock is greater than zero (i.e., the
task has required a positive amount of time to be completed). When the task
is completed, a message to its out component is sent through the cout channel
and the automaton’s state is reset to q0. Such transition allows the task to be
repeated an arbitrary number of times, as, for instance, when the task is part of
a loop.
The automaton representing a task with non-interrupting events attached to
its border is clearly more complex, as shown in Fig. 4.4(f).
In the presented case, we consider having only two non-interrupting events
attached to the task border, but the design approach may be applied to tasks
having an arbitrary number of boundary events. Once the automaton is initial-
ized, its execution spans over a positive amount of time during which, either ev1
or ev2 may occur, in any order. Since we assume events to occur instantaneously,
we model them as messages, sent on appropriate channels. It is important to no-
tice that we require the task to be listening for both the events during execution:
this ensures that, whenever an event occurs at the task starting/ending instants,
it is not considered.
According to BPMN semantics, a non-interrupting event triggers a new paral-
lel execution, which is independent from the executing task, but needs to end any
time prior to task completion. Therefore, whenever one of the attached events
ev is triggered (i.e., a message is produced on the ev channel to which the au-
tomaton is listening) the automaton produces a message on the channel of the
output component for that event, called in ev. Then, the automaton must wait
until the execution started in in ev halts in end. In this case, the automaton
cannot halt until the message end com for ev has been produced.
The region of the automaton consisting of the states going from q2 to q10
deals with all the possible inter-leavings of ev1 and ev2 and their relative trig-
gered executions, including all the combination of cases in which either one event
or both events do not occur. Finally, it is worth to point out that simultaneous
signals on distinct channels, representing, for example, the case having the two
events occurring at the same time, are handled by the fact that transitions with-
out clock constraints may be fired without spending time. As an example, let
us suppose the automaton is in state q1, with x > 0, that is, we are listening
for events. Let us assume that messages on ev1 and ev2 are produced by two
distinct automata. If the messages on channels ev1 and ev2 are received at the
same time, we can move either to q2 and then to q5 or to q3 and then to q5,
without having to increment the clock.
On the other hand, we cannot construct automata that consume an arbitrary
number of messages at the same time. Indeed, according to the semantics given
in Sect. 4.1, the pair r,m, where r is the time and m is the message produced/-
consumed, is required to be unique and, thus, the number of messages that can
be produced/consumed at the same time in a parallel trace for the whole set of
automata T A is bounded by |⋃0≤j≤nM j |.
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Fig. 4.4: Timed automata corresponding to the subset of BPMN elements used
in this chapter.
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The automata corresponding to generic intermediate events are depicted in
Fig. 4.4(c). When dealing with events, we distinguish two cases: the case in which
the event is considered by only one task, depicted in Fig. 4.4(d), on the left, and
the case in which the same event is considered by more than one task, depicted
on in Fig. 4.4(d), on the right. The behavior of the automaton in the first case
is quite straightforward: the automaton can decide in a non-deterministic way if
waiting a certain amount of time before triggering the event or, if not triggering
the event, it may stay in its initial state which is also a final state.
In the second case, multiple “instances” of the same event are handled by the
system. As mentioned earlier, different event instances have diverse names, such
as event 0, . . . , event k, but, in reality, they refer to the same event and, thus,
we have to guarantee that the corresponding messages are simultaneous. As in
the previously discussed case, the automaton may decide that the event does not
happen. However, if the event occurs, this must be propagated instantaneously
to each channel to which it is linked. This can be achieved by resetting a clock
x, while the message on the channel event 0 is sent and, then, each successive
message produced on the channel event j, with 0 ≤ j ≤ k, is required to occur
without incrementing x, as expressed by the clock constraint x = 0. Since x is
not reset, starting from q1, we have to ensure that all the messages are produced
simultaneously in any successive state. It is worth to notice that having q0 ∈ Qf ,
avoids incurring in the scenario in which the automaton remains stuck in some
of the states q1, . . . qk after having triggered an event.
Let us consider the automaton corresponding to a a SESE region delimited
by split and merge parallel gateways, depicted in Fig. 4.4(d)
Once initiated, the automaton waits for a trigger message in before launching
the automata for the parallel branches by means of messages out1 and out2. The
automaton triggers its output component out if and only if it has received both
messages in1 and in2, each one representing a process branch converging to the
merging parallel gateway.
The automaton corresponding to a SESE region delimited by split and merge
exclusive gateways is shown in Fig. 4.4(e). After being initiated by a message
received on its in channel, the automaton chooses non-deterministically to trig-
ger for execution one among the two automata representing the components
connected to its split node. Then, the automaton waits for the message for the
branch that has been activated and triggers the automaton representing the
component connected to the output of its join node.
The automaton corresponding to the event-based gateway is depicted in
Fig. 4.4(g). In this case, the automaton must choose the branch corresponding
to the first catching event that is triggered. After being initiated by a message
received on its in channel, the automaton must reproduce the simultaneous acti-
vation of the catching events located in the context of the event-based gateway.
Simultaneity is achieved as follows. The clock x is set to 0 and each transition
from qi to qi+1 for 1 ≤ i ≤ k is guaranteed to be executed at the same time by
the clock constraint x = 0.
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As it will be clarified later, catching events have a different behavior when
located in the context of an event-based gateway (i.e., racing condition). By
now, let us assume that the automaton representing the i-th catching event,
with 1 ≤ i ≤ k, is triggered for execution by a message sent on channel out i.
Then when the i-th catch component succeeds it does not trigger for execution
directly its go i component but it produces a message sig i. By the semantics of
the timed automata, the automaton waits until the first message arrive. Let us
suppose that the catch component i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ k sends a message on sig i
before all the other catch components i′ 6= i with 1 ≤ i′ ≤ k.
Then the automaton consumes the message sig i and moves to the state
q′i producing a message only on the channel go i and thus activating only the
output component of the i-th catch component. Then the automaton waits for
the output of the i-th branch he has activated on the channel in i. When the
message in i is consumed, we have that the automata moves back to the state
q0 and it produces a message on the out channel in order to trigger for execution
the automaton associated to its output component.
Finally, we detail the semantics of the event trigger types used in this work,
considering both throwing and catching events. The automata corresponding to
timer and signal events are depicted in Fig. 4.4(h). Catching events can have a
different semantics, depending on the fact that they are located in the context of
an event-based gateway (i.e., racing condition) or not. Therefore, for both signal
and timer catching events, two different automata, namely “race” and “not race”,
are introduced. Both automata for the timer event behave as follows. Following
initiation, the automaton sets the clock x to 0, waits in q1 until x = r, and
then it either produces a message on the sgn channel, if it is in race condition,
or it sends a message to its output component. The automaton corresponding
to the catching signal event shows a similar behavior. After the automaton is
initiated, it waits in q1 until it receives a message on its catch channel, and
then it either produces a message on the sgn channel, if it is in race condition,
or it sends a message to its output component. Finally messages for the catch-
event component are produced by the throw-event component provided that the
channel throw and catch have the same name. The automaton corresponding
to a throwing signal event produces a message on the channel throw (transition
from q1 to q2) and at the same time it triggers for execution its output component
(transition from q2 to q0).
4.5 Concluding Remarks
The role of temporal conditions embedded within decisions that drive the pro-
cess flow is still unexplored to date. In this chapter, we tackled a BPMN-based
representation of a few temporal constraints that contribute to direct the process
flow towards alternative paths. We focused on modeling and enforcing such con-
straints by means of BPMN modeling elements, in order for the obtained process
models to be interpreted by existing tools supporting the standard notation.
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A formal semantics, based on timed automata, is provided to characterize the
expected behavior of the designed processes. Besides, the given formal semantics
allows one to check the proposed models by using existing tools and techniques
for the verification of timed automata.

5Managing Decision Tasks in Time-aware
Business Process Models
This chapter is based on results published in [55].
In the last years, temporal features of process models have been widely
considered and studied with a focus on different intertwined aspects. Among
them, we mention the modeling and checking of temporal constraints at design
time [27, 119, 150, 151], the management of uncertainty for task duration [29],
the modular design of time-aware processes [132], the specification of time pat-
terns [152], and the modeling of temporal constraints in BPMN [31, 52, 153].
In general, temporal features of process models have to be dealt with by
considering how they relate to the semantics of process elements. Particularly,
decision tasks and events [11] are important concepts to consider jointly with
temporal constraints, as they represent points in the process flow where infor-
mation is acquired and used to determine the following flow of process execution.
Indeed, information about decisions is used by exclusive gateways to choose one
among alternative execution flows, based on the evaluation of conditions previ-
ously set by decision tasks or related to event occurrence.
Thus, during execution time-aware processes have to face two different kinds
of uncertainty, one related to activity duration, which is known only after activity
completion, the other one stemming from the outcomes of decision tasks and from
events that determine which process path to follow. Such uncertainties are solved
only when tasks have been executed and events have occurred.
At design time, given a time-aware business process model, it is desirable
to know whether it is possible to execute it in a correct way, by considering all
the possible combinations of activity durations and decision outcomes. However,
such durations and outcomes are not under the control of a process engine. In
this scenario, if a process engine can plan the execution of future steps con-
sidering only the history of already executed elements and made decisions, and
guaranteeing that all the specified temporal constraints are satisfied, we say that
the process is dynamically controllable.
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In this chapter, we propose a new time-aware well-structured process model
based on BPMN [11] to handle the subtle relations between temporal constraints
and decisions and show how to check if process cases can be executed successfully.
The main novelties of our approach can be summarized as follows:
(i) we add temporal features to process elements, considering also the impact
of event occurrence on temporal constraint management,
(ii) we discuss the relation between the making and the use of decisions,
(iii) we conceptually distinguish two novel types of decisions,
(iv) we describe how to deal with both the uncertainty related to the effective
duration of executed activities and the uncertainty related to decisions
made during the process execution,
(v) we define the notion of dynamic controllability(DC) for such processes, and
(vi) we show a mapping of time-aware well-structured BPMN processes onto
suitable temporal constraint networks to check the dynamic controllability
of such processes.
The remainder of this Chapter is structured as follows. Sect. 5.1 exemplifies
temporal constraints that may be found in real processes. Sect. 5.2 introduces
time-aware BPMN processes. Then, Sect. 5.3 discusses dynamic controllability
checking and shows how time-aware BPMN processes can be mapped onto Condi-
tional Simple Temporal Network with Uncertainty and Decision (CSTNUDs) [67]
for checking dynamic controllability.
5.1 The Treatment of Knee Osteoarthritis as a Motivating
Example
As a motivating scenario, let us consider the management of patients diagnosed
with knee osteoarthritis (knee OA), whose main steps are shown in the process
diagram of Fig. 5.1. The core of the diagram is designed by using BPMN [11],
which is enriched with different kinds of temporal constraints, such as activi-
ty/gateway durations, event waiting times, sequence flow delays, and relative
temporal constraints.
Example 5.1 (Knee Osteoarthritis). Knee OA is a common degenerative
joint disease involving cartilage and nearby tissues [154]. Patients affected by
knee OA complain about joint pain, which is worsened by excessive body weight
and physical activity, stiffness, and limited mobility. The treatment of knee OA
is based on a combination of nonpharmacologic and pharmacologic modalities,
which are administered simultaneously to reduce pain and functional impair-
ment, and to improve joint mobility. In general, nonpharmacologic therapy in-
cludes weight loss and exercise programs, use of assistive devices, and personal-
ized social support all aimed at improving the quality of life.
In Fig. 5.1 we focus on pharmacologic treatment, thus leaving nonpharma-
cologic treatment represented as collapsed subprocess NonPhTr. Moreover, we
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Fig. 1. BPMN process diagram showing the main steps for treating knee osteoarthritis.
If not specified, the granularity of temporal ranges in the diagrams is minute.
(gateway 1s), an advanced treatment must be prescribed. The choice (gateway
2s) of the best treatment for the patient depends on contraindications evaluated
in T0. In case of contraindications, intra-articular therapy is preferred. Among
existing alternatives, intra-articular hyaluronic acid iaHA and platelets-rich plasma
iaPRP have shown similar e cacy [16]. Therefore, during Therapy Evaluation
(user task T4) the physician can choose the therapy among the available ones.
This decision di ers from those made in T0 and T3 since not all of the possible
outcomes are required to be available at run-time to guarantee that the process
can be executed successfully. Indeed, it is su cient that at least one of the
available therapies iaHA and iaPRP can be chosen. Then, gateway 3s uses the
decision made in T4 to route the process flow towards either T5 or T6. If there are
no contraindications, NSAIDs drugs (task T7) may be administered. However,
a severe adverse drug reactions (ADRs) may occur taking NSAIDs: if an ADR
is reported, the treatment is immediately interrupted. In Fig. 1, this scenario is
captured by signal boundary event ADR, whose occurrence interrupts task T7
and leads to Therapy Re-evaluation (task T8).
3
Fig. 5.1: BPMN process diagram showing the main steps for treating knee os-
teoarthritis. If not specified, the granularity of temporal ranges in the diagrams
is assumed to be minute(s).
specify a type only for decision tasks: following DMN we assign type user to
tasks representing human decision-making and type business rule to those en-
closing a detailed decision logic [47].
Pharmacological treatment follows an incremental approach, that is, more
powerful drugs are prescribed as t e disease progresses nd symptoms worsen.
Prior to prescribing treatm nts, a physician in charge must Check Contraindi-
cations (business rule task T0) to commonly ad inistered drugs, such as parac-
etamol, Non-Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs), and opioids.
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Being potentially life-threatening, absolute contraindications are precisely de-
fined in clinical guidelines to avoid misinterpretation (hence the use of a business
rule task).
Depending on the assessed drug tolerance, different treatments are prescribed,
in a stepwise manner. The Core Treatment (task T1) is essentially based on
paracetamol, but topical preparations may be added during core treatment to
improve pain control.
In Fig. 5.1 the need for topical treatment is represented by non-interrupting
event TT, which leads to the Topical Treatment itself (task T2). However, parac-
etamol often shows inadequate efficacy, even if combined with topical treatment.
Thus, a Patient Evaluation (task T3) is scheduled afterwards. If symptoms per-
sist (gateway 1s), an advanced treatment must be prescribed.
The choice (gateway 2s) of the best treatment for the patient depends on
the contraindications evaluated in T0. In case of contraindications, intra-articular
therapy is preferred. Among existing alternatives, intra-articular hyaluronic acid
(iaHA) and platelets-rich plasma (iaPRP) have shown similar efficacy [155].
Therefore, during Therapy Evaluation (user task T4) the physician can choose
the therapy among the available ones.
This decision differs from those made in T0 and T3 since not all of the possible
outcomes are required to be available at run-time to guarantee that the process
can be executed successfully. Indeed, it is sufficient that at least one of the
available therapies iaHA and iaPRP can be chosen. Then, gateway 3s uses the
decision made in T4 to route the process flow towards either T5 or T6.
If there are no contraindications, NSAIDs drugs (task T7) may be admin-
istered. However, severe adverse drug reactions (ADRs) may occur while tak-
ing NSAIDs: if an ADR is reported, the treatment is immediately interrupted.
In Fig. 5.1, this scenario is captured by signal boundary event ADR, whose oc-
currence interrupts task T7 and leads to Therapy Re-evaluation (task T8).
Example 5.1 shows how process execution relies also on temporal and decision
aspects. On the one hand temporal constraints must be satisfied to guarantee
that the process is completed successfully. On the other hand, decision tasks
determine which process path is preferred over another.
5.2 Characterization of Time-aware BPMN Processes
In this section, we introduce temporal aspects, distinguish the two types of de-
cisions that characterize the novel time-aware BPMN and discuss their rela-
tions. Then, we propose the notion of dynamic controllability for time-aware
BPMN processes. Hereinafter, we consider only well-structured processes as
they offer several advantages in terms of comprehension, modularity, and ro-
bustness [107, 150], as introduced in Sect. 2.1.3.
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5.2.1 Specification of Temporal Properties and Constraints
In many application domains it is desirable to execute processes while observing
certain temporal properties. Moreover, studying such temporal aspects at design
time helps preventing undesired run-time scenarios and improves planning in
terms of resource allocation [151].
In this section, we enrich BPMN processes by adding a temporal dimension
to a relevant subset of BPMN elements and suitable temporal constraints based
on concepts presented in [29, 119, 150]. The obtained time-aware BPMN fosters
the temporal characterization of tasks, gateways, events, sequence flow edges,
and time lags between process elements.
We describe the introduced temporal aspects by referring to the example
of Fig. 5.1 and borrowing the notions of “activity/event activation” and “event
triggering/handling” from the BPMN standard [11].
Activities. Activities have a duration attribute represented as a range [x, y]G
with 0 < x < y < ∞, where x/y is the minimum/maximum allowed time
span for an activity to go from state “started” to “completed” [152] and G
(Granularity) stands for the time unit used (e.g., seconds,. . . ).
At run-time, the real duration of an activity cannot be fixed by the process
engine, but only observed after who is in charge of executing it completes
the activity (contingent duration). Process engine takes into account the
real duration to properly enact the following elements. Who is in charge of
executing the activity must observe the two bounds x and y.
For example, T3 has a duration [5, 10]min: physicians in charge of T3 may
take between 5 and 10 min to execute it.
Intermediate catching events. Intermediate catching events have a temporal prop-
erty, [x, y]G with 0 ≤ x ≤ y < ∞, representing the minimum/maximum
amount of time during which they may be triggered (event waiting time).
When x is 0, it means that the event may be triggered as soon as it is
activated. y is the upper bound on the amount of time allowed for event
triggering that prevents the process to wait infinitely for the occurrence of
an event.
Since the triggering of an event is not controlled by the process engine, the
actual event waiting time is only known at run-time. When a catching event
is attached to the boundary of an activity, its waiting time is implied by the
duration of the activity. Specifically, if activity T has a duration [x, y]mG
and a boundary event e, then the event waiting time for e must be [0, y′]mG
where y′ < y and mG is the minimum time granularity considered in the
process. This ensures that e cannot occur at the T completion instant as
required by [11]. For practicality, in case of coarser granularity the model
admits y′ ≤ y assuming that y′ is always before y after the conversion to the
minimum granularity.
As an example, task T7, having duration [1, 5]days, and boundary event ADR,
having waiting time [0, 5]days: in this case, since days are coarser than min-
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utes (the minimum granularity), the upper bounds coincide. If e is non-
interrupting (e.g. TT in Fig. 5.1), BPMN requires that the duration of the
associated activity includes the duration of all non-interrupting event han-
dlers [11]. As discussed later, such specification can be satisfied by combining
the described temporal properties, thus allowing designers to think about the
elementary temporal characterization of activities.
Gateways and sequence flow. Gateways and sequence flow edges also have a du-
ration range of the form [l, u] G, with 0 ≤ l ≤ u ≤ ∞. However, in this
case, the process engine plans the real execution time for such elements by
choosing a suitable value of the range. A range associated to a sequence flow
edge connecting an element A to an element B is called sequence flow de-
lay because it represents the possibility for the process engine to delay the
enacting of B after A is completed.
For example, between T1 and T3 there is a delay of [0, 7]days: considering the
decision in T0 and the completion time of T1, the engine could reduce this
delay even to 0 to guarantee that following tasks can be executed without
constraint violations. If a designer does not set a duration, it is assumed to
be [0,∞]mG.
Relative constraints. Relative constrains are depicted in Fig. 5.1 as dashed edges
that connect any two process nodes [29]. Relative constraints limit the time
distance between the starting/ending instants of two elements and have the
form IS [u, v]IFG, where IS is the starting (S)/ending (E) instant of the first
element, while IF is the starting/ending instant of the second one [29].
For example, the time distance between the end of task T0 and the begin-
ning of task T4 is given by E[4, 13]S days meaning that, if iaHA or iaPRP
are needed, the decision of which one to prescribe must be made after at
least 4 days and before 13 days from the completion of T0. To deal with
event instantaneity, we choose to always adopt the notation IS to denote
the triggering instant of one event. For example, constraint S[5, 50]S days
represents the overall minimum and maximum process durations and holds
between events Z and E.
5.2.2 Specification of Decisions: A Novel View on Decision Outcomes
The modeling decisions associated to processes is becoming increasingly impor-
tant. In this section, we provide a novel view on decision tasks, based on where
and how their outcomes are used in a process.
In our proposal, decisions are made in decision tasks and any following ex-
clusive gateway may use the outcome of such decisions to route the process
flow [11]. In this way, there is a greater flexibility compared to the assumption
that decisions are made by a decision task immediately preceding the exclusive
gateway [156]. Moreover, allowing a decision to be made at any place prior to an
exclusive gateway, may increase temporal flexibility during process execution.
For example, T0 determines the therapies contraindicated for a certain pa-
tient, thus affecting which process path is taken at gateway 2s. If the outcome
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of T0 is that NSAIDs are contraindicated then, to guarantee that at least one of
T5 and T6 can be chosen, the delay [0, 7]days between T1 and T3 must be set to
3 days at the most, for not precluding the possibility to satisfy also the overall
duration constraint S[5, 50]S days. Otherwise, a delay of 7 days can be allowed.
Decision tasks and corresponding gateways are given the same coloring
scheme to highlight the connection between where decisions are made and where
they are used. Without loss of generality, we assume that exclusive gateways are
binary, i.e., they only have two alternative outgoing sequence flows. Indeed, if a
decision has n alternative outcomes, these can be evaluated by setting a proper
sequence of dlog ne exclusive gateways.
Beside decision tasks and exclusive gateways, interrupting boundary events,
such as ADR of Fig. 5.1, may also represent decisions as their occurrence de-
termines the enactment of an alternative, exception flow. However, being their
triggering instantaneous, interrupting boundary events always represent points
in the process where a decision is made and used at the same time.
Beside their position, decisions may be distinguished at a conceptual level
based on the availability of their outcomes during process run-time. In general,
a process should be guaranteed to be executable for any possible combination
of decision outcomes also with respect to the temporal constraints. Since such
requirement can be very strict, sometimes it reasonable to relax it by admitting
that some paths are not executable at run-time if temporal constraints cannot be
satisfied. In other words, it is reasonable to reduce the possible outcomes of some
decisions in order to guarantee that the process can be completed successfully.
In this regard, we propose a novel perspective aimed to conceptually distin-
guish decisions based on how their outcomes may be chosen at run-time.
Some decisions represent the response of the process to conditions that are
dictated by the context in which the process is executed, such as data-based con-
ditions or event occurrence. At run-time the process must always be guaranteed
to run any of such alternative outcomes. We refer to decisions of this kind as
observations: A decision is called observation when the number of its possible
outcomes cannot be reduced at run-time. Task T0 makes an observation: Physi-
cians must determine which drugs are contraindicated based on well-documented
evidence. For every possible outcome (alternative flows in 2s), the process must
be executable for any possible duration of other process tasks.
Conversely, for some decisions it is possible to limit their outcomes at run-
time if this can help to execute the process successfully. In this case, the choice
of the outcomes is still arbitrary, but the set of possible outcomes can be reduced
considering the past execution of previous elements. It must be ensured that at
least one outcome is always allowed. To denote that the decision is guided by the
limitation of its outcomes we refer to decisions of this kind as guided decisions:
A decision is a guided decision when its possible outcomes can be reduced at
run-time to comply with temporal constraints.
In Fig. 5.1, T4 makes a guided decision. Since iaHA and iaPRP have similar
efficacy and safety, physicians may suggest one or the other without the need
for both to always be available when the decision is made. At run-time, if T4
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has been enacted 13 days after T0 (in case that TT is triggered at day 5 and T2
lasts 7 days), then T6 cannot be allowed as its execution could violate the upper
bound of the process duration constraint S[5, 50]S; therefore, T4 can only select
iaHA task.
In Fig. 5.1, symbol ? next to the task type icon denotes decision tasks that
make observations, and symbol ! denotes tasks that make guided decisions. De-
cisions based on the occurrence of boundary events are always observations.
5.2.3 Controllability of a Time-Aware BPMN Process
From a temporal perspective, executing a time-aware BPMN process P means:
(i) to schedule the starting time of all elements,
(ii) to set the duration of gateways and sequence flow delays, and
(iii) to determine which are the allowed outcomes of a guided decision before
enacting the corresponding decision task.
The values of observations in P are not known in advance as they are in-
crementally revealed over time as decision tasks are executed. Similarly, the
durations of activities are only known once the activities complete.
Therefore, a dynamic execution of P must react to observations and con-
tingent durations in real time. A viable execution is one that guarantees that
all relevant constraints–those holding in the paths being executed–will be sat-
isfied no matter which observation outcomes and durations are revealed over
time. A time-aware BPMN process with a dynamic and viable strategy is called
dynamically controllable (DC).
5.3 Dynamic Controllability Checking
In this section, we show how to determine if a time-aware BPMN schema is DC.
First, we introduce a temporal-constraint model, called Conditional Simple
Temporal Network with Uncertainty and Decision (CSTNUD) [67], that results
to be a well-founded model for representing and reasoning about temporal con-
straints; then, we show how to verify the dynamic controllability of a process
model P using a corresponding CSTNUD SP .
5.3.1 A Short Introduction to CSTNUDs
This section recalls some concepts about temporal constraint networks, the for-
mal definition of CSTNUD and the corresponding dynamic controllability prop-
erty.
In general, a temporal-constraint network can be viewed as a graph in which
nodes represent real-valued variables and edges represent binary constraints on
variables. The kind of binary constraint that can be attached to edges charac-
terizes the network and its expressive power.
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For example, in a Simple Temporal Network (STN) [133] (T , C), where T is a
set of real-valued variables, called time-points, and C is a set of binary constraints,
each constraint has the form (Y −X ≤ δ), where X,Y ∈ T and δ ∈ R. When it
is possible to assign a value to each time-point of a STN such that all constraints
are satisfied, then the STN is said to be consistent. By executing a temporal-
constraint network we mean that the assignment of values to time-points is
made by an (executing) engine incrementally following an execution strategy.
An execution strategy determines the schedule to apply.
For example, if an STN S has a solution, the earliest execution strategy sched-
ules S assigning to each time-point its earliest possible execution time.
In [157, 158], Hunsberger et al. extended STNs to include time-points and
temporal constraints that apply only in certain scenarios, where each scenario is
represented by a conjunction of propositional literals. Each time-point/temporal
constraint has a label that concisely specifies the scenarios in which that time-
point/temporal constraint must be considered. At run-time, the execution of so-
called observation time-points unveils truth values for the corresponding propo-
sitional variables. Thus, the scenario is incrementally revealed. The result is a
Conditional STN (CSTN). A CSTN is called dynamically consistent if there is
a strategy for executing its time-points such that all relevant constraints will be
satisfied no matter which scenario is incrementally revealed.
In [159], Hunsberger et al. proposed Conditional Temporal Network with Un-
certainty (CSTNU), that extends STNs including scenarios [158] and contingent
links [64]. A scenario specifies which time-points and constraints to consider dur-
ing an execution and it is represented by a conjunction of propositional literals.
The value of each proposition is unveiled during the execution (environment de-
cides its value), i.e., the scenario is incrementally revealed. A contingent link is
a special kind of temporal constraint having the form, (A, x, y, C), where A and
C are time-points, and 0 < x < y < ∞. A is called the activation time-point;
C is called the contingent time-point. Typically, it assumed that a contingent
link is activated when A is executed. Then, the value for setting C is decided by
the environment not by the engine. However, C is guaranteed to execute such
that the temporal difference, C − A, is between x and y, i.e., the contingent
link is satisfied. Contingent links are used to represent actions with uncertain
durations.
In [69] the authors propose CSTN with Decisions (CSTND), a generalization
of STN with scenarios (CSTN) that allows some of the propositional variables
to be assigned not by the environment, but by the engine executing the network.
In [67] CSTND are generalized incorporating contingent links. The resulting
network is called a CSTNU with Decisions (CSTNUD).
In the remainder of this section, we combine and extend concepts from earlier
work [67, 69, 159, 158].
Definition 5.1 (Label representing a scenario). Let P be a set of propo-
sitional letters. A label ` over P is a conjunction, ` = l1 ∧ · · · ∧ lk, of literals
li ∈ {pi,¬pi} on distinct variables pi ∈ P. The empty label is denoted by   and
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always evaluates to true. For any label `, and any p ∈ P, if ` |= p or ` |= ¬p,
we say p appears in `. For labels, `1 and `2, if `1 |= `2, we say `1 entails `2. P∗
denotes the set of all labels over P.
Definition 5.2 (CSTNUD). A Conditional STN with Uncertainty and Deci-
sion is a tuple 〈T ,P, CP,DP, C,OT ,O,L〉where:
• T is a finite set of temporal variables or time-points;
• P is a finite set of propositional variables, i.e., boolean variables;
• (CP,DP) is a partition of P into contingent propositional variables (obser-
vations) CP and controllable propositional variables (decisions) DP;
• C is a finite set of labeled constraints, each of the form, (l ≤ Y −X ≤ u, `),
where: X,Y ∈ T ; l ≤ u; l, u ∈ R; and ` ∈ P∗;
• OT ⊆ T is the set of disclosing time-points; and
• O : P → OT is a bijection that associates each p ∈ P to a disclosing time-
point O(p) ∈ OT , i.e., to a time-point that, when executed, determines the
disclosure of value of the associated proposition variable. If p ∈ CP, then its
O(p) is called an observation time-point; otherwise a decision time-point.
• L is a set of contingent links each of the form (A, x, y, C, `), where: 0 < x <
y <∞; A,C ∈ T are the activation and contingent time-points; ` ∈ P∗; and
distinct contingent links have distinct contingent time-points.
When an observation time-point is executed, the environment assigns a truth
value to the corresponding observation; however, when a decision time-point is
executed, the decision is assigned a truth value by the engine. P ! represents
the decision time-point associated to decision p, while Q? the observation time-
point associated to observation q. As shown in [160], without loss of generality
in Def. 5.2 only constraints are labeled, not time-points.
Viewed as a graph, a CSTNUD edge represents either a labeled constraint or
a contingent link. In particular, each edge having the form X
〈[l, u], `〉
Y represents
a labeled constraint, (l ≤ Y −X ≤ u, `), and it is called also standard edge; each
edge having the form A
〈[x, y], `〉
C represents the labeled contingent link (A, x, y,
C, `), and it is called contingent. The pair 〈[l, u], `〉 is called labeled range/value.
If between two time-points there exist more labeled constraints, the standard
edge connecting them has more labeled ranges, one for each labeled constraint.
Example 5.2. (Conditional STN with Uncertainty and Decision) Fig. 5.2
shows a CSTNUD having 7 time-points of which 2 are contingents and 3 are
disclosing time-points. Contingent link (B!, 3, 7, E!, b) is activated only if decision
b is true, while contingent link (E?, 3, 5, S,¬e) is activated only if observation e
is false. For example, if (B!, 3, 7, E!, b) is executed (b true), and it lasts 7, and
the observation e results true, for executing the network without violating the
constraint between B! and I2 is necessary to set decision h to false.
In [67], the execution semantics of a CSTNUD is given as a two-player game in
which Pl1 models the executing agent and Pl2 models the environment, assumed
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B!
L2
E? H!
S
I2
I1
〈[0, 2],¬b〉
〈[3, 7], b〉
〈[3,
7],
¬b〉
〈[1, 1], e〉
〈[2, 2],¬e〉
〈[3, 5],¬e〉
〈[1, 3], eh〉
〈[0, 4], e¬h〉
〈[4, 7], be¬h〉
Fig. 5.2: An example of CSTNUD. b, e and h are relative to B!, E? and H!,
respectively.
as the most powerful possible player. A game runs in turns: at any time instant t,
there exist two turns: the Pl1 turn, T1(t), and the Pl2 one, T2(t), occurring after
T1(t). At each turn, a player may decide to make k move(s), with 0 ≤ k < ∞.
A Pl1 move is either the execution of a non-contingent time-point X or the
assignment of a truth-value to a decision d. A Pl2 move is either the execution of
a contingent time-point C or the assignment of a truth-value to a observation p.
Pl2 is guaranteed to always have full information on what Pl1 has done before.
During the game, the conjunction of truth-values of propositional variables
is represented by the label `cps . Pl1 wins the game when there are no more
time-points to execute and for each constraint (l ≤ Y − X ≤ u, `) ∈ C such
that `cps |= `, then the execution times S(X) of X and S(Y ) of Y satisfy the
constraint l ≤ S(Y )−S(X) ≤ u. Pl2 wins otherwise. We denote by σi a winning
strategy if Pli wins the game by following σi.
Informally, a CSTNUD has the dynamic controllability property if Pl1 has
a winning strategy that is based only on the history of past moves made in
the game. The history is defined in terms of execution sequence, the ordered
sequence of executed time-points and assigned propositions [67]. Usually, Z1(Z2)
represents an execution sequence of Pl1(Pl2) and σ1(Z1, t)(σ2(Z2, t)) represents
a moved-based strategy that tells a player to make a move at time instant t only
if the move is applicable at t [67].
Definition 5.3 (Dynamic Controllability [67]). A CSTNUD is dynamically
controllable (DC) if Pl1 has a winning strategy such that for any t > 0 and any
pair of execution sequences Z1, Z2, if σ2(Z1, t
′) = σ2(Z2, t′) for 0 ≤ t′ < t, then
σ1(Z1, t) = σ1(Z2, t).
In [67] a DC checking algorithm for CSTNUDs based on timed game au-
tomata (TGA) [161] is proposed, while a DC checking algorithm based on con-
straint propagation for a sub-class of CSTNUDs is presented in [69].
5.3.2 Mapping Time-Aware BPMN onto CSTNUD
To verify the dynamic controllability of a process model P , it is convenient to
transform it into an CSTNUD SP using the transformation rules depicted in
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2. Such rules are described in the proof of Theorem 5.4.
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Time-aware BPMN
fragment
Corresponding
CSTNUD
Time-aware BPMN
fragment
Corresponding
CSTNUD
Start/End event
Z E
Z E
Task/Subprocess
A
[x, y]
￿
A
[x, y]
AS AE
È[x, y], ¸Í
Decision Task
(observation)
￿?
A
[x, y]
￿?
A
[x, y]
AS AE
A1?AÁlognË?
È[x, y], ¸Í
È[0, 0], ¸Í
Decision Task
(guided decision)
￿!
A
[x, y]
￿!
A
[x, y]
AS AE
A1!AÁlognË!
È[x, y], ¸Í
È[0, 0], ¸Í
AND Split
[l, u]
+S +E
È[l, u], ¸Í
AND Join
[l, u]
+S +E
È[l, u], ¸Í
XOR Split
[l, u]
associated
to p propo-
sition.
true
false
+S +E
È[l, u], ¸Í
È[0,Œ], ¸¬pÍ
È[0,Œ
], ¸pÍ XOR Join
[l, u]
associated
to p propo-
sition.
true
false
+S +E
È[0,Œ
], ¸¬p
Í
È[0,Œ], ¸pÍ È[l, u], ¸Í
Sequence flow edge
[l, u]
È[l, u], ¸Í
Intermediate Event
I[x, y]
IS IE?
È[x, y], ¸Í
Boundary
Interrupting Event
A
[x, y]
￿
BP
[w, k]
B
[0, yÕ]
[0, 0]
[0, ‘2] [0, ‘3]
AS
AE
BS
BE?
BPS
BPE
È[0, 0], ¸Í
È[x, y], ¸ÍÈ[0, yÕ], ¸bÍ
È[0, ‘2], ¸bÍ
È[w, k], ¸bÍ
È[0, ‘3], ¸bÍ
È[0,Œ], ¸¬bÍ
Boundary
Non-Interrupting
Event
A
[x, y]
￿
BP
[w, k]
B
[0, yÕ]
[0, ‘2]
[0, ‘1]
EBP
AS
AE
BS
BE?
BPS
BPE
EBP
È[0, 0], ¸Í
È[x, y], ¸ÍÈ[0, yÕ], ¸bÍ
È[0, ‘2], ¸bÍ
È[w, k], ¸bÍ
È[0
,Œ
],
¸bÍ
È[0
,0],
¸Í
È[0,Œ], ¸bÍ
È[0,Œ], ¸bÍ
È[0, ‘1], ¸Í
If not specified, the scenario is assumed to be ¸ and the temporal range of an edge is È[0,Œ], ¸Í.
0 to constrain that the observation values are available at the same instant in
which AE is executed.
– Decision Task (guided decision). The conversion is analogous to the one
of a decision task making an observation. In this case, however, the possible
outcomes of a decision task are represented using decision time-points instead of
observation ones to capture the semantics associated to guided decisions.
– ANDSplit/ANDJoin gateways. The conversion is analogous to the one of a task.
In this case, however, duration attribute [x, y] is converted to a standard edge as
gateways are executed by the process engine.
– XORSplit/XORJoin gateways. The conversion is analogous to the one of an
ANDSplit as regards its duration attribute. As for scenario, if ¸ is the scenario
in which an XORSplit is present, then all converted elements located in its true
outgoing flow will have a label entailing ¸p, while all converted elements located
in its false outgoing flow will have a label entailing ¸¬p, where p is the proposition
associated to the considered XORSplit. In case of XORJoin, the process is reverse:
the scenario label is updated removing p literal.
11
Table 5.1: Mapping of time-aware BPMN fragments to CSTNUDs.
The obtained SP may be checked for DC by applying one of the available
algorithms for DC checking [67, 69].
The following theorem shows that the process model P results to be DC if
and only if SP is DC.
Theorem 5.4. Given a time-aware BPMN process P , there exists a CSTNUD
SP such that P is dynamically controllable if and only if SP is DC.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that all temporal ranges have the
same base granularity mG. In case that P contains ranges with different time
granularities, it is possible to convert them to mG.
Table 5.1 and Table 5.2 outline the mapping of the elements that can be used
to transform a time-aware BPMN fragment into the corresponding CSTNUD. By
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applying the proposed mappings to P , one can simply verify that the obtained
SP represents all precedence relations and temporal constraints of P .
Let us consider each mapping in detail.
– Task/Subprocess. Each task A is transformed into two CSTNUD time-points,
AS and AE , representing its start and end instants. The duration range, [x, y],
is converted to the contingent link (AS , x, y, AE , `).
The label ` is determined considering the (possible) XORSplit/XORJoin
gateways that are present in the path, Π, from the start event to A in P :
(i) Initialize ` =  ;
(ii) For each (possible) XORSplit i in Π associated to proposition p, add p
or ¬p to ` according to the branch present in Π;
(iii) For each (possible) XORJoin i in Π associated to proposition p, remove
any p literal from `.
The obtained label represents the scenario in SP where AS and AE have to be
executed and their contingent link observed. The mapping of a subprocess onto
a CSTNUD is equivalent.
– Decision Task (observation). The conversion is analogous to the one of a task
as for its duration attribute. As regards the observation made, it is necessary
to represent all the possible outcomes by adding to SP a suitable number of
observation time-points. In particular, if an observation of a decision task A in
P can assume n distinct values, then, in SP there must be dlog ne propositions,
associated to new A?1, . . . , A?dlogne observation time-points. In this way, each A
outcome is represented by a proper combination of truth-values of such dlog ne
propositions. A?1, . . . , A?dlogne are added in sequence after the CSTNUD time-
point AE . The temporal distance between A?1, . . . , A?dlogne and AE is set to
0 to constrain that the observation values are available at the same instant in
which AE is executed.
– Decision Task (guided decision). The conversion is analogous to the one of
a decision task making an observation. In this case, however, the possible out-
comes of a decision task are represented using decision time-points instead of
observation ones to capture the semantics associated to guided decisions.
– ANDSplit/ANDJoin gateways. The conversion is analogous to the one of a
task. In this case, however, duration attribute [x, y] is converted to a standard
edge as gateways are executed by the process engine.
– XORSplit/XORJoin gateways. The conversion is analogous to the one of an
ANDSplit/ANDJoin as regards its duration attribute. As for scenario, if ` is the
scenario in which a XORSplit is present, then all converted elements located in
its true outgoing flow will have a label entailing `p, while all converted elements
located in its false outgoing flow will have a label entailing `¬p, where p is the
proposition associated to the considered XORSplit. In case of XORJoin, the
process is reverse: the scenario label is updated removing p literal.
– Sequence Flow Delay. A sequence flow edge having temporal delay [l, u] is
converted to a standard edge having 〈[l, u], `〉 as labeled range.
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– Intermediate Event. Since the temporal range of an intermediate event rep-
resents the waiting time allowed for event triggering, its mapping is analogous
to the one of a task. Moreover, the end time-point IE? is also an observation
time-point associated to a proper proposition i for representing if the event oc-
curred (true value). In this way, the semantics of the CSTNUD fragment is the
following: the execution of IE? reveals if the event occurred or not and, in case
of occurrence, the execution time of IE? is the exact instant in which the event
occurred.
– Boundary Interrupting Event. This conversion can be split in two parts that
work in parallel, one for task A and one for interrupting event B. y′ < y as
required by BPMN [11]. Task A and event B are mapped using the previous
mappings for tasks and intermediate events, respectively. The contingent links
associated to A and B must start at the same time: in Table 5.1, BS is at distance
0 from AS . In SP , after BE?, there are time-points and constraints related to the
temporal characterization of subprocess BP (representing exception handling)
that are labeled by `b to represent the fact that they must be considered only in
case B occurs. Both AE and BPE are connected to time-point that represents
the original exclusive gateway assumed instantaneous for simplicity.
Since the value of an observation cannot be constrained in any way, the
obtained CSTNUD fragment allows also the representation (and reasoning) of
cases that are not possible in a real process run.
For example, in the CSTNUD it is possible that (i) the contingent link asso-
ciated to B lasts more than the contingent link associated to A, (ii) the propo-
sition b is set true and, therefore, (iii) all temporal constraints associated to the
interruption branch must be observed. But this case cannot occur in a real run
of P because all interrupting events must occur prior to task completion [11].
Therefore, the dynamic controllability of this CSTNUD fragment guarantees the
dynamic controllability of the original fragment containing Boundary Interrupt-
ing Event even for execution cases that can never occur.
On the other hand, since it is necessary to guarantee the controllability for
any possible combination of task duration and event occurrence, all real cases
are simpler cases of the real worst case in which A completes at its maximum
and B occurs at the last possible instant and BP completes at its maximum,
that it is captured by the this conversion. In case that there exist some relative
constraints (explained below) involving the start/end of task BP or the end
of task A, in their corresponding CSTNUD edges, labels have to be adjusted
considering literals b/¬b to guarantee that the edges are considered in the right
scenarios. For example, in the edge associated to a relative constraint involving
the end instant of A, the label must contain also ¬b because the constraint has
to be considered only when A is not interrupted.
– Boundary Non-Interrupting Event. The conversion is analogous to the one of
a boundary interrupting event. In this case, however, there is a small complica-
tion given by the fact that the BPMN semantics dictates that, in case of event
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Time-aware BPMN
fragment
Equivalent
CSTNUD
Time-aware BPMN
fragment
Equivalent
CSTNUD
Start(A)–Start(B)
A B
S[l, u]S
AS
AE
BS
BE
〈[l, u], `〉 End(A)–End(B)
A B
E[l, u]E
AS
AE
BS
BE
〈[l, u], `〉
Start(A)–End(B)
A B
S[l, u]E
AS
AE
BS
BE
〈[l, u], `〉
End(A)–Start(B)
A B
E[l, u]S
AS
AE
BS
BE
〈[l, u
], `
〉
Tasks A and B can be in different paths but not in not-compatible branches.
Table 5.2: Mapping of relative constraints between BPMN elements to CST-
NUDs. For brevity, only tasks are exemplified in the table, but it is possible to
consider any pair of elements.
occurrence, task A (cf. Table 5.1) must wait the completion of event handler
represented by BP for reaching state “complete” [11].
Thus, to properly represent such temporal constraint in the CSTNUD, it is
necessary to add a join time-point after AE . has to be executed after AE
and BPE in case the event occurred (proposition b is true) and immediately after
AE in case the event did not occur. Such behavior is ensured by associating two
temporal ranges to the edge AE → : 〈[0,∞], `b〉 represents the delay to observe
in case the event occurred (b is true), while 〈[0, 0], `〉 represents the 0 delay in
case the event did not occur. After , there is the delay 〈[0, 1], `〉 corresponding
to the sequence flow delay associated to the flow outgoing of A in the BPMN
fragment.
– Relative Constraints. Let us consider a relative constraint 〈IF〉[l, u]〈IS〉 between
two elements A and B, where IF and IS represent the kind of instants to be
considered, i.e., S or E. In Table 5.2, A and B are tasks for space reasons, but
they can be any combination of tasks, subprocesses, gateways and events. A
relative constraint is converted to a CSTNUD edge between the time-points
associated to instants AIF and BIS with labeled range 〈[l, u], `〉. If `A/`B is the
scenario where A/B are mapped, then ` must satisfy ` |= `A`B , i.e., relative
constraints can be defined only in consistent scenarios.
As introduced above, a time-aware BPMN process is dynamically controllable
if it is possible to execute it by satisfying all relevant constraints while reacting in
real time to (i) the observation values that occur, (ii) tasks/subprocess durations,
and (iii) event occurrences.
According to the two-player semantics of CSTNUDs, a CSTNUD is dynam-
ically controllable if it is possible to execute it in a way such that, no matter
how the execution of any contingent link turns out and any observations turns
out (Pl2 execution strategy), it is possible to set a sequence of decisions and to
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schedule all non-contingent time-points in real time (Pl1 strategy) satisfying all
relevant constraints.
Considering the provided mapping and, in particular, the mapping of process
fragments containing boundary events, it is a matter of definitions to verify that,
given a process diagram P and its corresponding CSTNUD SP , the dynamic
controllability in SP implies the dynamic controllability in P and vice-versa. uunionsq
5.4 Conclusion
In this chapter, we presented a novel extension of time-aware BPMN where
events can be temporally characterized and decisions are distinguished into two
types, based on how the range of possible decision outputs may be restricted at
run-time to satisfy temporal constraints.
As for temporal characterization, we proposed to distinguish between dura-
tions that can be limited by a process engine and durations that become known
only at run-time. Regarding decisions, we proposed that they can be made and
used in different points in the process to allow a greater flexibility with respect
to temporal constraints. Moreover, they can be of two kinds: observations, for
which the process has to be guaranteed to run for all possible outcomes, and
guided decisions, for which the number of possible outcomes can be reduced at
run-time to ensure a successful execution.
At application level, it is important to have processes that can be executed
reacting to already executed activities, event occurrences and past decisions;
we formalized this property as dynamic controllability for time-aware BPMN
processes. For verifying whether a BPMN process is dynamically controllable,
we propose to map it onto a corresponding CSTNUD instance, whose dynamic
controllability is likely to be checked by algorithms that go beyond the commonly
adopted model-checking approach based on TGA.
6Related Work
The specification and management of temporal constraints has become a key as-
pect in the context of business process modeling and management, as constrain-
ing time is vital for reliable process actualization and execution [16, 17, 124].
Various proposals have addressed temporal constraint modeling within the
research communities of workflows [16, 17, 23, 29, 33, 124, 125, 162, 130, 163] and
BPM [34, 35, 36, 52, 53, 119, 164], drawing inspiration from approaches grounded
in the formal principles of timed automata [31, 32], time Petri nets [65, 165], and
temporal constraint networks [133, 157, 158, 159, 134] both used for the verifi-
cation of timed (process) models. This chapter describes relevant contributions
to the field of temporal constraint modeling and checking in business processes.
Sect. 6.1 discusses selected relevant approaches belonging to the field of BPM,
specifically focusing on proposals based on the BPMN standard [11] and related
extensions. Sect. 6.2 compares the contributions introduced in Chapter 3, Chap-
ter 4, and Chapter 5 with relevant state-of-the art approaches.
6.1 Temporal Constraints: Modeling and Management
Early contributions to the representation of temporal information and temporal
constraints are summarized in [16, 124]. The authors identify issues related to the
poor consideration of temporal aspects in workflows. They reason on the effects
that time violations have on business process costs and explain how proper time
management may increase organizational competitiveness and improve timely
reaction to external events and changes [127].
Focusing on handling globally distributed business processes, in [163] the au-
thors underline the need of incorporating time-dependent factors, such as tempo-
ral order and time differences, into the logic of process activities at build-time.
In detail, they consider activity duration and multiple time axes to represent
different time zones, and define time constraints and process routing in terms
of restrictions on starting and ending times of activities. Last but not least, a
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method for checking both the build-time and run-time consistency of the pro-
posed time workflow model is presented.
In [125], the authors introduce a temporal model for conceptually designing
clinical workflows, by addressing the representation of activity duration, delays,
periodic and absolute constraints, and inter-activity constraints such as relative
constraints and absolute delays. The authors discuss the verification of the mod-
eled constraints and propose a prototype based on YAWL [84], called Temporal
Workflow Analyzer, for supporting workflow modeling and time management at
design time. TNest, a new structured workflow language providing full support
of temporal constraint specification during process design, is presented in [162].
The authors consider two main kinds of temporal constraints, namely activity
durations and relative constraints, and tackle different nuances of the temporal
workflow controllability concept, which was firstly introduced in [29, 130].
A major contribution to the formal specification and operational support of
the temporal perspective in business processes is described in [17, 23, 33].
In [17], the authors identify a set of ten time patterns to ease the compari-
son of process-aware information systems (i.e., information systems that provide
process support functions and separate the process logic from applications) and
foster the choice of appropriate time constraints at design time. Furthermore,
in [23] the authors provide an evaluation on the presented time patterns of se-
lected process modeling approaches coming from both industry and academia,
such as, among others, the BPMN [11] and BPEL standards, and those presented
in [16, 125, 163].
In [33], a formal temporal semantics is defined in order to avoid ambiguities
and ease the practical use of time patterns proposed in [17, 23]. The authors
exhaustively explore various aspects of the temporal perspective in business pro-
cesses, by analyzing the identified patterns with respect to multiple design fea-
tures and considering both process and time granularity. The studied temporal
patterns have been extracted from a rich benchmark of business processes, mostly
retrieved from the healthcare domain. BPMN is found among the approaches
that have systematically been reviewed with respect to temporal pattern sup-
port and expressiveness, as it will be later discussed. The authors summarize
their previous efforts by providing a complete picture of their work: a formal se-
mantics is discussed extensively for each time pattern and the ATAPIS Toolset is
used for supporting the design, implementation, and verification of those tempo-
ral patterns mostly used in practice. ATAPIS is also used in [127] to implement
change operations that allow modifying the temporal constraints of a time-aware
process and to check the soundness of the changed processes.
Management of time constraints on activities that are contained in loops is
addressed in [141]. The author highlights the need for improving the formulation
of time constraints in workflows with loops and chooses timed workflow graphs
(TWfG) to check constraint satisfiability.
The definition, modeling, and management of temporal constraints encom-
passes the concept of temporal constraints violation. In [27], the authors propose
an approach for managing controlled violations of time constraints in temporal
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workflows. Temporal constraints are expressed by means of formal expressions.
However, not all constraints need to be strictly observed as the relaxation of
some of them is allowed, provided that an associated penalty is applied.
Another aspect that is closely related to the one of temporal constraint viola-
tion is that of predictable exception, that is, a deviation that is known to possibly
appear between what is planned and what is actually happening. In [28], the
authors consider a particular kind of predictable exception, namely deadline es-
calation, which arises when an organization is not able to meet the deadlines for
one or more instances of a process model. To improve the reaction to such pre-
dictable (temporal) exceptions, the authors propose a set of deadline escalation
strategies to support decision-making and minimize tardiness.
6.1.1 Expressing Temporal Constraints in BPMN
The expressiveness of the Business Process Model and Notation [11] with respect
to the modeling of temporal constraints has been addressed by some research
proposals [31, 32, 34, 35, 119, 153, 164, 166, 167], most of which aimed to extend
the standard in order to improve the specification and formal verification of
temporal aspects.
Time-BPMN [34] is an extension proposed to capture the temporal perspec-
tive of business processes modeled with BPMN 1.2 [168], the previous version of
the standard. The aim of the introduced extension is to simplify the represen-
tation of temporal constraints and dependencies that are vital for real business
process enactment. Graphical markers are specified to control the start and end
of activities and temporal constraint attributes are used to detail the targeted
activity, the constraint kind, or additional useful documentation. Although activ-
ity start and finish times can be specified as inflexible constraints, the modeling
of activity duration is not explicitly addressed. The weakness of BPMN to rep-
resent the temporal dimension of a process is compared to the expressiveness of
project planning tools in [166]. In particular, the inability to visually represent
the temporal execution order is highlighted, and the need for representing task
duration is observed. BPMN process orchestration is analyzed and a preliminary
representation of tasks with fixed duration is presented.
In [35], the authors extend BPMN 2.0 in order to enable the specification of
temporal constraints and to verify potential violations by means of model check-
ing approaches. In detail, the authors propose a graphical decorator depicting the
minimum and maximum desired duration limits for an activity. Similarly to [34],
constraint attributes are introduced to regulate the behavior and strength of the
expressed duration constraints.
A BPMN extension designed to handle temporal constraints besides resource
and concurrency ones is presented in [32]. The authors propose a mapping from
BPMN elements to timed automata to verify business processes and avoid de-
sign time and exceptions related to temporal and resource aspects. Flow objects
are mapped onto timed automata, relations among them correspond to synchro-
nization patterns between such automata, and process constraints are expressed
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as invariants, guards, and assignments on the timed automata. Regarding task
duration modeling, attributes are added to BPMN tasks in order to explicitly
specify their minimum and maximum execution times. A similar verification ap-
proach based on timed automata is adopted also in [31] and applied to the set
of temporal constraints introduced in [35].
Overall, the approaches introduced in [31, 32, 35] focus on translating BPMN
into timed automata for constraint verification. As a result, the modeling of
temporal constraints in BPMN is mostly based on [34] and temporal aspects are
expressed in terms of non-standard attributes and graphical decorators.
In [153] the authors propose an encoding of timed business processes into the
Maude language, for automatically verifying some properties, yet considering a
simpler extension of BPMN where only task timeouts and sequence flows delays
can be expressed.
In [167], BPMN is extended for supporting Business Activity Monitoring,
that is, the real-time monitoring and control capabilities during process run-
time. Specifically, with respect to activity duration, a meta-model is proposed
to measure the time span that goes from the moment the activity is assigned to
a resource to the moment it is concluded.
Finally, a recent extension of BPMN considers raising the modeling of tem-
poral control structures, such as temporal loops and temporal XOR-splits, at a
conceptual level [119]. Temporal loops are associated to conditions that specify
an upper temporal bound in addition to a regular loop-condition. That is, a
loop iteration is executed if (i) the regular loop-condition holds and (ii) the time
elapsed from the start of the process and a given time-point is less or equal than
the specified upper temporal bound. Similarly, temporal XOR-splits compare the
time elapsed from the start of the process and a given time-point with a constant
and consequently route the process flow.
A novel relevant meta-model for the integration of temporal aspects in BPMN
processes is presented in [36]. The authors provide a decorator-based extension
to the standard, where each constraint is expressed by using BPMN constructs.
However, models proposed for activity duration are utterly different from those
presented in Chapter 3, mostly due to the assumed semantics of event-based
gateways [169]. Moreover, whereas the authors in [36] constrain activities to be
executed within a fixed or flexible duration, we separate constraint specification
from violation management and consider different levels of flexibility in both
these aspects.
In [164], the authors propose a method to verify the controllability of time-
aware business processes that consider constraints over activity duration. The
approach suggests to specify both the structure and operational semantics of a
process in terms of Constrained Horn Clauses (CHC). Then, also the notions
of weak and strong controllability are encoded in CHC. Finally, two novel algo-
rithms to solve the related strong and weak controllability problems are designed
in order to deal with the computational cost given by nested universal and exis-
tential quantifiers.
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6.2 Discussion
In this section, we frame the contributions introduced in Chapter 3, Chapter 4,
and Chapter 5 with respect to related literature.
In detail, we start by reviewing the duration constraints described in Chap-
ter 3 and, then, consider more formal approaches relying on timed automata
and temporal networks for process verification and review the contribution of
Chapter 4 and Chapter 5.
6.2.1 Modeling Duration constraints in BPMN
Compared to the described approaches, in Chapter 3 we propose structured
BPMN process models to be (re-)used as a base building block for specifying
different alternatives of activity duration. Table 6.1, compares the contribution
of Chapter 3 with selected approaches, considering both the kinds of addressed
temporal constraints and the final research goal (e.g., run-time evaluation of
temporal constraints, formal verification).
Following the results presented in [33], we focused on evaluating the suitabil-
ity of elements defined in the BPMN standard to represent duration constraints,
by defining different processes called duration patterns and showing how to suit-
ably combine them. Motivated by real case studies, we also considered the effects
of external events on activity execution. We distinguished three main kinds of
duration constraints introduced in Sect. 3.3, 3.4, and 3.5 respectively, classified
according to how the constraint is applied and measured. In detail, beside simple
duration for activities, activities with boundary events, and process regions, we
proposed a design solution that allows one to dynamically choose an activity
duration range out of more. The choice may depend on a condition that is either
evaluated at a moment in time preceding the activity starting instant or it can
be taken after initiation (deferred duration). Finally, modeled shifted duration
ranges apply only to part of a running activity under certain conditions.
The core duration pattern φsimple is able to capture simple duration of ac-
tivities, SESE regions, and activities with attached boundary events, the latter
ones with slight amendments in the way φsimple is connected to the task and the
exception flows. φsimple is also the starting point for the processes for manag-
ing the duration of non-SESE regions (i.e., φmSucc) and shifted durations (i.e.,
φshifted and φshiftRes), which require φsimple to be adapted and enriched to deal
with these more complex case. Instead, deferred durations are specified through a
more complex duration pattern φdeferred in order to “synchronize” the specifica-
tion of more duration ranges. However, connecting kits Ck1 connecting φsimple to
an activity, Ck3 connecting φsimple to a SESE region, Ck5 connecting φdeferred
to an activity, and Ck6 connecting either φshifted or φshiftRes to an activity
contain the same number and kinds of elements.
As for simple duration specification, the main difference with the proposals
presented in [32, 35, 36] is the way we deal with duration specification. Design-
ing dedicated processes for the management of duration violations allows us to
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[52, 53] [119] [35] [34] [32] [36] [166]
Simple Duration Constraint
of Activity
X X X X X X X
Simple Duration Constraint
of Process Region X - - - - - -
Deferred Duration Constraint X - - - - - -
Shifted Duration Constraint X - - - - - -
Inter-Activity Temporal
Constraint
- - X X - X X
Temporal loops - X X - - X -
Temporal Constraint correlated
with resource/data constraints
- - X - X - -
Definition of Semantics X - - - X X -
Run-time Constraint Evaluation X - - - - - -
Extended BPMN Notation X X X X X X X
BPMN-compliant extension X - - - - X X
Formal Verification of time con-
straint
- X X - X X -
Table 6.1: Comparison between different approaches (X: The considered ap-
proach supports the feature).
specify the constraints in a more flexible way, that is, by allowing the activity to
execute regardless of the defined constraints. Instead, in the approach introduced
in [36], graphical decorators are used to encode a “strong” duration semantics
that enforces the activity to observe the constraints (both fixed and flexible du-
rations), as interrupting boundary timer events are used for expressing duration.
Moreover, it is not clear if and how duration of process regions may be expressed
with the approaches presented in [32, 35, 36], especially for non-SESE regions.
Only the concept of “combined duration” introduced in [27] may be close enough
to express the duration of a process region. The choice of using graphical deco-
rators is a design choice: we enclosed duration patterns within subprocesses to
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avoid using non-standard icons, but we could have as well employed different
kinds of icons to denote activities having constrained duration.
Deferred duration and shifted duration are novel concepts, since in both cases
duration depends on the occurrence of some event related to activity execution.
In real-world processes, they are more typical of activities that unfold in time
and are described at a quite high level of abstraction.
In [35] temporal constraints correlated with data constraints are exemplified
by associating two different duration ranges to one activity, one of which is
chosen depending on some data-based condition. However, the authors do not
detail when the choice is made and what happens if conditions change while
activity is being executed.
Drawing inspiration from [23], when dealing with activity duration we do
not consider the time span between the beginning of the activity and its real
activation, that is we measure the time span between its start and end events.
We also assume that sequence flows, gateways, and events consume a fixed or
null amount of time and that any eventual data required to start the activity
is available and its evaluation does not delay the execution. According to the
evaluation results presented in [23], BPMN does not directly support minimum
and interval duration specification, whereas maximum duration can be partially
supported by non-interrupting timer events attached to the activity’s boundary.
Additionally, in [23] the authors highlight that there is no means to model the
start time of a BPMN activity.
In this setting, while acknowledging the importance of improving the tem-
poral perspective of BPMN we show how elements already in the notation can
be combined to capture interesting duration properties. Despite the obtained
models require some design effort, being able to express duration entirely in
BPMN brings several advantages. First of all, the semantics of the constructs is
already defined in the notation and, therefore, existing BPMN software can be
used directly to analyze and execute temporal process models. Then, the pro-
posed process models are meant to be transparent to process designers, that is,
expert modelers can see how constraints are specified and handled, and they
have the freedom to refine and tune them according to their needs. Last but not
least, this modular approach enhances readability and decomposition of complex
process models and provides multiple design levels that are suitable for different
stakeholders. Moreover, by avoiding adding artifacts and text annotations, we
reduce the probability of adding errors to the process.
The duration patterns proposed in Chapter 3 do not aim to cover the whole
span of existing temporal relations that hold between any two process activities,
such as those captured by Allen’s interval-based temporal logic [131]. Indeed, by
focusing on the modeling of duration constraints Chapter 3 does not consider
other important temporal constraint categories, such as time-lags between activ-
ities, restricting execution times, variability, and recurrent process elements [17].
For instance, we are not able to capture time-lags such as “patients reaching the
operating room for appendectomy directly from ER should receive prophylactic
antibiotics within a 60-minute window before the initial incision”. However, the
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specification of duration constraints of process regions (discussed in Sect. 3.3.2)
partially considers time-lags between activities, as it focuses on the temporal de-
pendencies between the starting and ending nodes of the region. Time-lags are
explicitly considered in [34, 35, 36]. As for restricting execution times, flexible
and inflexible time constraints are considered in [34, 35], which partially express
the concept of schedule restricted element defined in [17]. Recurrent process el-
ements are still poorly supported by existing approaches. Temporal loops and
temporal constraint over cardinality are addressed In [35, 36] the authors de-
fine temporal constraint over cardinality to limit the number of iterations of a
loop activity within a certain time frame. Instead, the temporal loops proposed
in [119] incorporate temporal aspects within the loop condition, to limit the
number of loop iterations depending on certain temporal conditions. Duration
pattern φsimple, introduced in Sect. 3.3, can be used to specify the duration of
complete loops forming SESE regions.
Although relying on time Petri nets [65] to check the soundness of the du-
ration patterns proposed in Chapter 3, we abstain from dealing with the for-
mal verification of the specified duration constraints. Indeed, temporal con-
straint verification requires using other approaches, such as those proposed
in [31, 32, 77, 153, 164] and discussed in the following section.
6.2.2 Time Petri Nets, Timed Automata, Timed Game Automata
and Temporal-Constraints Networks
The formal verification of business process models encompasses correctness
checking, and process compliance and variability [170]. In general, processes are
verified against various properties, such as structural properties (e.g., bottlenecks
and deadlocks), reachability properties, user-defined temporal constraints, and
controllability [18].
Several techniques exist to verify and reason on timed systems. In the fields
of workflows and BPM, time Petri nets [65] and timed automata [66] appear to
be the most used [31, 32, 77, 78, 79], but temporal constraint networks are also
gaining notable attention [30, 69, 158, 161].
Timed automata and bounded time Petri nets enlarged with strict constraints
are equivalent with respect to timed language equivalence [171]. Therefore, choos-
ing one formal model over another depends on the final goal and on the charac-
teristics of the timed system being modeled.
Traditionally, time Petri nets are more suitable for modeling workflow man-
agement system [172] and important soundness verification results have been
formulated on workflow nets [77]. Moreover, time Petri nets are exponentially
more concise than timed automata, which lack of high-level composable graphical
patterns to support systematic designs for complex timed systems [172]. How-
ever, current TPN tools (e.g., Romeo [121] and TINA [122] are relatively new,
have a limited number of constructs and lack hierarchical modelling features.
In Chapter 3 we chose time Petri nets since our goal was not to verify tem-
poral constraints, but rather check the soundness of the nets obtained from the
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proposed BPMN models. Choosing Petri nets allowed us to exploit existing map-
pings from BPMN to Petri nets [73, 79] and results about workflow nets verifica-
tion [77]. Also, the simulation features available in Romeo [121] and TINA [122]
were sufficient for checking the liveness and boundedness properties of the time
Petri nets we modeled.
Instead, since in Chapter 4 our main goal was to pave the path towards
the verification of temporal constraints in BPMN processes, we chose timed
automata as more tools exist to support this task [172].
Networks of timed automata are often used for checking quality and prop-
erties of process models [31, 32, 153]. Roughly speaking, a timed automaton
is made of a (i) finite automaton-based structure, (ii) a set of clocks, and (iii)
timing constraints and clock resets on transitions.
As mentioned in Sect. 6.1.1, the approaches introduced in [31, 32, 153] pro-
pose to enhance BPMN with temporal constraints and to map the obtained
process models to timed automata for model checking purposes. Both the ap-
proaches presented in [31, 32] use the UPPAAL model checker [123].
Compared to the latter approaches, the work presented in Chapter 4 stands
out for the use of BPMN for modeling temporal constraints instead of extending
BPMN. Indeed, (i) in Chapter 4 temporal constraints are represented directly in
BPMN and, more specifically, by making use of signal events exchanged between
process branches to achieve synchronization. Despite giving rise to complex and
detailed process diagrams, this approach lays the foundations for the channel-
based communication realized by the automata of the network.
Timed Game Automata have been introduced in [173] as an extension of
timed automata where the set of transitions is partitioned into controllable and
uncontrollable ones. An extension of UPPAAL able to solve games based on
timed game automata with respect to reachability and safety properties is pre-
sented in [174].
The application of TGA for process model verification has been considered
by research approaches in the field of temporal constraints networks [67, 161].
As introduced in Chapter 5, temporal constraint networks [133] are directed
graphs whose nodes represent time points and whose arcs represent distance
constraints between time points.
A concept that bridges the world of temporal constraint networks with the
one of time-aware business processes is that of dynamic controllability. In Chap-
ter 5, we recalled the notion of dynamic controllability for Conditional Temporal
Networks with Uncertainty and Decisions (CSTNUDs) [67, 69] and proposed a
mapping from BPMN enhanced with time constraints to CSTNUDs.
In general, the adoption of the CSTNUD model seems to be the more promis-
ing for checking a time-aware BPMN process considering techniques different
from timed automata. Indeed, while in [67] the author proposed a first CSTNUD
DC checking algorithm based on TGA (The decision problem of reachability-time
games in TGA with at least two clock is in EXP [175]), in [69] the problem of
checking the DC of a CSTNUD was proven to be PSPACE-complete. Moreover,
the authors proposed more efficient algorithms for checking the DC of some sub-
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classes of CSTNUDs and this efficiency seems to be preserved for more general
CSTNUD instances [69]. In addition, timed automata lack of composable graph-
ical patterns supporting the specification of high-level requirements for complex
systems design [172], whereas temporal constraint networks have been previously
used to model temporal [29, 157, 158, 159], decisional [67, 69], and organizational
aspects [176].
The approach presented in Chapter 5 is general and can be extended to
other BPMN elements. For example, delays can be easily applied also to message
flows while the concepts of duration and relative constraints can be applied to
loop activities with some conditions. Moreover, we could easily include absolute
temporal constraints. It would simply require to extend the mapping shown in
Table 5.1.
Part III
The Informational Perspective
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Processes and data are two sides of the same coin
that must be tightly integrated [38].
The crucial role played by data in business process design, implementation,
execution, and analysis is gaining considerable attention within the BPM and
database communities [74, 177].
Both the connection between processes and persistent data managed by orga-
nizational database systems and the notion of data–aware process modeling have
been investigated by recent studies in BPM considering both data-centric [39, 42]
and activity-centric modeling paradigms [45, 19, 56, 83].
As previously mentioned, process models encompass a wide range of related
perspectives, each one contributing to build the information value of an orga-
nization. A crucial role is played by process-relevant (or process-related) data,
which, are continuously generated, consumed, and manipulated by process ac-
tivities and evolve during execution, often affecting the flow of the process and
the quality of its outcomes.
The connection between business processes and data is not a new concept in
BPM [42, 19, 74, 83, 178]. In traditional process models, the information per-
spective is captured by data objects that are read and written by activities [14].
However, data management aspects remain “hidden” within process models.
Indeed, data operations, their relationships, and their effects on underlying in-
formation systems are hardly captured by (conceptual) activity-centric process
models [43, 45].
Persistent data needed for process execution are usually managed by en-
terprise databases, which are likely to serve many applications and processes,
having different scopes and goals. Indeed, the shift towards process-aware in-
formation systems is quite recent and, in the past, processes had to adapt to
existing information technology [179].
In this context, linking data to business processes is a twofold challenge. On
the one hand, it is important to provide a conceptual model that captures the
connection between process and data models. Indeed, visualizing the interplay
among processes and data reduces error-proneness and overthrows entrance bar-
riers for non-IT users, thus allowing process experts and stakeholders to collec-
tively create the process models. On the other hand, such model must guarantee
the data consistency of the process with the database, at different levels of ab-
straction [42].
In this part, we tackle the informational perspective of business processes by
proposing an approach to support the conceptual integration of processes and
data. Our proposal relies on the novel concept of Activity View and aims to
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assist expert process designers in representing informational aspects of business
processes and in easing the exploration of intertwined process and data models.
Chapter 7 presents the Activity View as a conceptual approach to link BPMN
process models to database schemata represented through UML class diagrams,
and introduces a framework based on the principles of relational data modeling
aimed to explore and query linked process and data models. Chapter 8 describes
how the Activity View may be used to detect possible inconsistencies that may
arise between linked process and data models. Chapter 9 describes in detail the
experimental evaluation of the Activity View, which was conducted to have an
estimate of its usability in practice. Finally, Chapter 10 introduces related work
and compares our contribution with relevant state-of-the-art approaches in the
field of BPM.
7Conceptual Modeling of Processes and Data:
Connecting Different Perspectives
This chapter is based on results published in [57].
Despite being widely accepted that processes and data are “two sides of the
same coin” [38], these two assets are still conceived separately in most organiza-
tional realities [74].
On the one hand, traditional activity-centric process modeling languages such
as BPMN [11] focus on modeling the control flow of a process by emphasizing
the role of activities and their dynamic behavior. BPMN embraces all the phases
of the business process life-cycle, being suitable for creating high-level process
models needed during process design and analysis as well as for defining very
detailed process models required during enactment and monitoring [1].
On the other hand, database design consists of three consolidated and dis-
tinct phases, namely conceptual, logical, and physical design [180]. At each de-
sign phase, modelers make use of different data models and related schemata
to capture the aspects of interest at a particular level of abstraction. At the
highest level, conceptual data models are used to create conceptual schemata
that concisely represent how the information of interest for a specific domain is
organized.
In this scenario, the connection between processes and data is often handled
programmatically by process developers, thus contributing to increase the con-
ceptual gap between processes and data [45, 177]. Indeed, whereas in the field
of database design conceptual modeling covers a crucial role, activity-centric
process diagrams provide little detail about the structure and semantics of con-
ceptual data related to a process.
However, especially during high level conceptual modeling, designers may not
disregard the crucial role of data. Indeed, at every stage of the business process
life-cycle, considering the data perspective of a process enriches its representation
and improves understanding of the way operational work is conducted [19].
Being close to the human perception of the represented domain, conceptual
approaches bring many advantages to process designers: they foster the represen-
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tation of processes and related data, support conceptual reasoning, and improve
system flexibility in terms of preventively detecting issues and data inconsisten-
cies that may arise during implementation [56].
The contribution of this chapter is twofold. In Sect. 7.1, we address the
problem of connecting processes and data at the conceptual level by using
BPMN [11] to represent processes and UML Class Diagrams [63] to model con-
ceptual database schemata. BPMN is used at a level of abstraction tailored to
meet the one of conceptual data modeling, that is, we consider dealing with de-
tailed process models showing all the steps and complexities understandable by
designers, but not having implementation details.
More specifically, we propose a novel Activity View aimed to capture the
connection between a BPMN process model [11] and a UML class diagram [63]
representing the conceptual schema of a database storing information related to
the application domain in which the process is executed.
Activity Views are meant to support process designers in conceptually mod-
eling the operations performed by process activities on persistent data stored in
a database and to enable basic reasoning on the interplay between a process and
a related database. Our approach is based on existing modeling standards to
avoid defining yet another conceptual model and to ease the mapping of devised
concepts to known (logical) frameworks [180]. Indeed, sitting in-between process
models and database schemata, the Activity View provides a novel connected
perspective, while leaving the original models untouched.
Then, in Sect. 7.2, we propose an approach based on the Activity View to
define, explore, and query the connection between process and data models. Our
aim is to provide a uniform representation of (i) the structure of a process model,
(ii) the structure and content of a related conceptual database schema, and (iii)
the data operations connecting them, and to explore properties of process and
data models that stem from this connection.
The core of the proposal presented in Sect. 7.2 relies on a relational database
approach [181]: we use a suitably extended relational data model to formally
represent and reason on the information described by (i)-(iii), propose an algo-
rithm to manage some challenging aspects related to representing information
about the structure of a process model, and formalize queries to unravel the
connection between process and data models. Eventually, by allowing designers
to reason about the operational work performed by process activities under a
data perspective, our approach may foster process understanding, improvement,
and re-engineering.
7.1 Bridging the Gap between Processes and Data
The main novelty of this section is the formalization and experimental evaluation
of the Activity View that can be used (i) to support the specification of data
operations during process modeling and re-engineering, and (ii) to provide inter-
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esting insights on the interplay between process models and conceptual database
schemata.
The remainder of the section is organized as follows. Sect. 7.1.1 provides the
motivation for our approach. Sect. 7.1.2 introduces and formalizes the Activ-
ity View, while Sect. 7.1.3 describes how our proposal fosters new conceptual
insights.
7.1.1 Motivations and Open Research Questions
In this section we introduce a sample scenario to motivate our approach, starting
from the BPMN [11] and UML [63] standards, both currently managed and
maintained by the Object Management Group.
Let us consider the procedure conducted by a professor to examine and grade
students, as the one represented by the simple BPMN process of Fig. 7.1(a) and
described in the following example.
Example 7.1 (Student Examination and Grading). The process begins
with a start event s, followed by activity Check attendance. To check student
attendance, the professor must compare the matriculation numbers of the at-
tending students with the data retrieved from the exam registration repository.
The latter one is a source of persistent data and is represented by a data store
named DB. Data stores are connected to one or more activities through directed
Check
attendance
Exam 
passed?
YES NO
s
e
DB
unregistered 
students
Conduct
exam
Inform 
student
Reschedule
examRegister
grade
DB
Compare matriculation number of each 
attending student with data recorded in 
the exam registration repository.
If a new date for the exam has 
not yet been defined, choose  
a new date for the exam.
Check if the student has 
attended the course prior to 
registering the grade.
(a)
matriculation
firstName
lastName
degree
Student
finalMark
date
Grade
curriculum
BsC grade
Master
grant
Bachelor
0..*0..* name
date
credits
hasLaboratory
Exam
name
degree
respProfessor
Course
0..*
1..1
grade
examination
attendance
1..*
1..*
registration
1..* 0..*
date
Registration
representative
1..*
0..1
(b)
Fig. 7.1: (a) BPMN process diagram showing the actions performed by a professor
to examine students. (b) UML class diagram of the exam registration repository.
This figure shows that currently there is no formal relationship between a process
model and the data model of the accessed database, hence providing a motivation
for our work.
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data associations. The attendance of unregistered students is also recorded and
this volatile information is passed along to activity Conduct exam as a data object.
Then, each student is examined individually and, once the exam is concluded,
the professor decides how to proceed: This decision is represented by exclusive
gateway Exam passed? that splits the flow into two branches. For those students
who failed, the exam is rescheduled, whereas, only for those who passed the grade
is registered in the repository. While registering the grade, the professor informs
the student about the result. Hence, activities Inform student and Register grade
are executed in parallel, as shown by the enclosing parallel gateways. Finally, end
event e concludes the process.
UML is a standard for software modeling and design that embodies a set of
formalisms for capturing important aspects of software systems [63]. UML class
diagrams are used to design conceptual data models and are primarily composed
of classes and associations among them.
Classes are at the heart of object-oriented systems and describe the sets
of objects that exist in a system and share common properties. Each class is
characterized by a unique name and a set of properties, namely attributes and
operations. Objects that belong to a class constitute the so-called instantiation
of the class. Unique object identifiers (OIDs) are assigned to objects for identi-
fication and for information sharing purposes.
Class diagrams allow one to define many kinds of relationships between
classes, called associations. Binary association are depicted as a solid lines that
connect two participating classes. N-ary associations are represented by a dia-
mond connected to all the participating classes by a solid line.
Properties related to associations are represented by association classes,
which are declarations of associations that have a proper set of features. An
association class is both an association and a class, and preserves the static and
dynamic semantics of both [63].
Finally, multiplicity specifies the maximum participation cardinality of each
class in the association. Each class is associated with a multiplicity (mmin
..mmax) where mmin (mmax) ∈ {0, 1, ∗} that defines the minimum and maxi-
mum number of class instances that can participate in the association.
The UML class diagram of the exam registration repository is shown in
Fig. 7.1(b). Classes Student, Exam, and Course represent the main concepts of
interest, related by associations grade, with multiplicity (0..∗, 0..∗), registration,
examination, and attendance. Associations grade and registration have a related
association class. Reflexive association representative links students with their
student representative. Finally, classes Bachelor and Master specialize students.
Despite capturing informational aspects through data objects and data stores,
BPMN process models provide little or no detail about the operation performed
by process activities on a database. This lack of knowledge complicates the mod-
eling of data in BPMN processes from different standpoints.
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(i) In BPMN data stores represent persistent data sources [11] and, most
likely, conceptualize where (i.e., by which activities) a database is accessed in
the process. However, BPMN defines them at a very high level, and there is cur-
rently no standard-compliant way of specifying the schema of the database rep-
resented by the data store. For example, the conceptual schema of the database
represented by data store DB of Fig. 7.1(a) cannot be specified.
(ii) BPMN data objects can be used to represent volatile data at different
granularities, spanning from single data entries to structured documents [182].
As a result, the correspondence between data objects or conceptual information
entities related to a process and persistent data is not specified.
For instance, it is not clear whether data object unregistered students is re-
lated to data class Student and, if so, how. More in general, let us suppose that
a professor wants to read a student’s grade transcript, containing the whole aca-
demic record. In the data schema of Fig. 7.1(b), there is no class “transcript”
that captures such information directly, since the concept of grade transcript is
realized by data classes Student and Exam, related through association grade, and
by association class Grade. Therefore, the data object representing the transcript
must correspond to a more complex conceptual object, which is identified by a
view on the accessed database.
(iii) Last but not least, too little detail about data operations is provided
as these are often encoded within activities or their labels [177, 182]. Despite
directed data associations allow one to visualize when data are read or written
by an activity, it is not possible to distinguish the granularity of the conceptual
object(s) or of the sets of objects needed by the process.
As process models and database schemata are conceived separately, to foster
data-aware process modeling it is necessary to support designers in understand-
ing and capturing the connection between processes and databases [74, 83].
7.1.2 The Activity View to connect Processes and Data
In this section, we propose a novel solution aimed to capture the connection
between BPMN process models and UML class diagrams at a conceptual level.
To this end, we devise the Activity View, a novel approach linking the con-
ceptual representations of process models and data schemata by detailing which
operations are performed by a process activity on a database and how.
We chose activities as a starting point, as data modeling in BPMN is often
related to activities or whole processes. The final goal of the Activity View is to
show which is the portion of a database schema (i.e., the view) that is accessed
by a given process activity and to detail interesting aspects of the performed
data operations.
Definition 7.1 (Activity View). Let us consider dealing with a process model
m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L) (cf. Def. 2.1).
Given an activity ac ∈ A ⊆ N , its Activity View avac = {t1, . . . , tn} is a set of
tuples, where each tuple ti denotes a particular data access operation performed
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by activity ac on classes of a given database schema. The latter is composed of
a set of classes Cl, a set of associations As, and a set of association classes AsC.
Each tuple ti is defined as follows:
ti = 〈Cseti , Aseti , AccessTypei, AccessTimei, NumInstancesi〉
where:
• Cseti = {c1, . . . , cj} ⊆ (Cl ∪ AsC), is the set of connected classes accessed
by process activity ac. By “connected” we mean that each class cj ∈ Cseti is
reachable from at least another class ch ∈ Cseti by navigating an association
af ∈ As that directly links ch and cj (i.e., ch and cj are at the ends of
association af ). Moreover, if af is associated to association class cf ∈ AsC,
then cl must also belong to Cseti . However, cf ∈ AsC may also be accessed
individually, as other classes. If a class cj ∈ Cseti specializes a more general
class cl, then it is sufficient that cl is one end of association af for cj to be
considered connected to other classes of Cseti . Instead, the opposite does not
hold.
Each class cj(attr1, . . . , attrn) ∈ Cseti is characterized by a unique name
cj and a set of attributes {attr1, . . . , attrn}. If all the attributes of cj are
involved in the data operation, we write cj(∗). Instead, if only a subset of
attributes of cj is accessed, we explicitly specify it by cj(attrg, . . . , attrm)
with 1 ≤ g < m ≤ n.
• Aseti = {a1, . . . , ar} ⊆ Cseti ×Cseti ⊆ As is a set of binary associations that
directly link any two classes of Cseti (i.e., the ends ch and cj of association ai
with 1 ≤ i ≤ r must belong to Cseti). Aseti = {∗} is the set of all associations
that directly link any two classes of Cseti .
• AccessTypei ∈ {R, I, D, U } defines the type of access to the related infor-
mation. R denotes a read of elements of Cset, whereas I, D, and U denote
different kinds of write operations, namely I indicates an insertion, D stands
for a deletion, while U denotes an update.
• AccessT imei ∈ {start, end, during} denotes when a data operation is per-
formed with respect to activity execution. This qualitative information re-
fines the description of data operations by specifying the moment they are
performed. Access time defines a partial order among Activity View tuples.
• NumInstancesi = (min, max ), where min ∈ {0, 1, ∗} and max ∈ {1, ∗},
denotes the number of objects involved in the considered operation. Indeed,
activities must be able to access collections of objects and cardinalities should
be properly managed [183]. Values 0, 1, ∗ have the same meaning as in UML
multiplicity specification, where ∗ means that multiple objects are involved
in the considered operation.
An Activity View is consistent if the following constraints hold:
(i) ∀i Cseti 6= ∅ ∧ AccessTypei 6= ∅ ∧ AccessT imei 6= ∅ ∧ NumInstancesi 6=
∅;
(ii) If |Cseti | = 1 and no (reflexive) association is accessed by the process, then
Aseti = ∅;
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(iii) If |Cseti | > 1, then Aseti 6= ∅ and all data classes that are ends of af ∈ Aseti
and the association class cf ∈ AsC related to af must belong to Cseti ;
(iv) An association class cf ∈ AsC may be accessed individually, as other classes.
Sitting in-between two well-established standards, the Activity View blends
the concepts of activity, borrowed from BPMN, with those of class, attribute,
and association taken from UML. Moreover, being defined independently from
data stores and data objects the Activity View provides a clear representation
of the area of a data schema used by an activity as well as of the data operations
performed on it, thus addressing the open issues (i) – (iii) discussed in Sect. 7.1.1.
As an example, consider the previously described process of Fig. 7.1(a). To
check students attendance, the professor must retrieve data regarding student
enrolment from the exam registration repository, depicted as data store DB.
Given the data schema of the exam registration repository shown in Fig. 7.1(b),
the described data access operations can be formalized as follows:
avCheckAttendance = {〈{Student(matriculation), Exam(name, date),
Registration(∗)},{registration}, R, during, (1, ∗)〉}.
avRegisterGrade = {〈{Student(matriculation), Course(name)}, {attendance},
R, start, (1, 1)〉, 〈{Grade(∗)}, ∅, I, during, (1, 1)〉}.
avRescheduleExam = {〈{Exam(∗)}, ∅, I, during, (0, 1)〉}.
Activities Conduct Exam and Inform Student do not have a related Activity View
as they do not require access to persistent data.
For improved readability, the tuples of one Activity View can be represented
in a tabular form, as exemplified in Fig. 7.2 for activity Register grade.
AccessType AccessTimeTuple NumInstancesAsetCset
t1
t2
{attendance} R
I
start
during
(1, 1)
(1, 1)
{Student(matriculation), Course(name)}
avRegisterGrade
{Grade(⇤)} ?
Fig. 7.2: Tabular representation of the Activity View for activity Register Grade.
Graphically, the link captured by the three described Activity Views can be
visualized over a process diagram and a database schema as shown in Fig. 7.3.
Dashed arrows connect activities to the portion of the data schema specified in
the Activity View. The same colors are used for the activity border, the dashed
lines that frame the accessed data classes, and the full lines that highlight as-
sociations. Connecting arrows are labeled with the information related to access
type, access time, and number of objects involved in the operation. Whenever
multiple tuples of one Activity View represent different data operations on the
same area of the data schema, the dashed arrow connecting the activity with
that area of the data schema may be associated to multiple labels.
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Fig. 7.3: Graphical representation of Activity Views for the introduced example.
To come up with the definition of Activity View provided above, we consid-
ered the following aspects related to linked processes and data.
Data classes and attributes. Data classes define the conceptual objects of inter-
est that are needed by a process activity. An Activity View allows designers
to specify that only certain attributes of a class are read or written. This
situation is quite common whenever the data schema represents a database
that has not been specifically designed for process support. Moreover, the
creation/update of a certain object may be realized by multiple activities,
each one acting on a specific attribute [183]. Finally, when considering pro-
cess roles and data access privileges, it is plausible that certain attributes
may have restricted access and, thus, a data class may not necessarily be
accessed as a whole.
Data associations and association classes. Adding data associations to the spec-
ification of an Activity View changes the level of detail provided by the
Activity View itself, especially for those data schemata having reflexive or
multiple associations between any two classes.
Specifically, if associations are not specified, the Activity View has a higher
level of abstraction but it is not clear how any two classes of Cset are con-
nected. Instead, by specifying class associations, we provide a more precise
description of how the classes of Cset are related.
As an example, let us consider the setting shown in Fig. 7.3 and let us
assume that the department secretary needs to have access to the information
related to exam registration, that is, she will need to read objects of classes
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Student, Registration, and Exam, respectively. However, for privacy reasons,
secretaries are not allowed to see the grades of students, stored in objects of
association class Grade. Whereas the described scenario cannot be managed
if associations are not specified, as shown in Fig. 7.4.(a), considering data
associations one can distinguish between grade and registration, as shown in
Fig. 7.4.(b). Thus, Def. 7.1 includes associations.
Student
Grade
MasterBachelor
0..*0..* Exam
Course
0..*
1..1
grade
examination
attendance
1..*
1..*
registration
1..* 0..*
Registration
representative
1..*
0..1
Student
Grade
MasterBachelor
0..*0..* Exam
Course
0..*
1..1
grade
examination
attendance
1..*
1..*
registration
1..* 0..*
Registration
representative
1..*
0..1
(a) (b)
Fig. 7.4: Example of Activity View when (a) excluding or (b) including associa-
tions between classes.
7.1.3 Novel Conceptual Insights
Besides supporting the conceptual modeling of process and related data, the
Activity View provides other interesting perspectives that enable basic reasoning
on the interplay between process and data models, useful for both analysis and
communication purposes. In this section, we discuss how Activity Views can be
exploited to capture interesting aspects of the connection between processes and
data that can be useful during process modeling and analysis.
Identifying the portion of a data schema accessed by a process activity. As
described in Sect. 7.1.2, the Activity View allows one to identify which are
the classes and associations of a data schema that are accessed by a certain
activity, thus providing a better specification than BPMN data stores. To
identify the portion of the data schema accessed by an activity ack, all the
tuples t1,k, . . . , tn,k of avack must be properly combined: the comprehensive
set of classes and association classes of a data schema accessed by ack is⋃n
j=1 Csetj,k , where j denotes the tuple and k the activity, while the set of
all associations accessed by ack is
⋃n
j=1Asetj,k . In Fig. 7.3 and Fig. 7.5, the
area of interest of the data schema is graphically rendered by framing classes
with dashed lines colored as the border of the activity that access them.
Detecting which activities operate on a certain data class. Under another view-
point, Activity Views allow one to understand which process activities have
access to objects of a certain data class. This is useful for several reasons,
starting from easing the communication with domain experts during pro-
cess modeling. Stakeholders are often interested in seeing where certain data
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are used in the process to understand which is the information that drives
certain activities and used to make decisions. This holds also for data compli-
ance. Indeed, in some circumstances, the quality of activity execution may
drastically improve if proper information is available. Under an engineer-
ing perspective, understanding how data are used during process execution
provides hints for data management support and re-engineering.
For example, class Exam of Fig. 7.5 is accessed by tasks Check attendance
and Reschedule exam, as highlighted by the filled background. By taking a
look at the structure of the process, one can see that if the student succeeds,
class Exam is only accessed at the beginning of the process.
The set of process activities acg, . . . , acl that access a certain class ci is
{ack| ∃ tj,k (ci ∈ Csetj,k)} and it is obtained by going through all the Activity
Views of a process and checking whether ci belongs to at least one class set
Csetj,k of a tuple tj,k ∈ avack .
Understanding which classes are either read or written by a process. The type
of access to data allows designers to easily visualize whether data classes
have associated read/write operations and how these are distributed in the
process. Besides, one can also retrieve which classes of the data schema are
associated only to read or write accesses. This is particularly useful when
speaking about data integrity, as several activities of one or more processes
may operate on the same data class concurrently and, thus, transactional
properties must be discussed [42, 83]. Last but not least, certain sequences
of read and write operations performed on the same data classes may lead to
inconsistencies in [56]. For example, in order to understand whether objects
of a class ck are only written by activities of a process, we shall go through
all the Activity Views and ensure that there exists no tuple having ck ∈ Cset
and access type of kind R: {ck|@j, i ((Csetj,i 3 ck) ∧AccessTypej,i = “R”)}.
In Fig. 7.5, for each data class related to the process, R© and W© denote if the
class is read or written by process activities.
By combining the described insights provided by the Activity View, designers
can understand and visualize, with the help of stakeholders, which is the key
information needed to support process execution. This can be represented by
one or more data classes, which we refer to as core classes for a given process.
Informally, given a data schema, a core class is a class of the data schema
that represents valuable process-related data and
(i) it appears in a considerable number of Activity Views related to the process
(i.e., it is shared by multiple process activities);
(ii) its objects are frequently accessed by the process, that is, it appears in a
considerable number of Activity View tuples;
(iii) its objects are used by the most important activities of the process (i.e.,
activities that are crucial for the chosen application domain or are executed
in (almost) all the instances of a process, if any);
(iv) it is mostly subjected to mandatory access [183], that is, Activity View
min of NumInstances is never equal to 0.
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Fig. 7.5: Visualization of the conceptual insights provided by the Activity View.
With respect to the process of Fig. 7.5, classes Exam and Student are core
classes, as they are the most accessed in the process. As for their use, they are
accessed by exactly the same activities, but class Student is only read by process
activities. Of course, to determine whether a read-only access is less important
than a write access, domain experts should be consulted, as the idea is to exploit
Activity Views in any way, to retrieve information useful for conceptual design.
Indeed, whereas in such a simple example the identification of important data
is quite straightforward, the concept of core classes becomes useful in complex
and highly branched processes, where identifying the key information to support
process execution is not straightforward.
This latter issue is similar to an open issue in the field of data-centric process
modeling, since the same questions need to be answered to identify the data
artifacts on which the processes are based [39, 42].
7.2 A Relational Approach based on the Activity View
In this section, assuming that the reader got an idea of the linkage realized by
the Activity View, we start from a scenario coming from surgical medicine to
show a possible way to analyze of linked process and data models.
The process model of Fig. 11.1 shows a BPMN process model describing the
main steps related to laparoscopic appendectomy [184], i.e., the surgical removal
of an infected appendicitis.
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Example 7.2 (Laparoscopic Appendectomy). Laparoscopic appendectomy
is a safe and effective method for treating appendicitis, the inflammation and
infection of the appendix, which represents the most common general surgical
disease affecting the abdomen. For simplicity, we consider dealing with patients
that are already hospitalized for suspected appendicitis and require evaluation
and treatment.
Physical 
examination
Patient
interview
(A) (B)
Peritonitis?
Surgery
Antiobiotic
therapy
NO
NO
YES
Appende-
ctomy
(H)
Discharge
(I)
Abdominal
ultrasound
Blood tests 
and 
urinalysis
(C)
(D)
(E)
Surgery 
indicated?
s e
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(J)
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current symptoms
fever, psoas rigidity, 
migratory pain in
lower right quadrant
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radiology report
test results
oxygenation, ventilation, body 
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drug, dose,
administration route
discharge report,
follow-up 
recommendations
oxygenation, ventilation, 
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YES
Diagnosis
(F)
test results
and reports
DB
DB
DB
DB
Visit
notes
Fig. 7.6: BPMN process diagram modeling the main steps related to laparoscopic
appendectomy. (Blue) text annotations describe the data needed by each activity.
The diagnosis of appendicitis is mainly clinical, and begins with a Patient
interview (A), during which information about the patient such as generalities,
medical history, and current symptoms is gathered and recorded in the clinical
database. The latter is represented by data store DB, which is referenced multi-
ple times in the process. Common symptoms of appendicitis include abdominal
pain, loss of appetite, nausea, and constipation. Then the patient undergoes a
Physical examination (B), during which signs indicative of appendicitis, such as
the presence of fever, psoas rigidity or migratory pain to the right lower quadrant
of the abdomen are investigated and summarized in Visit notes, represented by
thy homonym data object.
If during physical examination the physician suspects a peritonitis, a more
severe and fatal infection, the patient must immediately undergo Surgery (C).
Otherwise, further tests are conducted in order to rule out other conditions. An
Abdominal ultrasound (D) exam is used to obtain images of the appendix, while
Blood tests and urinalysis (E) are needed to check for infection. If the test results
and radiology report stored in the DB suggest a Diagnosis (F) of uncomplicated
appendicitis, an Appendectomy (I) is performed under anesthesia. Any surgical
intervention under anesthesia requires that data about the administered treat-
ment are recorded in the DB, together with constant monitoring information re-
lated to the patient’s oxygenation, ventilation, circulation, and body temperature.
As soon as surgery is completed, an operative report is compiled to document
the procedure and to provide information useful for post-operative follow-up.
In some cases, Antibiotic therapy (H) may be prescribed to treat uncomplicated
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appendicitis non-operatively. Usually, Discharge (J) from the hospital is planned
a few days after surgery/treatment and self-care continues at home.
In this section, we consider dealing with process models complying with
Def. 2.1, but we omit the resource perspective and boundary events for practical-
ity. That is, given a process model m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty,
tr, ty, k, ρ, L), we consider R = ∅ and EB = ∅, where EB ⊆ Eint ⊆ E ⊆ N .
Being EB = ∅, according to structural criterion (v) on page 29, m has a unique
end event.
Without loss of generality, we assume to deal with process models that fol-
low the principles of structural soundness and well-structuredness introduced in
Sect. 2.1.2, and are compliant with the structural criteria defined on page 29.
Moreover, we consider processes having exactly two flows outgoing/incoming of
split/merge gateways to increase model readability. Indeed, a gateway having
x outgoing/incoming flows, may be expressed as a cascaded sequence of x − 1
binary gateways. In other words, we restrict criteria (ii) and (iii) on page 29 such
that |g·| = 2 for split gateways and |·g| = 2 for merge gateways.
In Fig. 7.6, we make use of text annotations (sometimes combined with data
stores) to give an idea of the most important data needed by each process activity
to be executed. Persistent data needed to support activity execution are usually
stored in databases and managed by suitable database systems, that are likely
to serve several applications and processes. Thus, we may assume that data
about patient admissions, diagnoses, interventions, and treatments are stored in
a database, such as the one represented Fig. 7.7 by a UML Class Diagram [63].
Despite giving an idea of the needed information, text annotations do not
necessarily refer to a database. Similarly, data store DB identifies where per-
sistent data are needed in the process, but does not suffice to detail the data
operations performed by process activities on such data.
Therefore, we resort again to the Activity View, introduced in Sect. 7.1.
In Fig. 7.7, we provide a graphical account of the connection realized by the
Activity View, and show the process of Fig. 7.6 (at the top) together with the
data operations performed by activities E and J on the clinical database (whose
schema is depicted at the bottom).
The complete list of Activity Views for Example 7.2 is provided below.
avA = {〈{Patient(SSN), Admission(∗)}, {hospitalization}, R, start, (1, ∗)〉,
〈{Interview(∗)}, ∅, I, during, (1, 1)〉, 〈{Surgery(∗)}, ∅, R, during (1, ∗)〉};
avC = {〈{Admission(∗), Interview(∗)}, {anamnesis}, R, start,(1, ∗)〉,
〈{Surgery(∗)}, ∅, I, start (1, 1)〉, 〈{Treatment(∗)}, ∅, I, start (1, ∗)〉,
〈{Monitoring(∗)}, ∅, I, during, (1, ∗)〉, 〈{Surgery(opRep)}, ∅, U, end, (1, 1)〉};
avD = {〈{DiagExam(∗)}, ∅, I, start,(1, ∗)〉, 〈{Report(∗)}, ∅ I, end,(1, ∗)〉
〈{DiagExam(status), Report(∗)}, {result}, U, end, (1, ∗)〉};
avE = {〈{DiagExam(∗)}, ∅, I, start,(1, ∗)〉, 〈{Report(∗)}, ∅ I, end,(1, ∗)〉
〈{DiagExam(status), Report(∗)}, {result}, U, end, (1, ∗)〉};
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Fig. 7.7: Graphical representation of Activity Views connecting process activities
Blood tests and urinalysis and Discharge to the accessed areas of the UML Class
Diagram.
avF = {〈{DiagExam(examID), Report(∗)}, {result} R, start,(1, ∗)〉,
〈{Diagnosis(∗)},∅, U, during,(0, 1)〉};
avH = {〈{Patient(SSN), T reatment(∗), Drug(drugID), Therapy(∗)}, {therapy,
pharmTreat}, R, start, (1, ∗)〉, 〈{Treatment(∗)}, ∅, I, start, (1, ∗)〉};
avI = {〈{Admission(∗), Interview(∗)}, {anamnesis}, R, start,(1, ∗)〉,
〈{Surgery(∗)}, ∅, I, start (1, 1)〉, 〈{Treatment(∗)}, ∅, I, start (1, ∗)〉,
〈{Monitoring(∗)}, ∅, I, during, (1, ∗)〉, 〈{Surgery(opRep)}, ∅, U, end, (1, 1)〉};
avJ = {〈{Admission(adID), Surgery(∗)}, {intervention}, R, start, (1, 1)〉,
〈{Admission(∗), Diagnosis(∗), V alidity(endDate)}, {validity}, R, start, (1, 1)〉,
〈{Admission(discharge)}, ∅, U, end, (1, 1)〉};
Activity B does not require access to the clinical database and, thus, it does
not have an associated Activity View.
By blending basic data representation and manipulation aspects, the Activity
View offers a versatile conceptual bridge, which can be exploited for retrieving
interesting information about the link between process and data models, while
leaving both models untouched.
In this section, we argue that the informational perspective of process models
brings interesting insights about the operational semantics of activities and show
an approach addressed to process and database designers to explore the connec-
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tion between process and database models. In particular, we focus on addressing
the following information requirements R1–R4, exemplified with respect to the
process of Fig. 7.6, that we elicited by considering the both the structure of pro-
cess models and the kinds of data access operations typically performed by the
activities on a database.
R1 Identical data operations. It captures activities in a process that perform the
same operations on exactly the same portion of the database.
Understanding which activities are characterized by the same data opera-
tions is particularly interesting for enhancing re-use. On the one hand, re-
use can be considered in terms of reusable element definition during process
(re-)design (e.g., call activities may be specified). On the other hand, re-use
can be seen in terms of defining data access permissions, as resources may
be associated to roles considering their permissions to read or write certain
data [183]. Let us consider tasks C and I of Fig. 7.6. Despite being two dif-
ferent interventions, their data perspective is the same. Having this kind of
information about process activities is useful for several reasons, such as (i)
providing compliance with clinical data collection guidelines or (ii) managing
data access permissions of clinical/technical staff.
R2 Use of data across process paths. It evaluates whether activities located on
alternative paths require the same data to be executed.
Alternative process paths often capture different process settings in terms
of performed actions. However, activities located on alternative paths may
require the same data. During re-engineering, this information may help
to re-arrange activities and improve data collection (e.g., a data collection
activity may be moved before the exclusive gateway). Again, C and I of
Fig. 7.6 have the same activity view despite being alternative interventions.
Under a database viewpoint, knowing which data are needed by activities
along each path is useful to identify information that is central to the whole
process. For example, class Treatment of Fig. 7.7 is used by tasks C, H, and
I, that together “cover” all alternative process paths.
R3 Use of data along process paths. It explores how data is added/modified by
activities located along a certain process path.
Indeed, whereas some data created by an activity are used later in the pro-
cess, some data operations may be superfluous [185]. Thus, knowing data
reading and writing patterns may help designers getting read of redundant
data operations or adding necessary data access. For example, designers may
be interested in knowing which is the last activity of the process that reads
data of class Admission (that is, task J).
R4 Concurrent data access. It checks whether activities located along parallel
paths require access to the same data.
Under a database standpoint, this gives an overview of potentially concurrent
operations requiring transactional control. For example, tasks E and D of
Fig. 7.6 may have concurrent access to the same portion of the database, as
they lie on parallel paths and use the same data.
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The list of introduced information requirements is not complete, in the sense
that it is possible to think of other interesting aspects related to process and
persistent data integration (e.g., finding data that are included in a database,
but never used by a process, or data authorizations [183]).
However information requirements R1–R4 exemplify significant properties
of integrated process and database models, thus providing an overview of the
exploration that can be conducted on the overall connected “system” and laying
the bases for process re-design and improvement [186].
In the remainder of this chapter, we describe an approach based on relational
data modeling techniques to address the introduced requirements.
7.2.1 A Relational Approach for Modeling the Data Perspective
In order to encode the information related to the process model, the database
model, and their connection, we rely on the well-known relational data model [181,
187] and design a database that collects and integrates the needed information.
To briefly introduce relational data modeling, let A be a countably infinite
set of attributes having a total order relation A≤ defined on it. We associate to
each attribute att ∈ A a set of atomic values dom(att) representing the domain
of att. A relational database schema is a non-empty finite set D = R1, . . . , Rn
of relation schemata, where each relation schema Ri is composed of a relation
name relname and a subset of elements of A [181, 187].
In order to handle non-atomic or hierarchically structured data, a few exten-
sions of the relational model have been proposed [188]. Such data have complex
values that are derived from atomic ones using dedicated constructors.
The relational schema of the proposed database is shown in Fig. 7.8. At-
tributes that denote primary keys are underlined. As for referential integrity
constraints, referencing and referenced attributes are given the same name.
Relations 1–10 represent the elements of a BPMN process model that com-
plies with Def. 2.1 and observes the previously mentioned structural restrictions.
Relations Activity, Gateway, Event specialize FlowNode, while DataObject and
DataStore specialize DataNode. Therefore the same primary keys are used.
For practicality and future work, we deliberately allow the possibility to store
information about boundary events in the data schema of Fig. 7.8. However, we
underline that in this section we consider dealing with process models that do
not include boundary events.
Relation Pred and attribute label of relation Activity store information
related to the structure of the process. Relations ActivityView, ComposedOf,
and DataOp denote the data operations (i.e., the Activity Views) performed by
the process on a database (represented by relation DomainDB), whose classes and
associations are represented by relations 16–18.
Since the Activity View includes attributes such as Cset and Aset, which are
sets of classes (respectively associations), we consider the relational data model
extended with sets and other complex values [188]. That is, given an instance of
relation Class, a set of classes is denoted by {Class}.
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1. Process(processID, name, documentation)
2. DataNode(dnID, processID)
3. DataStore(dnID, dsName, capacity)
4. DataObject(dnID, name, isCollection)
5. DataFlow(fnID, dnID, direction)
6. FlowNode(fnID, processID)
7. SequenceFlow(from, to)
8. Activity(fnID, activityName, isReusable, isAtomic, type,
hasBoundary, boundaryEventRefs∗, avID∗, label)
9. Gateway(fnID, gatewayName, routingType, splitType, hasQuestion,
question∗)
10. Event(fnID, eventName, type, position, triggerType, isBoundary,
boundaryType∗)
11. Pred(fnID, preds:{Activity})
12. ActivityView(avID)
13. ComposedOf(avID, opID)
14. DataOp(opID, cSet:{ClassDB}, aSet:{AssociationDB}∗, accessType,
accessTime, minInstances, maxInstances)
15. DomainDB(dbID, dbName)
16. AssociationDB(assocName, dbID, leftCardinality, rightCardinality)
17. ClassDB(className, dbID, assocClass, assocRef,
attributes:{AttributeDB})
18. AttributeDB(attributeName, className, dbID, dataType)
Fig. 7.8: Relational schema of the database storing information about a process
model, a database model, and data operations performed by process activities.
Primary keys are underlined. Some attributes, such as avID can be NULL as
denoted by the ∗ symbol.
Business processes have a graph-like structure and, thus, storing and ma-
nipulating information related to flow nodes and edges in a relational database
requires special care. Indeed, due to alternative flows, not all process executions
perform exactly the same set of activities.
To encode all the paths possibly taken by a process and keep track of how
they are chosen during execution we associate labels to flow nodes. Since we are
considering process models having exactly two flows outgoing of a split gateway,
our labeling approach draws inspiration from the one proposed in [134]. However,
being our focus on the data perspective, we are interested in labeling only process
activities. The definition of label used in the remainder of this chapter is given
below.
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Definition 7.2 (Label). Given a set P of propositional letters, a label ` = l1
∧ . . . ∧ ln is a (possibly empty) conjunction of literals, where each li can be
assigned distinct values {pi, ¬pi} of pi ∈ P. The empty label is denoted   and
is an identity for label conjunction, i.e.,   ∧   =  ,   ∧ ` = `.
The notion of label provided in Def. 7.2 must not be confused with the one
provided in Def. 2.1, i.e., the string σ assigned to flow nodes by function L.
Indeed, σ is a string defined in natural language that provides a name to flow
nodes, as specified the BPMN standard [11].
To capture information about all the possible paths of a process, their
execution, and the ordering of activities along each path, we designed Algo-
rithm 1 (processPath), a recursive procedure that populates field label of rela-
tion Activity and relation Pred of the database in Fig. 7.8.
Algorithm 1 takes in input a process model m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk,
αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, ρ, L), a node n ∈ N , a label ` managed as a LIFO queue
of literals, a set of activities P , and an ordered list of activities T .
Given a process model m, the procedure traverses and enumerates all the
alternative paths going from its start event s to its end event e. Each recursive
call focuses on flow node n. The label ` (i.e., the conjunction of literals) encodes
the path taken to reach n from s. P is the set of activities preceding n along a
particular path, which does not consider how many times an activity is traversed.
However, since a process may have loops, ordered list T keeps track of how many
times the activities preceding n along a particular path are traversed.
According to the kind of flow node n encountered, Algorithm 1 takes different
actions before moving to subsequent nodes, which are at most two, in case n is
a split gateway. At each recursive call, while the traversed path becomes longer,
parameters `, P , and T grow collecting information about the path.
The initial call of Algorithm 1 is processPath(m, s, { }, {}, {}). Each condi-
tional statement evaluates n and proceeds as follows.
Activities. Algorithm 1 checks how many times each activity has been accessed in
the current path (line 2), to prevent remaining indefinitely in a process loop.
The procedure iterates either zero or one time, not more. Thus, recursive
calls stop at the beginning of the second loop. Then, n is labeled with ` (line
3). Finally, n and the list of the activities preceding it on that process path
are added to relation Pred (line 4). Prior to moving on to the following node,
n is appended to the list of visited activities (line 5).
Exclusive gateways. Exclusive gateways are crucial for determining labels (lines
6–12), since a new literal is added to the current label whenever a split
exclusive gateway is encountered. In detail, each one of the two outgoing
branches is associated with a literal p, respectively ¬p, that is appended to
`. Whenever a merge gateway is encountered (lines 19–20), the latest added
literal is removed from `. When the same exclusive split gateway is traversed
multiple times (i.e., by different recursive calls), the same literals are used.
In this way, paths are consistently labeled.
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Algorithm 1: processPath
Input: process model m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty,
ρ, L), n ∈ N , label ` , P set of activities, T list of activities traversed before
n.
Result: populates field label of relation Activity and relation Pred.
1 processPath(m, n, `, P, T )
2 if (n ∈ A ∧ occurrences(T, n) < 2) then
3 Activity(fnID, label) ← (n, `); /*updates Activity setting the value of label
for n */
4 Pred(fnID, preds) ← (n, P ); /*inserts values in relation Pred */
5 processPath(m, n·, `, P ∪ n, append(T, n));
6 else if (n ∈ G ∧ (γty(n) = xor ) ∧ γr(n) = split) then
7 if (gatewayProposition(n) = null) then
8 gatewayProposition(n) ← NewProposition /*creates new literal*/
9 s′ ← first(n·); /*first node on first branch outgoing of n*/
10 s′′ ← second(n·); /*first node on second branch outgoing of n*/
11 processPath(m, s′, push(`, gatewayProposition(n)), P , T );
12 processPath(m, s′′, push(`, ¬gatewayProposition(n)), P , T );
13 else if (n ∈ G ∧ γty(n) = and ∧ γr(n) = split) then
14 s′ ← first(n·); /*first node on first branch outgoing of n*/
15 s′′ ← second(n·); /*first node on second branch outgoing of n*/
16 processPath(m, s′, `, P , T );
17 processPath(m, s′′, `, P , T );
18 else if (n ∈ G ∧ γr(n) = merge) then
19 if (γty(n) = xor)then
20 pull(`) /* pull({ }) = { } */
21 processPath(m, n·, `, P , T );
22 else
23 if (n ∈ Estart ∨ n ∈ Eint) then
24 processPath(m, n·, `, P , T );
25 return;
Parallel gateways. Parallel split gateways (lines 13–17) do not affect path label-
ing, since both paths outgoing of such gateways are always executed. Simi-
larly, when a parallel merge gateway is met (lines 18 and 21) a new recursive
call is made, without influencing the current labeling.
Events. Events do not affect path labeling (lines 22-24). When the end event is
reached, all recursive calls end.
A sample output of Algorithm 1 for the process of Fig. 7.6 is shown in Fig. 7.9.
Labels are shown on the top of process activities for understandability pur-
poses, but the process model is not altered by the algorithm. Activities that are
labeled with   belong to paths that are traversed by every process execution.
Attribute preds of relation Pred is the set of all predecessors of one activity
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Fig. 7.9: BPMN process of Fig. 7.6 labeled by applying algorithm processPath.
For the purpose of this example activity names and identifiers are assumed to
coincide.
along a certain path. To obtain all the predecessors of one activity it is suffi-
cient to merge all the sets preds related to that activity. Moreover, when this
information is combined with that of label, the way paths and activities are
executed becomes clearer.
In detail, let us consider two activities a1 and a2, associated to labels `1 and
`2, respectively.
(i) If a1 ∈ preds and a2 or a2 ∈ preds of a1, then a1 and a2 are in sequential
order;
(ii) if a1 /∈ preds of a2 or a2 /∈ preds of a1:
• if there exists at least one propositional letter p such that p ∈ `1 and
¬p ∈ `2, then a1 and a2 belong to alternative paths;
• if such propositional letter does not exist (i.e., for each propositional
letter p it is never true that p ∈ `1 and ¬p ∈ `2), then a1 and a2 belong
to parallel paths.
As for the computational complexity of Algorithm 1, it is clear that any
recursive call requires a constant number of steps to be executed. Similarly,
occurrences(T, n) can be implemented in constant time.
Thus, the complexity of the algorithm is given by the number of recursive calls
needed to enumerate all the possible paths of m. Since the paths going from the
start event to the end event are exponential with respect to the number of split
gateways in m, the procedure may require an exponential number of recursive
calls. As Algorithm 1 visits all the nodes in m at least once, the number of
recursive calls needed to traverse the process is at least linear in the number of
nodes in m (i.e., its computational complexity is Ω(|N |)). Since all the nodes
following a merge gateway lie on diverse paths and, thus, they are visited multiple
times, in the worst case Algorithm 1 takes O(|N | · 2|G|) = O(|N | · 2|N |) steps,
where |G| is the number of gateways in m.
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Algorithm 1 is complete since all kinds of flow nodes described in Def. 2.1 are
considered and the procedure always moves from one node to all its immediate
successors, thus traversing all nodes and paths. Traversing process loops at most
once is enough for Algorithm 1 to retrieve all the distinct predecessors of a node
in any possible path (as traversing a process loop more than once would lead to
a longer path composed of the same activities).
As a result, relation Pred and attribute label are populated with all possible
and available data. Correctness of the algorithm may be deduced by observing
that all recursive calls stop when the end event is reached or when a loop is
traversed for the second time. Thus, the algorithm always ends. Moreover, only
activity labels are stored in the database, as required.
Finally, taking advantage of structured process models, labels apply only
between corresponding exclusive gateways.
7.2.2 Querying Connected Process and Data Models
An important aspect of conceptual modeling approaches is to provide some form
of reasoning about the designed models. In this section, we show how to discover
the data perspective of a process by answering requirements R1–R4. Specifically,
we focus on properties that cannot be easily observed on a BPMN diagram
alone, but originate from its data perspective and are useful to improve process
understanding and re-design.
To query the database of Fig. 7.8 we take advantage from the expressive power
of the tuple relational calculus, which is a formal, declarative variant of first order
logic predicate calculus which allows one to express first order queries on a given
relational schema [187]. Relation DataOp includes set attributes Cset and Aset,
that are complex valued attributes. Similarly, attribute preds of relation Pred
is a set of activities.
As previously mentioned, in order to deal with such complex values, we rely
on the extended version of the relational calculus presented in [187, 188]. In this
first-order, many-sorted calculus variables may denote sets and, thus, quantifi-
cation over sets is allowed. The three binary predicates = (equality), ∈ (mem-
bership), and ⊆ (set containment) are included, thus allowing one to express
conditions such as “element e belongs to A”, where A is a set of elements. For
tuple comparison, we adopt the well-known principle of deep equality.
Prior to showing query formalization, we introduce a couple of shortcuts to
express relational calculus formulas frequently used in the following queries.
• Given a and do, the following formula checks that a is an activity and do is
a data operation on a:
DataOpOf (a,do) ≡ ∃co (Activity(a) ∧ DataOp(do) ∧ ComposedOf(co) ∧
a.avID = co.avID ∧ co.opID = do.opID).
• Given a and a’, the following formula checks whether there exists a process
path where a is encountered before a’ (or equivalently a’ comes after a):
SuccessorOf (a,a’) ≡ ∃pr (Activity(a) ∧ Activity(a’) ∧ Pred(pr) ∧ pr.fnID = a’.fnID
∧ a.fnID ∈ pr.preds).
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The following queries are examples of different kinds of properties that can
be discovered.
Queries Q1 and Q2 focus on identifying different activities that have equivalent
data perspectives which can be considered for re-use, as explained by R1.
When comparing Activity Views one may check whether (i) all of their at-
tributes coincide, as realized by Q1, or (ii) there exist activities that perform
data operations that are a subset of those performed by another activity.
Q1 Are there any two distinct process activities a and a’ that perform exactly
the same data operations d?
{a, a’, d | Activity(a) ∧ Activity (a’) ∧ DataOpOf (a,d) ∧ a 6= a’ ∧
∀do (DataOpOf (a,do) ⇒ ∃do’ (DataOpOf (a’,do’) ∧ do.cSet = do’.cSet ∧
do.aSet = do’.aSet ∧ do.accessType = do’.accessType ∧
do.accessTime = do’.accessTime ∧ do.numInstances = do’.numInstances)) ∧
∀do’ (DataOpOf (a’,do’) ⇒ ∃do (DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ do’.cSet = do.cSet ∧
do’.aSet = do.aSet ∧ do’.accessType = do.accessType ∧
do’.accessTime = do.accessTime ∧ do’.numInstances = do.numInstances))}
Variants of query Q1 may be defined to compare other aspects of Activity Views
by relaxing equality on selected attributes.
Query Q2 considers also the distribution of activities across alternative pro-
cess paths (i.e., activities sharing at least one contradictory literal in their labels)
beside similarity among data operations, thus addressing both R1 and R2.
Q2 Are there pairs of activities lying on alternative process paths that have the
same Activity View?
{a, a’, d | Activity(a) ∧ Activity(a’) ∧ DataOpOf (a,d) ∧ a 6= a’ ∧
∃ l (l ∈ a.label ∧ ¬l ∈ a’.label) ∧
∀do (DataOpOf (a,do) ⇒ ∃do’ (DataOpOf (a’,do’) ∧
do.cSet = do’.cSet ∧ do.aSet = do’.aSet ∧ do.accessType = do’.accessType ∧
do.accessTime = do’.accessTime ∧ do.numInstances = do’.numInstances)
) ∧ ∀do’ (DataOpOf (a’,do’) ⇒ ∃do (DataOpOf (a,do) ∧
do.cSet = do’.cSet ∧ do.aSet = do’.aSet ∧ do.accessType = do’.accessType ∧
do.accessTime = do’.accessTime ∧ do.numInstances = do’.numInstances))}
Example 7.3. By applying Q2 to the process of Fig. 7.6, labeled as shown in
Fig. 7.9, we obtain ‘C, I’ as resulting activities. Despite having identical Activity
Views, activities D and E are not returned being both labeled with ‘p’.
Query Q2 is particularly useful in the context of well-structured process de-
sign. When following a well-structured and modular design approach, it may be
necessary to repeat certain process elements or entire blocks within alternative
paths, in order to maintain the correct nesting of SESE regions [107]. Usually,
re-usable elements such as call activities may be defined [11], but this is not al-
ways the case. Query Q2 provides a hint for improving the definition of re-usable
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process activities, under a data perspective.
Queries Q3–Q5 combine information related to process paths and data accesses,
focusing on when and how data are needed in the process flow. These queries
about data usage respond to requirement R3.
For instance, query Q3 identifies which is the last activity to read a certain
data class along a certain path. By changing the value of attribute accessType in
Q3 we may also consider writing access.
Q3 Which are the last activities a of the process to read a certain data class x?
{a |Activity(a) ∧ ∃do,c (DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ Class(c) ∧ c ∈ do.cSet ∧
c.classname = ‘x’ ∧ @a’,do’ (DataOpOf (a’,do’) ∧ SuccessorOf (a,a’) ∧
c ∈ do’.cSet ∧ do.accessType = ‘R’ ∧ do.accessType = do’.accessType))}
Example 7.4. Which are the last activities of the process of Fig. 7.6 to read
class Interview? By applying Q3 after replacing x with Interview, we obtain C
and I.
The dual version of Q3 retrieving the first activity a to access a certain data
class x can be obtained by ensuring that none of the activities in the set(s) preds
associated to a have access to x.
Query Q4 considers the dependencies among reading/writing data operations
and process activities in order to check whether data written by the process are
needed afterwards by other activities. Q4 returns all activities that read data
classes that have been inserted/updated by a previous activity named y.
Q4 Which are the successor activities of an activity named y that read exactly
the same data classes inserted or updated by y?
{a, a’ |Activity(a) ∧ Activity(a’) ∧
∃ do’ (DataOpOf (a’,do’) ∧ SuccessorOf (a’,a) ∧ a’.name = ‘y’ ∧
(do’.accessType ∈ {I, U} ⇒
∃do (DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ do.accessType = ‘R’∧ ∀c(c ∈ do’.cSet ⇒ c ∈ do.cSet))}
Being formulated from the standpoint of data classes, query Q5 generalizes Q4
by retrieving all data classes that are modified by some activity of the process
and may be read by activities of the same process, if certain paths are chosen.
Q5 Which data classes are written by a process activity and read by a successive
one along at least one process path?
{c | Class(c) ∧ ∃a’,do’(DataOpOf (a’,do’) ∧ c ∈ do’.cSet ∧
(do’.accessType ∈ {I, U} ⇒ ∃a,do (DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ SuccessorOf (a’,a) ∧
do.accessType = ‘R’∧ c ∈ do.cSet))}
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Query Q6 retrieves all data classes that are accessed by potentially concurrent
activities (i.e., located on parallel paths), thus addressing R4.
Q6 Which are the data classes that are accessed in writing mode by at least two
concurrent process activities?
{c, a, a’ | ∃do,do’(DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ DataOpOf (a’,do’) ∧ c ∈ do.cSet ∧ c ∈ do’.cSet
∧ @ l (l ∈ a.label ∧ ¬l ∈ a’.label) ∧ ¬SuccessorOf (a,a’) ∧¬SuccessorOf (a’,a)
∧ do.AccessType ∈ {I, U,D} ∧ do’.AccessType ∈ {I, U,D}}
Example 7.5. When applied to the process of Fig. 7.6, Q6 returns ‘DiagExam,
E, D’, ‘Report, E, D’.
Ultimately, queries Q7 and Q8 consider operations that are always performed,
thus addressing both R2 and R3. Q7 retrieves all the data classes that are ac-
cessed in all process paths, by considering the following possibilities: (i) either
one class is accessed by an activity labeled with   (i.e., all process paths contain
that activity) or (ii) it is accessed by multiple activities located on different paths
and such that the conjunction of their labels corresponds to  .
Q7 Which data classes are read in all process paths?
{c | Class(c) ∧ (∃a,do (DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ c ∈ do.cSet ∧ do.accessType = ‘R’ ∧
a.label = ‘ ’) ∨ ∀l,a,do ((DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ a.label 6= ‘ ’ ∧ l ∈ a.label ∧
c ∈ do.cSet ∧ do.accessType = ‘R’) ⇒ ∃a’,do’ (DataOpOf (a’,do’) ∧ ¬l ∈ a’.label ∧
c ∈ do’.cSet ∧ do.accessType = ‘R’)))}
Query Q7 can be adapted with a slight effort to retrieve the data classes that are
updated, inserted, or deleted by all process paths. By combining and re-arranging
the properties expressed in Q5 and Q7, one can easily find which data classes
are modified by a process activity and are always read by a successive one, re-
gardless of which process path is taken. This is realized by query Q8.
Q8 Which are the data classes that are written by a process activity and always
read by a successive one?
{c | Class(c) ∧ ∃a,do((DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ c ∈ do.cSet ∧ do.accessType ∈ {I, U}) ⇒
∃a’,do’ (DataOpOf (a’,do’) ∧ SuccessorOf (a,a’) ∧ do’.accessType = ‘R’∧ c ∈ do’.cSet
∧ (a’.label = ‘ ’∨ ∀l (l ∈ a’.label ⇒ ∃a” (SuccessorOf (a,a”) ∧¬l ∈ a”.label)))))}
The discussed queries exemplify how to retrieve significant information from the
data stored in the designed relational database. Of course, parts of Q1–Q8 may
be suitably combined to address more complex requirements. For example, by
combining Q3 and Q4 one can retrieve the data classes that are written and
read along parallel process paths.
Finally, quantitative queries on data access and manipulation may be formu-
lated for analysis purposes. For instance, a designer may be interested in knowing
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which are the classes of the database accessed more frequently. Frequency of ac-
cess to a certain data class can be measured by considering (a) the number of
data operations performed on that class, (b) the number of activities using it,
or (c) the number of paths in which the class is needed.
Although counting is beyond the expressive power of the tuple relational cal-
culus, extensions with aggregate functions have been introduced in [189]. Below,
we introduce query Q9 in tuple relational calculus, intentionally using the word
count to express the corresponding aggregate function.
Q9 Which are the data classes accessed more frequently?
The frequency of access can be measured by considering (a) the number of
data operations, (b) the number of activities, or (c) the number of paths.
(a) According to the highest number of data operations.
{c | Class(c) ∧ @ c’ (Class(c’) ∧ count{do | DataOp(do) ∧ c’ ∈ do.cSet} >
count{do | DataOp(do) ∧ c ∈ do.cSet})}
(b) According to the highest number of (distinct) activities.
{c | Class(c) ∧ @c’ (Class(c’) ∧
count{a | Activity(a) ∧ ∃do (DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ c’ ∈ do.cSet)} >
count{a | Activity(a) ∧ ∃do (DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ c ∈ do.cSet)})}
(c) According to the highest number of (distinct) paths.
{c | Class(c) ∧ @c’ (Class(c’) ∧
count {l | ∃a,do (LabelingOf (a,l) ∧ DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ c’ ∈ do.cSet} >
count {l | ∃a,do (LabelingOf (a,l) ∧ DataOpOf (a,do) ∧ c ∈ do.cSet)})}
Despite counting is beyond the expressive power of the tuple relational calcu-
lus, the proposed approach can be easily implemented with a relational database
that can be queried in SQL.
Using SQL as query language is beneficial for several reasons. First of all, SQL
is the standard language for querying relational database management systems.
Besides, SQL is more than relationally complete, that is, it allows one to express
queries that cannot be expressed in tuple relational calculus.
An example of such queries are all those that make use of aggregate functions,
such as the COUNT operator needed to express the variants (a)–(c) of query Q9.
As a proof of concept implementation, we created a database by using Post-
greSQL, a well-known open-source relational database management system [190].
We made a few changes to the relational schema of Fig. 7.8 and implemented
the database by translating all fields containing complex valued attributes into
many-to-many relations.
For example, the predecessors of one activity, originally captured by com-
plex attribute preds:{Activity} in Fig. 7.8, are now represented by a relation
NewPred(activity, predecessor) that associates to each activity one or more
preceding activities, depending on its position in the process. The schema of the
implemented relational database is shown in Fig. 7.10.
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1. Process(processid, name, documentation)
2. DataNode(dnid, processid)
3. DataStore(dnid, dsname, capacity)
4. DataObject(dnid, name, iscollection)
5. DataFlow(fnid, dnid, direction)
6. FlowNode(fnid, processid)
7. SequenceFlow(from, to)
8. Activity(fnid, activityname, isreusable, isatomic, type,
hasboundary, boundaryeventrefs∗, avID∗)
9. Label(activityid, literal)
10. Gateway(fnid, gatewayname, routingType, splittype, hasquestion,
question∗)
11. Event(fnid, eventName, type, position, triggertype, isboundary,
boundarytype∗)
12. NewPred(activity, predecessor)
13. ActivityView(avid)
14. ComposedOf(avid, opid)
15. DataOp(opid, accesstype, accesstime, mininstances, maxinstances)
16. Cset(opid, attributename, classname, dbid)
17. Aset(opid, associationname, dbid)
18. DomainDB(dbid, namedb)
19. AssociationDB(associationname, dbid, leftcardinality,
rightcardinality)
20. ClassDB(classname, dbid, assocclass, assocRef)
21. AttributeDB(attributename, belongstoclass, dbid, datatype)
Fig. 7.10: Relational schema derived from the one of Fig. 7.8, but having complex
valued attributes translated into many-to-many relations.
Relations regarding the process were populated with the help of a BPMN
process parser, designed to read the XML file of a BPMN process and to per-
form insertions in the database, implemented by using the BPMN model API
developed by Camunda [25].
Similarly, we implemented Algorithm 1 to populate relations regarding the
process structure, i.e., relations Label and NewPred.
The remaining relations of the database, i.e., those related to data opera-
tions and data classes, were populated by directly inserting data in the database
through SQL statements.
As an example, below we report some of the queries Q1–Q9 written in SQL
and show the results obtained for the process model and database schema of
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Figure 7.7. For simplicity, we omit the part of the query related to the selection
of the process and of the domain database.
Query Q2 identifies which activities lying on alternative process paths have
the same activity view. In Q2-SQL, we may distinguish the following two main
steps.
(1) The selection of activities belonging to alternative paths. This requires check-
ing that the labels associated to any two activities of the process have at least
one literal in opposition. In our database we implemented literals as integers,
where 0 stands for   and opposite integers represent opposite literals (e.g.,
1 and -1 stand for p and ¬p, respectively). Thus, we must check that the
labels `1 and `2 of any two activities a1 and a2 are not equal to zero (i.e.,
`1 6= 0 and `2 6= 0) and contain opposite literals (i.e., ∃l| l ∈ `1 ∧ ¬l ∈ `2).
(2) The selection of activities having the same activity view. This step requires
a bi-directional comparison for any two activities to ensure that all the data
operations of the first one are performed by the second one, and viceversa.
To this end, all the details of every data operation are compared. Since
data operations include class sets and association sets, we should include the
respective relations in the comparison. In detail, (2.i) Aset relates dataOp
and AssociationDB; (2.ii) Cset relates DataOp and AttributeDB;
Then, we use PostgreSQL aggregate function string agg to concatenate the
resulting classes with attributes in the cset and associations in the aset, and to
put symbol ∗ when all the attributes of one class are accessed, according to the
format prescribed by the Activity View.
Q2-SQL Are there pairs of activities lying on alternative process paths that
have the same Activity View?
WITH Q2 AS (
SELECT DISTINCT A1.fnid AS A1, A2.fnid AS A2, C.classname, C.attribute, A.association,
DOP.accesstime, DOP.accesstype, DOP.mininstances AS MIN,
DOP.maxinstances AS MAX
FROM label L1 JOIN activity A1 ON A1.fnid = L1.activityid JOIN composedof CO ON
A1.avid=CO.avid JOIN dataop DOP ON CO.opid = DOP.opid JOIN cset C ON
DOP.opid = C.opid LEFT JOIN aset A ON A.opid = DOP.opid, activity A2, label L2
WHERE A2.fnid = L2.activityid AND A1.fnid > A2.fnid
(1) AND L1.literal <> 0 AND L2.literal <> 0 AND L1.literal = -1 ∗ L2.literal AND
(1)
NOT EXISTS(SELECT 1 -- first direction of comparison
FROM composedof CO1 JOIN dataop DO1 ON CO1.opid = DO1.opid
LEFT JOIN aset AS1 ON DO1.opid = AS1.opid
WHERE CO1.avid = A1.avid AND
NOT EXISTS(SELECT 1
FROM Composedof CO2 JOIN Dataop DO2 ON CO2.opid = DO2.opid
LEFT JOIN Aset AS2 ON DO2.opid = AS2.opid
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(2.i) WHERE CO2.avid = A2.avid AND ((AS1.opid IS NULL AND AS2.opid
IS NULL) OR (AS1.opid IS NOT NULL AND AS2.opid IS NOT NULL
AND AS1.association = AS2.association AND AS1.dbid = AS2.dbid)) AND
DO1.mininstances = DO2.mininstances AND
DO1.maxinstances = DO2.maxinstances AND
DO1.accesstype = DO2.accesstype AND
DO1.accesstime = DO2.accesstime AND
(2.ii) NOT EXISTS(SELECT 1
FROM cset C1, cset C2
WHERE C1.opid = DO1.opid AND C2.opid = DO2.opid AND
C1. opid = C2.opid AND C1.classname = C2.classname AND
C1.dbid = C2.dbid AND C1.attribute = C2.attribute)))
AND NOT EXISTS(SELECT 1 -- second direction of comparison
FROM composedof CO2 JOIN dataop DO2 ON CO2.opid = DO2.opid
LEFT JOIN aset AS2 ON DO2.opid = AS2.opid
WHERE CO2.avid = A2.avid AND
NOT EXISTS(SELECT 1
FROM composedof CO1 JOIN dataop DO1 ON CO1.opid = DO1.opid
LEFT JOIN aset AS1 ON DO1.opid = AS1.opid
(2.i) WHERE CO1.avid = A1.avid AND ((AS1.opid IS NULL AND AS2.opid
IS NULL) OR (AS1.opid IS NOT NULL AND AS2.opid IS NOT NULL
AND AS1.association = AS2.association AND AS1.dbid = AS2.dbid)) AND
DO1.minInstances = DO2.mininstances AND
DO1.maxinstances = DO2.maxinstances AND
DO1.accesstype = DO2.accesstype AND
DO1.accesstime = DO2.accesstime AND
(2.ii) NOT EXISTS(SELECT 1
FROM cset C1, cset C2
WHERE C1.opid = DO1.opid AND C2.opid = DO2.opid AND
C1. opid = C2.opid AND C1.classname = C2.classname AND
C1.dbid = C2.dbid AND C1.attribute = C2.attribute))),
TMP AS ( -- aggregates attributes in a list for each class of Q2
SELECT A1, A2, classname, association, accesstime, accesstype, MIN, MAX,
’(’ || string agg(attribute, ’, ’ ORDER BY attribute) || ’)’ AS attributes
FROM Q2
GROUP BY A1, A2, classname, association, accesstime, accesstype, MIN, MAX),
TMP2 AS (-- aggregates attributes in a list for each class of the database
SELECT C.classname, ’(’|| string agg(attributename, ’, ’ ORDER BY attributename) ||’)’
AS class attributes
FROM classdb C JOIN attributedb A ON (A.belongstoclass, A.dbid) = (C.classname,
C.dbid)
GROUP BY classname)
-- The last query visualizes the result by aggregating associations in aset
and putting a ∗ if all attributes of one class are accessed
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SELECT A1, A2, ’{’|| string agg(DISTINCT association, ’, ’ order by association)||’}’
AS aset, accesstime, accesstype, MIN, MAX, ’{’ || string agg(T.classname||
(CASE WHEN T.attributes = T2.class attributes THEN ’(∗)’
ELSE t.attributes END) , ’, ’) || ’}’ AS cset
FROM tmp T JOIN tmp2 T2 ON (T.classname = T2.classname)
GROUP BY A1, A2, accesstime, accesstype, MIN, MAX;
In our database, activity with fnid equal to 14 is Appendectomy, whereas
activity with fnid equal to 5 is Surgery.
Despite being alternative activities, Appendectomy and Surgery are both sur-
gical operations and, thus, they access and manipulate the same information.
Query Q5-SQL takes any two activities accessing the same data class, and
checks whether the one with writing access to the class is among the predecessors
of the other one, which has reading access on the class.
Q5-SQL Which data classes are written by a process activity and read by a
successive one along at least one process path?
SELECT DISTINCT C1.classname, A1.fnid, A1.activityname ASWRITTEN BY, A2.fnid,
A2.activityname AS READ BY
FROM cset C1 JOIN dataop D1 ON C1.opid = D1.opid JOIN composedof CO1 ON
D1.opid = CO1.opid JOIN activity A1 ON CO1.avid = A1.avid, cset C2 JOIN
dataop D2 ON C2.opid = D2.opid JOIN composedof CO2 ON D2.opid = CO2.opid
JOIN activity A2 ON CO2.avid = A2.avid
WHERE D1.accesstype IN (’update’, ’insertion’) AND D2.accesstype ILIKE ’read’ AND
C1.classname = C2.classname AND
A1.fnid IN(SELECT P.predecessor
FROM NewPred P
WHERE P.activity = A2.fnid);
Query Q6-SQL looks for data classes that are written by any two concurrent
activities. The retrieval of the data class is similar to the one done in Q5-SQL.
To establish whether two activities are concurrent, we must ensure that their
labels differ from   (i.e., 0) and do not have any literal in opposition.
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Q6-SQL Which are the data classes that are accessed in writing mode by at
least two concurrent process activities?
SELECT DISTINCT C1.classname, A1.fnid, A1.activityname, A2.fnid, A2.activityname
FROM cset C1 JOIN dataop D1 ON C1.opid = D1.opid JOIN composedof CO1 ON
D1.opid = CO1.opid JOIN activity A1 ON CO1.avid = A1.avid, cset C2 JOIN
dataop D2 ON C2.opid = D2.opid JOIN composedof CO2 ON D2.opid = CO2.opid
WHERE A1.fnid < A2.fnid AND D1.accesstype IN (’update’, ’insertion’, ’delete’) AND
D2.accesstype IN (’update’, ’insertion’, ’delete’) AND
C1.classname = C2.classname AND
NOT EXISTS (SELECT 1 --check whether activities are concurrent
FROM Label L1, Label L2
WHERE L1.activityid = A1.fnid AND L2.activityid = A2.fnid AND
L1.literal <> 0 AND L2.literal <> 0 AND L1.literal -1∗L2.literal);
Finally, Q9.(b)-SQL counts the number of activities that access each class
and, then, selects the data classes that are accessed by the highest number of
activities.
Q9.(b)-SQL Which are the data classes accessed more frequently, based on the
number of distinct activities?
WITH NumActivitiesPerClass AS( --counts the number of activities that access
each class
SELECT C.className, COUNT(DISTINCT A.fnID) AS NumActivities
FROM activity A JOIN composedOf CO ON CO.avID = A.avID JOIN dataOp D ON
CO.opID = D.opID JOIN Cset CS ON D.opid = CS.opid JOIN classdb C ON
(C.className, C.dbid) = (CS.classname, CS.dbid)
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GROUP BY C.className);
SELECT className, NumActivities
FROM NumActivitiesPerClass
WHERE NumActivities IN(SELECTMAX(NumActivities) FROM NumActivitiesPerClass);
All the other queries presented in this section, may be translated in SQL as
done for the exemplified ones and their results may be used for process analysis,
as well as, for visualization purposes.
7.3 Conclusion
In this chapter, we introduced and formalized the Activity View, a novel ap-
proach aimed to realize the connection between a process model and a concep-
tual database schema, while allowing designers to also detail data operations
performed by process tasks.
In Sect. 7.1, we showed how using the Activity View allows one to obtain
interesting insights related to the connected perspectives. Then, in Sect. 7.2,
we described an approach based on the relational database model to capture
and query the data perspective of business processes. By exploring data manip-
ulations realized by process activities, our approach provides designers with a
flexible overview of how data are used by a process, fostering process (re)-design
and improvement.
For future work, we aim to continue with the implementation of the relational
framework proposed in Sect. 7.2 and, ideally, design a graphical tool that may
be integrated into existing process editors.
Besides, we aim to extend the concept of Activity View presented for process
tasks in order to represent the data perspective of different process abstraction
levels, starting from sub-processes. Reaching this goal would require looking into
advances in the field of process model abstraction [191].

8Conceptual Modeling of Inter-dependencies
between Processes and Data
This chapter is based on results published in [56].
In this chapter, we show how the Activity View can be used to detect possible
inconsistencies that may arise between linked process models and data schemata.
The conceptual modeling of the link between processes and data brings many
benefits. It bridges the gap among stakeholders involved in process and data
management, and enables reasoning on a previously “hidden” informational per-
spective of the process.
By supporting the visualization of different data operations performed by a
process and their properties, the Activity View reveals a novel dimension affect-
ing process execution that cannot be disregarded during analysis. Indeed, most
activities require data to be executed and routing choices are typically based on
data, thus making the control flow data-dependent.
In this chapter we propose an approach to detect at design time possible
inconsistencies arising among data access operations performed during process
execution. More specifically, we intend to ensure that data operations performed
by different process activities are consistent with each other, by considering their
ordering dictated by the process control flow and the kind of access to data.
Our final goal is to support the detection and prevention of data flaws in
process models that could otherwise remain undiscovered until run-time.
The remainder of the chapter is structured as follows. Sect. 8.1 provides some
background concepts, while Sect. 8.2 introduces the foundations of our approach.
Sect. 8.3 addresses consistency between different data access operations, at dif-
ferent abstraction levels. Finally, Sect. 8.4 concludes the chapter.
8.1 Introduction and Motivation
To begin with, we briefly introduce a suitable motivating example taken from
the domain of emergency medicine.
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Fig. 8.1: BPMN process model depicting the main steps of Emergency Room
triage, performed in hospital to prioritize and classify patients according to the
severity of their conditions.
Let us consider the BPMN process shown in Fig. 8.1, depicting a few essential
steps of Emergency Room (ER) triage.
Example 8.1 (Emergency Room Triage). Triage is the clinical procedure
of prioritizing incoming patients for treatment, according to the seriousness of
their condition, which is executed by expert triage nurses who cooperate with
physicians when necessary. Color tags are used to summarize the gravity of
patient conditions and the average time to wait prior to receiving treatment.
The process of Fig. 8.1 begins when a Patient arrives in ER. Identify patient is
the first task to be executed and requires that basic information regarding the
patient’s generalities is obtained from the hospital database (Hospital DB). After
having collected important information about the cause of the admission, special-
ized nurses proceed to Visually examine patient. During this phase, the presence
of evident trauma or injuries is recorded in the hospital database, together with
a brief description of the factors provoking hospital admission.
Then, patient evaluation continues with a stepwise assessment, starting with
task Assess Respiration. All the details gathered during patient assessment are
recorded in the ER report, a document that is exchanged and updated along
with patient management, prior to be inserted in the hospital database upon
assessment completion.
Depending on the answer to question Which is the measured breathing rate?,
the process flow is directed towards task Assign red tag, if the breathing rate
is greater than 30 breaths per minute or lower than 10 breaths per minute, or
towards task Assess mental status otherwise. Then, depending on the degree of
patient consciousness, nurses choose to Assign yellow tag or to Assign green tag.
Then, nurses can Complete assessment and all the gathered data are recorded
in the Hospital DB. Finally, based on the gathered information and degree of
urgency, a physician is called in to Make diagnosis. Depending on the diagnosed
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problem, which is recorded in the Hospital DB, the patient is provided most
appropriate treatment directly in ER or in the designated hospital ward.
In the scenario described by Example 8.1, the role of a common information
system si crucial, as data are needed to execute process activities and persistent
information must be shared between different hospital wards.
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Fig. 8.2: UML class diagram depicting a conceptual data schema of a small part
of a hospital database.
An example of UML class diagram, depicting part of a hospital database
related to the example of Fig. 8.1 is shown in Fig. 8.2. Classes Patient and
Examination are linked by association visit. According to the represented multi-
plicity, a patient can be examined once or many times, whereas each examination
corresponds exactly to one patient. Association class Validity contains attributes
startDate and endDate that characterize the association.
8.2 Foundational Concepts
In this section, we recall and formalize some key notions regarding process models
and data schemata that will be used as a reference for the remainder of this
chapter.
In the context of data modeling and database design, conceptual models are
used to give an abstract representation of the real world, by providing insights
on interesting features of the data needed by an organization [180].
In order to be coherent with the BPMN and UML standards for process and
data modeling, we adopt an object-oriented design approach for representing
process-related data at a conceptual level. In the remainder of the section, we
provide the definitions of data class, data schema, and process trace to specify
which are the modeling elements considered in this chapter.
Definition 8.1 (Data Class). A data class ci = (a1, . . . , an) is identified by
a unique name ci and consists of a list A = (a1, . . . , an) of attributes, such that
n ≥ 1. Each attribute ai has a unique name within the class ci it belongs to.
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Data classes are organized in a data schema. The following definition formally
describes a generic data schema, based on key concepts belonging to the domain
of object oriented data modeling [63, 180].
Definition 8.2 (Data Schema). A data schema DS = (Cl,As,AsC) consists
of a finite non-empty set Cl = {c1, . . . , cn} of data classes, a finite set As =
{as1, . . . , asm} of associations between the objects of Cl, and a finite set AsC =
{asc1, . . . , ascm} of associations classes. A multiplicity m = (mmin .. mmax) is
assigned to each class involved in an association, where mmin (mmax) denotes
the minimum (maximum) number of objects of that class that can participate
in the association. Allowed multiplicity values are ‘0’, ‘1’, ‘∗ ’, where the asterisk
∗ is used for representing no maximum limit on participation.
Fig. 8.2 shows a data schema DS = (Cl,As,AsC), where Cl = {Patient,
Examination, Diagnosis, Tag}, As = {visit, urgency,} and AsC = {V alidity}.
As for process models, we refer to Def. 2.1 and consider dealing with well-
structured processes (cf. Sect. 2.1.2). Without loss of generality, we assume that
given a process model m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, ρ,
L), R = ∅, i.e., we overlook the resource perspective of the process.
Finally, in order to understand the execution behavior of a process, it is
important to define the traces of a given process model, which represent all the
possible executions of the model [192, 193].
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Fig. 8.3: Example of process traces in case of (a) exclusive gateways, (b) parallel
gateways, or (c) loops with a fixed number of iterations (e.g., three).
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Definition 8.3 (Process Trace). Given a process model m, a trace pi = (a1,
. . . , an) is any sequence of activity executions, according to the semantics of
BPMN [11]. Πm is the set of all traces of a process model m.
By following trace semantics [192], we deal with process branching for well-
structured process models as summarized in Fig. 8.3. That is:
(a) alternative activities located in process regions delimited by exclusive gate-
ways must necessarily belong to different traces;
(b) activities that belong to a process region delimited by parallel gateways are
allowed to be executed one at a time, that is, each process trace corresponds
to a possible interleaving of such activities;
(c) a loop in the process model is unfolded into a process trace, as we consider
having a bounded number of loop iterations (e.g., three in Fig. 8.3(c)).
Finally, we consider Activity Views as a means to connect process models and
data schemata. In this chapter, we refine Def. 7.1 in order to focus only on the set
of classes accessed by a certain process activity, i.e., the Cset but abstracting from
attributes, and on the type of access to the identified portion of the database,
i.e., the Access-type. In addition, we assume the tuples composing one activity
view to follow a given order.
Definition 8.4 (Simplified Activity View). Let us consider dealing with a
process model m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T,R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ,
L) (cf. Def. 2.1). Given an activity ac ∈ A ⊆ N , its Activity View avac =
(t1, . . . , tn) is a sequence of tuples, where each tuple ti denotes a particular data
access operation performed by activity ac given database schema. The latter is
composed of a set of classes Cl, a set of associations As, and a set of association
classes AsC.
Each tuple ti = 〈Cnames,AccessType〉 denotes a particular data access op-
eration to a set of data classes, where:
• Cnamesi = {c1, . . . , cj} ⊆ (Cl ∪ AsC), is the set of connected classes ac-
cessed by process activity ac. Each class ci is represented only by its unique
name.
• AccessTypei ∈ {R, I, D, U } defines the type of access to the related infor-
mation. R denotes a read of elements of Cset, whereas I, D, and U denote
different kinds of write operations, namely I indicates an insertion, D stands
for a deletion, while U denotes an update.
As introduced in Chapter 7, Activity Views constitute a simple new concep-
tual “bridge” that allows process designers to identify which is the part of a
database affected by process execution, thus suggesting which are the concepts
of interest that should be jointly considered by both data and process modelers.
Simplified Activity Views are defined on process activities, regardless of the
fact that these may be connected to data nodes in the process models. Indeed,
activities are linked to data objects or data stores in order to explicitly repre-
sent the process data flow, but other data requirements are often handled during
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implementation and are not visualized in process models. Thus, (Simplified) Ac-
tivity Views complete the picture by allowing designers to detail data operations
without requiring the specification of data objects/stores, as we advocate that
process designers should feel free choose the preferred level of (data) abstraction.
As an example, let us consider the process depicted in Fig. 8.1.
Activity Evaluate Patient reads from data store Hospital DB, although it is
not clear whether nurses rely on the patient’s history, their personal expertise, or
domain knowledge to perform the task. Similarly, activity Make Diagnosis shows
a writing access to the hospital database, but the representation does not allow
one to understand which and how many data operations are performed by the
process. Moreover, in the process of Fig. 8.1, data object ER report is exchanged
during patient evaluation, but it is impossible to understand if it contains infor-
mation that is later stored in the Hospital DB. Last but not least, when looking
at the data schema of Fig. 8.2, which represents the hospital database, there is
no data class containing data related to the ER report. However, it is impossible
to determine whether this means that the database was not designed to store
ER report data, or that data are saved somewhere else, under a different label.
This lack of clear understanding that encompasses process-related data stems
from the fact that activity-centric processes are not meant to focus on data and,
often, their level of abstraction does not allow designers to detail data aspects
related to activities.
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Fig. 8.4: Example of activity view linking task Evaluate Patient to accessible data
classes Patient and Examination, highlighted in green.
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To overcome this limitation, Simplified Activity Views provide a means to
add information about data operations to a process and support the design of
activities considering existing data schemata. This approach is useful when a
new process needs to be added to a consolidated organizational asset or when
processes are re-engineered to fit (new) data requirements.
For instance, let us consider the simple sequential process shown in Fig. 8.4.
At a conceptual level, Simplified Activity Views allow one to visualize which are
the parts of a data schema accessible by each process activity, as highlighted
by the coloured dashed frames that enclose data classes. As an example, Sim-
plified Activity View avEvaluatePatient of task Evaluate Patient shows that some
object(s) subsequently some object(s) of classes Patient and Examination is in-
serted, whereas some object(s) of class Patient is subsequently read by the task.
Similarly, it becomes easier to see that both tasks Evaluate Patient and task Make
Diagnosis have access to data class Examination, as highlighted by the colored
dashed frames.
In the remainder of the chapter, we show how Simplified Activity Views offer
a starting point for designers to identify possible inconsistencies that may exist
between process and data diagrams in terms of data access operations.
8.3 Inconsistencies among Data Operations
In this section, we deal with the problem of ensuring that different Simplified
Activity Views defined on a process are consistent with each other.
We refer to inconsistency among data operations in the broad sense of the
word, i.e., we consider various undesired situations that may occur if data oper-
ations are not designed correctly, e.g., missing data.
In detail, we address the problem of inconsistent data operations in a process
by considering two levels of data abstraction. First, we describe the evaluation
of potential inconsistencies between data operations, starting by considering the
classes of a data schema accessed by multiple process activities. Then, we move
to a lower level of data representation and deal with class instances in order to
determine which of the identified potential inconsistencies exist in a real process
run, based on which are the accessed objects.
In general, process modeling calls for a careful integration of different charac-
teristics. Adding knowledge about data access to a process model enables explor-
ing different properties of data operations performed during process execution.
The control-flow defines the execution order of activities. As a result, data
operations are also performed according to a specific order dictated by the pro-
cess structure. Hence, we need to ensure at design time that data operations
performed by different process activities are consistent with each other. That is,
beside guaranteeing that data access operations are mapped correctly to a given
data schema, it is beneficial to detect which data operations may interfere with
each other and lead to undesired situations caused by design mistakes.
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Assuming that the ordering of data access operations described by a Simpli-
fied Activity View is correct by definition, we take advantage of this conceptual
representation to discover sequences of data operations performed by different
activities that may be inconsistent with each other, at design time.
Simplified Activity Views provide an overview of which is the part of a data
schema used by a process. As a first step, we consider the set of classes involved
in each Simplified Activity View and their inter-dependencies. In detail, if dif-
ferent Simplified Activity Views have shared access to one or more data classes,
potential inconsistencies may arise between data operations, depending on the
type of data access.
Identify
Patient
Patient
arrives
 in ER
Evaluate
Patient
Make
Diagnosis
ER report
SSN
firstName
lastName
gender
birthDate
Patient
examCode
date
time
ward
Examination
1..1 1..
visit
diagnosisCode
pathology
description
reliability
Diagnosis
*
startDate
endDate
Validity
evaluation
color
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Tag
*
urgency
*
1..1
1..1
0..
0..
Hospital DB Hospital DB
avEvaluatePatient =(<{P, E },AT> 
<{P},AT>)
avMakeDiagnosis = (<{ E ,D},AT>)
Fig. 8.5: Example of simplified Activity Views for process tasks Evaluate Pa-
tient and Make Diagnosis, both operating on highlighted data class Examination
(E). When data classes are shared between different Simplified Activity Views,
potential inconsistencies between data operations can arise, depending on the
Access–Type to data (AT ).
For example, consider the simple sequential process of Fig. 8.5, which is an
excerpt of the one shown in Fig. 8.4 composed of activities Evaluate Patient and
Make Diagnosis annotated with their corresponding Simplified Activity Views.
Since activities Evaluate Patient and Make Diagnosis have shared access to
data class Examination, potential inconsistencies can stem from specific orderings
of data access operations, depending on which data operation is performed and
on which is the order of activities in the process flow.
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Table 8.1 summarizes all the potential inconsistencies related to the con-
sidered example, by identifying the sequences of data operations performed by
activities Evaluate Patient and Make Diagnosis on the shared data class Exami-
nation that may lead to undesired situations. For instance, let us suppose that
task Make Diagnosis of Fig. 8.5 is executed by a physician, who needs to read
the details of the latest examination of a certain patient to evaluate the over-
all clinical picture. If data regarding the examination are deleted previous task
Evaluate Patient, then the physician cannot properly make a diagnosis because
important, required information is missing.
Table 8.1 summarizes all the possible pair combinations of the four data
access types R, U , D, I performed by two subsequent activities in a process
model. Potential inconsistencies (PI) are labeled as (1) – (6).
From the standpoint of the data schema, at this level of abstraction we only
deal with data classes, without addressing specific process or data instances.
This means that we provide an overview of potential inconsistencies only by
observing which data classes are accessed by more than one process activity.
Such an overview of intersecting data classes, suggests to designers which are the
modeled process activities that may be lead to potential data inconsistencies.
Clearly, the intersection of two or more Simplified Activity Views does not
necessarily imply that data access operations are performed on the same sets of
objects and, thus, not all potential inconsistencies lead to actual design mistakes.
For this reason, it is desirable to analyze class instances. As an example,
suppose that an examination is deleted during task Evaluate Patient, that is, prior
to be read by task Make Diagnosis. To state that a Delete operation followed by a
Read is inconsistent, it is necessary to know the identifier of the examination on
which the operations are performed. Indeed, a physician can reasonably delete
a wrongly inserted examination of a patient A during task Evaluate Patient,
without affecting the read of an examination of a patient B during task Make
Diagnosis.
Provided that the inconsistencies introduced in Table 8.1 are only potential,
in the following paragraphs we consider data instances and process traces to
better detail when undesired situations may occur. This means moving one level
down to discover the situations in which potential inconsistencies can become
actual, depending on the sets of objects on which data operations are performed.
8.3.1 Discovering Inconsistencies Considering Data Instances
Actual inconsistencies between data operations can be discovered by considering
the structure of the process schema, all the admissible execution orderings of
activities (i.e., all the process traces), and the related data operations described
in Simplified Activity Views.
In this section, we do not only consider data classes, but we evaluate inter-
dependencies between Simplified Activity Views defined on specific sets of ob-
jects. In detail, we assume to be given a process model annotated with activity
views, a data schema, and the instance of the database at the beginning of process
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Evaluate
Patient
Make
Diagnosis
PI
Read Read NO
Read Delete NO
Read Update NO
Read Insert YES (1)
Delete Read YES (2)
Delete Delete YES (3)
Delete Update YES (4)
Delete Insert NO
Evaluate
Patient
Make
Diagnosis
PI
Update Read NO
Update Delete NO
Update Update NO
Update Insert YES (5)
Insert Read NO
Insert Delete NO
Insert Update NO
Insert Insert YES (6)
Table 8.1: Overview of all possible combinations of data access operations and
of potential inconsistencies (PI) that may arise when certain data operations are
performed on shared instances of data class Examination of Fig. 8.5 by activities
Evaluate Patient and Make Diagnosis. Inconsistencies (1) – (6) hold for any two
subsequent tasks that operate on shared data.
execution. Our goal is to use the information regarding data access encoded in
Simplified Activity Views to discover inconsistent sequences of data operations.
To this end, given a process model m, we consider the set Πm of process
traces and compare the data access operations included within Simplified Ac-
tivity Views with the aim of finding erroneous sequences of data operations, at
design time.
In the remainder of this section, we use the following simplified notation for
individual data operations (i.e., Simplified Activity View tuples): Access–Typetj (d),
meaning that d is the set of objects accessed by a tuple tj of a given Simplified
Activity View.
Reasoning on process traces allows us to also consider the related sequences
of data access operations. In other words, given a process trace, we can directly
retrieve the corresponding sequence of data operations by following the order of
activities in a trace and the order of data access operations within each activity.
For instance, let us consider the sequential process m of Fig. 8.6. The set of
traces is Πm = {pi}, with pi = (a1, . . . , aj , . . . , ai, . . . , an). Similarly, we define
the corresponding sequence of data access operations as follows.
Definition 8.5 (Sequence of data operations). Given a process trace pi =
a1 . . . an, the corresponding sequence of data access operations is the sequence
of tuples θ = ta, . . . , ts contained in the Simplified Activity Views ava1 . . . avan .
Θ = {θ1, . . . , θn} is the set of all sequences of data access operations θi, where
each θi corresponds to trace pii ∈ Π.
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a1 ai
avai = (th, . . . , ti, . . . , tl)avaj = (td, . . . , tf , . . . , tg)
⇡ = (a1, . . . , aj , . . . , ai, . . . , an)
✓ = (ta, . . . , td, . . . , tf , . . . , tg, . . . , th, . . . , ti, . . . , tl, . . . , ts)
aj an
Fig. 8.6: Sequential process having a single trace pi = a1. . . aj and corresponding
sequence Θ of data access operations
We define the instance of the database accessed by the process at the begin-
ning of its execution, as follows.
Definition 8.6 (Initial database instance). Given a data schema DS of a
database, ∆s = {oi|oi is an object of a class ci ∈ DS} is the instance of DS
accessed at the beginning of process execution.
Then, given the four data access types R, U , D, I, we identify the admissible
sequences of operations that do not lead to undesired situations (cf. Fig. 8.7(a))
and derive all the possible sequences of “forbidden” operations, sketched in
Fig. 8.7(b). In Fig. 8.7, every transition denotes that two data access operations
are performed successively on the same set of objects. For brevity, we denote this
consecutiveness with a “→” that connects two data operations.
For example, starting from θ =(It1(d1), Rt2(d2), Ut3(d1), Rt4(d3), Dt5(d1)),
the sequence of operations performed on the set of objects d1 is θ(d1) = (It1(d1)
→ Ut3(d1)→Dt5(d1)). The latter, does not contain any erroneous (sub-)sequence
of data operations, according to Fig. 8.7(b).
R U
DI
R U
DI
(a) (b)
Fig. 8.7: State diagrams representing (a) admissible and (b) forbidden sequences
of data access operation. All states R, U , D, I can be both initial and final.
Forbidden transitions between operations performed on the same objects and
identified in Fig. 8.7(b) are R → I, D → R, D → D, and D → U , U → I, I
→ I, which correspond to the potential inconsistencies of Table 8.1 labeled with
(1) – (6).
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Given the notions of process trace pi and of sequence of data access operations
θ, we can retrieve inconsistencies with respect to data operation ti by starting
from ti and checking if there exists tj ∈ θ preceding ti such that tj → ti is a
forbidden sequence of data access operation.
To this end, we define the following inconsistency rules I1–I2 that allow us to
detect sequences of tj → ti, with 1 < i ≤ |θ| and a preceding operation tj , with
1 ≤ j ≤ i − 1, if it exists. When ti with i = 1 is the first data access operation
performed by the process, inconsistencies may arise if data exist or not in the
initial data instance ∆s, depending on the type of access. In this latter case, we
denote the inconsistency as ∆s → ti.
I1 – Missing Data
Description
The problem of missing data is generated by D → R, D → U , and D → D.
Missing data occurs whenever ti = {R(d) | U(d) | D(d)} belongs to θ and:
(a) the information needed by ti was deleted by a previous operation tj and
there is no operation tk with j ≤ k < i between tj and ti that inserts it;
(b) ti is the first operation of the process and the information needed by ti
is not present in the initial data instance ∆s.
Formalization
(a) ti = {R(d)|U(d)|D(d)} ∈ θ with 1 < i ≤ |θ| ∧ ∃ tj = D(d) ∈ θ with
1 ≤ j ≤ i− 1 ∧ @ tk = I(d) ∈ θ with j < k < i;
(b) ti = {R(d)|U(d)|D(d)} ∈ θ with i = 1 ∧ d * ∆s.
I2 – Creation of Existing Data
Description
The problem of creation of existing data is generated by I → I.
Creation of existing data occurs whenever ti = I(d) belongs to θ and:
(a) the information inserted by ti was already inserted by a previous oper-
ation tj and there is no operation tk, with j < k < i between tj and ti
that deletes it;
(b) ti with i = 1 and the information inserted by ti is already present in the
initial data instance ∆s.
Formalization
(a) ti = I(d) ∈ θ with 1 < i ≤ |θ| ∧ ∃ tj = I(d) ∈ θ with 1 ≤ j < i ∧ @ tk
= D(d) ∈ θ with j < k < i;
(b) ti = I(d) ∈ θ with i = 1 ∧ d ⊆ ∆s.
Considerations on d for I1 and I2
Let us call (d)tj and (d)ti the sets of objects accessed in ti and tj , respectively:
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• I1(I2) holds if both (d)tj and (d)ti are singletons and (d)tj = (d)ti ;
• I1(I2) holds if (d)tj is a set of objects with |(d)tj | > 1 and (d)ti is a singleton
such that (d)ti ⊂ (d)tj ;
• I1(I2) holds if both (d)tj and (d)ti are set of objects with |(d)tj | > 1 and
|(d)ti | > 1 and (d)ti ∩ (d)tj 6= ∅.
Pairs R → I and U → I are also be detected by I1 or I2, depending on the
chosen viewpoint. In particular, if some information d is read or updated prior
to be inserted, we have a case of I1. Instead, if the information that is read or
updated is present, an attempt to insert it again would be inconsistent for I2.
To discover all the inconsistencies between data operations, we need to find
all the forbidden sequences of data operations that operate on the same or in-
tersecting sets of objects, by checking all the possible traces of a given process.
Algorithm 2: findInconsistencies
1: Input: set Θ = {θ1, . . . , θn} of sequences of data operations, with ti, tj
∈ θm; starting data instance ∆s
2: Initialization: set of inconsistencies Γ := ∅ for all inconsistencies found
in Θ;
3: for each θm,m := 1 to |Θ| do
4: Λ = ∅;
5: if ((t1 == {R(d) | U(d) | D(d)}) ∧ (d /∈ ∆s)) then
6: Λ := Λ ∪ {I1 : ∆s → t1}
7: end if
8: if ((t1 == I(d)) ∧ (d ∈ ∆s)) then
9: Λ := Λ ∪ {I2 : ∆s → t1}
10: end if
11: for each ti, i := 2 to |θm| do
12: continue := true;
13: for each tj , j := i− 1 to 1 do
14: if ((ti == {R(d) | U(d) | D(d)}) AND (I1.(a)(tj , ti) == true) ∧
(continue)) then
15: Λ := Λ ∪ {I1 : tj → ti}
16: continue := false;
17: else if ((ti == I(d)) ∧ (I2.(b)(tj , ti) == true) ∧ (continue)) then
18: Λ := Λ ∪ {I2 : tj → ti}
19: continue := false;
20: end if
21: end for
22: end for
23: Γ = Γ ∪ {Λ}
24: end for
25: return Γ
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Algorithm 2 findIncosistencies applies the introduced inconsistency rules I1
and I2 to each operation ti of θm ∈ Θ as follows.
• For each operation ti ∈ θm:
− if ti is the first operation of θm data instance ∆s is considered in order to
check if the information needed by the operation is present or not;
− otherwise,
• if ti = {R(d)|U(d)|D(d)} then, rule I1 is applied between ti and a previ-
ous tj that operates on the same d, if such tj exists;
• instead, if ti = I(d) then, rule I2 is applied between ti and a previous tj
that operates on the same d, if such tj exists;
• if rule I1(I2) holds, that is tj → ti is forbidden, then the result
{I1(I2) : tj → ti} is added to the set Λi that stores inconsistencies for θi.
Finally, the set Γ = {{Λ1}, . . . , {Λn}} containing all the inconsistencies found in
all sequences of operations θ1, . . . , θn is returned.
A sample application of Algorithm 2 is provided by considering process model
m of Fig. 8.8.
a1 a2
a3
a4
a5
a6g1
g2
g3
g4s e
(U(d2), I(d3))
(D(d2))
(D(d1))
(I(d1))(I(d1), R(d1)) (R(d2), U(d1))
Fig. 8.8: Example of process model, annotated with Simplified Activity Views.
Πm = {pi1, pi2, pi3, pi4} is the set of process traces, where:
• pi1 = (a1, a2, a3, a4, a6);
• pi2 = (a1, a2, a4, a3, a6);
• pi3 = (a1, a2, a3, a5, a6);
• pi4 = (a1, a2, a5, a3, a6).
Accordingly, the set Θ = {θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4} of sequences of data operations is:
• θ1 = (I(d1), R(d1), R(d2), U(d1), U(d2), I(d3), D(d2), I(d1));
• θ2 = (I(d1), R(d1), R(d2), U(d1), D(d2), U(d2), I(d3), I(d1));
• θ3 = (I(d1), R(d1), R(d2), U(d1), U(d2), I(d3), D(d1), I(d1));
• θ4 = (I(d1), R(d1), R(d2), U(d1), D(d1), U(d2), I(d3), I(d1)).
Let us assume that the initial data instance ∆s = {d0} and consider having
the following sets of objects. d1 is a singleton, d2 is a set of objects with |d2| > 1
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and d1 ⊆ d2, and d3 is a set of objects with |d3| > 1, where d2 ∩ d3 = ∅, and d1
* d3. Finally, d2 ⊆ ∆s and d3 * ∆s.
For the process of Fig. 8.8, Algorithm 2 returns the following Γ = {Λ1 =
(I1: D(d2)→ R(d2)), Λ2 = ({I1: D(d2)→ U(d2)}, {I1: D(d2)→ R(d2)}), Λ3 = ∅,
Λ4 = ∅}, meaning that traces pi1 and pi2 lead to inconsistencies due to missing
data, whereas traces pi3 and pi4 do not lead to any inconsistency.
8.4 Conclusion
Process and data are often modeled by designers having different expertise, and,
thus, they are conceived separately. Modeling inter-dependencies between pro-
cesses and data is crucial to prevent the occurrence of undesired situations dur-
ing process execution, caused by bad design of the interactions between process
models and data schemata.
In this chapter, we proposed an approach to discover inconsistencies that
may arise when activities operate on shared data. Specifically, we exploited the
information enclosed in Simplified Activity Views at two levels of abstractions,
starting from considering accessed data classes and, then, moving down to eval-
uate operations on sets of objects. We identified common design mistakes caused
by missing data or attempted creation of existing data.
For future work, we intend to consider a wider set of data inconsistencies, to
improve their detection, and to find strategies to resolve them. In this chapter
we did not deal with the problem of repairing detected inconsistencies, as we feel
that finding a satisfactory solution would require a deep understanding of the
dependencies between different operations of a data trace.
For example, let us consider an activity a that reads some missing data
d. Missing data can occur either if d have been deleted and never re-inserted
before being read, or if d are read without being priorly inserted in the database.
However, to repair this inconsistency, different actions may be taken: (i) the
insertion of d may be added to the process in-between the deletion and the read
of d or d may be inserted in the initial database instance; (ii) the deletion of
d may be removed; (iii) the read of d may be removed. Of course, knowledge
about the process is needed to decide which repair action should be enacted. In
addition, it is worth noticing that each repair action will have some repercussion
on the process, possibly giving rise to other inconsistencies.
In this setting, designers could be interested in finding a repair strategy that
solves data inconsistencies with the fewest repair operations.

9Experimental Evaluation of the Activity View
Some of the results presented in this chapter have been published in [57].
An experiment is a formal, rigorous and controlled investigation [194].
Experimentation provides a systematic, disciplined, quantifiable and con-
trolled way of evaluating human-based activities. Especially when dealing with
conceptual models, the way model quality is perceived is strongly related with
the satisfaction of the end-users.
In this chapter, we describe in detail the empirical evaluation of the Activity
View and discuss the obtained results. For the experiments, we considered the
complete definition of Activity View, introduced in Chapter 7. Our main aim is
to acquire a tangible outcome of its usability in practice and to provide insights
of what should be improved in our proposal.
Sect. 9.1 describes experiment planning and design, while Sect. 9.2 shows the
obtained results, reports subjects perception of the proposed conceptual model,
and discusses possible improvements.
9.1 Experiment Planning and Design
In order to analyze the usability of the Activity View, we conducted a human-
oriented single factor controlled experiment following the design principles ex-
plained in [194] and took inspiration from case studies conducted in the field
of information systems [195, 196, 197, 198]. In addition, we also administered a
modeling exercise and a questionnaire, to gather information about the subjects’
perception of the Activity View.
Overall, the empirical evaluation of the Activity View was organized in three
distinguished phases: PHASE I aimed to introduce the Activity View to the
subjects, PHASE II focused on the controlled experiment, and PHASE III aimed
to evaluate subjects perception of the Activity View through a questionnaire.
The chosen factor is the Activity View, which represents our controlled vari-
able, with factor levels present and absent. Specifically, we evaluated how the
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using Activity Views can improve both the modeling and comprehension of the
interplay between a process model and a related database schema.
In order to analyze such improvement quantitatively and qualitatively, we
formulated the following hypothesis.
H1− The Activity View improves the comprehension of integrated data and
processes: The Activity View improves the comprehension of which data of a
conceptual database schema are needed by a process activity to be executed.
Improved comprehension task performance is quantified in terms of reduced ex-
ecution time and error rate.
In addition, we involved subjects in a modeling exercise followed by a ques-
tionnaire to assess whether the Activity View is perceived as easy to read, un-
derstand, use, write and adaptable to different application domains.
Subjects are 21 students enrolled in the M.Sc. degree in Computer Science
Engineering, 8 students enrolled in the M.Sc. degree in Medical Bioinformatics,
and 4 researchers in the field of database design. All of the 33 subjects attended
at least one information system course where BPMN is explained, and at least
one complete database course. Among these, 8 subjects have working experience
in the field of UML-based database design, whereas none of them has worked
with BPMN at a professional level.
The details of the experiment are summarized in Table 9.1.
Objective
Evaluate whether the Activity View improves comprehension
of the interplay between a process model and a database
schema.
Independent Var. Activity View (present or absent).
Dependent Var.
Time needed to execute the exercises, correctness of the an-
swers.
Subjects
Trained students enrolled in the M.Sc. in computer science
engineering and in the M.Sc. in medical bioinformatics.
Context
Process and data modeling: understanding insights brought by
the use of the Activity View.
Table 9.1: Setting of the performed controlled experiment.
The proposed three-phased empirical evaluation is organized as shown in
Fig. 9.1. During PHASE I the subjects attended a tutorial on the Activity View,
where fundamental concepts and motivations were explained.
In detail, PHASE I consisted of a 30 minutes tutorial addressing the problem
of connecting business process models and database schemata at a conceptual
level. The tutorial was based on recent literature [19, 45, 56, 74, 83] and discussed
the motivations behind two main research questions.
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The first one “How is the connection between persistent data used by business
processes and databases realized at the conceptual level?” addresses the impor-
tance of choosing an abstraction level that is suitable to sit between existing
process and conceptual database models. The second one “How does the process
interacts with the database?” discusses which are common kinds of operations
performed by a process on persistent data and how they can be represented.
Then, the tutorial recalled which BPMN elements (such as data objects,
process variables, message flows, and events that carry data) may be used to
represent data within a process and, precisely, we stressed on the concept of
persistent data and on the use of BPMN data stores in practice.
Once having addressed the research problem, we introduced the Activity
View as a possible solution for bridging the gap between processes and data and
explained its formalization (cf. Def. 7.1) step-by-step. Then, we discussed all the
insights detailed in Sect. 7.1.3 brought by the Activity View, by also referring
to practical examples. Last but not least, we explained the structure of the ex-
perimental evaluation, clarified subjects doubts, and randomly divided all of the
participants in two groups, GROUP 1 and GROUP 2.
PHASE II consisted of the actual controlled experiment, aimed at evaluating
hypothesis H1. Subjects were asked to execute the same comprehension task on
paper and their performance was measured by comparing observations for the
same subject.
In detail, PHASE II was divided into two runs (RUN 1 and RUN 2 of Fig. 9.1)
for an overall duration of 60 minutes. Each run consisted of a questionnaire
containing 7 questions regarding the conceptual insights brought by the Activity
View (cf. Sect. 7.1.3). We used a within-groups approach, that is, we randomly
divided the number of subjects into two groups, and each group performed the
task with and without the Activity View. In detail, we provided all the subjects
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Fig. 9.1: Main phases of the empirical evaluation of the Activity View.
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with a textual description of a process and its related data operations, and with
the corresponding BPMN and UML diagrams.
At each run, one group was also provided with the tabular representation of
the Activity Views related the process and data diagrams. During the first run,
GROUP 1 was asked to execute the experimental task using also the provided
Activity Views while GROUP 2 was asked to execute the same task but relying
only the textual description of the context and on the BPMN process model and
UML database schema. During the second run we switched groups, i.e., GROUP
1 executed the task without Activity Views, whereas GROUP 2 used the Activity
Views, and changed the application domain in order to avoid potential learning.
The chosen domains were: Purchase order on a web-pharmacy for RUN 1 and
triage in Emergency Room for RUN 2.
Given that our experiment was designed in order to have observations on the
same subjects with and without the Activity View, we relied on paired analy-
sis [199].
Our main goal was to evaluate whether and how much (i) subjects provided
with the Activity View were faster in answering the questions, (ii) the accuracy
of the answers improved with the help of the Activity View. Both aspects are
strongly related to the comprehension of the proposed model, as the Activity
View must be well-understood in order to be used quickly and correctly by the
subjects. During the whole PHASE II, the formal description of the Activity View
was written on the blackboard so that participants could consult it.
The text of the designed exercises is detailed in the following pages. We also
report the provided Activity Views and the questionnaires, where correct an-
swers are highlighted in blue.
Exercise 1 Text - Purchase Order on a Web Pharmacy
The process describes a purchase order on a web-pharmacy.
A new process instance is created when an order request is received from
a customer. The order request contains information about the customer,
the order and the ordered items. Since all customers need to be registered
in the database, the information about the customer contained in the
order request is compared with the data of customers already saved in
the database. If the customer is new, he or she must be added to the
database of the pharmacy. Then, the order is added to the database.
An order contains a preamble of general information, such as its number,
priority, and shipping costs, but it also contains the list of purchased drugs
and the related quantity. Afterwards the ordered drugs are obtained from
the warehouse and are boxed for shipment. While obtaining the drugs and
boxing them, an invoice is created and, then, it is sent to the customer.
When invoice creation begins, the order number and the number of the
purchasing customer must be checked and, then, the new invoice is created
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and added to the database. Then, the process waits for the payment to
be received. The operator that receives the proof of payment must record
it in the database, prior to updating the status of the order to “Ready
for Shipment”. Then, the parcel is shipped to the customer. The process
ends when the order is fulfilled.
The BPMN diagram and the UML class diagram corresponding to the
description above are provided below.
Receive
order
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Check 
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Add new 
customer
YES
NO Add order
Obtain
medicines
from 
warehouse
Package
medicines for
shipment
Create 
invoice
Send 
invoice to 
customer
Receive 
payment
Ship parcel 
to customer
Order
fulfilled
proof of
payment
AV_CreateInvoice
AV_CheckCustomer AV_AddOrder
AV_AddNewCustomer
AV_ReceivePayment
DB
DB
DB
DB
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Fig. 9.2: The process model of Exercise 1.
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Fig. 9.3: The database schema of Exercise 1.
Exercise 1 - Questionnaire
Correct answers have been reported in between parentheses in blue, for com-
pleteness purposes.
Preliminary questions
– Have you ever had any working/internship experience in the field of BPMN
modeling?
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– Have you ever had any working/internship experience in the field of UML data
modeling?
Exercise 1 - Purchase order on a web-pharmacy. Questions.
1. Which data classes does activity “Check customer” access?
(Customer)
2. Which data classes does activity “Receive Payment” access?
(Payment, Order)
3. (a) Do the sets of classes accessed by activities “Add order” and “Create
invoice” intersect? YES  NO  (YES)
If they do, which data classes belong to their intersection?
(Customer, Order)
4. Are there classes in the data schema that are never accessed by activities of
the process? If so, which ones?
(Fidelity Customer)
5. Which are the classes of the process used by the highest number of activities?
(Customer)
6. Which are the activities of the process that access class “Order”?
(Add order, Receive Payment, Create In-
voice)
7. Are there classes that are used only for read operations? If so, which ones?
(NO)
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During
AV_CheckCustomer
CLASS SET ACCESS TYPE ACCESS TIMETUPLE INSTANCES
{Customer(CustNum, FirstName, Lastname)}T1 R (1,*)
AV_AddNewCustomer
Start
T2 Invoice(*) I During (1,1)
AV_CreateInvoice
CLASS SET ACCESS TYPE ACCESS TIMETUPLE
{Customer(Number), Order(Number)}T1 R (1,1)
T2 Payment(*) I During (1,1)
AV_ReceivePayment
CLASS SET ACCESS TYPE ACCESS TIMETUPLE
T3 Order(Status) U End (1,1)
ASSOC SET
INSTANCES
INSTANCES
During
CLASS SET ACCESS TYPE ACCESS TIMETUPLE INSTANCES
{Customer(*)}T1 I (1,1)
Start
T2 {Order(*), itemQuantity(quantity), Drug(Code)} I During (1,*)
AV_AddOrder
CLASS SET ACCESS TYPE ACCESS TIMETUPLE
{Customer(Number)}T1 R (1,1)
INSTANCES
itemQuantity
purchase
ASSOC SET
ASSOC SET
ASSOC SET
ASSOC SET
?
?
?
?
?
?
Fig. 9.4: Exercise 1: The Activity Views provided to the participants of Group
1.
Exercise 2 Text - Triage in Emergency Room
The process describes the main steps performed by a triage nurse to pri-
oritise patients coming to a hospital emergency room (ER).
A new process instance is created when a patient arrives in ER. Since
we assume that all the patients are already registered in the database,
when creating a new admission, the nurse must compare the information
regarding the arrived patient with the database. Then, a new admission
is created for that patient and stored in the database. Then, the nurse in-
terviews the patient quickly and assesses his or her respiration through a
breathing test, whose parameters are saved in the database. If the breath-
ing rate is abnormal, a red tag must be assigned to the patient. Instead,
if the patient does not present respiratory abnormalities, his or her cog-
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nitive status is checked and, depending on the degree of consciousness,
either a yellow or a green tag is assigned. Information about assigned tags
is recorded during assessment completion, during which also the collected
information regarding the overall assessment of the patient is updated. Fi-
nally, a physician is called in to make a diagnosis, based on data regarding
the current admission, on previous therapies, if any, and on the results
of the respiration test. The diagnosis is saved in the database together
with its validity, which holds starting from the moment it the diagnosis
recorded.
The BPMN diagram and the UML class diagram corresponding to the
description above are provided below, together with the Activity Views
given to Group 2.
Create 
new
admission
Interview
patient
YES
No
rm
al
Assess
respiration
Assign 
red tag
Assess 
mental 
status
Make 
diagnosis
AV_CreateNewAdmission
AV_CompleteAssessment
Hospital DB
Hospital DB
AV_AssessRespiration
Hospital DB
We assume that all patients
are registered in the Hospital DB Assign 
green tag
mental
status
Ab
no
rm
al
Assign 
yellow tag
Complete
assessment
AV_MakeDiagnosis
Hospital DB
Is the patient
conscious?
NO
Patient 
arrives
in ER
testID
time
date
breathingRate
respiratoryPattern
oxygenation
distressLevel
RespirationTest
SSN
firstName
lastName
gender
birthDate
Patient
admissionCode
date
time
ward
assignedTag
overallAssessment
Admission
1..1 1..
visit
diagnosisCode
pathology
description
reliability
Diagnosis
0..
docNumber
firstName
lastName
ward
specialization
Physician
startDate
endDate
Validity
validity
responsibility
color
waitingTime
Tag
gravity
*
1..1
1..1
1..1
0..
1..1
1..*
respAssessment
1..1
*
*
therapyID
name
type
phrmacologic
Therapy
0..*1..*
treatment
Fig. 9.5: The process model and database schema of Exercise 2.
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Exercise 2 - Questionnaire
Correct answers have been reported in between parentheses in blue, for com-
pleteness purposes.
Exercise 2 - Triage in Emergency Room. Questions.
1. Which data classes does activity “Create new admission” access?
(Patient, Admission)
2. Which data classes does activity “Complete Assessment” access?
(Admission)
3. (a) Do the sets of classes accessed by activities “Make Diagnosis’ and “Cre-
ate New Admission” intersect? YES  NO  (YES)
(b) If they do, which data classes belong to their intersection?
(Patient, Admission)
4. Are there classes in the data schema that are never accessed by activities of
the process? If so, which ones?
(Physician, Tag)
5. Which are the classes of the process used by the highest number of activities?
(Admission)
6. Which are the activities of the process that access class “Patient’?
(Create new admission, Make diag-
nosis)
7. Are there classes that are used only for read operations? If so, which ones?
(YES. Patient, Therapy)
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S
AV_CreateNewAdmission
CLASS SET ACCESS TYPE ACCESS TIMETUPLE CARDINALITY
{Patient(*)}T1 R (1,1)
T2 I E (1,1)
AV_AssessRespiration
CLASS SET ACCESS TYPE ACCESS TIMETUPLE CARDINALITY
D
AV_CompleteAssessment
CLASS SET ACCESS TYPE ACCESS TIMETUPLE CARDINALITY
T1 U (1,1)
S
T2 R S (1,*)
AV_MakeDiagnosis
CLASS SET ACCESS TYPE ACCESS TIMETUPLE CARDINALITY
T1 R (1,1)
T4 I D (1,1)
{RespirationTest(*)}
{Admission(overallAssessment, assignedTag)}
{Patient(*), Admission(*)}
{Diagnosis(*)}
{Patient(*), Therapy}
T2 {Admission(*)} I D (0,1)
ASSOC SET
{visit}
{treatment}
T3 {Patient(*), RespirationTest(*)} {respAss} R S (1,1)
ASSOC SET
ASSOC SET
ASSOC SET
T5 {Validity(startDate)} I D (1,1)
?
?
?
?
?
?
Fig. 9.6: Exercise 2:The Activity Views provided to the participants of Group 2.
Finally, PHASE III aimed to give participants the possibility of writing the
Activity View during process modeling. This Modeling Exercise (cf. Fig. 9.1) gave
us the possibility of asking participants more detailed questions about the use
of the Activity View during the Final Interview.
All subjects were asked to model a BPMN process and to write the related
Activity Views, given a textual description of the process and the UML class
diagram of the referred domain database, shown in Fig. 9.7. We evaluated both
the correctness of the designed processes and of the related Activity Views. The
text of Exercise 3 is provided below.
Exercise 3 Text - Modeling a student examination process
Design a BPMN process diagram that corresponds to the following de-
scription.
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Let us consider the process of student examination, from the perspective
of a professor. For simplicity, let us assume to have a single student, willing
to take an oral exam, and a single examining professor.
The first activity of the process is the definition of the day of the exam.
The professor must add to Esse3 1all the possible dates for the exam,
considering the exam name, scheduled day, room, and the possibility of
having a lab session.
Then, when the student comes on the exam day, the professor must check
if the student has registered. This is done by checking that in Esse3 there
is some registration corresponding to the student’s immatriculation num-
ber for the given exam. (For simplicity, we assume that all students are
registered prior to take the exam). Then the professor examines the stu-
dent.
Finally, when the exam is over, the professor grades the student and reg-
isters all the details of the grade in Esse3.
immatriculation
firstName
lastName
degree
Student
finalMark
date
time
grade
curriculum
BsC grade
Master
grant
Bachelor
0..*0..*
name
scheduledDay
room
hasLaboratory
Exam
name
degree
respProfessor
credits
Course
0..*
1..1
grade
Examination
attendance
1..*
1..*
date
time
registration
registration
0..*0..*
Fig. 9.7: Database schema representing the described domain of student exami-
nations.
As a final step of PHASE III, we conducted a questionnaire-based interview to
measure subjects perception the Activity View, considering both process mod-
eling and the discovery of conceptual insights.
1 Esse3 is a web-based system supporting the management of student careers in several aca-
demic institutions in Italy.
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9.2 Results, Analysis, and Discussion
Overall, the obtained results confirmed our hypothesis H1 that the Activity
View improves the integrated design and understanding of processes and related
data, both in terms of reduced comprehension task execution times and increased
answer correctness.
The comprehension task executed during PHASE II allowed us to quantita-
tively evaluate the use of the Activity View for connected process and data model
analysis. For each subject, we measured the task execution time and counted how
many of the questions were answered correctly. At first, we applied the most re-
strictive requirements for correctness, that is, answers were considered correct
only if they were both right and complete. In other words, if one answer was
only partially correct or incomplete, it was considered as a wrong answer.
The detailed raw results are shown in Fig. 9.8 and are summarized by the
histograms shown in Fig. 9.9.
In the first run, subjects provided with the Activity View took an average
of 12,45 minutes and 84,03% of the answers was evaluated correct. Instead, the
group without Activity View took an average of 21,57 minutes to complete the
task, but only 39,29% of the answers was correct.
Results related to the second run showed a reduction in answering times for
both groups, especially for the those not having the Activity View, as shown
in Fig. 9.9. Accordingly, subjects claimed that they learned what the questions
were asking for. However, the correctness of the answers also decreased.
By combining the results of both runs, we see that by using the Activity View
task times decrease by 37,68% on average, while the number of correct answers
improves by 44,15%.
To evaluate the statistic significance of the obtained results, we applied the
paired t-test to both execution times and answer correctness by matching the
results of one subject without the Activity View to those of the same subject
with the Activity View.
The paired t-test is a statistical parametric test that is typically employed to
compare two measurements on the same subject [200].
Paired t-test: preconditions. Being a parametric test, the paired t-test requires
that data meet certain preconditions [199]: (i) the samples must be paired and
the matching must be planned prior to collecting data; (ii) the observations must
be independent from one another; (iii) the pairs must be representative of a larger
population; (iv) the difference scores are normally distributed.
Preconditions (i) and (ii) can be directly assumed from the design of our
experiment.
(iii) Given that our subjects were selected among students/database experts
having different background but approximately the same level of BPM knowl-
edge, we say that our data could represent a larger population of people having
such characteristics.
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EXERCISE 1 - Purchase Order on a Web Pharmacy
GROUP 1 - WITH ACTIVITY VIEW TIME ANSWERS GROUP 2 - WITHOUT ACTIVITY VIEW TIME ANSWERS
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7
Y Y Y Y Y Y N 13 6 Y N Y N Y Y N 23 4
Y Y Y N Y Y Y 14 6 Y N Y N Y Y N 24 4
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 9,84 7 N N Y N N Y N 24 2
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 9,87 7 Y N Y Y N N N 25 3
Y Y Y N Y Y Y 11 6 Y N N Y Y N N 25 3
Y Y Y Y Y Y N 13 6 Y N N Y Y Y N 24 4
Y Y Y N Y N Y 15 5 Y N N Y N N N 21 2
Y Y N N Y N Y 14 4 Y N N Y Y N N 24 3
Y Y N N Y N Y 16 4 Y N N Y Y N N 20 3
Y Y Y N Y Y Y 11 6 Y N N N Y N N 25 2
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 11 7 N N N N Y N N 27 1
Y Y Y N N N Y 14 4 N N N N Y N Y 21 2
Y Y N N Y Y Y 13 5 Y N N N Y N N 22,16 2
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 12 7 Y Y Y N Y N N 13 4
Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 12 7 Y N Y Y Y Y N 14 5
Y Y Y Y Y y y 13 7 N N N N N N N 13 0
Y Y Y Y Y Y N 10 6
AVERAGE TIME AND CORRECTNESS 12,45 5,88 AVERAGE TIME AND CORRECTNESS 21,57 2,75
TOTAL % CORRECT ANSWERS 84,03 TOTAL % CORRECT ANSWERS 39,29
STANDARD DEVIATION 1,83 1,11 STANDARD DEVIATION 4,46 1,29
EXERCISE 2 - Triage in Emergency Room
GROUP 1 - WITHOUT ACTIVITY VIEW TIME ANSWERS GROUP 2 - WITH ACTIVITY VIEW TIME ANSWERS
N N N N Y N N 9 1 Y Y Y Y Y Y N 8,5 6
Y N Y N Y N N 13 3 Y Y Y Y Y N N 9 5
N N N N Y N N 10 1 Y Y N Y Y Y N 8,6 5
Y N Y N N N N 12 2 N N Y N Y N N 5 2
N N N N N N N 14 0 Y Y Y Y Y Y N 12 6
Y N N N N N Y 14 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y N 13 6
N N N N N N N 14 0 Y N Y N Y Y Y 10 5
N N N Y N N N 15 1 Y N Y N Y Y N 11 4
N N Y N N Y N 15 2 Y N Y Y N N N 14 3
N N N N N N Y 15 1 Y Y Y N Y Y N 7 5
Y N Y N Y Y Y 18 5 Y Y N N Y N Y 13 4
Y N Y N Y N N 22 3 Y Y Y Y Y Y N 13 6
Y N N N Y N N 19 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y Y 11,92 7
N N N N Y N Y 19 2 Y Y Y Y Y Y N 8 6
Y Y Y N Y N N 17,45 4 Y Y Y N Y Y Y 9 6
Y N Y N Y N N 18 3 Y Y Y N Y N N 11 4
Y N N N Y N N 13 2
AVERAGE TIME AND CORRECTNESS 15,14 2,00 AVERAGE TIME AND CORRECTNESS 10,25 5,00
TOTAL % CORRECT ANSWERS 28,57 TOTAL % CORRECT ANSWERS 71,43
STANDARD DEVIATION 3,41 1,32 2,53 1,32
Fig. 9.8: Results of Exercise 1 and Exercise 2 of PHASE II corrected adopting
the most restrictive requirements for correctness.
(iv) Since normality was hard to assess graphically on such a small sample,
we used the Shapiro-Wilk normality test [201] to check whether the differences
between observations were normally distributed.
For brevity, let us all Dt the set of differences between paired observations of
comprehension task execution times with and without the Activity View and Dc
the set of paired observations of comprehension task correctness with and without
the Activity View. For both Dt and Dc, we were able to assess approximate
normality, considering a significance level α = 0.01. The W statistics for Dt was
W = 0.914, whereas for Dc we had W = 0.962. For both cases, the 99% critical
value accepted range was [0.9104 : 1.000]. However, the p-value obtained for
execution times is greater than α, when the significance level is set to α = 0.05.
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Therefore, since the normality hypothesis for execution times is weak, we began
with applying the t-test, but followed up with the help of other paired analysis
methods.
The null hypothesis for the paired t-test states that “the performance of the
comprehension task, quantified in terms of exercise execution time and correct-
ness, is the same with and without the Activity View”. The previously formulated
hypothesis H1 rejects the null hypothesis. We obtained a p-value < 0.001 and
thus, the results are statistically significant. The details of the calculation of p
are summarized in the following paragraph.
Paired t-test applied to Execution Times. The mean of differences of the mea-
surements with the Activity View and those without the Activity View is equal
to -6.8449. The 95% critical value accepted interval of the mean of differences is
[-2.1200 : 2.1200]. The intermediate values used in the calculations of the p-value
are: t = -6.5804, degrees of freedom = 32, and standard error of difference =
1.040. Thus, the obtained two-tailed p-value is less than 0.001.
Paired t-test applied to Answer Correctness. The mean of differences of the mea-
surements with the Activity View and those without the Activity View is equal
to 3.091. The 95% critical value accepted interval of the mean of differences is
[-0.6300 : 0.6300]. The intermediate values used in the calculations of the p-value
are: t = 10.1631, degrees of freedom = 32, and standard error of difference =
0.304. Thus, the obtained two-tailed p-value is less than 0.001.
Another approach to paired analysis is the Wilcoxon signed rank sum
test [199], a non-parametric hypothesis test used to compare two paired groups
assuming the following preconditions on data: (i) the pairs are representative
of a larger population; (ii) the samples are paired and the matching is decided
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Fig. 9.9: Average execution time with standard deviation (left) and total per-
centage of correct answers (right) for the two runs of PHASE II.
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EXERCISE 1 - Purchase order on a web pharmacy
GROUP 1 - WITH ACTIVITY VIEW TIME ANSWERS GROUP 2 - WITHOUT ACTIVITY VIEW TIME ANSWERS
Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7 Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4 Q5 Q6 Q7
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 13 85,71 1 0,5 1 0 1 1 0 23 64,29
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 14 85,71 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 24 57,14
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9,84 100,00 0,5 0 1 0 0,5 1 0 24 42,86
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 9,87 100,00 1 0,5 1 1 0 0,66 0 25 59,43
1 1 1 0,5 1 1 1 11 92,86 1 0,5 0,25 1 1 0,33 0 25 58,29
1 1 1 1 1 1 0 13 85,71 1 0,5 0,5 1 1 1 0 24 71,43
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 11 85,71 1 0,5 0 1 0 0,66 0 21 45,14
1 1 1 0 1 1 1 15 85,71 1 0,5 0 1 1 0,66 0 24 59,43
1 1 0 0 1 0,66 1 14 66,57 1 0,5 0,5 1 1 0,66 0 20 66,57
1 1 0,5 0 1 0,33 1 16 69,00 1 1 1 0 1 0,33 0 25 61,86
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 13 100,00 1 0,5 1 1 1 1 0,5 27 85,71
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100,00 0,5 0 0 0 0,5 0 0 21 14,29
1 1 1 1 1 1 0,5 10 92,86 0 0,5 0 0 1 0,66 1 22,16 45,14
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11 100,00 1 0,5 0,75 0 1 0,66 0 13 55,86
1 1 1 0 0 0,66 1 14 66,57 1 0,5 0,5 0 1 0,33 0 14 47,57
1 1 0,75 0 1 1 1 13 82,14 0,5 0,5 0,5 0 1 0 0 13 35,71
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 12 100,00
AVERAGE TIME 12,45 AVERAGE TIME 21,57
TOTAL % CORRECT ANSWERS 88,15 TOTAL % CORRECT ANSWERS 54,42
STANDARD DEVIATION 1,83 11,86 STANDARD DEVIATION 4,46 16,24
EXERCISE 2 - Triage in Emergency Room
GROUP 1 - WITHOUT ACTIVITY VIEW TIME ANSWERS GROUP 2 - WITH ACTIVITY VIEW TIME ANSWERS
0,5 0,5 0 0 1 0,5 0,5 9 42,86 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,5 8,5 92,86
1 0 1 0 1 0,5 0 13 50,00 1 1 1 1 1 0,5 0,5 9 85,71
0,5 0 0,25 0 1 0 0,5 10 32,14 1 1 0 1 1 1 0,5 8,6 78,57
1 0 1 0 0 0,5 0 12 35,71 0,5 0 1 0 1 0,5 0 5 42,86
0,5 0 0,75 0,5 0,5 0,5 0 14 39,29 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,5 12 92,86
1 0 0,25 0 0,5 0,5 1 14 46,43 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,5 13 92,86
0,5 0 0 0,5 0 0 0,5 14 21,43 1 0,5 1 0,5 1 1 1 10 85,71
0,5 0,5 0,75 1 0,5 0,5 0,5 15 60,71 1 0,5 1 0,5 1 1 0,5 11 78,57
0,5 0 1 0 0 1 0,5 15 42,86 1 0,5 1 1 0 0,5 0,5 14 64,29
0,5 0 0 0,5 0 0 1 15 28,57 1 1 1 0,5 1 1 0,5 7 85,71
1 0,5 1 0,5 1 1 1 18 85,71 1 1 0,5 0,5 1 0,5 1 13 78,57
1 0,5 1 0,5 1 0 0,5 22 64,29 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,5 13 92,86
1 0 0,5 0 1 0,5 0,5 19 50,00 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 11,92 100,00
0,5 0,5 0,75 0,5 1 0 1 19 60,71 1 1 1 1 1 1 0,5 8 92,86
1 1 1 0,5 1 0,5 0,5 17,45 78,57 1 1 1 0 1 1 1 9 85,71
1 0,5 1 0 1 0,5 0 18 57,14 1 1 1 0,5 1 0,5 0,5 11 78,57
1 0 0 0 1 0,5 0 13 35,71
AVERAGE TIME 15,14 AVERAGE TIME 10,31
TOTAL % CORRECT ANSWERS 48,95 TOTAL % CORRECT ANSWERS 83,04
STANDARD DEVIATION 3,41 17,30 STANDARD DEVIATION 2,53 13,77
Fig. 9.10: Results of Exercise 1 and Exercise 2 of PHASE II corrected by giving
scoring also to partially correct answers.
before data collection; (iii) each pair is selected in an independent way.
Wilcoxon signed rank sum test. All preconditions (i)–(iii) may be assumed from
the way our experiment was designed. The null hypothesis considered for the
Wilcoxon signed rank sum test is the one considered for the paired t-test, which
is rejected by H1. We applied the Wilcoxon signed rank sum test to execution
times and obtainedW = −514 and Z = −4.59. Given that the number of samples
is 33, we used normal tables and relied on the statistic Z, which is not in the is
not in the 95% critical value accepted range of [-1.9600 : 1.9600]. Given that the
obtained p-value is 0.000004332, we reject the null hypothesis and confirm H1.
For completeness, we applied the Wilcoxon signed rank sum test also for ex-
ercise correctness and obtained W = 493.5 and Z = −4.83. Again, the p-value
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is extremely small (p = 000001359) and, thus, we may accept H1.
Subject With AV Without AV Difference Abs Difference Rank Signed Rank
1 9,84 10 -0,16 0,16 1 -1
2 14 13 1 1 4 4
3 13 14 -1 1 4 -4
4 15 14 1 1 4 4
5 14 15 -1 1 4 -4
6 16 15 1 1 4 4
7 11 13 -2 2 7 -7
8 9,87 12 -2,13 2,13 8 -8
9 11 14 -3 3 9.5 -9.5
10 10 13 -3 3 9.5 -9.5
11 13 9 4 4 11.5 11.5
12 11 15 -4 4 11.5 -11.5
13 13 18 -5 5 14 -14
14 8 13 -5 5 14 -14
15 9 14 -5 5 14 -14
16 12 17,45 -5,45 5,45 16 -16
17 13 19 -6 6 17.5 -17.5
18 14 20 -6 6 17.5 -17.5
19 11 18 -7 7 19.5 -19.5
20 12 19 -7 7 19.5 -19.5
21 14 22 -8 8 21 -21
22 14 22,16 -8,16 8,16 22 -22
23 13 24 -11 11 23.5 -23.5
24 10 21 -11 11 23.5 -23.5
25 13 25 -12 12 25 -25
26 12 25 -13 13 26.5 -26.5
27 11 24 -13 13 26.5 -26.5
28 7 21 -14 14 28 -28
29 8,5 23 -14,5 14,5 29 -29
30 9 24 -15 15 30 -30
31 11,92 27 -15,08 15,08 31 -31
32 8,6 24 -15,4 15,4 32 -32
33 5 25 -20 20 33 -33
Fig. 9.11: Intermediate values used in the computation of statistics W and Z for
the Wilcoxon test applied to execution times. W+ = 23.5, whereas W− = 537.5.
Once having corrected all the exercises, we organized a meeting with all the
participating subjects to discuss results. The difference of execution times be-
tween Exercise 1 and Exercise 2, especially for those not having the Activity
View is probably due to some form of learning: Subjects claimed that they be-
came familiar with looking at process model and data schemata as a whole and
they had learned how the task was structured.
Then, we discussed some of the questions that lead to the highest number
of mistakes. In particular, we analyzed the results of questions Q2 and Q7 from
Exercise 1, and question Q4 and Q7 of Exercise 2.
• Question Q2 of Exercise 1: Most of the subjects of “Group 2” added class
“Customer” to the answer, thinking that also the customer was needed to
execute the activity. However, at a conceptual level, the operation involves
only classes “Order” and “Payment”, as the customer is known from the
beginning of the process and the order already contains information about
the customer identifier.
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• Question Q7 of Exercise 1: Most of the subjects of “Group 2” wrote that
class “Drug” is only read by the process when, in reality, they are read by
some operator to be inserted in the database, but there is no activity that
reads them from the database.
• Question Q4 of Exercise 2: Most of the subjects of “Group 1” forgot to report
class “Tag” among those not used by the process and only put “Physician”.
Probably the fact the some tasks concern tag assignment was misleading.
However, from the provided data schema it is clear that class “Tag” serves
as data dictionary.
• Question Q7 of Exercise 2: Most of the subjects of both groups forgot to
report class “Therapy” beside “Patient”.
The difference in measured execution times and answer correctness remains
significant even when the correction requirements are relaxed and also partially
correct answers are assigned a positive score, as shown in Fig. 9.10.
The experimental task of PHASE III was reviewed by assigning one point for
each correctly written Activity View tuple, thus considering each attribute of
the tuple worth 0.20 points. Besides, we also considered the correctness of the
BPMN process. Overall, the 58,89% of the written Activity Views was correct
and the 83,94% of the BPMN process diagrams was designed properly.
Common mistakes stemmed from the use of a different access times, which
were probably hard to understand from the text of the exercise. Indeed, the per-
centage of correct Activity Views increases to 61,11% when excluding mistakes
related to the access time, which was not easily determinable by reading the
exercise. Moreover, several participants included more classes and associations
than needed.
The results of this last exercise were in line with the outcome of the final
interview conducted at the end of PHASE III, during which we asked subjects to
describe their overall perception of the proposed model and to suggest possible
improvements.
All the participants declared that executing the first experimental task with-
out the help of the Activity View was more difficult, and the 93% of them an-
swered positively when asked whether the Activity View improves the modeling
of the link between processes and related data.
Then, we asked questions about to the use of the Activity View based on
a rating scale from 1 to 5, with 1 meaning “strongly disagree” and 5 denoting
“strongly agree”. The average results of this questionnaire-based final interview
are reported in Fig. 9.12. Overall the Activity View was perceived as more than
satisfactory, despite writing it results harder than the other comprehension tasks.
Last but not least, we asked for suggestions related to the graphical visual-
ization of the Activity View, as our goal is to provide a compact representation
of our proposal that could be easily blended within existing process modeling
tools. Somebody suggested to encode data operations trough graphical symbols,
to shorten their description. As for other comments, a couple of people pointed
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PHASE 3 - Final Interview. Subjects perception of the Activity View.
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Fig. 9.12: Average rating of subjects perception of the Activity View, retrieved
from questionnaire-based interviews.
out that a minimum of experience in database design is required to be able to un-
derstand the Activity View completely, while one person expressed the concern
that the Activity View may become more complex for bigger and articulated
processes.
Overall, the results of the conducted empirical evaluation were encouraging
and provided a good starting point for understanding practical needs related to
the joint design of processes and data.
Being most of the subjects computer science students, our evaluation ap-
proach is limited with respect to being generalizable to real organizational en-
vironments, where processes are more complex and people receive professional
training. Indeed, exercises were designed in a didactic way to avoid task misun-
derstanding. Moreover, results are limited to the kinds of asked questions and
rely on the preparation of the students in the fields of process and data modeling.
10
Related Work
As exhaustively surveyed in [74], multiple approaches have been proposed in the
BPM and database theory communities in an effort to link processes and data.
However, there exist at least two main challenges to proper integration that
are yet to be overcome.
The first one is the perception that humans have of the relative importance
of processes and data within an organization, which strongly depends on their IT
expertise. On the one hand, professionals concerned with BPM tend to downplay
the importance of data, and view it as subsidiary to the processes that manage
them. On the other hand, data management experts consider data as the main
driver of the processes, and assume that guaranteeing data quality is sufficient
to deal with process improvement. As a result, process and data modeling re-
main independent from each other, and the interaction between the two is often
neglected [45].
The second challenge is related to the conceptual representation of the link-
age between processes and data. Indeed, since the need of representing data in
(conceptual) process models is not perceived as being of primary importance,
tools supporting process execution and monitoring need to provide a proprietary
way to integrate data. However this connection is realized programmatically, by
defining an internal data model and associating it to the BPMN constructs in
the process through suitable business rules written in a programming language.
Unfortunately, connecting data and processes during process implementation,
leaves the conceptual gap among the process and data worlds open.
The goal of this chapter is to provide an overview of existing relevant ap-
proaches by highlighting their strengths and weaknesses, and to compare the
approach presented in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 with selected contributions.
The chapter is structured into two main sections. Sect. 10.1 introduces con-
tributions dealing with data representation in the field of business process man-
agement, with particular focus on conceptual modeling approaches. Sect. 10.2
discusses approaches addressing the verification of connected process and data
models, and the detection of inconsistencies among the data operations per-
formed by a process.
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10.1 Linking Data to Business Processes
Despite being endowed with their own body of mature methods and tools, data
and process engineering remain loosely integrated in current information sys-
tems, thus leading to a sort of “impedance mismatch” between the process layer
and the business logic and data layers [37].
In the field of BPM, several research efforts have recently been carried out
to address the shortcomings generated by this divide [74].
Existing approaches may be distinguished into two main categories: those
that aim to either increase the suitability of activity-centric processes for mod-
eling data [45, 19, 83, 202] and those that focus on the definition of novel data-
centric paradigms [42, 91, 183].
Activity-centric modeling paradigms, and especially those relying on BPMN,
are by all means the most used in practice, despite the support of the standard
for the data perspective remains limited [22, 70]. Yet, this limitation is often
perceived as a design choice and data are combined with processes, at a lower,
engineering level [45].
A couple of recent proposals remarked the lack of conceptual modeling frame-
works supporting the integration of activity-centric processes and data [45, 83].
Db-nets are proposed in [83] as a three-layered formal model for data-aware
process design and verification. (i) A data persistence layer manages persistent
data relevant for the application domain, (ii) a data logic layer allows one to
extract/update data from a database instance, according to a transactional se-
mantics, while (iii) a control layer based on coloured Petri nets captures the
process flow and uses data logic to interacts with the database.
This approach goes beyond the conceptual modeling of data needed by a pro-
cess, as it focuses on the modeling and formal verification [177] of a “connected
system”, where an instance of a database is subjected to changes imposed by the
control layer.
A standard-based framework that realizes the connection between processes
and data is presented in [45]. The authors draw inspiration from the artifact-
centric approach and propose a way to formalize the data operations performed
by a BPMN process on the underlying information model, represented by a UML
class diagram. This is achieved through OCL (Object Constraint Language [203])
expressions on process variables, that are stored within a data class called Ar-
tifact, designed to collect all the process variables associated with a process
instance. First of all, the UML class diagram is encoded as a relational database
manageable through SQL. Then, BPMN processes are translated into Petri nets.
Finally, activities are specified as OCL operation contracts that are encoded into
a set of logic derivation rules that derive the insertions/deletions/updates that
should be performed on the SQL database.
In [19] the authors propose a technique for automatically derive SQL queries
from annotated BPMN data objects with the aim to capture data requirements
for activity execution. Data objects are extended with identifiers, information
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about their life-cycle, and fields that express complex correlations with other
objects.
A framework based on Constraint Logic Programming for representing busi-
ness processes and reasoning on their behavior and data properties is introduced
in [202]. The authors define logical language and a formal semantics to describe
data object manipulation and to explicitly represent the interaction of a process
with an underlying database. BPMN is enriched by annotations that define the
preconditions and effects of single flow elements in terms of data objects.
Preliminary work tackling the connection of activity-centric clinical processes
and data at a conceptual level is presented in [147, 204]. A framework for support-
ing the seamless design of clinical pathways and related data, based on workflows
and TimeER diagrams, is discussed in [204]. Similarly, in [147] data associa-
tions of BPMN processes are annotated to provide clinicians with a data-aware
overview of care procedures by displaying critical data for decision support.
An approach based on data-flow matrices for representing input and output
data of workflow activities is presented in [205]. A data-flow matrix summarizes
all the read and write operations performed on the process data objects.
Ultimately, query languages have been used to reason about data quality
and process compliance. In [206], the authors propose an expressive formalism
to model processes that manipulate persistent data and to understand whether
queries performed by process activities are stable or change during execution.
Over the last decade, artifact-centric models have emerged as a means to
combine data and process aspects in order to represent the informational entities
that are valuable for the organization, together with their evolution within the
process [91]. Artifact-centric data models aim at conceptually integrating the
process layer and the business logic and data layers [37], i.e., they are data
driven but also aware of basic control-flow information.
In [92] the authors introduce the framework lying at the core of the data-
centric design methodology. Moving from top to bottom, the three logical levels
of the framework are: (i) the business operations model, which provides a logical
specification of business process execution, (ii) the conceptual workflow, captur-
ing the procedural aspects of the business operation model, and (iii) the oper-
ational workflow system, which relies on executable services for message-based
communication and artifacts manipulation.
A breakthrough in the development of artifact-centric process models was the
definition of the Guard-Stage-Milestone meta-model for artifact life-cycles [41].
The GSM meta-model supports the declarative specification of interaction be-
tween business artifacts and is based on (i) a milestone, that corresponds to a
business-relevant operational objective expressed as a condition over the infor-
mation model, (ii) a stage body, encompassing the activities needed to achieve
a milestone, and (iii) a guard that controls when a stage is activated [41].
Besides being used to support the interaction between artifact instances, the
GSM meta-model [41], has also covered an important role in the definition of
the novel Case Management Model and Notation (CMMN) standard [62].
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A recent line of research aiming at combining processes and data and focusing
on the formal verification of the connected system is the one dealing with Data-
centric dynamic systems (DCDS) [74]. DCDS are systems where both the process
controlling the dynamics and the manipulation of data are equally central [40].
However, probably due to the lack of a standard modeling language and of
proper IT support, the uptake of artifact-centric process models remains lim-
ited [37]. Accordingly, the results of a recent study on user perception of existing
data-centric approaches show that the integration between process and data in
data-centric process models is not perceived as intuitive by business users, at
least without IT support [207].
Motivated by the evidence that process designers are used to traditional
activity-centric development tools, the approach presented in [44] aims to recover
activity-centric processes from data-aware workflow specifications. The authors
consider the sequences of services applied to a business artifact, i.e., different
“views” of the artifact system, and show how the regularity of such views deter-
mines whether they may be represented as sequences of tasks.
Last but not least, PHILharmonicFlows is a comprehensive framework en-
abling object-aware process support by fostering the understanding of the various
relationships between processes, data, functions, and users [208]. Compared to
other artifact-centric approaches [41, 92], PHILharmonicFlows allows handling
process and data models separately and the process model is derived directly
from the information perspective of the overall software system. In addition,
flexible process execution is achieved through a combination of micro processes
(i.e., object life cycles) and macro processes (i.e., object interactions) [183].
Since the approaches presented in Chapters 7-9 consider activity-centric pro-
cess models, in the remainder of this section we focus on selected approaches
belonging to this research field, yet including PHILharmonicFlows in our discus-
sion.
Despite being substantially different from each other, both the approaches
introduced in [45, 83] focus on closing the gap between control flow and data
aspects. In line with [83], the Activity View introduced in Chapter 7 embraces
the idea to keep both process and data diagrams untouched, while conceptually
interconnecting them.
Our perspective focuses on querying conceptual diagrams to improve design
and understand their interactions, rather than formalizing the behavior of the
overall “connected system” and automating the data perspective of process ac-
tivities. As we do not propose an extension of BPMN and we are not interested in
automating the data perspective, our approach differs also from the one in [19].
Despite recognizing the need of linking processes and data conceptually, the
approaches introduced in [45, 19, 202] address the connection of processes and
data at a lower (logical) level, by considering process variables and data instances,
and by providing valuable details for formalizing and automating queries on
process-related data. Instead, the contributions of Chapter 7 and Chapter 8
provide a higher-level, conceptual view of the connection between processes and
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data schemata, without excluding the possibility of mapping our approach to
any of [45, 202, 19] when moving down to a lower implementation level.
PHILharmonicFlows [183] is probably the most advanced and complete
framework belonging to the field of object-oriented process modeling and, when
considering requirements for integrated process and data models, it definitely
has some overlapping with the Activity View, especially regarding the data per-
spective. First of all, PHILharmonicFlows aims to keep the process and the data
model separate in order to improve understanding, but considering the interac-
tion between different perspectives. This viewpoint is the same we adopted when
devising the Activity View. Moreover, PHILharmonicFlows considers challenges
related to data integration, cardinality, and mandatory information, which are
also tackled by the Activity View.
However, a fundamental difference between the PHILharmonicFlows and the
Activity View remains the level considered for data modeling: on the one hand is
logical, considering domain objects, their types, and relationships, on the other
hand is conceptual, considering classes and relationships among them. Secondly,
PHILharmonicFlows still considers data-driven process execution, thus not al-
lowing for the process model to be handled apart from the data model [208].
Finally, PHILharmonicFlows addresses organizational modeling as a third im-
portant perspective, which instead is not considered in this thesis. Probably,
PHILharmonicFlows will be a promising reference framework for future research
when considering novel process abstraction and data modeling levels for the Ac-
tivity View.
To conclude, we briefly discuss why we chose to work with BPMN process
models rather than using other activity-centric approaches that may be perceived
easier to integrate with UML class diagrams, e.g., UML activity diagrams.
BPMN and UML activity diagrams have proven to be comparable in terms
of suitability for activity-centric process modeling [70, 209, 210]. The limited
support provided by BPMN to the data perspective of business processes can be
equated to the one provided by other activity-centric process modeling languages,
such as UML activity diagrams [210]. A recent survey conducted among BPM
experts [209] highlights that UML activity diagrams and BPMN share similar
needs in terms of data-awareness. Therefore, since there is no evidence that
connecting UML activity diagrams to UML class diagrams is significantly easier
than connecting the latter ones to BPMN process models, we chose to use BPMN
as it is the current standard for process modeling.
10.2 Unravelling Data Flaws in Process Models
In Chapter 8 we introduced a simplified version of the Activity View and focused
on detecting potential inconsistencies that may occur between data operations
performed by different process activities. In particular, we considered inconsis-
tencies depending on the order of activity execution, the kind of access to data,
and the accessed data instances.
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In general, the formal verification of a system integrating data and business
processes must take into account that the presence of data subtly affects the
behavior described by the process [83]. However, when combining process and
data verification problems become undecidable [74].
The verification of data-aware processes is addressed in [177]. The authors
present a formal framework, called RAW-SYS, which combines workflow nets,
relational data model, and data-centric dynamic systems for capturing the effects
of process activities on data.
Other approaches dealing with the validation and verification of the process
data-flow are presented in [42, 185, 211, 212, 213, 214].
In [42] the authors propose a formal model for connecting artifact-centric pro-
cesses with enterprise relational databases. The proposal focuses on a mapping
from a relational data model to a set of business entities representing artifacts of
interest. Novel notions of updatability and isolation are formulated for business
entities to ensure the consistency between changes on the latter ones and on the
database.
In activity-centric process models the data exchanged between tasks are often
represented in terms of objects. The notions of compliance and conformance be-
tween business process models and data object life-cycles is introduced in [211].
In detail, the authors propose a method to derive process models that are com-
pliant with a given data object life-cycle to ensure consistency within business
processes of one organization and to support the correct execution of business
processes that span several organizations.
Consistency between data operations in business processes is also addressed
in [185, 212, 213, 214].
One of the earliest works dealing with data flow validation is presented
in [212]. The authors discuss requirements for data modeling requirements and
identify seven corresponding validation issues, such as redundant, lost, mis-
matched, and insufficient data among others.
In [213] the authors provide a formal analysis approach for detecting data-
flow anomalies related to missing data, redundant data, and conflicting data in
UML activity diagrams. Data read and write operations performed by process
activities on data items are recorded in a data-flow matrix. Then, algorithms for
detecting and eliminating data-flow errors are proposed.
In [185], the authors introduce a framework for analyzing the process data-
flow based on anti-patterns that are formalized in the temporal logic CTL∗ [215].
The nine identified anti-patterns capture repeated mistakes, such as missing,
redundant, and inconsistent data, to allow for their detection and repair.
In [214], the authors discuss anomalies related to the use of data objects as
preconditions for either BPMN activities or for gateway routing. The authors
formalize in Petri Nets the identified data flaws and propose strategies for their
resolution. The data anomalies identified differ from those of [185, 212, 213], as
they consider both the process data and control flows, with particular attention
to deadlock situations.
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Finally, the proposal in [216] extends previous research [185, 213] by consid-
ering also optionality of data and alternatives for data when checking data-flow
correctness in executable BPMN models. Optionality refers to the fact that ac-
cess to data can be either optional or mandatory, while data alternatives mean
that an activity may read or write data elements out of alternative sets.
Compared to the approaches in [185, 216], in Chapter 8 we introduce a higher
level of abstraction to detect shared data access, by evaluating which process
activities operate on the same classes of a data schema. Besides, we identify a
set of inconsistencies between data access operations performed on particular
sets of data instances, and define two rules to capture inconsistencies related
to missing data and attempted creation of existing data. Specifically, we do not
consider “redundant” or “not destroyed” data to be a problem, as we assume
that data created by a process and stored in a database, can be used by other
processes or applications. Besides, we do not deal with the “inconsistent data”
considered in [185], as we advocate that issues related to concurrent data access
operations require elaborating on database transactions.
Among related work, the approach presented in [213] is probably the most
similar to ours, especially in the algorithms designed to verify the presence of
missing data. Instead, our notion of “creation of existing data” is different from
the one of “redundant data” provided in [213].

Part IV
The Decision Perspective of
Healthcare Processes
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Reconciling and integrating processes and decisions is of paramount importance,
both when it comes to modelling the two concerns consistently, as well as in
terms of automated discovery of process-decision models [217].
Decision-making plays a crucial role in BPM, as decisions may be based on
running processes and may affect process outcomes. The recent introduction of
the DMN standard confirms the increasing interest in documenting, modeling,
and analyzing the decision dimension of business processes [50].
Recently, the separation of concerns has attracted attention to improve main-
tenance, flexibility, scalability, and re-usability of process and decision mod-
els [20, 49]. However, integrating decision and process models is of paramount
importance, especially for those application domains centred around decision- or
knowledge-intensive processes [75].
One of the aims of DMN is to bridge the gap between business process mod-
els describing the coordination of decision-making and decision logic models [47].
This is done by introducing decision requirements diagrams (DRDs), that de-
fine the decisions made in process tasks and their inter-relationships. However,
understanding the interplay between DRDs and BPMN process models and sep-
arating concerns is not trivial, especially when dealing with aspects such as data
that play different yet crucial roles in both models.
Part IV tackles the joint modeling of processes and decisions with the BPMN
and DMN standards considering real-world healthcare processes as complex ap-
plication scenarios.
In Chapter 11, we begin by proposing an approach to derive (fragments of)
decision models from the data perspective of process models, considering a set
of patterns representing data used by decision activities in BPMN processes. We
show the application of the presented pattern-based approach on a real health-
care process dealing with patients affected by Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD).
In Chapter 12, we look deeper into the management of COPD patients and
take a real healthcare system as a starting point for defining a general metho-
dological framework based on BPMN and DMN to design and simulate care
pathways encompassing several decision-making tasks. In this chapter, we also
discuss how different process perspectives must be considered when modeling
multi-disciplinary healthcare processes and provide connection points with the
work presented in previous chapters of this thesis.
Finally, in Chapter 13 we give an overview of related work regarding the
integrated modeling of processes and decisions with BPMN and DMN, and dis-
cuss how such a modeling approach compares to existing approaches for the
formalization of clinical-interpretable guidelines.

11
Deriving Decision Models from Process Models
This chapter is based on results published in [60, 61].
I would like to thank my colleague and friend Ekaterina Bazhenova,
who also contributed to this work as part of her doctoral thesis.
In the field of business process management, decisions are becoming increas-
ingly integrated into business processes [48], as they boost organizational com-
petitiveness and may be analyzed, implemented, and reused in multiple processes
for improving business outcomes [218]. However, since both BPM and decision
management have existed long without proper integration, process modeling lan-
guages have often been misused for designing decisions [219], thus resulting in
complex “spaghetti” models [220] that are hard to read and to maintain [20].
To overcome this limitation, the Decision Model and Notation [47], intro-
duced in Sect. 2.2, was developed by the OMG for modeling decisions at differ-
ent levels of detail. One of the purposes of the DMN standard is to complement
BPMN for decision design, thus contributing to create a standard-based frame-
work to support the design of processes and related decisions.
One of the ways lo link DMN decision models to BPMN process models is
by associating decisions with those process activities within which the decision-
making takes place [47]. Such decision activities may be linked to a decision
model that details the decision requirements and the inner decision logic of the
activity.
The combination of BPMN and DMN models allows one to naturally model
decision logic separately from process logic, thus achieving a “separation of con-
cerns” [221], which eases process and decision model maintainability [20, 50].
Indeed, if decisions are defined in process structures, any modification of the
decision logic would require the process model to be modified accordingly. Thus,
separating concerns is worthwhile, especially when process and decision models
are maintained and re-engineered by different stakeholders.
In this direction, the need for a separate, yet integrated modeling of decisions
and processes has become central in BPM research [50]. Indeed, in organizational
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realities processes and decisions are closely interrelated since decisions may drive
the process flow and processes may manipulate information that is used to make
decisions. In particular, decision activities take in input data created or acquired
earlier in the process, and produce decision outputs which may be used later in
the process. Whereas separating concerns is easy for newly modeled processes,
separating concerns in existing processes becomes quite challenging, especially
when decision-making aspects are integrated within process models, and both
process and decision models rely on the same, shared business data.
In this chapter, we consider the extraction of DMN decision models from
BPMN process models [20, 219, 220], focusing on the data perspective of pro-
cess models and providing an approach to build a DMN model including such
decisions. Previous work tackled the discovery of DMN decision models from the
process control flow [20, 219], or from event logs [222, 223]. Nonetheless, how to
unbundle decisions encoded in the data perspective of BPMN process models is
yet to be investigated.
The main contribution of this chapter is to provide a pattern-based approach
to support decision designers and analysts in understanding how the data explic-
itly represented in a process model may be modeled in a separate, yet integrated
decision model. Henceforth, we will refer to such data as process-related data
used by activities to make decisions. More specifically, we distinguish a set of
BPMN process patterns that characterize process-related data used for making
decisions in process models and suggest how such data can be represented in
DMN decision models. Thus, we also provide a mapping of such BPMN patterns
towards the corresponding elements of a DMN model. The final goal is to define
a correspondence between the conceptual representation of data in BPMN and
DMN elements. This correspondence can be used by designers and analysts to
(i) guide the extraction and separation of a decision model from a given process
model and (ii) improve understanding of integrated process and decision models,
always under a data perspective.
Our proposal deals with process modeling at conceptual level. This means
that it aims to improve communication between different stakeholders and it
can also be used during process analysis [1], to ease knowledge workers into
better refine existing process and decision models.
The steps that we followed to devise the proposed pattern-based approach
can be summarized as follows. Firstly, we identified a set of decision patterns
that describe data elements commonly used in BPMN processes to represent
data potentially used by activities to make decisions. To this end, we analyzed
the representation and use of data in the BPMN and DMN standards, by also
considering real-world processes. Then, we defined a formal mapping of the iden-
tified decision patterns towards dedicated (groups of) DMN elements. Finally,
we discussed the post-processing of the obtained decision models. To exemplify
the applicability of our approach, we show the application of the discussed steps
to a process taken from a real-world clinical domain.
The main limitation of the introduced approach is the lack of automation in
the use and mapping of the proposed patterns. Indeed, lying in the context of
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BPMN process modeling and analysis [1], the presented approach respects a high,
conceptual level of abstraction, thus requiring expertise in domain knowledge to
understand context-dependent process and decision modeling aspects. Thus, we
assume that knowledge about the “as-is” processes of an enterprise is available
to decision analysts, regardless of whether it is gathered by multi-disciplinary
teams or through direct interaction with stakeholders [20].
The remainder of the chapter structured as follows. Sect. 11.1 introduces a
clinical motivating example. Sect. 11.2 describes the approach proposed to design
decision models from process-related data used by decision activities. Sect. 11.3
explores how such process-related data are represented in BPMN. Sect. 11.4
introduces the set of identified BPMN decision patterns. Sect. 11.5 presents the
mapping of the distinguished BPMN patterns to DMN decision models. Sect. 11.6
discusses the application of our approach to a real healthcare process. Sect. 11.7
concludes the chapter by reviewing our contribution.
11.1 Motivating Example and Foundations
In this section, we introduce a clinical example that shows the motivations behind
our proposal and recall key concepts of the BPMN [11] and DMN [47] standards
that will be used throughout the whole chapter.
Let us consider the process for diagnosing and treating patients affected by
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) [99], carried out by physicians
and pulmonologists working in a hospital.
COPD is a chronic and irreversible condition of the lungs, caused by tobacco
smoke or exposure to polluted environments. Hospital care for COPD is mostly
focused on monitoring and reducing the patient’s symptoms, whose severity de-
termines which is the stage of the illness and, accordingly, how the patient must
be treated.
In this chapter, we consider dealing with the presentation in a hospital of
patients complaining about respiratory discomfort suggestive of COPD. For sim-
plicity, we consider patients that either need to be diagnosed with COPD, or that
are known to have COPD and are experiencing a sudden worsening episode, i.e.,
a “COPD exacerbation” [59, 99]. More detailed processes for the management
of patients affected with COPD are reported in Chapter 12.
The main steps of the process introduced in Example 11.1 are represented
by the BPMN process diagram of Fig. 11.1.
Example 11.1 (Simple Diagnostic Process for COPD). The process begins
when start message event Patient Request A© is triggered upon receiving a patient
request. In BPMN, some events such as message, signal, escalation, and error
events, have the capability of carrying data. Among these, messages are used
to depict the physical or information items exchanged during a communication
between two participants [11]. In the considered case, the request exchanged
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between a patient and the receiving physician is assumed to include the patient’s
biographical data and the reason of presentation.
Process resource Physician B© conducts activity Evaluate Request by assessing
the degree of emergency based on the patient request. In BPMN, activities may
be decorated with markers that denote their type or loop characteristics. In
this chapter, we focus on user activities, executed by a human performer, and
business rule activities that interact with a business rule engine [11]. Graphically,
user activities such as Evaluate request in Fig. 11.1 include a human figure marker,
while business rule activities have a marker that resembles a decision table.
Then, the process flow is split into two branches, based on whether the patient
has already been assigned a COPD stage or not.
If the patient is already staged, activity Evaluate hospitalization is conducted.
Evaluating hospitalization is a decision that requires a physician to consider both
the factors described in a text annotation C© and the patient history recorded in
the Electronic Health Record EHR D©, represented as a data store. In hospitals,
exacerbation treatment is under the care of a Pulmonologist.
Otherwise, if hospitalization is not required, activity Prescribe therapy is con-
ducted. Then, the physician must Plan an Examination to re-evaluate the patient.
The date is chosen based on the patient conditions and on the days available in
the ward’s calendar. If the notification of a new Free time slot F© appears during
appointment scheduling, as depicted by the corresponding message boundary
non-interrupting event, the physician considers it.DEHMIMOP - M tivating Example COPD
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Fig. 11.1: Sample diagnostic process for patients with suspected Chronic Ob-
structive Pulmonary Disease, conducted in a hospital. Several kinds of data are
used by process activities to make decisions: A© start message events; B© re-
sources; C© text annotations; D© data stores; E© data objects; and F© boundary
non-interrupting events.
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Instead, if the patient is non-staged, the physician must Examine and interview
the patient to collect data regarding symptoms, signs, and smoking habits. All
these data are summarized in the Anamnesis report E©, depicted as a data object
representing volatile data exchanged by activities. Then, these data are used by
a physician to formulate a Working Diagnosis. Next, a set of diagnostic steps is
conducted to either confirm a diagnosis of COPD or solve respiratory discomfort.
The process diagram from Fig. 11.1 shows how data represented by data ob-
jects, text annotations, data stores, and events are provided as an input for activ-
ities Evaluate Request, Evaluate hospitalization, Make working diagnosis, and Plan
an examination. Since they all involve evaluation, planning, and other decision-
intensive tasks such as clinical diagnosis, the mentioned activities are likely to
use the associated data as an input for making decisions. However, since process
models are not meant to represent decisions, it is not always easy to understand
which process-related data concern also decision-making.
Generally speaking, a decision is the act of determining an output value,
from a number of input values, using decision logic to define how the output is
determined from the inputs [47, 224]. This definition of decision is in line with
the one provided in the DMN standard [47].
An example of DMN Decision Requirement Diagram related to the domain
described by the process diagram of Fig. 11.1 is shown in Fig. 11.2.
Fig. 11.2 shows two decisions Evaluate request and Evaluate hospitalization
depicted as rectangles. A patient request is usually evaluated based on the pa-
tient’s biographical data and on the reason of presentation, which describes the
current symptoms considering whether the patient is already undergoing COPD
therapy. Only if this is the case, i.e., the patient is already staged and is exacer-
bating, hospitalization must be evaluated following clinical guidelines to assess
symptoms acuity and response to previous treatment.
Evaluate
request
Patient 
Request
knowledge_source
knowledge_source
Physician
Evaluate
hospitalization EHR
Clinical
Guidelines
Fig. 11.2: Example of DMN Decision Requirements Diagram, representing a
decision Evaluate hospitalization, based on sub-decision Evaluate request, related
input data and knowledge sources.
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Accordingly, Fig. 11.2 shows that the output of decision Evaluate request is
used by decision Evaluate hospitalization, together with input data EHR, enclosing
the results of the request evaluation and, if present, the patient stage. Input data
denote the information used as an input by the decision and are depicted as a
shape with two parallel straight sides and two semi-circular ends.
Finally, a knowledge source denotes an authority for a decision, which can
either be a domain expert responsible for maintaining the decision (e.g., Physi-
cian) or source documents from which the decision is derived (e.g., Clinical guide-
lines) [47]. Graphically, knowledge sources are depicted as shapes with three
straight sides and a wavy one.
The dependencies between DRD elements are expressed by different kinds
of requirements. In Fig. 11.2, decision Evaluate hospitalization is connected to
knowledge sources Clinical guidelines and Physician by authority requirements,
while input data Patient Request and EHR are connected to decisions Evaluate
Request, respectively Evaluate hospitalization, by an information requirement.
The introduced example shows a DMN DRD that has been derived from a
BPMN process model. In such a scenario, the connection between the process and
decision models strongly relies on (1) decision activities and (2) data used within
the process that also have potential decisional value. However, the identification
of which process-related data may have decisional value and what concern (e.g.,
input data or knowledge source) they address when externalized in a dedicated
decision model remains a challenging task for decision analysts and designers.
Since DRDs were devised to bridge business process models and decision
logic, in this chapter we focus on the decision requirements level and investigate
how process-related data used for decision-making may be represented in DRDs.
We also rely on the definitions of process model (cf. Def. 2.1) and decision
requirements diagram (cf. Def. 2.9) formalized in Chapter 2.
However, we slightly modify Def. 2.1 to characterize decision activities, as
described by the following Def. 11.1.
Definition 11.1 (Set of Decision Activities). Let us consider a process
m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L), conforming to
Def. 2.1. Let us call DA ⊆ A the set of decision activities of process model m.
Then, it holds that ∀da ∈ DA either αk(da) 7→ subprocess or, if αk(da) 7→ task
then αt(da) 7→ user or αt(da) 7→ business rule.
According to Def. 11.1 states that decisions can be represented in process
models either as subprocesses or as tasks of kind user or business rule. In this
chapter we comprehensively refer to the tasks and sub-processes captured by
Def. 11.1 as decision activities.
The DMN standard recommends that decision activities are executed either
manually as in user tasks, or in a semi-automated manner, as in business rule
tasks [47]. In BPMN, a business rule task provides a mechanism for the process
to provide input to a business rule engine and to get the output of calculations
that the business rule engine could provide. A user task is executed by a human
performer. Thereby, decisions may be represented as user or business rule tasks.
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Instead, decision subprocesses do not have a specified type, but rather enclose
multiple steps of decision-making [110]. Further in this work, we omit the type
of decision tasks when the context is clear.
However, it is worth noticing that not all user and business rule tasks repre-
sent a decision activity. Indeed, the task type may help decision analysts in the
identification of decision-making tasks, but usually approval of stakeholders is
needed to properly identify decisions [20].
As exemplified in the DMN standard [47] and in the motivating example
of Fig. 11.1, the name of the activity may suggest that decision-making is per-
formed. For instance, when the label of a task starts with a verb that implies
a decision, such as “decide”, “evaluate”, or “check”, then the activity is likely
to be a decision activity. Also approaches coming from the world of decision
mining and decision point analysis may support the identification of decision
activities [225].
11.2 A Stepwise Pattern-based Approach
In this section, we describe the main design steps that led to the pattern-based
approach proposed in this chapter.
In BPM, the problem of having decisions hard-encoded into process models
is definitely relevant as it gives rise to maintainability, flexibility, re-usability,
and scalability issues [50, 226]. In particular, process models can contain a lot
of data elements that may carry hidden decisional value, such as data objects,
data stores, or events. Often, these data are connected to decision activities and
used as an input for decision-making. However, by simply observing a process
diagram it is difficult to understand which information shall be unbundled and
included in a dedicated decision model.
As a possible solution to help decision analysts and designers to recognize
these data elements and use them when designing a DMN decision model, we
provide a set of BPMN patterns capturing the data perspective of process models
and a mapping towards corresponding DMN DRD fragments.
To our knowledge, this work is the first one to focus on the data perspective
of BPMN process models at a conceptual level, as other proposals have addressed
the same problem dealing with control flow aspects [20, 48] or have focused on
the separation of concerns by considering decision services [227, 228].
In this section, we describe the stepwise approach that we followed to design
our solution, starting from a given BPMN process model and identifying the
process-related data used by decision activities. By grounding our research on
the established BPMN [11] and DMN [47] standards, while analyzing real-world
scenarios, we provide an approach that is based on well-known design languages,
while having empirical evidence in processes coming from different real-world
healthcare domains [58, 229].
In the first step, we analyze the BPMN elements defined in BPMN and
identify which process elements may carry data. The result of this analysis is
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a classification of elements with respect to their relevance in capturing data that
can be used for decision-making. Then, in the second step, we define the BPMN
patterns including the process elements discovered in the previous step. Finally,
in the third step, we define the mapping of BPMN patterns towards possible
DMN elements.
Step 1: Analysis of the BPMN standard for Identifying Decision Patterns. For
specifying a complete and well-grounded set of decision patterns, we con-
ducted a systematic qualitative analysis of the BPMN standard and identi-
fied which elements of the notation may carry data that are used by decision
activities. In particular, we focused on those that are represented in BPMN
process diagrams and can be visualized by designers, analysts, and stake-
holders. The detailed description of the BPMN standard analysis is reported
in Sect. 11.3.
Step 2: Definition of Decision Patterns in BPMN. Starting from the results of
Step 1, we defined and formalized a set of decision patterns capturing the
data perspective of BPMN. Each pattern corresponds to a process fragment
representing a decision which is based on process-related data, and can be
extracted to be represented in a separate decision model. In Sect. 11.4 we
present the definition and formalization of the considered set of data-centric
decision patterns.
Step 3: Mapping of BPMN Decision Patterns onto DMN DRDs. Once the main
decision patterns are identified and defined, they shall be mapped to elements
or fragments of DMN Decision Requirements Diagrams. In Sect. 11.5 we pro-
posed and formalized the mapping between BPMN decision patterns and the
corresponding elements of DMN DRDs.
The BPMN patterns classified in the second step can be used by analysts
and designers to identify decision patterns in a process model, and the mapping
defined in the third step can guide the extraction of a set of DRD fragments from
the process model. Such DRD fragments constitute an unadapted DMN decision
model. In order to obtain a complete DRD, designers must combine the obtained
fragments by considering the correlation between different decisions dictated by
the structure and the data flow of the process.
The considered process model may be re-engineered by evaluating whether
process-related data should be kept in the process model or it is sufficient to
keep them in the extracted decision model. In Sect. 11.6, we discuss in detail
the steps that should be carried out to use the proposed patterns to unbundle
decisions from an existing process model.
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11.3 Identification of Process-Related Data Used for
Decision-Making
In this section, we discuss which kinds of data may be valuable for decision-
making, starting from those explicitly represented in BPMN process models.
Then, we complete our analysis by discussing the role of other kinds of process-
related data for decision-making.
11.3.1 Analysis of data representation in BPMN
In order to identify which process elements may carrying data that are used
by decision activities in process models, we conducted a systematic qualitative
analysis of the BPMN standard [11] and considered previous works addressing
the suitability of BPMN for modeling decisions and (related) data [70, 230, 12].
The presented analysis aims to distinguish which BPMN elements capture
data explicitly represented in process models, that can be used by decision activ-
ities for making decisions. We provide a selection of process elements relevant to
modeling data valuable for decision-making, starting from data artifacts, events,
and resources associated to decision activities.
Since we are considering decision activities as the main BPMN element di-
rectly or indirectly “connected” to data elements, our analysis has a defined
scope. Moreover, we consider only BPMN graphical elements that can be visu-
alized in a process diagram, thus covering the whole BPMN descriptive process
modeling conformance [11]. On the one hand, we have data flow elements (e.g.,
data objects, data stores) linked to decision activities. On the other hand, some
control flow elements can be connected to decision activities and represent other
kinds of data in a process model (e.g., events providing input data for decision
activities).
In detail, we analyzed version v.2.0.2 of the BPMN standard [11] and con-
sidered 116 process elements in total.
The five basic categories of elements found in a BPMN process: (1) Flow
objects, (2) Data, (3) Swimlanes, and (4) Artifacts, and (5) Connecting objects.
A short summary of the analyzed elements is presented in Table 11.1, where
the relevance of BPMN elements for representing data that can be related with
decision activities is denoted by a “+” symbol for full relevance, by a “–” symbol
for full irrelevance, and by a “+/–” for partial relevance.
Whether process elements connected to decision activities really contain data
useful for decision-making may depend on the modeled domain and on the spe-
cific process instance. However, at a conceptual level, we may assume that process
designers and decision analysts have the domain knowledge expertise required
to assess data relevance for decision-making.
Therefore, we consider a group of process elements (e.g., activities, gateways)
to be fully relevant with respect to the considered analysis, when all the objects
belonging to that group may be connected to decision activities, thus potentially
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Cat. Elements Relevance Brief Summary
F
lo
w
O
b
je
ct
s
Events +/- Only start events, intermediate catching events,
and boundary events are relevant for our goal. If
interrupting a boundary event is relevant when im-
mediately followed by a decision activity located
on its outgoing exception flow, if non-interrupting
it is relevant when attached to a decision activity.
Activities - Not relevant as activities are units of work: they
may represent decisions, but not related data.
Gateways - Not relevant as gateways are not meant to repre-
sent data. Exclusive gateways are points where a
previously made decision is applied [20].
D
a
ta
Data objects
Data inputs/outputs
+ Relevant, combined with data associations that
connect them to decision activities.
Data stores + Relevant, in combination with data associations
that connect them to decision activities.
S
w
im
la
n
es Pools +/- Relevant only if a pool consists of one lane because
a decision activity can belong to only one lane.
Lanes +/- Relevant when it contains data about roles respon-
sible for executing and maintaining decisions.
A
rt
if
a
ct
s
Groups - Not relevant because groups represent only an in-
formal visual mechanism for grouping elements,
and they do not carry decisional data.
Text annotations + Relevant, combined with associations that connect
them to decision activities.
C
o
n
n
ec
ti
n
g
o
b
je
ct
s
Sequence flows +/- Sequence flows do not represent data. However,
when they are used to connect events to decision
activities they are relevant for our goal.
Conditional flows - Not relevant, as they encompass automatic “rout-
ing decisions”.
Message flows - Not relevant. Message flows do not connect data
to decision activities.
Associations +/- Relevant, when combination with text annota-
tions.
Data associations +/- Relevant when used in combination with data ob-
jects, data inputs, data outputs, or data stores.
Exception flow +/- Relevant only when it connects a boundary event
with an immediately following decision activity.
Table 11.1: Relevance of BPMN elements for capturing data explicitly repre-
sented in process models that can be used by decision activities for making deci-
sions. Full relevance is shown as a “+” symbol, full irrelevance as a “–” symbol,
and partial relevance as a “+/–” symbol.
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including data useful for decision-making. Similarly, we consider a group of pro-
cess elements to be partially relevant with respect to the conducted analysis
when (i) only part of the elements in that group satisfy our requirements (e.g.,
events) or (ii) the elements of the group are used to connect data to decision
activities (e.g., sequence flows). The group of elements that do not satisfy the
above requirements are marked as not relevant.
(1) Flow objects are the main graphical elements used to define the behavior of
a business process. BPMN defines three kinds of flow objects:
– Events. Events represent facts that occur during process execution and
affect the process flow. BPMN distinguishes events based on (a) their
triggering behavior and (b) their position in the process. Some events
such as message, escalation, error, signal, and multiple events have the
capability to carry data, whereas others such as timer and conditional
events may represent (temporal) conditions of the environment that may
impact the way a decision is made.
(a) Based on their triggering behavior, events are classified in throwing
and catching events depending on whether they release (throw) a
trigger or react to (catch) it. For catching events, when the trigger
occurs output data become automatically available to be further used
in the process.
(b) Based on their position in the process flow, events are classified into
start, intermediate, or end events. Intermediate events may also be
attached to the boundary of activities and may have either an inter-
rupting behavior or a non-interrupting one.
Here, we considered only those events that may affect the execution of
decision activities. Start events are relevant for our analysis since they are
all catching events and, thus, they may carry data used by immediately
following decision activities, connected by a sequence flow edge. Among
intermediate events, we included only catching events, as throwing events
are not suitable for our purpose. Intermediate events can be connected
to a decision activity through a sequence flow (or an exception flow in
case they attached to the boundary of a previous activity) or they can be
attached to its boundary. In both cases, the decision activity may use the
data carried by the event. However, in order for a decision activity to use
data carried by a boundary event, the latter must be non-interrupting
as an interrupted activity cannot use data. Since nothing can follow end
events, they are not relevant for our purpose.
– Activities. An activity is used to represent work that is performed within
the process. Naturally, activities are not meant to represent data in pro-
cesses, therefore they are not relevant for our analysis.
– Gateways. Gateways are used to control the divergence and convergence
of sequence flow in a process. Therefore, gateways are part of process con-
trol flow, so they do not represent data in processes. Even when exclusive
gateways execute a data-based routing decision, the actual decision shall
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be made in the activity preceding the decision gateway [20] (i.e., gateways
use the output of a previously made decision to route the flow).
(2) Data is represented by the following elements:
– Data objects, data inputs, data outputs. Data objects describe informa-
tion that is needed for activities to be performed, or is produced during
activity execution. Data inputs and data outputs provide the same in-
formation for processes. As we are considering data used by decision
activities, data objects and data inputs connected to decision activities
are naturally relevant for our selection and should be considered in com-
bination with the data associations that link them. Instead, we exclude
data outputs as they may represent the result of a decision, but not the
used data. If the data output resulting from a decision is used as an
input by another decision, it will be likely duplicated in the process or
connected to both decision activities.
– Data stores. A data store allows activities to retrieve or update stored
information that will persist beyond the scope of the process. Naturally,
when connected to decision activities, data stores may provide informa-
tion relevant for decision-making. Again, data stores should be linked to
decision activities through data associations.
(3) Swimlanes provide a graphical account for participants in a process and
group other flow objects in the following two ways.
– Pools. A pool is the graphical representation of participants of the pro-
cess. It can consist of several lanes. A decision activity can belong to
only one lane of the pool. The assignment of a resource to an activity is
done by placing the activity within the selected lane of the pool.
– Lanes. Lanes are used to partition pools in order to organize and cate-
gorize activities. The assignment of a resource to an activity is done by
placing an activity in the lane.
Despite they do not represent data directly, pools and lanes may be associ-
ated to decision activities. The information related to the (decisional) role
assigned to the resource and corresponding data access restrictions may in-
fluence the outcome of a decision. Resources are relevant when they are also
responsible for the governance of the decision-making.
(4) Artifacts are used to provide additional information about the process.
– Groups. BPMN defines groups as a “visual mechanism to group elements
of a diagram informally” [11]. Groups cannot be connected to any BPMN
elements, and they do not affect the process flow, but they rather serve
to ease perception of process models to users. They are not relevant for
our selection.
– Text annotations. Text annotations are a mechanism for a modeler to
provide additional information in natural language to help the readers of
a process model. When connected to decision activities, these artifacts
can contain significant information for decision-making (e.g., data, con-
straints on the way a decision activity is executed, or business rules [231]).
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Therefore, we include them into our selection, together with the associ-
ations connecting them to the corresponding decision activities.
(5) Connecting objects represent different ways of linking flow objects to each
other or to additional information represented by artifacts. Although they
do not represent data, they are needed to convey the information contained
in events and to connect data artifacts to decision activities. Therefore, some
connecting elements are given partial relevance.
– Sequence flows. A sequence flow can be used to show a partial ordering of
activities in a process. As previously mentioned, we are interested in the
sequence flows used to connect start/intermediate events that carry data
to the decision activities that use them. For this reason, their relevance
for the analysis goal is partial.
– Conditional flows. A conditional flow is a special kind of sequence flow
having a condition expression that is evaluated at runtime to determine
whether that process path can be followed or not. Despite relying on the
evaluation of a data-based condition, conditional flows encompass an au-
tomatic “routing decision”. Since decision-wise their behavior is similar
to that of exclusive gateways, they are not relevant for our selection.
– Message flows. A message flow is used to show the flow of messages
between two participants that are prepared to send and receive them.
BPMN defines a special kind of activities and events, called send and
receive activities (events), to perform such information exchange. Since
receive tasks in BPMN cannot represent decision-making, the only way
to use the content of a message for decision-making is by considering
catching message events properly connected to decision activities. Thus,
the message flow is not relevant for our purpose.
– Associations. An association is used to link text annotations with other
flow elements. When connected to a decision activity, text annotations
can contain any kind of comment written in natural language. These com-
ments may include data/information used by decision activities. Thus,
we include them in our selection with partial relevance.
– Data associations. A data association is used to link data objects, data
inputs, data outputs, or data stores with activities or events. Since data
objects or data stores may contain data used by decision activities, the
data associations connecting such data artifacts to decision activities are
relevant for our purpose.
– Exception flow. An exception flow occurs outside the normal flow of the
process and it originates from an intermediate event attached to the
boundary of an activity that occurs during process execution. As we
considered intermediate events followed by decision activities, we shall
include the exception flow when it connects a boundary event with a
following decision activity. For this reason, its relevance is partial.
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11.3.2 Other Kinds of Data Used for Decision-Making
Here, we complete our analysis by considering (implicit) process-related data that
are often used for decision-making. In detail, we discuss why some data (i) do
not need to be externalized in decision models or (ii) are used for representing
process-related information, without being explicitly included in BPMN models.
In general, not all kinds of data specified within process models need to be
externalized in dedicated decision models. This happens when data elements
include no decision input/knowledge or when execution/external events are used
exclusively to automatically route the process flow. Indeed, decision models are
often employed to represent and improve understanding of operational decisions,
mostly focusing on decision algorithms and logics to support human decision-
making. Therefore, lower-level process logic should not be represented by decision
models at the requirements level.
As an example, let us consider catching events in the configuration of event-
based gateways. In this case, event occurrence drives the process flow based on
“instantaneous decisions” that are managed by process engines. Such kind of
decisions made by a process engine should not be included in decision mod-
els, as they are based on process logic and routing rules, that depend on event
processing.
For instance, let us consider an event-based gateway having events “Receive
accept e-mail” and “Receive reject e-mail” in its configuration. Depending on
whether the request is accepted or requested, the process behaves differently.
Yet, the “decision” of which path must be taken is a mere reaction to a decision,
made outside the scope of the process (in this case, made by the sender) and
whose output events, determine how the process should proceed its execution.
From another perspective, information used for decision-making and included
in decision models may not be explicitly represented in process models. For
instance, domain knowledge, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs), or process
execution logs often drive decision-making, but they are represented as meta-
information or at a lower modeling level rather than being included in BPMN
process models.
Reference data and domain knowledge. Human decision-making is performed by
organization personnel, who interpret data according to their knowledge,
personal experience, past organizational trends, and reference information
enclosed within textual guidelines [58]. Indeed, background domain knowl-
edge is often used to complement known decision inputs, before outputs are
inferred [232].
Key performance indicators (KPIs). Indicators can be defined during process
specification to evaluate the process execution performance and to measure
the progress towards the achievement of business and organizational out-
comes, based on specific objectives and milestones. KPIs can have a local or
a global scope, depending on how and when they impact the process [59]. Lo-
cal KPIs are often defined quantitatively to measure the process performance
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and can be used to adapt the process dynamically. An example of local KPI
is activity duration: If a certain task lasts longer than expected, future pro-
cess steps can be skipped. Conversely, global KPIs are defined qualitatively
by aggregating information regarding several processes, and can be used to
support higher level decisions, related to process re-engineering or role re-
definition. For instance, process managers may decide to re-design part of a
process, according to customers satisfaction reports. Decisions can be linked
to the KPIs and objectives of the organization they impact. These, may co-
incide with the global KPIs referred by processes within which the decisions
are made [233].
Execution information. Likewise KPIs, information extracted from process logs
can also be used to dynamically adapt the process flow to prescribed execu-
tion requirements in order to achieve improved decision outcomes [225, 233].
Despite not being explicitly represented in BPMN process models, the informa-
tion enclosed within domain knowledge, KPIs, and process logs may be integrated
by decision designers once DMN models are created.
11.4 Decision Patterns for the Data Perspective of BPMN
In this section, we define and formalize a set of patterns that combine the process
elements selected during the analysis of BPMN with decision activities.
Fig. 11.3 shows the set of decision patterns Π1−Π6 , that was derived from
the systematic analysis of the BPMN standard [11] and whose empirical evidence
was found in real-world healthcare process models from prior research [20, 59,
229].
Each pattern corresponds to a process fragment, that is, a subset of the
process model defined as a tuple. Thereby, each pattern contains a connected
subgraph of a process model, which represents a decision based on process-related
data that can be externalized into a separate decision model. The introduced
patterns identify common ways to represent data related to decisions in process
models. When the corresponding decision model is designed, a stakeholder (or a
decision analyst having the required domain knowledge expertise) shall establish
whether such data are significant for decision-making, as done in [20].
For readability, we always show one process element of a kind attached to a
decision activity, thus intentionally omitting the representation of multiple ele-
ments connected to a single decision activity. For example, pattern Π1 shows
only one data object connected with a decision activity, although the formal-
ization of Π1 provides that multiple data objects can be attached to a single
decision activity. For each pattern, we provide its description, formalization, con-
nection with the motivating example of Fig. 11.1, and discuss possible variants.
It is worth noticing that we do not include decision outputs in our patterns.
This gives us more flexibility when identifying decision activities as we select
those that necessarily have some input data, but may or may not have an out-
put explicitly represented in the process model. Indeed, decision outputs do not
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Fig. 11.3: Summary of BPMN decision patterns. The possible plurality of the
elements connected to a single decision activity is omitted for readability.
have to be explicitly represented as data elements in a process, as they can be
captured by the output flows of an exclusive gateway [50]. Besides, the pres-
ence/absence of a decision output represented as data in the process does not
change the structure of the obtained DMN decision requirements diagram.
Π1 – Data objects used by a decision activity. Data objects represent
data that is generated, consumed, and exchanged by process activities [11]. The
BPMN standard does not say much about the inner structure of a data object. In
practice, data objects can be used to capture a single data class of a databases, a
collection of data classes, or a complex document [182]. Therefore, the informa-
tion contained in data objects may or may not be used for decision-making and
can be of any kind. When used for decision-making, the information contained
in data objects is represented as input data for decision-making [20].
Π1 - Data objects used by a decision activity
Description
A decision activity uses the information contained within one or more data
objects attached to it as input data for decision-making.
Elements
Decision activity da, data objects do1, . . . , don attached to da through di-
rected data associations (do1, da), . . . , (don, da).
Formalization
Let m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L) be a
process model. A decision activity da ∈ DA ⊆ A uses the set of data objects
DO′ ⊆ DO ⊆ DN if and only if ∀ do ∈ DO′, (do, da) ∈ F .
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Π1 is a process fragment that consists of decision activity da ∈ DA, a
set of data objects DO′ ⊆ DO, and a set of data associations FDO′ =
{(do, da) | do ∈ DO′} ⊆ F .
As an example, let us consider an healthcare process, as the one of Fig. 11.1.
A data object can represent the identifier of the patient, the list of previously
prescribed therapies or a whole document, such as the anamnesis report. Re-
gardless of data granularity, this information is related to a specific patient and
it is represented as input data for the decision activity.
Π2 – Text annotations used by a decision activity. Text annotations at-
tached to activities are used to provide additional text information about that
activity [11]. Therefore, as there is no limitation on their content, text anno-
tations can represent both data, and requirements for decision-making. For in-
stance, textual annotations may represent business rules integrated into process
models [234].
According to our analysis, annotations are used in processes to capture com-
ments related to which data can be used to execute the task, constraints on
the execution of the task (such as deadlines, procedural aspects to be observed,
or business rules), and information regarding activity actors and authorities for
decision-making. Of course, the same text annotation can contain diverse kinds
of data and not all of them may be needed for decision-making.
Π2 - Text annotation used by a decision activity
Description
A decision activity uses the information contained within one or more text
annotations attached to it as input data for decision-making or to provide
details about decision sources or decision makers.
Elements
Decision activity da, text annotation ta1, . . . , tan attached to da through
undirected data associations (ta1, da), . . . , (tan, da).
Formalization
Let m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L) be
a process model. A decision activity da ∈ DA ⊆ A uses the set of text
annotations TA′ ⊆ TA if and only if ∀ ta ∈ TA′, (ta, da) ∈ T . Π2 is
a process fragment that consists of decision activity da ∈ DA, a set of
text annotations TA′ ⊆ TA, and a set of undirected associations T ′ =
{(ta, da)| ta ∈ TA′} .
For example, let us consider the process of Fig. 11.1. Text annotation “Consider
patient conditions and stage”, associated to decision activity Plan an examination
suggests that the stage of COPD and the conditions of the patient must be
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considered during examination planning. In the considered domain, the more
severe is the patient the earliest and most frequently medical checks should be
planned. Instead, annotation “Must be the same doctor that has evaluated the
patient request” does not provide any information useful for decision-making.
Π3 – Data stores used by a decision activity. Data stores represent data
that persist beyond the scope of the process [11]. Data stores are often used
to represent databases that support process execution. Therefore, information
retrieved from data store is likely to represent input data for decision activities.
In the process of Fig. 11.1, data store EHR provides input data for decision
activity Evaluate hospitalization. The same data store is connected also to decision
activity Make working diagnosis.
Π3 – Data stores used by a decision activity
Description
A decision activity uses the information retrieved from one or more data
stores as input data for decision-making.
Elements
Decision activity da, data stores ds1 . . . dsn attached to da through directed
data association (ds1, da), . . . , (dsn, da).
Formalization
Let m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L) be a
process model. A decision activity da ∈ DA ⊆ A uses the set of data stores
DS′ ⊆ DS ⊂ DN if and only if ∀ ds ∈ DS′, (ds, da) ∈ F . Π3 is a process
fragment that consists of decision activity da ∈ DA, a set of data stores
DS′ ⊆ DS, and a set of data associations FDS′ = {(ds, da) | ds ∈ DS′} ⊆ F .
Π4 – Event data used by a subsequent decision activity. In BPMN,
some events such as message, escalation, error, and signal events have the capabil-
ity to carry data [11]. In addition, timer events also encode temporal information
that may have a value for business decision-making [54] and data obtained within
a certain time frame may be used for re-evaluating decisions in real time [235].
When immediately followed by decision activities, the information carried by
events can be used as input data for decision-making. According to the position
of the triggered event, that is, either start or intermediate, we distinguish two
variants of this pattern.
Π4 – Event data used by a subsequent decision activity
Description
A decision activity uses the information carried by a previously occurred
event as input data for decision-making.
Variants
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• Π4−a is a process fragment that consists of start event e, control flow
(e, da) ∈ C, and decision activity da.
• Π4−b is a process fragment that consists of intermediate event e, control
flow (e, da) ∈ C, and decision activity da.
Formalization
• Π4−a: Let m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k,
ρ, L) be a process model. A decision activity da ∈ DA ⊆ A uses data
carried by a previously occurred start event e ∈ Estart if and only if
(e, da) ∈ C.
• Π4−b: Let m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k,
ρ, L) be a process model. A decision activity da ∈ DA ⊆ A uses data
carried by a previously occurred intermediate event e ∈ Eint if and only
if (e, da) ∈ C.
For example, let us consider the process of Fig. 11.1. The request of a patient
is represented as a message start event that contains the patient’s biographical
data and the reason of presentation, and triggers the beginning process. In this
case, the information included in the message is used by the subsequent decision
activity Evaluate request.
Boundary interrupting events attached to an activity and leading to a decision
activity located on the outgoing exception flow are a special case of pattern
Π4−b.
Π5 – Boundary event data used by a decision activity. Sometimes bound-
ary events can be directly attached to decision activities. If they interrupt the
activity, the information that they carry cannot be used by the decision that
has been interrupted. Instead, if the boundary event is non-interrupting the car-
ried data may be used while the decision is being made: non-interrupting events
trigger the corresponding event handlers that run in parallel with the on-going
decision activity [54].
This consideration holds for user tasks or for subprocesses representing de-
cisions and spanning for a certain amount of time, during which the boundary
event can occur. On the contrary, a standalone business rule task representing
a decision activity invokes the associated business rule or decision model upon
activation [11, 47]. This is executed instantly, thus leaving no time for event oc-
currence.
Π5 – Boundary event data used by a decision activity
Description
A decision activity uses the data carried by one or more non-interrupting
boundary events as input data for decision-making.
Variants
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• Π5−a is a process fragment that consists of decision task da of type user
and one or more non-interrupting boundary events eb1, . . . , ebn attached
to its border.
• Π5−b is a process fragment that consists of decision subprocess da, and
one or more non-interrupting boundary events eb1, . . . , ebn attached to
its border.
Formalization
• Π5−a: Let m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ,
L) be a process model. A running decision activity da ∈ DA ⊆ A may be
influenced by the occurrence of a set of non-interrupting boundary events
E′B ⊆ EB if and only if ∀ eb ∈ E′B , β′(da) = E′B where β′ : A → 2E
′
B
is the restriction of β to E′B , eb occurs while da is running, k(eb) =
non-interrupting, αk(da) = task, and αt(da) = user.
• Π5−b: Let m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ,
L) be a process model. A running decision activity da ∈ DA ⊆ A may be
influenced by the occurrence of a set of non-interrupting boundary events
E′B ⊆ EB if and only if ∀ eb ∈ E′B , β′(da) = E′B where β′ : A → 2E
′
B
is the restriction of β to E′B , eb occurs while da is running, k(eb) =
non-interrupting, and αk(da) = subprocess.
For example, in Fig. 11.1 non-interrupting boundary event Free time slot may
notify that a new time slot is available in the agenda, while the physician is plan-
ning the future examination of a patient. This may occur whenever the hospital
scheduling system detects that another patient has cancelled or rescheduled an
appointment. The physician may refresh the calendar and see whether the new
availability may be an option for the considered patient: if the vacant time slot
is too far away with respect to the severity of the patient, the physician may
simply ignore this information.
Π6 – Decision activity associated to a specific role/resource. In BPMN,
lanes are used to partition and organize the activities of a process and, often,
they are used to represent resources, internal roles, systems or departments [11].
Here, we take the view that the information regarding internal roles associ-
ated to a decision activity may be used to determine who is the authority for the
decision and which must be his or her expertise. Accordingly, the DMN standard
defines knowledge sources “to model governance of decision-making by people
(e.g., a manager), regulatory bodies (e.g., an ombudsman), documents (e.g., a
policy booklet) or bodies of legislation (e.g., a government statute)” [47].
Besides, it is likely that different process roles may have diverse decisional
power, also based on access privileges to sensitive information. If the same deci-
sion can be made by resources having different/hierarchical roles in the process,
these may correspond to multiple/hierarchical authorities in a decision model.
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Π6 – Decision activity associated to a specific resource
Description
A decision activity is executed by a resource having a specific process role.
The information related to the role can be used to determine whether the
decision maker is also an authority for the decision.
Elements
Decision activity da and associated resource r.
Formalization
Let m = (N,DN,C, TA, F, T, R, αk, αt, β, γr, γty, tr, ty, k, ρ, L) be a
process model. A decision activity da ∈ DA ⊆ A is executed by a process
resource r ∈ R having a specific role if and only if ρ(da) = r.
The process of Fig. 11.1 is contained in one main pool Hospital partitioned
into two lanes, Physician and Pulmonologist. Whereas pulmonologists are not
responsible for the governance of decision-making, for crucial decision activities,
such as diagnosis, Physicians have a dual role. In the process they are responsible
for taking care of the patient and for making the right clinical decisions, while in
the decision model, they are responsible for defining the treatment and diagnostic
steps, and for maintaining clinical guidelines.
11.5 Mapping BPMN patterns to DMN DRDs
In this section, we introduce the formal mapping between the set of proposed
decision patterns and DMN decision requirements diagrams.
To this end, we define the set ∆ = {∆1 , . . . ,∆6} of DRD fragments, which
corresponds to the set of decision patterns Π = {Π1 , . . . , Π6}.
Our mapping is based on a correspondence relation Γ = {Γ1 , . . . , Γ6}, such
that Γ ⊂ Π ×∆. The DRD fragments ∆1 , . . . ,∆6 are subgraphs contained in
a DRD as a tuple, such that d ∈ D, I ′ ⊆ I, K ′ ⊆ K, IR′ ⊆ IR, AR′ ⊆ AR.
The correspondence relation Γ is visualized with the help of correspondence
graphs in Fig. 11.4 and a detailed discussion of the mapping is provided below.
Since some BPMN elements may be mapped to multiple DMN elements, a few
DRD elements are considered to be optional, meaning that, even if they have
been identified as data useful for decision-making, not all the corresponding
BPMN elements have to always be mapped to them. Fig. 11.4 depicts such DRD
elements with a gray-shaded filling. For readability reasons, we do not show the
possible plurality of elements of the same kind connected to a decision activity.
In detail, the correspondence relation Γ always maps decision activity da ∈
DA of each BPMN fragment constituting a decision pattern to decision d ∈ D of
the corresponding DRD fragment. Bearing this in mind, below we discuss only
the correspondences of the other elements for each mapping.
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Fig. 11.4: Mapping of BPMN patterns introduced in Fig. 11.3 to corresponding
DRD fragments. The shading of the DRD shapes means that the elements are
optional for modeling and execution.
Γ1 A mapping Γ1 is a correspondence relation between the BPMN pattern
Π1 = (da,DO′, FDO′) and the DRD fragment ∆1 = (d, I ′, IR′). Each data
object do ∈ DO′ is mapped onto input data i ∈ I ′ since they both represent
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operational data used by a decision (activity). Each corresponding data as-
sociation (do, da) ∈ FDO′ corresponds to information requirement ir ∈ IR′.
Γ2 A mapping Γ2 is a correspondence relation between the BPMN pattern
Π2 = (da, TA′, T ′) and the DRD fragment ∆1 = (d, I ′,K ′, IR′, AR′). Text
annotation ta ∈ TA′ corresponds to input data i ∈ I ′ whenever it repre-
sents operational data needed for decision-making. In this case, undirected
association t ∈ T ′ is mapped to information requirement ir ∈ IR′. Alter-
natively, a text annotation may include information related to documents
used for making the decision. In this case, ta ∈ TA′ is mapped onto knowl-
edge source k ∈ K ′ whenever it represents a non-functional requirement for
decision-making. In this latter case, undirected association t ∈ T ′ is mapped
onto authority requirement ar ∈ AR′. Yet, since text annotations do not al-
ways represent both input data and knowledge sources, in the DRD fragment
i and k are represented as optional, as highlighted by the shading.
Γ3 A mapping Γ3 is a correspondence relation between the BPMN pattern
Π3 = (da,DS′, FDS′) and the DRD fragment ∆3 = (d, I ′, IR′). Each data
store ds ∈ DS′ corresponds to input data i ∈ I ′ as data stores are used
to represent databases used by decision activities. Each data association
(ds, da) ∈ FDS′ corresponds to information requirement ir ∈ IR′.
Γ4 A mapping Γ4 is a correspondence relation between the BPMN pattern
Π4 = (da, e, (e, da)) and the DRD fragment ∆4 = (d, i, ir). The mapping
considers both pattern variants Π4−a and Π4−b, as they have the same
formal structure. Event e is either a start or an intermediate event that
carries data influencing the decision, and it corresponds to input data i ∈ I.
The corresponding control flow edge (e, da) ∈ C is mapped onto information
requirement ir ∈ IR.
Γ5 A mapping Γ5 is a correspondence relation between the BPMN pattern
Π5 = (da,E′B , β
′) and the DRD fragment ∆5 = (d, I ′, IR′). Each boundary
event eb ∈ E′B carries data used for making the decision, and it corresponds
to input data i ∈ I ′. Similarly, the corresponding relation β′(da) 7→ E′B
which associates boundary events to one activity is mapped onto information
requirement ir ∈ IR′, even if it is not visualized in the process diagram. Since
in both cases the boundary event may not occur, the corresponding input
data element i in the DRD fragment is shown as optional.
Γ6 A mapping Γ6 is a correspondence relation between the BPMN pattern
Π6 = (da, r, (da, r)) and the DRD fragment ∆6 = (d, k, ar). Resource r
is mapped to knowledge source k ∈ K if it represents a non-functional re-
quirement for decision-making (e.g., the authority responsible for decision
governance), and then ρ(da) 7→ r should be mapped onto authority require-
ment ar ∈ AR.
The choice of representing resources as knowledge sources comes from the
definition of the latter ones in the DMN standard [47]. Knowledge sources
may be domain experts responsible for defining or maintaining them, source
documents from which business knowledge models are derived, or sets of test
cases with which the decisions must be consistent.
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In addition, all decisions belonging to the introduced DRD fragments can also
reference business knowledge models enclosing decision logic [47]. This is recom-
mended if the decision logic is reused by multiple decisions. In this case, the
corresponding knowledge requirements should also be provided. However, since
business logic is typically not present in graphical process models, we did not
include business knowledge models in our mapping.
11.6 Applying the Pattern-based Approach to Real-World
Process Models
In this section, we describe the different steps that decision analysts may follow
when applying the introduced pattern-based approach to derive a DMN decision
model related to an existing BPMN process model.
For each step, we discuss the design challenges and limitations, and show its
application to a real-world example taken from the clinical domain of Chronic
Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) [99].
11.6.1 The Reference Healthcare Domain
As partly introduced in Sect. 11.1, COPD is an irreversible condition of the lung
requiring continuous multidisciplinary care. In the remainder, we focus on the
BPMN process depicted in Fig. 11.5, corresponding to the one of Fig. 11.1 where
the previously collapsed subprocess Diagnostic workup is expanded. The depicted
process model focuses on the unplanned presentation of patients in a hospital
complaining of acute respiratory symptoms that can be referable to COPD.
The process has been modeled by interviewing the personnel of a German
hospital, and by combining the retrieved information with clinical practice guide-
lines [99] and with results obtained by previous research [59, 58]. Interviews were
conducted by adopting the approach introduced in [58] and knowledge about
clinical practice was acquired during process design by directly observing how
physicians operate in hospital.
In the presented case study, one of the main goals of process design was to
support the identification and standardization of critical steps in the treatment
of COPD and of the local and global decisions underlying the whole care pro-
cess [58]. Thus, decisions were also identified by designers during process design
and were submitted to stakeholders for approval.
In detail, we asked stakeholders targeted questions, regarding which and how
many decisions could be discerned in the processes, whether and how these would
influence the process flow, and which were the data requirements for decision-
making. In the studied context, hospital physicians play the most important role
in the process in terms of decision-making, as the outcome of their decisions
is often used as an indicator of process quality [58]. In addition, they are also
responsible for maintaining the decisions. For specialized pulmonary assessment
and for the related decision-making physicians are helped by pulmonologists.
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affected by Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD). Decision activities
are shaded.
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The process of Fig. 11.5 begins when a Patient request is received by a physi-
cian, who determines whether the patient has already been diagnosed with a
certain stage of COPD or a new diagnosis for the present condition is required.
This decision is portrayed by user task Evaluate request, and it is mostly based
on the information included in the request and on the physical conditions of the
patient.
If the patient is experiencing an exacerbation causing symptom worsening,
hospitalization is evaluated, based on the patient’s history recorded in the Elec-
tronic Health Record EHR and on current symptoms. If the patient does not
require hospitalization, therapy is prescribed, otherwise the worsening is treated
in hospital. In either case, a future examination is planned: the chosen date de-
pends on the patient’s conditions and on doctors’ availability, which is constantly
updated as explained in Sect. 11.1.
If the patient has not been previously diagnosed with COPD, respiratory
symptoms and risk factors must be collected through an Examination with Inter-
view that serves as a basis for medical diagnosis. A diagnosis of COPD consists of
two phases: (i) a working diagnosis, which requires the physician to identify signs
that may lead to COPD suspicion based on the collected anamnesis data, and
(ii) a definitive diagnosis of COPD, which may confirm the working diagnosis
based on the results several medical tests.
Spirometry is required by international clinical guidelines to make a diagnosis
of COPD. Simple spirometry provides information about the post-bronchodilator
forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) and the forced vital capacity
(FVC) of the patient. When the ratio between these two values is lower than
0.7, the presence of airflow limitation that is not fully reversible is confirmed.
Spirometric results are interpreted according to predefined thresholds, but they
also have to take the patient age, sex, and Body Mass Index (BMI) into ac-
count [99].
Global spirometry provides more accurate and detailed results, and it is used
to assess COPD severity. Spirometric outcome interpretation is a delicate deci-
sion as it is the main piece of information used by physicians to Make diagnosis
and by pulmonologists to Stage patient.
Once COPD has been diagnosed, additional tests and examinations, such as
the COPD Assessment Test (CAT), smoking tests, and a pulmonary examination
are conducted to grade the severity of the disease according to specific stages,
defined in clinical guidelines [99]. COPD staging is represented as a business
rule task, conducted under the supervision of a pulmonologist, who classifies
the patient into one of the four admissible stages based on the results of the
previously conducted spirometry and of a bronchodilator reversibility test.
Finally, after staging the patient, arterial blood gas analysis is conducted to
see if temporary or permanent oxygen therapy must be administered.
In the following sections, we refer to this example and explain how to (i)
identify the decision patterns described in Sect. 11.4 in a process model, (ii)
apply the mapping described in Sect. 11.5 to derive the corresponding DRD
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fragments, (iii) obtain the final DMN model and, where appropriate, consider
process model refactoring or decision model post-processing.
11.6.2 Identification of Decision Patterns in a Process Model
First of all, a decision analyst should detect all the decision activities in a process,
if this was not already done during process design. To this end, the analyst may
rely on his or her domain knowledge, or may consult stakeholders. This step
can be supported by the natural language analysis of activity labels [236] that
recommends candidate decision activities in a process model. Also decision points
used for decision mining typically correspond to decision activities [50, 225].
Another way to facilitate this first identification step is to detect the exclusive
split gateways in a given process model and consider the activities immediately
preceding the gateways as candidate decision activities. Again, a stakeholder
should confirm that the selected activities represent real business decisions [20].
Then, for each identified decision activity, the analyst should check whether it
is connected to any events, data nodes, text annotation, or resource in accordance
with the patterns Π1 –Π6 described in Sect. 11.4.
Example 11.2. The analysis of the BPMN process model of Fig. 11.5 was
conducted with the help of stakeholders and led to the detection of seven decision
activities, listed in Table 11.2.
Then, we extracted the process fragments corresponding to the introduced
BPMN decision patterns, as shown in the upper part of the four rows of Fig. 11.6.
11.6.3 Mapping of BPMN patterns to DRD fragments
Finding patterns Π1 –Π6 in a process model does not always imply that the
discovered data are valuable for decision-making. Indeed, patterns capture the
representation of data in a process model, but do not provide details about the
value of such data. Thus a decision analyst should always refer to the applica-
tion domain to assess whether the identified pieces of information are actually
involved in the decision-making. This also depends on the level of detail of the
considered process model: if a process model is designed to include a lot of tech-
nical information, some data connected to decision activities may not be an input
for decisions, as they may be needed in the process for other purposes such as,
for instance, conformance checking or activity execution.
In particular, special care is needed for text annotations (Π2 ), boundary
non-interrupting events (Π5 ), and resources (Π6 ).
Text annotations are often informal comments, written in natural language,
and no limit is set on their content. For this reason, they may contain useful
information as well as additional data that is not useful for making decisions.
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Decision activity Identification of decision patterns
Evaluate request It uses the information related to the patient and cause of presentation,
carried by start message event Patient Request, as input data (Π4−a).
The physician who evaluates the incoming patient is responsible for
making and maintaining the decision (Π6 ).
Make working
diagnosis
It is mostly based on data regarding the patient’s health condition, gath-
ered from the Anamnesis report (Π1 ), represented as a data object, and
from the EHR (Π3 ). All data are interpreted according to clinical guide-
lines, summarized by the linked text annotation (Π2 ). A physician is
the authority responsible for the working diagnosis (Π6 ).
Interpret results It takes data object Spirometry report as an input (Π1 ) and evaluates its
content based on clinical guidelines (Π2 ), but also taking into consid-
eration the patient’s age, sex, and BMI (Π2 ). This latter information
is used as input data and, thus, it is represented as a DRD input in
Fig. 11.6, while guidelines are mapped onto a knowledge source.
Make diagnosis It relies on the results of global spirometry and on the working diag-
nosis, both stored in the EHR (Π3 ). The results of global spirometry
are compared with reference values FEV1 and FVC, represented as a
data object (Π1 ). Text annotation ICD-10-CM denotes diagnosis encod-
ing, thus being irrelevant decision-making. A physician is responsible for
making the diagnosis and is also an authority for that decision (Π6 ).
Stage patient Staging is carried out by a pulmonologist, who classifies the patient into
a specific COPD stage, depending on the previously made spirometry
interpretation results, on the and on the information contained in the
BRT report, both represented as data objects (Π1 ). Process resource
Pulmonologist is not responsible for the governance of patient staging
and, thus, it is excluded from the selection of the patterns.
Evaluate
hospitalization
It must consider the patient’s current and past symptoms, and the his-
tory of previous exacerbations or treatments, as stated in the attached
text annotation “Hospitalize if: symptoms [...]” (Π2 ). Data regarding
both previous exacerbations and symptoms are retrieved from the EHR
(Π3 ), where the output of activity Evaluate request is also recorded.
Physicians are responsible for evaluating hospitalization and for main-
taining that decision (Π6 ). Text annotation “Must be the same doctor
that has evaluated the patient request” does not contain information
valuable for decision-making and, thus, it is discarded.
Plan an
Examination
It is executed by a physician (Π6 ), who considers the patient’s stage as
an input, as described in the attached text annotation (Π2 ). Besides,
real-time data about physicians availability must be considered: if a free
time slot becomes available it is used during the planning (Π5−a).
Table 11.2: Decision activities identified in the process of Fig. 11.5 and related
decision patterns.
Domain knowledge expertise, often resulting from the interaction with stake-
holders, is necessary to discern useful data in this context.
For example, in the process of Fig. 11.5 decision activity Evaluate hospital-
ization is linked to two different text annotations, one “Hospitalize if: symptoms
are acute, sensory disturbances, new cardiac arrhythmia, no response to treat-
ment” provides useful information for deciding whether the patient should be
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hospitalized, the other one “Must be the same doctor that has evaluated the pa-
tient request” contains information that is needed only for constraining activity
execution.
The same considerations may be done for boundary non-interrupting events,
as the received trigger may or may not contain data that have the potential
to change the decision outcome at run-time. Being an intrinsic part of process
models, resources are usually not considered in decision models. However, since
process resources may have a decisional role, they should also be represented in
decision models, especially when they are also responsible for the governance of
a decision. Particularly, if the process resource is also domain experts responsible
for defining or maintaining the decision he or she also makes, then the BPMN
resource should be mapped towards a DMN knowledge source.
Example 11.3. In the example of Fig. 11.5, physicians have a dual role: in
the process they are responsible for taking care of the patient and for making
the right clinical decisions, while in the decision model, they are responsible
for defining the treatment and diagnostic steps, and for maintaining clinical
guidelines.
For the considered scenario, all of the process resources detected by pattern
Π6 (i.e., physicians) were mapped to knowledge sources, as process resources
where directly responsible of decision governance. Pattern Π2 is mapped onto
knowledge sources or input data, depending on the kind of information it in-
cludes. Pattern variants Π4−b and Π5−b are not found, as the considered pro-
cess does not have intermediate events nor decision subprocesses. The obtained
DRD fragments are shown in the lower part of the four rows of Fig. 11.6.
11.6.4 Post-Processing of Decision and Process Models
Once a set of the DRD fragments is derived, two additional post-processing steps
need to be carried to obtain a decision model that represents business decisions
previously encoded in the process.
In the first place, a complete decision requirement graph needs to be con-
structed by combining the obtained fragments into one or more DRDs. This
should be done by taking into account the inter-dependencies between different
decisions, some of which are dictated by the process control flow or by the use
of shared output/input data, and by eliminating repeated elements.
For example, when a decision activity produces data objects as an output
that are reused as inputs by another decision activity, an information require-
ment should be added between the two decisions [20]. Similarly, decision activities
may be related by reading and writing operations on a data store. If no connec-
tion with other decisions can be determined, the DRD fragment shall remain
independent.
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Fig. 11.6: Decision patterns extracted from the decision activities listed in Ta-
ble 11.2 and corresponding DRD fragments, obtained by applying the mapping
explained in Sect. 11.5.
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In some cases, multiple combinations of the extracted DRD fragments are
suitable to describe one scenario and it is up to decision designers to choose the
more appropriate one, by following stakeholders indications.
Once the comprehensive DRD is constructed for a given decision model, the
original process model may be adapted to improve the representation of data
and decision activities. Usually process adaptation is carried out to reduce in-
consistencies and improve the integration of process and decision models [50].
In the considered context, process adaptation involves mostly data representa-
tion. On the one hand, if some data are used exclusively for decision-making
and are already captured by the newly designed DRD, an analyst may decide
to remove them from the process to increase readability. On the other hand,
missing data used as an input for decision-making shall be added to the process
to ensure correct process and decision enactment [50]. For instance, decision out-
puts representing intermediate results needed by another decision activity shall
be represented as data objects in the process model.
Compared to the misuse of control flow for representing decision-logic [20, 50],
the removal of data from the process model is not always mandatory when deal-
ing with data, as process-related data do not directly influence process execution
and the same piece of information may represent different concerns in different
models. For example, it is absolutely acceptable to have a data object repre-
senting both an input for a decision activity in a process model, and an input
to a decision in a DRD [47]. Indeed, if not all required data are included in
the process model, the decision activities requiring that data will not be exe-
cuted properly [50]. Of course, designers may consult stakeholders to determine
whether it is relevant to keep the data element that carries a decisional value
in the process model (e.g., for documentation purposes to allow process users
to consult the model and see which data is used there), or eliminate it from
the process model (e.g., if a text annotation was misused to describe a decision
rule which has become a business rule/knowledge source in the decision model
obtained after the mapping). Lastly, process resources being also authorities for
decisions should never be removed from process models, as they have a dual role,
which is correctly captured by the integrated process and decision models.
Eventually, for the determined decision activities of the process model, undi-
rected association links to the corresponding elements of the extracted DRD
model should be added. Once decisions have been extracted from the process
model, a decision engine can be employed to evaluate the decisions at runtime.
Actually, we do not require a dedicated process engine, but could rely on an
arbitrary implementation of the process.
Example 11.4. The DRD fragments discovered from the process of Fig. 11.5
were consequently combined together and compiled into two separate decision
requirements diagrams, presented in Fig. 11.7. In order to link different decisions,
we considered both the relationships between decision activities dictated by the
process control flow [20] and the flow of information (i.e., input/output relations
and access to shared data) that links such activities.
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Fig. 11.7: DRDs obtained by composing the DMN fragments outlined in Fig. 11.6.
As an example, let us consider Fig. 11.7(a). Decision activity Make working
diagnosis produces as an output a preliminary diagnosis based on data stored in
the patient’s EHR and enclosed in the anmnesis report, which are interpreted
according to clinical guidelines. Such preliminary diagnosis is combined with the
results of simple spirometry, analyzed during decision activity Interpret Results,
and global spirometry, both stored in the EHR and used as input for decision
activity Make diagnosis. This flow of information is mostly realized through data
store EHR, but also the process control flow sets a partial order between activities
Make working diagnosis and Make diagnosis. Thereby, one information requirement
is added to the DRD of Fig. 11.7(a) connecting decision Make working diagnosis
to decision Make diagnosis.
Once the patient is diagnosed, he or she needs to be staged, based on the
results of the bronchodilator reversibility test (BRT) and spirometric assessment.
Therefore, activity Stage patient takes the output of activity Interpret results
(i.e., data object Analyzed results) as an input, together with the BRT report.
In Fig. 11.7(a) this output/input relation is shown by the added information
requirement between decisions Interpret results and Stage patient. Finally, decision
activity Plan an examination determines when the patient must be seen again by
the physician, based on the assessed stage of the diseases and availability. Thus,
activity Plan an examination uses the output of activity Stage patient as an input.
In Fig. 11.7(a) this connection is shown by means of information requirement
that goes from decision Stage patient to decision Plan an examination.
Instead, Fig. 11.7(b) shows an information requirement between decisions
Evaluate request and Evaluate hospitalization, together constituting an indepen-
dent DRD. These two decisions are dependent from one another since the patient
request includes information regarding the patient, such as the history of pre-
vious exacerbations, directly used to evaluate the need for hospitalization. In
addition, activity Evaluate request is directly connected to activity Evaluate hos-
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pitalization through a decision structure represented by exclusive gateway Is the
patient already staged? immediately following decision activity Evaluate request.
The extracted DMN model in Fig. 11.7 serves as an explanatory decision
model for the BPMN process model of Fig. 11.5, as it explicitly incorporates the
process-related data used by decision activities for decision-making. Herewith,
the extracted decision model can be executed complementarily to the process
model, and thus, the principle of separation of concerns [224] is observed. How-
ever, the original BPMN process model should contain the undirected association
links between decision activities and the corresponding elements of the extracted
DMN decision model, a step that can be done at the implementation level.
11.6.5 Empirical Findings
To gather empirical evidence supporting the reliability and applicability of the
proposed pattern-based approach, we analyzed the relationship between process-
related data and decisions in selected real-world process models.
We manually analyzed a repository of 43 process models addressing a complex
procedure of liver transplantation [229]. This set of process models resulted from
a collaborative design effort, involving both practitioners and process modeling
experts, aimed to enable process monitoring and analysis.
The goal of our analysis was to quantify how often in practice the patterns
described in Sect. 11.4 are used for capturing or supporting decision-making.
All patterns Π1−Π6 were detected in the 43 process models, except for Π3 .
The absence of pattern Π3 can be explained by the fact that the domain experts
involved in process design were hospital physicians who did not directly interact
with IT-systems. Moreover, although a consistent amount of information was
recorded in the hospital IT system, the connection between process and data
management systems was not made explicit.
The most commonly detected patterns were Π2 , which was found in 44.19%
of the process models, and Π1 , which was present in 39.53% of them. These re-
sults met our expectations, as the use of text annotations (Π2 ) and data objects
(Π1 ) to describe input data for decision activities is quite common in health-
care processes. Indeed, clinical decision are often based on medical knowledge
and evidence, stored in patients health records and interpreted according to
professionals’ experience and expertise [58]. Having multiple and fragmented in-
formation sources to consider makes clinical decisions hard to be represented
in process models. As a result, text annotations are often used to make BPMN
processes easier to be understood by practitioners, who are used to read and
interpret textual documents such as clinical guidelines.
Patterns Π5−a and Π5−b occurred quite frequently in the analyzed process
models. In detail, Π5−a was detected in 25.58% of the repository process mod-
els, while Π5−b was found in 18.60% of them. However, during our analysis,
we observed that boundary events were overused for modeling non-exceptional
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control flows, probably instead of exclusive gateways. Therefore, the probability
of finding Π5−b in other application domains may be lower.
Patterns Π4−a, detected in 11.63% of the process models, and Π4−b, found
in 16.28% of them, were slightly less common. This can be explained due to
the fact that start and intermediate events preceding decision activities, usually
serve as triggers for decisions rather than bearing decision-related data.
Pattern Π6 representing the involvement of a process resource as an au-
thority for decision-making was detected in 11.63% of the process models. This
percentage was lower than we expected. However, we discovered that in the stud-
ied context there was no differentiation among the resources entitled to execute
each clinical pathway (i.e., process) and to make the related decisions. That
is, since the correspondence resource-pathway was almost one-to-one, resources
were not explicitly modeled as BPMN swimlanes and this explains why we could
not detect Π6 as often as expected.
After detecting the decision patterns, we applied the steps described in
Sect. 11.6.2 − 11.6.4 to obtain the decision models related to the 43 processes.
During this phase, we followed the principles outlined in [50] to gain a deeper
understanding of decision model post-processing and process model re-design.
Overall, we discovered that several decisions were hidden in the analyzed
process models. This fact may be explained by at least two reasons.
On the one hand, the process models were designed under time pressure in
a series of workshops [229] and, thus, multiple aspects were incorporated within
one (process) model. On the other hand, designers were not aware of the principle
of separation of concerns, especially because process models were designed before
the introduction of the DMN standard [47].
In addition, most of the detected decisions were based on process-related data
originating from manual activities. Such data had been annotated on the process
models to improve understanding and to serve as a basic reference for compliance
analysis. As a result, the data-centric decision patterns occurred quite frequently
in the considered repository and most of the identified process fragments were
suitable to be externalized into dedicated decision models.
Overall, analyzing real-world process models allowed us to shed light on the
features of process models that are a prerequisite for successfully applying the
proposed pattern-based approach. We discuss them in Sect. 11.6.5, together with
the strengths and limitations of our work.
The pattern-based approach proposed in this paper is grounded on the con-
solidated BPMN and DMN standards and partly complements previous research
addressing the discovery of decisions from the process control-flow [20]. Indeed,
by considering the data perspective of BPMN process models from a decision
modeling standpoint, our approach contributes to providing analysts with com-
plete overview of the decision-making carried out in a process.
The choice of relying on design patterns is convenient for two main reasons.
Firstly, BPM researchers and practitioners are familiar with the use of patterns
to support process technology [20, 70, 237]. Secondly, experts have noticed that
there are often recognizable patterns in the decisions they make. This is partic-
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ularly true for clinical and healthcare domains, where decision-making is often
standardized for improving compliance with care protocols [58, 229, 238, 239].
In our case, patterns are useful to provide a conceptual basis of process and
decision design. The decision patterns described in Section 11.4 capture high-level
concepts that are commonly understood in business environments and, thus, they
may also serve to ease communication among designers, analysts, and practition-
ers, and to encourage collaborative process and decision (re-)design. Last but not
least, the proposed approach allows designers to focus on the extracted decisions
that can be evaluated at run-time by a decision engine.
Being based on the data perspective of BPMN process models, our approach
depends on the quality of the process models used as a starting point.
In particular, we assume that (i) process-related data have been modeled ex-
plicitly (i.e., by using process elements that can be visualized in a process model)
and consistently, and that (ii) the decision activities based on such data are some-
how distinguishable in the process model. Our first assumption stems from the
fact that the use of data objects or text annotations in BPMN processes is con-
sidered good practice to improve process model understanding [50, 240, 241]
and, thus, process models typically include them. We intentionally leave out
non-visible elements and attributes, e.g., InputSets and OutputSets of activi-
ties [11].
The two assumptions mentioned above go hand in hand with the assump-
tion that domain knowledge is available to designers and analysts. Typically, in
real-world settings, domain experts have deep understanding of the parts of the
process they perform, whereas designers often lack of domain knowledge [240].
However, the gathering of domain knowledge is usually carried out during
process discovery [58, 240] and, thus, the knowledge related to existing process
models is likely to be already available when our approach is applied. Besides,
process and decision analysts may actively interact with stakeholders to gain a
clear understanding of the application domain, identify decision activities, and
ensure that process-related data are properly and explicitly modeled.
Since the scope of our patterns is centred around decision activities, which
typically precede local “decision points” in process models [20], we intentionally
leave out decisions spanning multiple processes. This point of view may be seen as
a limitation of our approach, as the scope of the discovered decisions is restricted
to the considered process model and, particularly, to its data perspective.
Moreover, when combining the obtained DRD fragments into a complete
graph, intermediate decision results that were not visualized in the starting pro-
cess model are likely to be missing in the decision model.
To be able to add them while maintaining process and decision model consis-
tency, we must include all decision activity outputs in the process model. Forcing
such outputs to be explicitly represented in process models may as well be per-
ceived as a limitation. Yet, according to the principles for consistent process and
decision model integration outlined in [50], all intermediate results necessary for
correct process and decision enactment shall be represented in the process model.
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All things considered, the proposed pattern-based approach considers a high
level of abstraction. We focus on modeling the decision requirements derived from
process models to identify the extent of the decision-making and the authorities
involved in it. Then, we discuss the re-design of the process to ensure that the
decision-making it coordinates is consistently specified.
The full specification of the decision logic is not aimed at. Consequently, we
do not address the automation and implementation of the models into software
components. For the same reason, we do not consider the decision-service layer,
although it seems promising to automate decisions while keeping process and
decision logic separate [227].
In light of the assumptions discussed above, the empirical findings presented
in Section 11.6.5 have some generalization limitations.
Since the process models were designed for monitoring and analysis purposes,
special attention was given to identify the data sources involved in the process
at design time. Thus, most of the 43 processes we analyzed were rich in explic-
itly represented data. In addition, we had easy access to the domain knowledge
needed to identify decision activities, thanks to the complete documentation that
was gathered during process design, the availability of clinical guidelines, and the
direct interaction with practitioners.
Both these aspects, which are prerequisites to apply the proposed pattern-
based approach, are not generalizable to every process repository.
11.7 Concluding Remarks
In this chapter, we proposed a pattern-based approach to support process and
decision analysts in unbundling decisions hidden in BPMN process models, fo-
cusing on the data perspective of the latter ones.
In a nutshell, we distinguished a set of decision patterns that characterize
process-related data used for making decisions in existing process models.
The patterns were elicited by conducting a systematic qualitative analysis of
the BPMN standard [11] and by considering previous work on the suitability of
BPMN for modeling decisions and (related) data [12, 70, 230]. Then, we provided
a mapping of such patterns onto corresponding DRD fragments. Finally, we dis-
cussed the derivation of a comprehensive DRG from the obtained fragments and
considered process model re-design to make an effective use of the data needed
for decision-making and to ensure process and decision model consistency [50].
Previous research considered the extraction of decisions from the process con-
trol flow [48, 20] or focused on the decision services layer to separate process and
decision logics [227, 228]. By focusing on the extraction of DMN models start-
ing from the data perspective of BPMN process models, the presented approach
contributes to enrich the stream of proposals aimed to improve the separated
yet integrated use of the BPMN and DMN standards.
12
A Methodological Framework for the Integrated
Design of Decision-intensive Care Pathways
This chapter is based on results published in [59, 58].
Healthcare systems are among the most complex and challenging organiza-
tional environments [26]. Healthcare organizations are becoming more and more
fragmented into specialized and integrated functional units, which cooperate and
exchange information to provide primary, secondary, and specialist care.
They operate by enacting a wide range of processes with different character-
istics and requirements, spanning from those capturing clinical procedures, such
as diagnosis and treatment, to those representing organizational and administra-
tive tasks, such as examination planning and patient transfer [76]. Yet, clinical
and organizational processes are not independent, but rather complementary and
intertwined.
In the past decades, care pathways have received increasing attention and
have often been used as an instrument for the reorganization of clinical pro-
cesses. Care pathways are perceived as tools for quality assurance, process opti-
mization, benchmarking, and cost analysis [242] and have established themselves
as an effective method of reorganization of medical practice in a process-oriented
way [113].
Care pathways are developed and utilized by multidisciplinary teams of clin-
icians, case managers, nurses, pharmacists, and physiotherapists for local use
inside organizations, as well as a roadmap by patients and their relatives [113].
Clinical pathways include both organizational and clinical tasks, and address
various aims, by capturing different aspects of clinical care.
However, the main challenge related to their creation and maintenance is the
selection of an appropriate modeling method. Indeed, the computer-based design
and management of care pathways needs to be supported by methodologies and
technological tools that enable understanding, standardization, and sharing of
the underlying care process.
Similar needs have emerged in the field of healthcare process manage-
ment [26, 51, 76], where process standardization has proven effective to reduce
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the occurrence of exceptional events that would compromise the quality and the
efficiency of both organizational and clinical outcomes.
Among others, business process systems emerged as a leading technology also
in the healthcare domain [59, 76, 53, 162, 243, 244]. In particular, the BPMN
standard meets the requirements of comprehensibility, standardization, and tool
support required to design care pathways.
BPMN diagrams are suitable to design, visualize, and document processes
at different levels of abstraction and according to different perspectives (process
structure, interaction between processes, and so on), thus meeting the needs of
various categories of users and fostering both process implementation and re-
engineering. BPMN is currently supported by numerous process engines [24, 94,
25] that allow stakeholders to actively monitor executable process at run-time
and support the interaction with knowledge workers through domain-specific
client and invoked applications.
In addition, BPM systems provide rich development environments that in-
tegrate design with process simulation, which encompasses techniques used to
walk through a process in a step-by-step manner in order to check whether the
process actually behaves as desired [1]. In BPM, simulation is a commonly used
approach for quantitative process analysis [240], as it enables the identification of
shortcomings and procedural bottlenecks by allowing process managers to assess
quality, check conformance, and to progressively tune organizational outcomes.
Recently, the need for a separation of concerns [46] has prompted the intro-
duction of the DMN standard [47]. DMN diagrams are meant to model decisions
by representing input information, the used knowledge models, and their require-
ments for decision logic. Such explanatory diagrams portray the structure of one
or more decisions and can be linked to one or more processes or activities, de-
pending on the scope of decision-making. Thus, coupling BPMN processes and
DMN diagrams could be beneficial to support the integrated design of decision-
intensive care pathways, where complex clinical and organizational knowledge
for decision-making needs to be represented.
Despite the presence of such advanced models and software tools, at the best
of our knowledge, only few attempts have been made to manage care pathways
through the combined use of BPMN and DMN, and no attention has been paid to
propose/extend design methodologies for the specific context of care pathways.
In this chapter, we propose a new methodological framework to support
the integrated design, implementation, and enactment of decision-intensive care
pathways under an organization standpoint. Our goal is to foster the modeling
and re-engineering of care pathways and related decision-making through proper
information management and data re-use.
The methodology defines both the main phases of process development, which
are based on BPM best practices [1], and the widely known and adopted model-
ing languages and tools to be used. In detail, we show how DMN can complement
BPMN with the goal of increasing support towards decision-making, hence im-
proving its suitability for healthcare process modeling and enactment. For each
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phase, relevant information sources are also highlighted. Within the proposed
methodology, we will mainly focus on the design phase.
The main novelties, specific for the management of care pathways, of the
proposed methodological approach are:
• supporting the integrated design of care pathways and decisions, based on
conjunct use of the BPMN and DMN standards;
• strongly integrating care pathway simulation within the design phase, to
support agile development;
• proposing a classification of the main kinds of information involved in differ-
ent phases of process and decision development, and investigating the role
of data-based indicators;
• using and possibly extending BPMN modeling constructs to represent com-
plex temporal behaviors/ constraints in care pathways;
• illustrating meaningful aspects of clinical decision-making and evaluating
their scope and impact on the overall care pathway.
Moreover, as a further added value, we show a real-world application of the
proposed approach to the design of care pathways for Chronic Obstructive Pul-
monary Disease (COPD), within a regional context.
This chapter illustrates a general methodology that encompasses all the
phases of a typical business process life-cycle, thus considering also process im-
plementation and enactment. We highlight possible connection points with exist-
ing formalisms (e.g., BPMN, DMN), as the methodology aims to provide a main
standard core that can be extended and integrated with context-specific decision
support systems and tools, suitable for dealing with specific clinical aspects.
We also include information management in the methodological approach
and present a preliminary classification of data relevant for process execution.
As for the application to the clinical domain of COPD, we aim to illustrate
an approach for process and decision design tailored for care pathways covering
all the aspects related to requirements analysis, modeling, and simulation.
In detail, primary, specialist, and secondary care of COPD have been studied
and modeled exhaustively, with the help of stakeholders. The presented BPMN
and DMN diagrams describe the initial diagnosis and assessment of COPD pa-
tients, ordinary care, and extraordinary clinical interventions. Finally, real data
have been obtained from currently enacted healthcare processes and they have
been used for process simulation in order to analyze as-is organizational proce-
dures from a re-engineering perspective.
The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Sect. 12.1 discusses the
proposed methodological framework. Sect. 12.2 explains important aspects of
COPD treatment and management and illustrates how the introduced method-
ology is applied to the design and management of care pathways for COPD in
the region of Veneto, in northern Italy.
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12.1 The Methodological Framework
In this section, we present a new methodological framework for supporting the
seamless design, implementation, and enactment of healthcare processes and
decisions. We also tackle a few crucial aspects related to the management of
information relevant for the execution of both processes and decisions.
In particular, the methodology provides both a classification of the disparate
facets of process-related decision-making and a qualitative analysis of the kinds
of data involved in the various phases of process development.
12.1.1 Overview
The proposed methodological framework, which extends the methodology intro-
duced in [59], is a general-purpose approach grounded on standard BPM models
and tools, but it is presented with special attention to the requirements related
to the management of care pathways. In particular, we present a structured ap-
proach to delineate the main phases of care pathway development and, for each
phase, we define which are the techniques and tools to be used and how.
In addition, we provide the reader with an overview of which are the most
important challenges that can be encountered in each phase. Finally, we sug-
gest possible connection points with existing formalisms and results presented in
previous chapters of this thesis suitable for healthcare domains.
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Fig. 12.1: Main steps of the proposed methodological framework. The Design
phase has been exhaustively applied to the COPD case study presented in this
thesis, as detailed in Sect. 12.2.
The viewpoint of the methodology is intentionally process-oriented, as the
macro-steps portrayed in the central part of Fig. 12.1 correspond to specific
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phases of the business process life-cycle. Namely, we considered DESIGN, IMPLE-
MENTATION, and ENACTMENT, the latter one encompassing also performance
analysis, which is typically depicted as a separate EVALUATION phase [1].
These phases constitute the core of the approach and are connected to
process-related information, which is outlined at the top of Fig. 12.1. The men-
tioned life-cycle phases are framed by a dashed line to highlight that there is
an open interaction and a continuous exchange of knowledge and information
between the phases of process development and the organizational environment.
The advancement from one phase to the next one is shown in Fig. 12.1 by small
light-blue triangles.
In real application environments it is common to deal with incremental pro-
cess development, followed by iterative refinements, and with agile approaches,
i.e., non-completely planned and heavily involving final users in the related soft-
ware development [245]. For this reason, the depicted life-cycle has to be con-
sidered a continuous one. That is, the output of the enactment phase is re-used
as an input for the design phase. This iterative re-thinking and organizational
change of both the structure and the outcomes of a process is often referred to
as process re-engineering.
Business process re-engineering is commonly defined as the “radical re-design
of one or more aspects of a business process”, aimed to improve process perfor-
mance and to implement organizational changes [246]. In Fig. 12.1, the RE-
ENGINEERING of both processes and decision-making is represented by thick
curved light-blue arrows. A big re-engineering arrow links the enactment and
design phases, denoting the need for process and decision re-design, based on in-
formation retrieved from process execution and analysis. Similarly, two smaller
curved arrows are used to represent local re-engineering steps, which refine the
design of process and decision diagrams, based either on insights provided by
simulation or on new requirements. In healthcare domains process change is of-
ten needed to improve compliance to standards statements or to integrate health
information systems [247].
In the remainder of this chapter, we show how the presented methodologi-
cal approach for care pathways design and enactment, even if applied partially,
allows IT experts and care providers to interact and address some complex chal-
lenges [26, 51, 75]. The methodology is directed to expert process modelers. That
is, we assume that a team of process and IT experts, actively interacts with care
providers and clinicians to deeply understand and analyze the healthcare con-
text. Indeed, as process development is a time-consuming task requiring IT and
technical expertise, we do not expect clinicians to directly model and maintain
the given care pathway.
In Tables 12.1 and 12.2, we exemplify selected important questions that are
asked to stakeholders for eliciting the requirements needed for each healthcare
process development step.
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12.1.2 Design: modeling processes and decisions
Reasonably, the development of decision-intensive healthcare processes begins
with a DESIGN phase. This is organized into three main steps: REQUIREMENTS
ENGINEERING, MODELING, and SIMULATION, depicted in Fig. 12.1.
During Requirements Analysis a specific organizational problem is studied
and process participants, final objectives, and performance goals are defined.
The latter ones are usually determined with help of indicators, established by
teams of clinicians and healthcare managers who meet regularly to assess pro-
cess performance. Among the indicators to consider in care pathways, in recent
years healthcare quality indicatorss (HCQIs) have been proposed by the member
countries of the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development, as
a way to assess, monitor, and compare the quality of healthcare systems both
at regional and national level [248]. As an example, cancer mortality rates and
the number admissions for asthma are quite traditional quality indicators, to
consider in related pathways.
Requirements engineering usually comprehends feasibility studies and the
analysis, definition, and specification of requirements, aimed to understand the
studied domain and the role of the modeled pathway in the organizational con-
text. In the healthcare domain, process and decision requirements related to care
pathways stem either from organizational documents, medical literature, clini-
cal guidelines, and local care policies, or they are collected by process modelers
through direct interaction with both medical professionals and care managers.
Usually interviews with participants are conducted and modelers are invited to
observe how the organization operates (see the questions reported in Table 12.1
as a trace of possible interview).
MODELING embraces processes, data, and decisions, based on the previously
identified requirements.
Process modeling allows one to filter out the irrelevant complexities of a real
scenario, while providing a picture of the considered healthcare environment, tai-
lored to spot improvements needed for re-engineering. Process modeling begins
with Process Identification, which focuses on establishing which are the main pro-
cess activities, their execution order, and the chosen modeling granularity. Dur-
ing process identification, the modeler decides which and how many processes
should be outlined, considering final objectives and possible implementation re-
quirements.
Besides, it is crucial to ensure that the outlined processes do not overlap and
that the interactions between resources correspond to reality. To this end, BPMN
choreography and collaboration diagrams can be employed to explicitly represent
message-based communication between multiple processes and resources [11].
Usually, at this point, process elements are defined at a quite abstract level.
Step BPMN Diagram deals with the design of a more detailed process diagram.
BPMN diagrams are suitable to represent the process control flow with sufficient
detail and expressiveness, at different degrees of structural complexity and sup-
port for automation [1]. In addition, BPMN partially tackles other aspects of
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process modeling, such as the exchange of data produced and consumed during
process execution and the management of process roles and their interactions. In
particular, BPMN allows the designer to specify different roles within a health-
care organization and to outline which activities are performed by different roles
through pools and swimlanes.
During this phase, process designers adapt the process model to better suit
the final design goals and to meet the local requirements of the application
context. Designers can exploit existing patterns for modeling control flow [237],
data [249], and time [17], to capture complex process aspects.
Similarly, decisions play a crucial role in process development and enactment,
and, thus, it is important to understand how they affect both the process con-
trol flow, the related data, and the organizational environment. Hence, decision
modeling is often carried out in conjunction with process modeling.
Decision Identification deals with the discovery of which are the decisions that
affect the process and its organizational landscape: During this phase, designers
need to understand which are the relationships between decision-making and the
process flow, and the repercussions of decision outputs on the process flow.
A decision can be modeled by means of a DMN Diagram, which addresses
different aspects of decision-making. In particular, DRDs represent the internal
structure of a decision and its relationships with other decisional steps. Decision
logic can also be specified through boxed expressions or decision tables.
Whenever decisions are explicitly represented in a BPMN model, a DMN
diagram can be associated to those process activities that encompass decision-
making. In Fig. 12.1, this connection is represented through a simple double-
headed arrow that links BPMN Diagram to DMN Diagram. However, according to
the principle of separation of concerns [46, 48], it is beneficial to keep process and
decision logics separate, as these are usually supported by different stakeholders,
having distinct goals and expertise.
In this chapter, we distinguish two main types of decision.
• Operational decisions are usually expressed quantitatively, in terms of pro-
cess variables that are used by process gateways to determine which path
has to be chosen. Usually, operational decisions are represented in BPMN as
decision tasks (i.e., a task of type user or business rule), whose result is used
by a following gateway [20]. In the healthcare domain, operational decisions
concern daily activities, such as drug dosing, identification of a specific vital
parameter to measure, and scheduling of examinations.
• Non-operational decisions include more complex and strategic decision-mak-
ing, usually affecting high level process objectives [224]. In healthcare, such
decisions are often expressed in the form of natural language statements,
based on medical evidence or professionals’ knowledge, and rely on quali-
tative assessment. In a BPMN diagram, such decisions can be represented
by a single decisional task, or they can span over more process activities.
Examples of complex non-operational decision-making are clinical diagnosis
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and therapy planning, taking into account different kinds of knowledge and,
possibly, sub-decisions.
Usually DMN is used for supporting operational decisions, and patterns have
been proposed to ease the extraction of such decisions from the process control-
flow [20] and data-flow [60] (see Chapter 11).
As for decision logic, DMN supports the representation of decision tables and
logic formalisms that can be easily mapped to the Friendly Enough Expression
Language [47]. Decision tables can be constructed by using almost any princi-
ple, for instance by using the approach presented in [250] when decisions need
to be extracted from textual guidelines. In addition, algorithms for analyzing
the completeness, consistency and non-redundancy of DMN decision tables have
been proposed in [251], and tools such as Signavio [24] currently support the
verification of completeness for decision tables containing numerical entries.
Moreover, DRDs can be useful to provide a compact and explanatory repre-
sentation of non-operational decisions. In detail, DRDs can be used for decision
compliance and management, as they allow managers to understand which data
must be used for decision-making, which are the required sub-decisions to be
made, and who is responsible for them.
As third and final step of the design phase, in Fig. 12.1 Process and Decision
Simulation is connected to process and decision modeling by means of dashed ar-
rows, meaning that, despite being suitable for the design of care pathways, useful,
and cost-saving (as discussed in detail in Sect. 12.1.4), it does not constitute a
mandatory design step.
12.1.3 Dealing with process-related information and knowledge
PROCESS-RELATED INFORMATION is represented at the top of Fig. 12.1, and
the relationships with the introduced phases of process and decision development
are highlighted by solid lines, depicted with a rounded arrowhead.
During requirements engineering and modeling, DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE is
used to provide a clear description of the relevant aspects of the modeled real-
ity, by considering peculiarities, critical aspects, and goals of a specific health-
care organization. For instance, a care pathway for treating patients affected
by pneumonia must deal with medical knowledge related to the management
and treatment of pulmonary diseases, bearing in mind that we are interested in
data regarding the organizational aspects of the treatment rather than in clini-
cal knowledge. Similarly, REFERENCE DATA help to delineate the requirements
for process compliance. Examples of such data are reference values for medical
parameters, input values for medical instrumentation, as well as administrative
data regarding personnel salaries and skills, required duration of certain pro-
cedures, and quality standards. Reference data are strongly related to domain
knowledge and local organization policies.
Then, OPERATIONAL DATA regarding process activities, roles, and the or-
ganizational structure are also gathered during requirements analysis. During
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process and decision modeling, input and output data for process activities and
decisions must be identified, and their structure, usage, and availability must
be defined. In general, operational data produced, consumed and exchanged by
process activities must be considered during the design of a BPMN diagram,
either to set activity attributes or to define data artifacts.
During process design, data-related aspects are usually expressed through
data objects and data stores. As BPMN is closely related to UML, some exten-
sions such as the Activity View introduced in Chapter 7 can be adopted to enrich
the process model by defining which classes of a UML data schema are touched
by data operations required by process activities. By adopting this solution, it
is possible to represent the direct connection that exists between the conceptual
model of the process and the conceptual schema of the accessed database [57].
In healthcare, operational data are typically stored within health informa-
tion systems. Similarly, OPERATIONAL DECISIONS are used in day-to-day op-
erations and must be defined to ensure that their input and output data are
used properly within the process. Process and decision modeling deals also with
non-operational data that are used for decision support. This information, often
referred to as AGGREGATED DATA, can be used to measure the performance
of the process within a specific application context and to make strategic de-
cisions during process execution. In healthcare, aggregated data are extracted
from data warehouses or decision support systems, to be used during process
modeling and re-engineering. A subset of both operational and non-operational
data, used to identify which are the aspects of a process model that are interest-
ing to be analyzed during process execution, is represented by CONFORMANCE
DATA.
Finally, PROCESS METRICS AND KPIs are used to quantify process and de-
cision quality and productivity. Data-based key performance indicators (KPIs),
are measurable values that assess the progress of care pathways towards the
achievement of the organizational objectives.
In BPM, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are defined to monitor process
execution, evaluate the quality of process and decision outcomes, and quantify
the overall progress towards organizational goal achievement [240].
In this work, we discerned two kinds of KPIs depending on their scope.
• Local KPIs correspond to process and decision metrics and are mostly used to
measure activity execution times, costs, and resource consumption. We refer
to such indicators as “local”, as they are extracted/used directly from/by
multiple instances of one process model. As an example, the expected mean
time duration to complete a care pathway related to the management of
patients with breast cancer requiring a following chemotherapy is a local
KPI, as it is related to the specific pathways and to possible “local” features
of patients, reacting in different ways to the given chemotherapies.
• Global KPIs are used to evaluate the strategic value of the performed (de-
cision) activities both quantitatively and qualitatively. Global KPIs can be
directly re-used in clinical decision modeling to improve decision quality, pa-
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tient prognosis, and predictive analytics. Usually, global KPIs rely on aggre-
gated data and they impact several activities and processes. In addition, they
can be used for organizational and re-engineering purposes that go beyond
the scope of the defined processes. These indicators are rather based on clin-
ical and healthcare data, and provide a summarized and focused overview of
the modeled domain. Global KPIs can have both a clinical or organizational
character.
Continuing with the example related to the oncological pathway, a global KPI
could be the ratio between the number of patients concluding in a succesfull
way the pathway and those who stopped the pathway for some health related
issue. Such kind of global KPI could be possibly used inside the pathway to
finely tune chemotherapy cycles as well as outside the pathway to activate,
for example, suitable prevention actions.
As already underlined pathway KPIs are strictly related to Healthcare Qual-
ity Indicators, as we will show in the application of the proposed methodology to
COPD patient management. Indeed, HCQIs may correspond to some measure
used to structure and evaluate the considered pathway.
As an example, the outcome indicator coded as 13a “The proportion of pa-
tients with estrogen receptor negative invasive carcinoma who received adjuvant
chemotherapy, out of the total number of patients with the same diagnosis” is
an acknowledged quality measure of the process related to breast cancer treat-
ment [252]. This value could be both a result of a general care pathway repre-
senting the overall management of patients with breast cancer and an indicator
used inside a more specific pathway for managing chemotherapies, to estimate
the percentage of patients that have to be considered for the given pathway.
Although care pathway KPIs are used during process analysis or SIMULA-
TION, they are defined during Requirements Analysis and Process Identification,
in order to better tailor the process model to the final goals.
12.1.4 Integrating simulation in the design of care pathways
Process simulation is one of the most popular and widely used technique for
quantitatively analyzing process models [240]. Simulation encompasses both the
execution of a model under hypothetical conditions in a defined simulation en-
vironment and the analysis of the execution output [253].
During process design, SIMULATION can be used to support the quantita-
tive analysis of pathway models. Specifically, Process and Decision Simulation
promotes the study of the execution of modeled pathways and decisions in a
realistic or ideal scenario, without resorting to pathway and decision implemen-
tation.
Being faster and more flexible than process enactment, simulation tools and
techniques foster care pathway validation and provide reliable estimates of re-
source consumption and execution times. Indeed, process configuration and en-
actment may be highly demanding, while stakeholders are interested in obtaining
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prompt and reliable estimates of process behavior, associated costs, required re-
sources, and quality of outcomes.
Simulation allows one to validate a process behavior, by spotting bottlenecks,
and by evaluating resources costs and consumption. Besides, the duration of the
overall process and of single activities can be estimated and ideal or worst-case
scenarios can be studied.
Decision simulation is often used to reproduce the outcomes of decision ta-
bles given an arbitrary set of input values and to verify table completeness. As
previously mentioned, simulation results can be re-used to promote process adap-
tation to expected performance requirements. Moreover, simulation can be used
for what-if analysis to explore alternatives, eliminate inadequate re-engineering
proposals, and refine current as-is procedures.
Beside the continuous support to designers during care pathway modeling, in
the proposed methodology we underline the importance of simulation for stake-
holders who are responsible for decision-making within the healthcare organiza-
tion. Indeed, simulation supports healthcare decision-makers in resource alloca-
tion and management. Through simulation, decision-makers can verify whether
the resources associated to a care pathway are properly considered with respect
to the estimated number of patients and the specified goals for the care pathway
(e.g., reach the end of the treatment within 30 days since the admission of the
patient).
Both local and global pathway KPIs could be considered together with HCQIs
to see their mutual interactions in a “what-if” analysis context.
As an example, in the chemotherapy domain, the previously mentioned in-
dicator 13a is expected to be at least 80% [252]. This value could be used to
distinguish the percentage of patients following a path of activities related to
chemotherapies from other patients receiving different treatments. When simu-
lating the same care pathway, one could change the value of 13a to the target
value of 90% in order to monitor the effects of such change on the local KPIs of
the pathway, such as its overall cost or its average duration.
Moreover, simulation can provide healthcare decision makers with some eval-
uation of the HCQIs related to the considered pathway. As an example, in the de-
sign of a care pathway for patients with acute stroke, we could consider whether
the HCQI Acute stroke mortality rate is maintained low, either according to
predicted patients features or to the expected results of the designed process
activities.
In this way, simulation can be used to estimate how HCQIs change with
respect to different scenarios. Finally, simulation results can also feed some indi-
cators that either are employed in external processes or support strategic decision
making, or are used to obtain more complex HCQIs.
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12.1.5 Implementation and Enactment
Following design, the methodological framework deals with IMPLEMENTATION,
which can be realized in different ways, depending on which IT infrastructures
are already available in the organizational environment.
Implementation is realized in different steps, usually starting from the au-
tomation of single processes and, then, by realizing the coordination between
them. When starting from a single process, AUTOMATION is usually the first
step that is applied for implementation. Automation focuses on the selection of
software and services for process execution, encompassing both implementation
and deployment aspects [1].
In Fig. 12.1, by Process Implementation we intend mostly process configu-
ration, that is, the integration of a process model with technical information
that facilitates enactment. Then, the enriched BPMN diagram is mapped into a
formalism suitable for execution. Processes are executed by engines, which link
client applications, support the distribution of work among different process ac-
tors, and coordinate activities. Most existing process engines support the direct
deployment of standard XML process descriptions generated by modeling tools,
without the need of further mappings.
Process automation is closely related to Testing and Deployment. Traditional
testing techniques from software engineering can be used to test the automated
process, to see if it behaves as expected. During this phase, integration and
performance are tested for detecting potential run-time problems.
Finally, the system is deployed in its target environment and complementary
actions, such as data migration and user-training may be executed. In general,
one advantage of using standard modeling languages is that process engines can
easily interpret them and, within healthcare organizations, such systems may be
already used by the administrative staff.
The final phase of the introduced methodological framework deals with EN-
ACTMENT, which consists of EXECUTION and PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS.
In detail, Process and Decision Execution encompasses the actual run time
of a decision-intensive process. This is usually the result of the process engine
interacting with client applications. Execution constraints must be observed,
and execution exceptions arising from unexpected occurrences must be properly
handled. In this methodology, we do not explicitly deal with exception-handling,
as this topic depends on the kind of system used for implementation and solutions
have already been proposed in the BPM community [254, 255].
During and/or following process execution, performance analysis may be car-
ried out to monitor enactment or to analyze how well the process is perform-
ing, compared to desired performance goals. In Fig. 12.1, the relationship be-
tween process execution and performance analysis is depicted by a double-headed
dashed arrow, meaning that the latter may be optionally performed during or
after process execution.
Monitoring allows one visualizing the current status of process and activity
execution, in order to be able to enact corrective measures if the process is not be-
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having as expected. During process monitoring, bottlenecks can also be detected.
Analysis tools and algorithms can also be used to verify specific properties, such
as done for the satisfaction of temporal constraints in [27].
Conformance Analysis is employed to verify the fitness and appropriateness of
a process with a given pattern or organizational model, in order to check whether
the process is well-incorporated the organizational practice. Both structural and
behavioral aspects can be analyzed and the results of the analysis can be used for
re-aligning the process model to reality. In general, multiple cycles of monitoring
and conformance analysis are executed. In addition, formal models, such as Petri
Nets, can be applied for analyzing process behavior [256].
During process enactment, conformance data and process metrics and KPIs
are used to monitor the status of the running process and to analyze different
executions. Usually, valuable execution data are gathered in the form of EXE-
CUTION LOGS, that is, long files that contain information about events that
have occurred during process enactment. Examples of such data are starting
and ending times of activities, task duration, role assignments, and message ex-
changes. Execution logs are analyzed for process re-engineering and alignment,
or for discovery and mining purposes.
12.1.6 Managing temporalities of care pathways
Even though a deep discussion related to the management of temporal issues in
care pathways is not central to this chapter, we recall the main temporal issues
related to the management of care pathways, considering the results presented
in Part II of this thesis. Besides, we will show how the proposed methodology
can be easily extended to manage such temporal aspects.
Temporal aspects of care pathways are usually complex and need to be suit-
ably modeled, both in REQUIREMENT, and MODELING phases.
As an example, in modeling preliminary stages for the 6-Minute Walk Test
introduced in Sect. 2.1.1, we need to represent that the patient as to rest for at
least 10 minutes before executing the test. Further temporal constraints among
different activities may also need to be represented. For instance, it could be
interesting to show that the efficacy of a therapy must be evaluated two weeks
after the treatment has been prescribed, as in the management of COPD that will
be later discussed. In addition, periodicities need to be considered, since some
care-related activities are inherently periodic, as, for example, the assessment of
some chronic pathology or the administration of a given drug.
The representation of temporal constraints in BPM systems has been consid-
ered in literature, also considering clinical processes [30, 132, 125, 162, 152, 257].
In general, the focus of such proposals is both to (i) design temporal constraints
in BP models and (ii) to verify some basic properties of temporal BP models.
In particular, the concept of dynamic controllability (cf. Chapter 5) has been
introduced and extensively studied. Suitable algorithms have been proposed to
verify at design time whether a process model can be executed while satisfying
all the given temporal constraints and allowing activities performers to take any
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possible duration within the range of the allowed ones [30, 162]. The proposed
solutions can be applied also to suitably extended BPMN models, as described
in Chapter 5. Thus, from this point of view, the proposed methodology is well
suited to include approaches for checking temporal features of BP models.
In addition, the modular BPMN-based temporal patterns presented in Chap-
ter 3 and Chapter 4 have been elicited from real clinical domains. The advan-
tage of the BPMN patterns presented in Chapter 3 is that temporal aspects are
suitably represented through a sub-process that can be edited by modelers and
executed directly on a BPMN process engine. Thus, such patterns can be seam-
lessly and directly specified within BPMN care pathways and suitably handled
by the proposed methodology.
Moving to the SIMULATION and EXECUTION of time-aware care pathways,
two different aspects arise: The first one is related to updating temporal con-
straints according to previously executed process tasks; The second one deals
with the runtime management of possible constraint violations and of the re-
lated reaction policies.
As shown in Sect. 3.6 for some basic patterns, designers can leverage exception
handling of BPMN to specify suitable patterns for supporting different kinds of
reactions to constraints violation [52, 53].
As an example, if a therapy duration exceeds its maximum duration, the
model designer could specify either that such therapy must be immediately in-
terrupted (strong policy) and some other compensation actions could be enacted
or that the therapy will continue (weak policy), but some other actions have to
be done (sending a warning to the physician) [53].
As a final comment, it is worth noticing that powerful solutions to support
time-related aspects of care pathways through BPMN are mainly based on the
use of events, event-related activities, and exception-handling mechanisms. As
an example, timer events can be used to specify either a specific delay from their
activation or a certain time-date or a specific period of time within the process
model, to trigger some specific clinical activity or some conditional path in the
control flow.
12.2 Design and simulation of care pathways for COPD
In this section, we apply the introduced methodology to a real healthcare sce-
nario, in order to discuss modeling choices and design challenges, and share the
benefits brought by the proposed approach in a real clinical context.
The methodology discussed in the previous section has been applied to sup-
port the design of diagnostic-therapeutic care pathways for the management of
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease in the region of Veneto, in northern
Italy. The process and decision diagrams have been designed to provide a com-
pact representation of healthcare procedures aimed at easing the understanding
and improvement of as-is healthcare pathways and of their organizational as-
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pects. One of the main modeling goals was the detection of flaws in the care
pathways that led to undesired, yet reducible healthcare expenses.
In this chapter we focus on care pathway design and simulation, and inten-
tionally leave out the implementation and enactment phases.
Requirements have been collected by analyzing textual documents authored
by the Regional Healthcare System of Veneto, including both regulatory stan-
dards and organizational plans, and clinical practice references.
In addition, we directly interacted with the regional board, composed of care
managers and clinicians responsible for the actuation of the care pathways, and
we were directly observing how care interventions have been carried out in a
few regional hospitals. Finally, standard American and European guidelines for
COPD management have been studied and used for process compliance [99, 258].
Among existing tools for process design and management, we chose the Sig-
navio Business Transformation Platform [24], which integrates process modeling,
decision design, and simulation features for cost analysis. The web-based Signavio
Process Editor has been used for process design and simulation, as it guarantees
full adherence to the BPMN standard and supports different kinds of process
simulation and cost management on several user-defined scenarios. In addition,
it provides several functionalities that ease collaborative design, diagram review-
ing, and commenting. The Signavio Decision Manager has been chosen to model
DMN diagrams and to simulate decision table execution.
In the remainder of this section, we introduce the modeled clinical domain
in Sect. 12.2.1 and we explain the design of both processes and decisions with
BPMN and DMN. Then, we discuss the re-use of information through indicators
in Sect. 12.2.7 and present simulation results in Sect. 12.2.8.
12.2.1 Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease
In this section we recall the main aspects of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease, which was previously introduced in Sect. 11.6.1.
The World’s Health Organization defines COPD as “a life-threatening lung
disease characterized by chronic and not fully reversible obstruction of lung air-
flow, which interferes with normal breathing” [259]. Despite being preventable
and treatable, COPD global prevalence and socio-economic impact remain signif-
icantly high [260], thus making the disease one of the leading causes of disability
and death in developed countries. Moreover, factors as general population ag-
ing, development of comorbidities, and misdiagnosis contribute to reinforce this
trend [261].
Whereas COPD is often underdiagnosed in younger patients, as respiratory
abnormalities become noticeable only when internal organ damage is already
advanced [262], current diagnostic criteria may lead to over-diagnosis in the
elderly [263]. For this reason, it is important to limit the variability of the current
diagnostic process.
A major proportion of COPD burden is represented by exacerbations, i.e.,
acute and unexpected worsening of respiratory symptoms that require a change
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in management. Besides, the development of cardiovascular and respiratory co-
morbidities influences the prognosis of patients with COPD, further worsening
the burden of the disease and requiring physicians to base on differential diag-
noses for the identification of appropriate treatments [262].
In order to improve the management of COPD, integrated diagnostic and
therapeutic care pathways have been proposed at a regional scale, with the intent
of improving the effectiveness of COPD treatment, the prevention of exacerba-
tions, and the coordination between different care providers. The development of
such care plans aims to standardize the critical steps of long-term patient treat-
ment and the overall decision process. In particular, it is crucial to clarify which
is the role of each involved resource, which are the responsibilities, and which is
the optimal timing for intervention. Besides, clinical, social, educational, and or-
ganizational objectives are set by considering economical expenses and resource
availability.
The main goal of COPD diagnostic and therapeutic care pathways is the
improvement of primary care quality mostly by reducing costs, intended both as
patient lives and economical burden, related to misdiagnosis and to the prescrip-
tion of unnecessary medical exams and treatments. The definition of such plans
also encompasses a set of indicators that are defined to evaluate disparate as-
pects of the healthcare process, such as its structure, clinical and organizational
efficiency, performance, progress towards the set final objectives, and overall
economic impact. Prevention measures, educational programs, and counseling
services are also included in the care plan, with the aim of training patients
to recognize symptoms worsening and to improve the self-management of the
disease in home care settings.
12.2.2 BPMN-based Modeling of Care Pathways for COPD
In the assessment and management of patients with COPD, three main inter-
vention steps have been discerned, namely (i) COPD diagnosis and assessment,
(ii) ordinary management of stable COPD, and (iii) management of COPD ex-
acerbations. These steps are described in medical literature [99, 258], and are
also be identified in the as-is processes that are currently applied in Veneto.
For each one of the aforementioned steps, a BPMN process model has been de-
signed, following the principles of well-structured process design (cf. Sect. 2.1.3)
to increase process model readability and reduce the probability of committing
modeling errors [107, 264].
The three phases included in the studied care pathways for the management
of COPD are depicted in the BPMN process of Fig. 12.2, each instance of which
represents the treatment of a single patient. Each one of these aspects of COPD
management is represented as a collapsed sub-process, which relates to the other
process elements as described in the following paragraph.
The overall care process begins in primary care with the COPD Diagnosis and
Assessment, during which practitioners have to detect the disease and classify
the patient according to the most pertinent severity level. This assessment phase
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is carried out only once and, then, any patient diagnosed with COPD enters
a multidisciplinary program for monitoring and managing the disease, which is
enacted periodically, based on the assessed COPD stage.
The studied healthcare context of Veneto provides a staging system based on
three main levels of severity, which is slightly different from the one presented
in [258]. In particular, all patients having a spirometry-related value FEV1 ≤
50% are considered at high risk and belong to Stage 3 (i.e., there is no Stage 4).
The general practitioner is in charge of COPD diagnosis and of monitoring and
validating the decisions made by pulmonary specialists.
General and pulmonary examinations considered in the Management of Stable
COPD are scheduled based on the severity of the disease. For this reason, the sub-
process representing the ordinary management of COPD is executed periodically.
In BPMN, this periodicity is expressed by setting a looping condition for the
whole Management of Stable COPD sub-process. In Fig. 12.2, this is highlighted
by a standard loop marker [11], depicted at the bottom of the sub-process.
However, during ordinary COPD management, exacerbations can occur. In
the BPMN process of Fig. 12.2, the occurrence of an exacerbation is represented
by means of non-interrupting boundary conditional event Exacerbation Episode,
which is triggered when an exacerbation occurs.
Non-interrupting boundary events allow the activity to which they are at-
tached to remain active and a new a token is generated to drive a new flow,
parallel to the continuing execution of the activity.
Therefore, as event Exacerbation Episode is non-interrupting, Management of
COPD Exacerbations starts while ordinary Management of stable COPD is still
being performed. Exacerbations must be promptly treated in order to reduce
the impact of the current worsening and prevent the development of future
episodes. In general, the treatment of exacerbations does not affect the inter-
vention planned for the ordinary management of COPD.
However, ordinary medical inspections must be re-scheduled whenever the
stage of the disease changes, either due to the progression of the disease or
to an exacerbation episode. In Fig. 12.2 this is represented by boundary inter-
rupting signal event Re-schedule, which is triggered by a corresponding signal
event thrown either within sub-process Management of Stable COPD or following
conditional event Stage changed, which captures a change of stage due to an
exacerbation. Signal events are used for broadcast communication and, in the
depicted process, they represent the interaction between the two sub-processes
Management of Stable COPD and Management of COPD Exacerbations. Throw-
ing signal events are characterized by a filled triangle marker, whereas catching
signal events have a unfilled maker of the same sort. Whenever signal event Re-
schedule is caught, sub-process Management of Stable COPD is interrupted and
restarted, according to the periodicity defined for the newly assessed stage. The
end of the described macro-process is reached once all interventions for COPD
management and exacerbations are concluded.
The BPMN diagrams representing the structure of the three sub-processes
outlined in Fig. 12.2 are shown Fig. 12.3, 12.4, and 12.5.
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Fig. 12.2: BPMN diagram outlining the three main steps of the studied COPD
care pathway, each one represented as a sub-process. Sub-process COPD Di-
agnosis and Assessment (shown in Fig. 12.3) is always executed first, followed
by Management of Stable COPD (shown Fig. 12.4), which is performed periodi-
cally, according to the assessed stage. Ordinary examinations can be rescheduled
whenever the COPD stage assigned to the patient changes due to the progressive
worsening of the disease or following an exacerbation episode, the latter handled
by sub-process Management of COPD Exacerbations (shown in Fig. 12.5).
In these process diagrams, different tasks types are used to denote decision
tasks, i.e., process activities incorporating decision-making, which can be repre-
sented through a linked DMN decision model, at different levels of detail. We
employ user tasks to denote activities that encompass human-decision making,
whereas business rule tasks are used to highlight partially automated decision-
making [47], as previously done in Chapter 5 and Chapter 11. All the other pro-
cess activities are represented as abstract tasks or sub-processes, that is, generic
activities whose behavior is not further specified [11].
In the BPMN diagrams, the recording of data to persistent databases is repre-
sented through data stores. For readability reasons, we used data objects to show
only the exchange of information between different resources, while omitting de-
tails related to data flowing through activities executed by the same resource.
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In particular, the presented processes need to communicate with the follow-
ing information systems: The primary care information system, represented by
data store PCU db, is the system used by general practitioner to store patient
data – This system is usually shared among the practitioners that belong to the
same PCU; The hospital information system, represented by data store Hospital
db, stores different patient medical records; Finally, the health district author-
ity information system, represented by data store HC district db is mostly used
to record data regarding vaccinations and related campaigns. Nowadays, the
three information systems are only partially connected, since data about drug
prescriptions and examination scheduling are shared between PCUs and hospi-
tals, but most data are still exchanged between professionals through reporting
documents. The region of Veneto is currently working on developing a unified
electronic health record that will allow practitioners, hospital personnel, health
district authorities, and pharmacies to access the same data repositories.
12.2.3 COPD Diagnosis and Assessment
Diagnosis of COPD has to take into account a multiplicity of signs and symp-
toms. A clinical diagnosis of COPD should be considered in any patient who
has dyspnea, chronic cough or sputum production, and presents a history of ex-
posure to risk factors for the disease [258]. Among genetic disorders that must
be considered in a diagnosis of COPD, the best documented is α1-antitrypsin
deficiency, which leads to an increased predisposition to obstructive pulmonary
disease [265].
Spirometry is required by international clinical guidelines to make a diagnosis
of COPD [258, 99]. Practically, a spirometer measures how quickly full lungs can
be emptied and the total volume of air expired. Spirometric measurements used
in a diagnosis of COPD include:
• Forced Vital Capacity (FVC), which is the maximum volume of air that can
be exhaled during a forced maneuver.
• Forced Expired Volume in one second (FEV1), which is volume expired in
the first second of maximal expiration, during a forced maneuver. This value
measures how quickly lungs can be emptied.
• FEV1/FVC, which is the ratio between the two previously calculated values.
FEV1 is expressed as a percentage of the FVC and gives an indication of
airflow limitation, called Tiffenau index [258].
Spirometry results are evaluated by comparison with reference values calculated
on healthy subjects and depending on age, height, gender, and ethnicity.
Currently, the spirometric criterion used for diagnosing COPD is a post-bron-
chodilator FEV1/FVC ratio below 0.7. Bronchodilators are medications that
increase the FEV1 or change the other spirometric variables, by altering air-
way smooth muscle tone. Performing spirometry after the administration of a
short-acting inhaled bronchodilator helps to differentiate between an acute or
persistent obstructive defect and minimizes outcome variability [258]. However,
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the aforementioned threshold is age-dependent and can lead to a significant de-
gree of overdiagnosis in the elderly and of underdiagnosis in younger patients.
Besides, as multiple respiratory diseases present a FEV1/FVC ratio <0.70, dif-
ferential diagnoses must be considered in order to determine an appropriate
treatment [266]. Chest X-rays may be prescribed to confirm a working diagnosis
of COPD and questionnaires such as the COPD Assessment Test (CAT) are
administered for assessing symptoms. Indeed, when used in conjunction with
spirometry results and demographic data, these tools have proven to enhance
diagnostic accuracy [260].
For grading COPD severity, spirometric classification remains the preferred
standard method [258]. Post-bronchodilator lung function, expressed in terms of
FEV1 and FEV1/FVC ratio, is used to classify COPD patients into four levels of
severity [258], summarized in Table 12.3. Patients showing a post-bronchodila-
tor Tiffenau index greater than 0.70 are not considered in COPD management,
despite those who smoke or have exposure to pollutants are considered at risk
and may be targeted by prevention programs.
The BPMN process corresponding to COPD diagnosis and assessment, de-
picted in Fig. 12.3, consists of a main pool, which stands for the Regional Health-
care System. This is partitioned into two lanes, one representing a Primary Care
Unit (PCU) and, specifically, a General Practitioner, the other one representing a
Pulmonologist working in a Regional Hospital.
Since one of the goals of the COPD process models is to define the respective
responsibilities of general practitioners and pulmonary specialists, only these two
roles have been represented explicitly. Indeed, practitioners and pulmonologists
have to supervise the performance of nurses, technicians and auxiliary personnel
who collaborate in the process.
The process begins when the patient consults the general practitioner, typi-
cally after having experienced some sort of respiratory discomfort, such as pro-
ductive cough, acute chest pain or breathlessness. Case history and working di-
agnosis is the first decision activity encountered, modeled as a user task, which
represents the gathering of useful observations during medical inspection that
are analyzed in conjunction with the patient clinical history and exposure to
risk factors in order to formulate a working diagnosis of COPD.
Severity FEV1/FVC FEV1
Stage 1 (Mild) < 0.70 ≥ 80%
Stage 2 (Moderate) < 0.70 [50%, 80%)
Stage 3 (Severe) < 0.70 [30%, 50%)
Stage 4 (Very Severe) < 0.70 < 30%
Table 12.3: Levels of COPD severity, based on spirometric assessment, adapted
from [258].
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Fig. 12.3: BPMN process diagram for COPD diagnosis and assessment. The main
decision activities identified with the help of experts are Case history and working
diagnosis, which is a sub-ste of decision Diagnosis of COPD, and COPD staging.
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All the collected information regarding symptoms, smoking habits and risk
factors is recorded in the local PCU database.
The following exclusive gateway, COPD Suspected? directs the flow to-
wards the prescription of spirometry and further examinations, if a diagnosis
of COPD is considered, or towards the process end event, otherwise. Spirometry
(in PCU)/Spirometry (in hospital) is indicated to support COPD diagnosis, to
assess the severity of airflow obstruction and, in some cases, it can be used as a
prognostic indicator. If patients in primary care have direct access to spirometers,
a simple spirometry test is requested and performed by a general practitioner
directly within a primary care facility. Otherwise patients need a prescription for
the spirometry to be performed in hospital.
Under an organization standpoint, the biggest difference between the perfor-
mance of a spirometry in PCU or in hospital is waiting time. Whereas in PCU
spirometric assessment can be executed during a routine examination, spirome-
ters in hospitals are used for assessing various respiratory problems and patients
are prioritized according to the severity of their conditions.
Chest X-rays may also be carried out in hospital, if believed necessary to
support the diagnostic process. Spirometry allows measuring FEV1, FVC and
the ratio between such values. The physician must Read and record spirometry
results received with the corresponding reports, and compare them with reference
values for age, weight, height, gender, and ethnicity. If airflow obstruction is
detected, the practitioner must Prescribe post-bronchodilator spirometry (PBS) to
confirm the diagnosis of COPD and to measure the degree of airflow obstruction
and its reversibility.
Once the patient has been informed and advised about the conduct of the
test, Post-bronchodilator spirometry is performed by a pulmonologist in hospital.
Subsequently, the pulmonologist must Write PBS report, containing the diagnos-
tic statement and the spirometric results. This is sent to the general practitioner,
who must confirm the diagnosis of COPD and record the patient data in the pri-
mary care unit database, following the ICD-9-CM coding rules [267].
The general practitioner can also Prescribe pharmacological treatment, when-
ever considered necessary to relieve the patient from symptoms. Then, the COPD
Assessment Test (CAT) is administered to gather information about the impact
of COPD on the patient’s quality of life and to measure general health status im-
pairment. If the patient is a smoker, additional tests, i.e., Mondor and Fagersto¨rm,
are administered to reveal addiction to tobacco consumption and nicotine [268].
Once the test-based assessment is concluded, the physician needs to Inform
the patient about his/her clinical condition and can suggest a detoxing treatment
in specialized facilities for smoking cessation. Then, the patient undergoes a
Pulmonary examination in hospital, which results in COPD staging, based on the
outcomes of the previously executed spirometric assessment. The staging report
is authored by the pulmonologist and must contain the assessed COPD stage,
the value of the Tiffenau index, an indication for medical examinations and
future re-evaluations, and therapeutic advice. The general practitioner receiving
the report, must verify that the assessed stage is correct before proceeding with
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COPD stage recording as he/she is responsible for signaling possible incongruities.
Indeed, the classification of COPD patients is a crucial decision as the planning
of the future inspections, both in terms of the kind of medical analyses required
and their frequency, depends on the severity of the assessed grade.
If the patient is found to be in Stage 3, a pulmonary specialist in hospital
is put in charge of monitoring the patient. In this case, the pulmonologist must
Schedule pulmonary examination, Schedule post-bronchodilator spirometry, Schedule
6-Minute Walk Test (6MWT), and Prescribe drug therapy to monitor the disease,
and to evaluate the patient’s functional exercise capacity.
Instead, if the patient is assessed with Stage 1 or Stage 2, PCUs remain
in charge of COPD management. PCUs must also provide a Counseling service
in order to educate patients to avoid exposure to behaviors that can further
compromise their health condition. The progression of the disease can be limited
by efficient monitoring and changes in lifestyle and smoking habits. In the final
stage of COPD assessment, the general practitioner needs to Schedule dietitian
consultation if the patient presents a BMI greater than 30. Finally, he/she has
to Plan vaccinations (influenza and pneumococcus), as they appear to be effective
in older and severe patients [258]. Once the main steps of the care intervention
have been scheduled, the COPD diagnosis and assessment process terminates.
To wrap up, it is worth noticing that the process of Fig. 12.3 as some simi-
larities with the one shown in Fig. 11.5. However, beside being less detailed, the
process in Fig. 11.5 includes also the (collapsed) management of COPD exacer-
bations, and deals with presentation in hospital of patients experiencing acute
symptoms, possibly due to an exacerbation.
The differences between the two processes are due to the fact that they repre-
sent care pathways carried out in different nations (i.e., Germany and Italy), thus
being subjected to disparate regulations due to local arrangements and policies.
12.2.4 Ordinary Management of Stable COPD
Life-long and continuous management of stable COPD can become quite complex
especially in advanced stages of the disease, as multiple complications have to be
considered beside compromised pulmonary function. In particular, patients af-
fected by COPD suffer from impaired gas exchange and are subjected to develop
cardiovascular, metabolic, and neoplastic comorbidities [258].
Therefore, COPD treatment aims to prevent the progression of the disease,
relieve patient symptoms, improve exercise tolerance and general health status,
and prevent and treat correlated complications. The type of care workers in
charge of COPD management and the frequency of medical inspections depend
on the severity of the disease, on the patient individual response to pharmaco-
logical treatment, and on the healthcare system.
Ordinary management of COPD encompasses the following important as-
pects: smoking cessation, optimization of pulmonary status by pharmacological
therapy, improvement of exercise tolerance, nutritional care, and possible sup-
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port in terms of oxygen therapy or pulmonary ventilation. Besides, education,
social, and behavioral aspects must be considered to improve compliance [99].
Vaccinations can be required, based on local policies, availability, and af-
fordability [258]. Influenza and pneumococcal vaccinations are planned yearly,
to prevent the insurgence of serious illnesses that may lead to COPD exacerba-
tions.
Ordinary management of COPD is based on individualized assessment and
aims to reduce both current symptoms and risk of sudden worsening [258]. As
previously mentioned, the BPMN diagram representing the main steps of ordi-
nary management of COPD, depicted in Fig. 12.4, is executed with a periodicity
that depends on assessed COPD stage. This periodicity is captured by a start
timer event. Specifically, the process is expected to start every two years for pa-
tients in Stage 1, every year for patients in Stage 2 and every six months or less
for patients in Stage 3.
The first steps of the care process are executed either by the general prac-
titioner, for patients in Stage 1 and 2, or by the pulmonologist, for patients in
Stage 3, but the conduct of the explained actions coincides. Firstly, it is neces-
sary to Verify administered vaccinations. In the studied context, vaccinations are
managed by district health authorities. If vaccinations have not been adminis-
tered, the physician must Re-schedule vaccinations. If the patient refuses to be
vaccinated, the motivation behind the refusal must be recorded in the health
authority information system HC district db. In the studied context, data sug-
gest that elderly patients often forget to attend vaccination appointments or
they have troubles reaching care facilities, due to mobility limitations. In this
latter case, vaccinations can be provided at home, depending on local service
availability.
To monitor the disease, care providers are required to Administer COPD As-
sessment Test (CAT) and to Adjust current bronchodilator therapy, if needed.
Pharmacological therapy is prescribed according to the severity of the illness,
the availability of the drugs, and the presence of comorbidities. The treatment
regimen should be patient-specific as the relationship between the severity of
symptoms and airflow obstruction tends to vary from patient to patient. More-
over, COPD severity is also dependent on the geographical distribution of the
population. Usually, patients in Stage 1 are treated with short-acting inhaled
bronchodilators, whilst long-acting bronchodilators are prescribed to patients in
Stage 2 or 3, in different dosage and combinations.
Then, different inspections are carried out in parallel, to evaluate the patient’s
health status, and re-assess BMI and respiratory function.
Mondor and Fagersto¨rm tests are administered to Evaluate lifestyle and smok-
ing habits and to assess the patient’s progress towards smoking cessation.
Physicians must also Evaluate dyspnea and exercise tolerance. The objective
measurement of exercise impairment is obtained with the help of the 6-Minute
Walk Test [98]. This is used in conjunction with the Modified British Medical
Research Council (mMRC) dyspnea questionnaire to quantify the degree of dis-
ability due to breathlessness during daily activities.
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Fig. 12.4: BPMN process diagram for the ordinary management of stable COPD.
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Body Mass Index (BMI) must also be re-assessed, in order to decide if it
is necessary to Prescribe a dietitian consultation. Obesity and weight loss, when
combined with muscle wasting, contribute significantly to morbidity, disability,
and handicap in COPD patients, who must receive nutritional therapy.
Finally, Pulse oximetry is used to evaluate oxygen saturation. If the measured
oxygen saturation is less than 92%, blood gas assessment is scheduled. Arterial
Blood Gas Analysis (ABG) is the preferred method for determining the need of
oxygen therapy [99]. Finally, the patient is examined and all analyses results are
resumed and recorded in the dedicated information system PCU db.
If the patient is assessed with Stage 2 or Stage 3, he or she might neces-
sitate an additional pulmonary inspection. In this case, a pulmonologist can
Request Oxygen Therapy according to the considered clinical picture. Long-term
oxygen therapy is usually administered continuously and in a home-care setting
to improve survival, exercise, sleep, and cognitive performance. In addition, a
cardiological consult may be requested, to exclude cardiovascular instability. Fi-
nally, the pulmonologist must Review COPD stage in order to confirm the stage
after treatment or to update it.
At the end of each instance of the COPD ordinary management process, the
general practitioner must either Confirm COPD stage or Update COPD stage, if
this has changed. In case of stage change, signal event Re-schedule is thrown to be
caught by the corresponding interrupting boundary event, depicted in Fig. 12.2
and attached to the border of sub-process Management of COPD Exacerbations.
The introduced healthcare process representing the ordinary management
of stable COPD is periodically re-enacted and the patient is also involved in
educational programs to improve recognition of symptoms worsening and self-
care.
12.2.5 Management of COPD Exacerbations
COPD exacerbations are “acute episodes characterized by a sudden worsening of
the patient respiratory symptoms that is beyond expected day-to-day variations”
[269]. The main drawback associated with COPD exacerbations is represented
by hospital admissions, that negatively impact the disease evolution, economical
costs, and quality of life [270].
COPD exacerbations seem to be triggered by viral or bacterial infections of
the upper respiratory tract, as well as by air pollution. Comorbidities such as
pneumonia, congestive heart failure, pulmonary embolism and pneumotorax are
possible triggers of exacerbations.
Several clinical findings must be considered when evaluating patients with
exacerbations. Among these COPD severity, the presence of comorbidities, and
the history of previous exacerbations are the most important. Indeed, patients
that are subjected to two or more exacerbations of COPD per year seem to main-
tain this worsening trend over time and, thus, must be constantly monitored. A
diagnosis of exacerbation requires a physical examination to evaluate the effects
of the episode on both cardiovascular and respiratory systems [258].
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Fig. 12.5: BPMN process diagram for the extraordinary management of COPD
exacerbations.
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COPD exacerbations are often treated with temporary short-acting inhaled
β2-agonists, which can be combined with corticosteroids and antibiotics. How-
ever, if the patient does not respond to outpatient pharmacological treatment,
hospitalization is required. When a patient is admitted to hospital, supplemen-
tary oxygen is administered, short-acting bronchodilators are prescribed, and
pulmonary rehabilitation may also be indicated [99].
COPD hospital admissions due to exacerbations negatively affect the patient
quality of life and the progression of the illness, while substantially increasing
the costs of patient management [270]. However, a standardized and integrated
care intervention, supported by proper data collection and resource coordina-
tion, seems to effectively prevent hospitalizations due to exacerbations in COPD
patients [270, 271].
The goal of exacerbation treatment is to minimize the effects of the on-going
worsening and prevent future episodes. The process enacted for treating COPD
exacerbations in Veneto is depicted in Fig. 12.5.
An exacerbation episode is usually detected by the General Practitioner, fol-
lowing the clinical presentation of the patient, who complains of an acute change
of symptoms. Diagnosis of exacerbation relies on the current symptoms, on the
evidence gathered during the Physical examination with pulse oximetry, and on
the history of previous worsening episodes. If more than two exacerbations oc-
cur within one year, the stage of the disease is expected to vary, as the patient
respiratory function is compromised more rapidly [99].
In general, diagnosing an exacerbation can become quite cumbersome, as
multiple physical findings and diagnostic procedures must be evaluated, with
the main aim of excluding the development of comorbidities. If oxygen satu-
ration measured with pulse oximetry is <90%, the exacerbation is likely to be
life-threatening and, thus, hospital and intensive care treatment is indicated.
Otherwise, the general practitioner can Suspend current therapy in order to Begin
therapy to oppose worsening. Usually, short acting beta agonists (SABA), short
acting muscarinic antagonists (SAMA), inhaled corticosteroids and antibiotics
are prescribed, according to the considered clinical picture. Then, after 24/48
hours the patient is re-evaluated. Following clinical diagnosis, gateway Is exacer-
bation life-threatening? determines if the patient needs to be treated in inpatient
or outpatient settings. If the patient has improved, the exacerbation can be man-
aged in an outpatient setting. In these circumstances, it is indicated to Continue
with current therapy and to Schedule periodic examinations to ensure proper pa-
tient monitoring.
If the patient has not improved after treatment or oxygen saturation is as-
sessed <90%, then her or she must be sent to the hospital Emergency Room. Hos-
pitalization must be considered when the patient cannot been treated adequately
in home care settings, due to the severity of the respiratory dysfunction [99, 258].
Following ER triage, ER physicians must Test hydration level to ensure proper
fluid balance and they need to Assess symptoms. Then, the patient is physi-
cally examined and continuously monitored. Physicians in ER must exclude
other clinical complications, such as heart failure, bronchial pneumonia, pul-
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monary embolism, and pleural effusion. A Pulmonologist examination in ICU can
be requested to assess arterial blood gases and execute chest radiography. If
the severity of respiratory dysfunction is high, the patient must be admitted to
an intensive care unit and treated under the responsibility of a pulmonologist.
Different factors must be considered when evaluating hospitalization. Typically,
patients are admitted in ICU when COPD symptoms are acute, there is a pre-
ponderance of sensory disturbances, there is evidence of new cardiac arrhyth-
mia, or no response to exacerbation treatment is observed [258]. The Treatment
to solve exacerbation is mostly based on oxygen therapy, which aims to prevent
tissue hypoxaemia, i.e., reduced oxygen availability, and at preserving cellular
oxygenation. During hospitalization, the General Practitioner is informed about
the administered care. This is necessary to provide practitioners with all the
information, needed to optimally treat the patient after hospital discharge.
Patient discharge is decided after evaluating several criteria, which consider
also local policies and availability. The discharge report must contain information
regarding the possibly changed COPD stage, respiratory function, comorbidities,
outpatient suggested therapy, and clinical follow-up. Patients dismissed with
hypoxaemia or in Stage 3 may require short-term or long-term oxygen therapy.
In this case, a pulmonologist must Take the patient in charge and a home-care
oxygen therapy protocol is started. Oxygen therapy is monitored by specialized
centers in the region and its efficacy must be re-evaluated yearly.
As required by the national program for the evaluation of care outcomes, two
weeks after patient discharge, the general practitioner must Verify treatment effi-
cacy and effectiveness. The aforementioned evaluation program aims to estimate
the overall quality of the provided care, in terms of treatment costs, appro-
priateness, and efficacy, in order to compare the outcomes of the overall care
intervention with audit and bench-marking data.
Hospital re-admission of COPD patients within 30 days from discharge is
probably the most important indicator used for assessing the quality of the overall
care plan [270, 272]. In the studied context, around 15% of discharged patients
is re-hospitalized within 30 days from discharge.
During this final verification phase, the stage of COPD is also reviewed and,
if it has changed as a consequence of the exacerbation, signal State changed is
thrown. This is caught by the corresponding non-interrupting boundary event
attached to the border of sub-process Management of COPD Exacerbation of
Fig. 12.2, which enables an exception flow devoted to the rescheduling ordinary
examinations. Likewise ordinary management of COPD, exacerbations require
follow-up. This includes reassessment within 4 weeks, evaluation of improvement
in symptoms, physical examination, assessment of need for oxygen therapy, and
re-adjustment of current treatment regimen.
Wrapping up, the modeled BPMN processes have provided healthcare profes-
sionals with a comprehensive and accurate overview of the COPD care process.
After applying the proposed methodology, improvements in common understand-
ing and cooperation have been noticed. In earlier times, each resource used to
work independently and this fragmentation resulted in longer waiting times for
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patients, miscommunication, and information overload. The standard definition
of the care processes has served to delineate everybody’s responsibility, while im-
proving information exchange, cooperation between resources, and coordination
between several processes. Besides, from a technical point of view, the process
model has been used for validating the correctness and efficiency of the enacted
measures, thus constituting a sound trace for implementation.
12.2.6 Modeling Clinical Decisions with DMN
Process-related decisions have been modeled in detail by using DMN diagrams
and, sometimes, by specifying more detailed decision logic. Decision models based
on process-related data and regarding the diagnosis of patients assessed with
COPD or being re-admitted to hospital after an exacerbation have been pre-
sented in Chapter 11 for a slightly different process.
In this section, we focus on describing the decision modeling for the manage-
ment of COPD exacerbations process of Fig. 12.5.
In the management of COPD exacerbations, a crucial step is represented by
the diagnosis and assessment of an exacerbation, which is evaluated by combining
physical findings with the clinical history of the patient [99, 270].
In general, clinical diagnosis is probably the most important example of com-
plex, decision-intensive medical task. Indeed, diagnosis encompasses aspects of
human decision-making that rely on medical knowledge, professional experience,
and sound sources of clinical information. For this reason, modeling clinical diag-
nosis by means of formal approaches can become quite cumbersome, as it involves
complex (temporal) reasoning and uncertain and incomplete knowledge [112].
Nevertheless, the representation of structure of a decision and of its meaning
is interesting for the organization and can be realized by using DMN DRDs,
which allow one to describe decision-making at quite a high level.
As an example, consider the DMN diagram representing the diagnosis of a
COPD exacerbation, depicted in Fig. 12.6. The diagnosis of an exacerbation relies
on the clinical presentation of the patient, who consults the general practitioner
complaining of substantial symptomatic and physiologic deterioration [258].
In the DRD of Fig. 12.6, Diagnosis of COPD Exacerbation is portrayed as the
main decision, which ideally responds to the question “Is the patient experiencing
an exacerbation of COPD?”. The decision is made by a General Practitioner,
represented as a knowledge source, who is responsible for assessing the degree of
symptom worsening and for evaluating if the exacerbation is life-threatening.
Several clinical findings have to be considered when assessing an exacerbation.
During a physical examination, Pulse oximetry is performed to assess the need for
supplementary oxygen therapy. Besides, Hemodynamic stability, Use of accessory
respiratory muscles, and Response to treatment are evaluated.
The general practitioner must also consider the number of previous exac-
erbation episodes and the Presence of comorbidities, which are combined with
information about COPD severity to predict the patient risk of exacerbations.
COPD severity corresponds to the output of sub-decision Evaluate Severity of
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Fig. 12.6: Decision Requirement Diagram representing the main decision Diag-
nosis of COPD Exacerbation, together with the input data needed for making
the decision, the used business knowledge, and the sources responsible for the
decision. The decision is linked to task Diagnosis of exacerbation of Fig. 12.5.
COPD, which is based on Spirometric assessment. Results of previously admin-
istered CAT, Spirometric assessment, and History of exacerbations are retrieved
from the PCU db, depicted as knowledge source.
Probability of comorbidities is a business knowledge model that describes the
kind of comorbidities that are commonly found during an exacerbation and
the probability of finding more of them. Business knowledge models describe
a reusable fragment of decision logic or know-how, which can be retrieved by
guidelines or by local organizational knowledge. In the presented context, the
knowledge is based on data collected in the region, since the probability of co-
morbidities changes according to the distribution of the population in the terri-
tory.
Similarly, business knowledge model Assess risk of exacerbations encloses the
knowledge required for assessing exacerbation risk, based on the combination
of COPD severity, symptomatic assessment and history of previous exacerba-
tions [258].
The diagram of Fig. 12.6 is linked to the user task Diagnosis of exacerbation
of the process shown in Fig. 12.5. The result of the decision is used by gateway
Is exacerbation life threatening to determine if the patient must be treated in
outpatient settings or hospitalized.
The DRD introduced in Fig. 12.6 encompasses both human decision-making
and partially automated decisions, the latter ones reviewed and validated by the
general practitioner. For the main decision Diagnosis of Exacerbation we decided
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not to specify decision logic, as the presented DRD suffices in explaining the
expected structure and input data needed to make this human decision.
However, a few elements in the considered diagram have a decision logic spec-
ified at different levels of abstraction, by using the various expressions provided
by the DMN standard [47]. In detail, decision logic for business knowledge model
Probability of comorbidities is represented by a boxed a literal expression, shown
in Fig. 12.7, written as plain English text and, thus, not suitable for automation.
Probability of	Comorbidities
Common comorbidities	 associated	with	poor	prognosis	 of	COPD	
exacerbations	are:	congestive	heart	failure,	coronary	artery	
disease,	renal	and	liver	failure.
According	 to	data	gathered	in	the	Region	of	Veneto,	 the	percentage	
of	patients	presenting	comorbidities	 is	as	follows:
12%	of	COPD	patients	has	only	one	comorbid	condition;
21,1%	of	COPD	patients	has	two	comorbid	conditions;
22,6% of	COPD	patients	has	three	comorbid	 conditions;
16,2% of	COPD	patients	has	four	comorbid	 conditions;
The	rest	of	patients	can	have	from 5	to	10	comorbid	 conditions.
Fig. 12.7: Boxed literal expression, written in plain English, and representing the
decision logic of the Probability of Comorbidities business knowledge model.
Conversely, sub-decision Evaluate Severity of COPD is based on well-defined
rules that determine how the amount airflow limitation should be associated to
a specific COPD stage. Hence, decision logic can be easily represented by means
of a decision table that relates spirometric values FEV1 and FEV1/FVC to the
corresponding COPD stage.
Fig. 12.8 shows the decision logic of decision Evaluate Severity of COPD,
which invokes decision table Evaluate Severity of COPD Table, passing Spiromet-
ric assessment.FEV1 as FEV1 parameter and Spirometric assessment.FEV1/FVC as
FEV1/FVC parameter. Decision Evaluate COPD Severity, invokes the correspond-
ing decision table. The presented table has been verified with Signavio [24] and,
as expected, it is not complete as no rule exist for (≤ 70%, any). However, this
omission was intentional, since this latter scenario is not considered in COPD
treatment.
Finally, as an example of formal expression allowed in DMN, consider the
decision logic for business knowledge model Assess risk of exacerbations, repre-
sented in Fig. 12.9 through a boxed FEEL expression which describes how an
output value is derived from its input values. The presented formal expression is
used for combined COPD assessment in order to understand which is the impact
of COPD on an individual patient, in terms of future exacerbations, based on
current symptoms, spirometric assessment, and exacerbation history [258].
Patients are classified into 4 main categories, which summarize the risk of
exacerbations and expected health status. For instance, a patient with a CAT
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Evaluate	Severity	of COPD
Evaluate	Severity	of	COPD	Table
FEV1 Spirometric assessment.FEV1
FEV1/FVC Spirometric assessment.FEV1/FVC
U Evaluate	Severity of	COPD	Table
FEV 1/FVC	
(percentage)
FEV1
(percentage)
COPD	Severity
{“Mild”, “Moderate”,	“Severe”}
1 <	70	% >=	80	% “Mild”
2 <	70	% [50%..80%) “Moderate”
3 <	70	% <	50% “Severe”
Fig. 12.8: Decision table representing the decision logic for decision Evaluate
severity of COPD, based on spirometric data.
score of 16, assessed with “Moderate” COPD, and a history of 3 exacerbations
within the last 12 months has a risk of exacerbations corresponding to “High,
more symptoms”.
12.2.7 Dealing with Data and Process Indicators
The modeling of the described COPD processes and decisions underlined the
strong connection that exists between processes and related clinical and organi-
zational information, throughout all the design phase.
On the one hand, data needed for process and decision execution must be
identified during process design, to define which is the information needed during
process enactment. On the other hand, new informational value generated during
process simulation and execution must be properly managed and used for re-
engineering as-is processes and decisions.
Risk of	Exacerbations
If COPD	Severity	IN (“Mild”,	“Moderate”)	or	
ExacerbationsPerYear	IN ( [0..1] ) and	CAT	<=	10	
then Risk	of	Exacerbations =	“LOW,	LESS	SYMPTOMS”
else	if	COPD	Severity	IN (“Mild”,	“Moderate”)	or	
ExacerbationsPerYear	IN ( [0..1] ) and	CAT	>=	10	
then Risk	of	Exacerbations =	“LOW,	MORE	SYMPTOMS”
else	if	COPD	Severity	=	“Severe”	or	
ExacerbationsPerYear	IN ( [0..1] ) and	CAT	<=	10	
then Risk	of	Exacerbations =	“HIGH,	LESS	SYMPTOMS”
else Risk	of	Exacerbations =	“HIGH,	MORE	SYMPTOMS”
Fig. 12.9: Decision Logic for the Assess risk of exacerbations business knowledge
model, adapted from guidelines on combined COPD assessment [258].
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In the management of chronic diseases, most clinical knowledge and con-
formance data stem from standard guidelines, whereas operational data are re-
trieved from process logs or health information systems [273]. However, health
information systems are usually meant to serve multiple and disparate care pro-
cesses and, thus, data availability, standardization, and maintainability may be-
come a complex issue.
In the studied context, a first step towards the identification of a minimum
set of data that are relevant for process execution and audit is represented by
the definition of process indicators, used to assess the quality of the provided
care from different viewpoints and levels of abstraction.
The definition of indicators is part of the care process specification and is
done by a “focus group” of clinical experts, who identify clinical, organizational,
and social criteria for evaluating process outcomes [274]. Indicators are used to
validate the structure of the process and to evaluate the organization potential
in terms of resource distribution and consumption. In addition, they are useful
to estimate process compliance with respect to both clinical and organizational
outcomes, and cost sustainability.
In BPM, Key Performance Indicators (KPIs) are defined to monitor process
execution, evaluate the quality of process and decision outcomes, and quantify
the overall progress towards organizational goal achievement [240]. In this work,
depending on their scope, we discerned two kinds of KPIs.
Local KPIs correspond to process and decision metrics and are mostly used
to measure activity execution times, costs, and resource consumption.
We refer to such indicators as “local”, as they are extracted/used directly
from/by multiple instances of one process model. An example of local KPI related
to process metrics is the average total cost spent by the Regional Healthcare
System for treating COPD patients assessed with Stage 3. Local KPIs allow
one to quantify the probability that a process execution path is preferred over
another, within the context of a data-based process gateway. For instance, the
percentage of smoking patients determines how many times the care providers
involved in the process of COPD treatment have to deal with smoke cessation.
In the region of Veneto, it has been estimated that the probability of con-
tracting COPD for smokers 25% higher than for non-smoking patients, and can
increase up to 30% in patients that smoke more than 30 cigarettes per day. In
the process of Fig. 12.3, this probability value influences the execution of all
tasks that concern the administration of smoking questionnaires, as Mondor and
Fagersto¨rm tests can be skipped if the patient is not a smoker. Local KPIs can
also be derived and evaluated with process simulation techniques, as explained
in Sect. 12.2.8.
Conversely, global KPIs are used to evaluate the strategic value of the per-
formed (decision) activities both quantitatively and qualitatively. Global KPIs
can be directly re-used in clinical decision modeling, to improve decision qual-
ity, patient prognosis, and predictive analytics. Usually, global KPIs rely on
aggregated data and their impact can affect several activities and processes. In
addition, they can be used for organizational and re-engineering purposes that
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go beyond the scope of the defined processes. These indicators are rather based
on clinical and healthcare data, and provide a summarized and focused overview
of the modeled domain. Global KPIs can have both a clinical or organizational
character.
For instance, the appropriateness of drug prescription is a clinical indicator,
whereas the time needed for treating a patient in Stage 2 is considered to be
an organizational indicator. Of course, nothing prevents the same indicator to
be used for both clinical and organizational goals. The indicators defined by the
Regional Healthcare System of Veneto are global KPIs used to give a high level
estimate of the impact of care standardization in terms of costs, patients involve-
ment, and medical personnel competence. Such indicators have been highlighted
as text annotations in the process diagrams of Sect. 12.2.2.
For example, Indicator 5: Performed Vaccinations is defined to quantify the
number of performed influenza vaccinations, in order to assess the quality of
secondary prevention of COPD. It is defined as the proportion between patients
diagnosed with COPD (i.e., ICD-9-CM 491.2x e 496.x) aged at least 40, and
having received a vaccination against influenza in the last 12 months and the
total of COPD patients aged at least 40. This indicator is associated to task Verify
administered vaccinations of the process shown in Fig. 12.4 and experts expect
the value of this indicator to remain greater than the 40% of all the patients
diagnosed with COPD (and quantified by Indicator 2A). Any value lower than the
expected threshold should be considered an index of poor process performance,
to be further investigated by considering re-engineering.
With process management tools, Indicator 5 can be calculated by counting
how many times the process branch labeled with YES is followed after each
exclusive gateway labeled with question Vaccination administrated?.
As for data requirements, this indicator suggests that the following data need
to be collected during the care process: A patient identifying code, the diagnosis
of COPD registered according to the ICD-9-CM coding systems, the influenza
vaccination, and the date of the vaccination.
As for the global scope of the indicator, data about the performed vaccina-
tions gathered during the management of stable COPD in Veneto, are combined
with data collected at a national level to evaluate the efficacy of routine vac-
cination programs. In the years 2002-2009, 32% of Italian population received
vaccination against influenza, whereas in the years 2010-2016 the same value
dropped to 18%. Among patients with COPD, around 75% of them received a
vaccination against influenza in the same time-span. This drop in the number of
vaccinations, highlighted by Indicator 5, can be explained by the recent spread
of several anti-vaccination movements that developed in the considered territory
in the last years. As a consequence, new vaccination programs were introduced,
patients were actively informed about the risks of non-vaccination, and a service
for delivering vaccinations at home was provided. This latter intervention was
directed not only to COPD patients, but to all those considered at risk by the
National Healthcare System, whence the global scope.
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The remaining indicators defined within the processes can be used as Indicator
5 to define (clinical) data requirements and measure clinical and organizational
outcomes.
12.2.8 Simulation of COPD Processes
In the application of the proposed methodology, we used simulation for validating
the behavior of the modeled COPD processes by spotting pitfalls related to
erroneous control flow. Then, we evaluated the performance of the processes
based on current data collected from the Regional Healthcare System, and we
studied the behavior of the processes when dealing with hypothetical scenarios.
The latter ones have been defined according to the indications of experts, who
were interested in gathering insights regarding both the quality of the interactions
between process resources and the performance in case of increased amount of
patients in severe conditions.
We exploited the simulation functionalities provided by the Signavio Process
Editor [24], which allows one to directly open the process model in the simulation
environment, without the need for further configuration.
Signavio supports three kinds of simulation of syntactically sound BPMN
processes (verification of the syntax is done by the tool prior to simulation),
namely (i) step-by-step, (ii) one-case, and (iii) multiple case simulation.
(i) Step-by-step simulation is guided by the modeler, who chooses which pro-
cess flows are enabled, and it is mainly used for verifying that the process captures
all the possible desired execution behaviors. This is optimal for comprehending
the process flow and, therefore, it can be used when interacting with clinicians for
improving common understanding. (ii) One-case simulation allows one to repro-
duce the execution of a single process instance, according to specific conditions
defined on process execution. Conversely, (iii) multiple-case simulation supports
the run of multiple instances of the same process model, thus allowing one to
aggregate results and analyze the overall workload of the process.
In all circumstances, Signavio allows the token flow to be graphically visual-
ized, so that partial results can be visually monitored by a process modelers and
stakeholders.
The simulation tool requires the following input information:
1. the probability associated to each outcome of an exclusive gateway (e.g., the
proportion of COPD patients in Stage 3);
2. the fixed costs associated with each activity (e.g., spirometry performed in
hospital costs around 25e);
3. the probability distribution that describes the processing time for each ac-
tivity (e.g., arterial blood gas analysis lasts 10 minutes, on average);
4. the hourly cost of each resource and the corresponding working schedule.
Data regarding the costs and duration of examinations have been collected
by regional hospitals, by analyzing scheduled events and medical reports.
On the contrary, the number of primary and hospital care resources involved
in the management of COPD is managed directly by the Regional Healthcare
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System. To obtain a reliable estimate of the amount of time that each resource
devotes to COPD care, we considered that COPD patients in Veneto correspond
to the 7,9% of the overall regional population. Accordingly, we assumed that
the same proportion of patients is assigned to each practitioner, since in Italy
each general doctor is responsible for the same amount of patients. Of course,
we had to take territorial variance into account, as the percentage of ill people
increases up to 11,8% in polluted areas. The same strategy has been adopted for
estimating the time that pulmonary specialists working in hospitals dedicate to
COPD patients.
We created multiple simulation scenarios, starting from those that reproduce
current reality to interesting what-if scenarios, suggested by experts.
In this regard, we analyzed the behavior of the process in critical scenarios,
such as the increased proportion of severe patients, longer hospitalization fol-
lowing exacerbations episodes, and increase in the number of COPD sufferers
during winter.
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Fig. 12.10: Simulation results shown in Signavio for scenario Winter, run on 68800
instances over 120 days. The tool highlights a bottleneck corresponding to the
general practitioner, who is responsible fo di gnosing COPD.
In Winter, the conditions of patients tend to worsen due to the cold weather
and evidence suggests that in Veneto there are 15% more cases of COPD in win-
ter than on average during the year. We simulated the process COPD Diagnosis
and Assessment for 120 days, considering that 185.000 patients are diagnosed
every year. As for resources, we considered having 3000 pulmonary specialists,
working 15000 hours per week with COPD patients, and 3500 general practi-
tioners, working 58000 hours per week with COPD patients.
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The simulation interface, shown in Fig. 12.10, suggests a bottleneck in corre-
spondence of the general practitioner, who is overloaded with the first diagnostic
assessment. When visualizing the details of the simulation, the workload for the
general practitioner is estimated to be around 184 days full-time, which is an
excessive amount compared to the considered working schedule for 120 days.
Average hospitalization length (days)
Costs of patient hospitalization in case of COPD exacerbations
Co
st
s 
(€
)
Fig. 12.11: Simulation results of process Management of COPD Exacerbations
considering different hospitalization lengths, run on 72000 instances over 100
days, with 23800 patients hospitalized.
Simulation results of process Management of COPD Exacerbations, obtained
for different lengths of hospitalization, are outlined in Fig. 12.11.
The costs shown in the histogram are calculated by summing the fixed costs
of hospitalization with the costs associated to the resources. In detail, we sim-
ulated the case of having 72000 patients experiencing COPD exacerbation and
considered that the 34% of them is hospitalized. As expected, the costs of the
process increases drastically whenever patients are hospitalized for a longer time.
The distribution of the total cost of process Management of COPD Exacerba-
tions considering the most relevant tasks for expense calculation is shown in the
pie chart of Fig. 12.12. The depicted results correspond to the execution of the
process by setting an average hospitalization length of 15 days.
In Fig. 12.13, the difference between the costs associated to the performance
of spirometry are shown. As discussed in [59], spirometry should be preferably
performed in PCUs, as the costs of hospital spirometers is higher and waiting
lists should be taken into account.
Finally, we analyzed how the duration of the process changes in relation to
waiting times and examination priorities. One-case simulations were performed
based on real data about waiting times for medical examinations, which can
either be “urgent”, “non urgent”, or “scheduled”. Severe patients, classified as
“urgent”, are treated within 18 days on average, whereas patients that are sched-
uled according to the lowest priority need around 120 days to go through the
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Fig. 12.12: Distribution of the total cost of executing process Management of
COPD Exacerbations, considering a hospitalization length of 15 days.
whole COPD Diagnosis and Assessment process. These values have been ob-
tained by analyzing the waiting times associated to examination prescriptions
for COPD patients.
The real results obtained by simulation are shown in Fig. 12.14 and are in
accordance with the expected values. In addition, a visual comparison with the
maximum waiting required by the Italian law are shown.
Overall, these graphical summaries of simulation data have proven useful to
describe the obtained results to stakeholders and to underline the connection
between process performance and the defined clinical indicators.
For instance, let us consider examination priority, described in Fig. 12.14.
Despite the great difference in waiting times, which can be harmful in some
cases, results have shown that the costs associated to the aforementioned process
double if 50% of the patient is assigned priority “urgent”. Moreover, bottlenecks
the corresponding value in the simulation highlights a bottleneck regarding general practitioners 
(Figure 6). 
 
Figure 6: Bottleneck in the BPCO diagnosis process during winter months. 
 
Simple spirometry can be executed by the general practitioner or in a hospital: this choice has a 
slight effect on the total cost of the diagnosis process (Figure 7).   
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Figure 7: COPD diagnosis costs depending on the execution of spirometry in hospital or by the general 
practitioner. 
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Fig. 12.13: Costs of the process COPD Diagnosis and Assessment based on
changing proportion of spirometry examinati n carried out in PCUs or in hos-
pital.
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Fig. 12.14: Average length of the process COPD Diagnosis and Assessment based
on different waiting times, depending on the examination priority assigned to
“urgent”, “non urgent”, or “scheduled” patients. In orange (right column), the
average results are shown for Veneto, whereas in blue (left column) the national
threshold are shown for comparison.
related to resource consumption arise soon and concern pulmonary specialists,
who are in change of patients in Stage 3. Since both inappropriate diagnosis
and the assignment of wrong priority to patients lead to increased expenses and
process bottlenecks, Indicator 1 and Indicator 2A are defined in the process of
Fig. 12.3 to evaluate the accuracy and quality of diagnosis. In this specific case,
experts had already defined such indicators prior to simulation, based on data
obtained from the as-is process. However, in other circumstances new indicators
can be proposed and tested, according to simulation results.
Decision logic has been simulated with the Camunda DMN Simulator [275],
which allows one to verify the output of a decision table, given custom input
values.
Overall, simulation results confirmed the concerns of experts, regarding in-
creased waiting times for patients in Stage 1, and a worrying increase in costs
and resource consumption related to an augmented proportion of severe patients.
Surprisingly, data regarding resource consumption reveal that pulmonary spe-
cialists in Veneto tend to be more burdened that general practitioners, despite
the central role played by the latter ones in the process.
12.3 Conclusions
In this chapter, we introduced a methodological framework for supporting the
design, implementation and enactment of decision-intensive healthcare process,
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by exploiting standard process design techniques and by integrating them with
proper decision modeling.
We advocate that combining the advantages derived from the design of pro-
cess and decision models, each one stressing on a different care perspective,
increases the overall value that such a synergistic design approach can bring
to care process development. In addition, the proposed methodology provides
a preliminary classification of the kinds of data involved during the different
phases of process development. Proper information and knowledge management
allows stakeholders to better support iterative process design, execution, and
re-engineering, thus leading to more flexible and information-aware processes.
To conclude, the advantages brought by the proposed methodology for
organizational process design are compared to those achieved by computer-
interpretable guidelines for clinical process modeling in Chapter 13.

13
Related Work
In this chapter, we discuss related work conducted in the field of integrated
process and decision modeling, focusing on applications in healthcare domains.
In Sect. 13.1 we begin with reviewing general approaches combining process
and decision modeling with BPMN and DMN. Then, in Sect. 13.2 we focus on
research efforts conducted in the field of healthcare process modeling. Through-
out the chapter, we discuss and compare the contributions of Chapter 11 and
Chapter 12 with selected relevant approaches.
13.1 Process and Decision Modeling
Despite having existed as an independent and evolving discipline [224], decision
management is increasingly being used in conjunction with business process man-
agement to improve business outcomes and competitiveness. Organizations need
to extract information and knowledge useful for decision-making and process im-
provement out of data being collected by their business processes and other (big)
data sources [?, 235, 276]. Besides, the increasing interest in knowledge-intensive
processes demands proper support to ensure that the best decisions possible are
made and that the collaboration between knowledge workers is fruitful [75].
However, since both decision and process management have long existed with-
out proper integration, process modeling languages have been misused to encode
decision logic [20, 50, 219]. As a result, existing process models often incorporate
decisions that are encoded into control flow structures [20], hidden within pro-
cess activities [219], or implicitly contained in process execution logs [222, 223].
This improper integration trend leads to maintainability, flexibility, re-usability,
and scalability issues in both process and decision models [50, 226].
Therefore, separation of concerns has drawn increasing interest in the BPM
field [109, 218, 221, 224], especially since the introduction of the DMN stan-
dard [47], designed to elicit and represent decision models that can possibly be
used to complement BPMN process models, thus keeping concerns separate.
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Several research approaches have addressed the design or derivation of DMN
decision models that are complementary to BPMN process models with the
aim of separating concerns, yet integrating the modeling of decisions and pro-
cesses [20, 48, 50, 58, 59, 220, 235].
In [48], DMN is used in the context of collaborative networks to discern de-
cisions that are incorporated in BPMN process models from those that can be
modeled through more appropriate DMN diagrams. In [220], the authors pro-
pose a methodology for automatically deriving process models from Product
Data Models that capture the complex data dependencies underlying a work-
flow. The approach allows one to obtain a BPMN process model emphasizing
the most important decisions, while detailed decision logic is outsourced to a
dedicated DMN model. The extraction of decision logic from the process control
flow is considered in [20]. The authors identify a set of control flow patterns often
misused to capture decisions and show how DMN models succeed in reducing the
complexity of a process model that embeds decision logic. In [235], the authors
adopt event processing techniques to address the re-evaluation of decision based
on updated and relevant real-time data represented by events, that may change
the outcome of a decision being made during process execution. In [59, 58], the
authors discuss how to jointly use the BPMN and DMN standards to represent
the structured organizational aspects of real-world decision-intensive healthcare
processes that include complex clinical and organizational decision-making.
Some of the introduced approaches focus on control flow aspects [20, 48].
Probably, this trend originates from the role of primary importance given in
the BPMN standard to the control flow perspective. However, as motivated in
Chapter 7, BPMN allows designers to represent data through data artifacts,
events or text annotations [11, 70], thus providing some open contact points to
model the data perspective of business processes.
In Chapter 11, we provided decision designers and analysts with an approach
to ease the derivation of DMN models from data that are explicitly represented in
BPMN process models and that provide input information for decision activities.
In line with previous research [20], we assumed that stakeholders play an ac-
tive role in approving whether the identified decision activities are real business
decisions. However, dealing with data rather than control flow is more chal-
lenging for two main reasons. On the one hand, data contribute to build both
explicit and implicit process knowledge [232] and, thus, they may contribute to
decision-making in multiple ways beside being an input for decisions. On the
other hand, the same data may be shared between process and decisions models,
yet addressing different concerns.
As a result, consistent process and decision models integration is of prime
importance [50], as the same piece of information may be used in both models
for different purposes and managed by different stakeholders. Lying at a con-
ceptual level, our approach supports decision analysts and stakeholders in the
identification of data relevant for decision making, but leaves the freedom to
choose the most appropriate level of process and decision model integration.
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The consistent integration of the BPMN and DMN standards has been the
focus of some relevant contributions [49, 50, 226, 219]. In [219] the authors frame
the role of a decision model within the context of a related business process and
examine execution mechanisms for different availability of input data. Five novel
principles for integrated process and decision modeling, called 5PDM, are pro-
posed in [50] to guide designers in avoiding and solving inconsistencies between
process and decision models, such as the unsound ordering of decision activities
or the absence of input data. Consistency requirements between DMN decision
models and BPMN process models are defined in [226]. The authors analyze mul-
tiple kinds of process models and, based on their structure and characteristics,
provide a set of requirements for integrating DMN decisions. Finally, in [49] the
authors identify common challenges related to the refactoring of process models
that arise when integrating decision models.
Both the proposals presented in [49, 226], rely on the definition of relevant
integration scenarios for process and decision models.
In Chapter 11, we took the view of having both decisions and processes
intertwined within the same model, as we allowed the possibility of having hidden
decisions be hard-coded within the process [49, 50]. Despite considering process
models having decisions as a local or global concern [49, 226], we focused on
discovering decisions having a scope restricted to the considered process.
For example, let us consider the process of patient discharge. The information
related to the patient’s mobility and nutritional intake is used by care givers to
plan how the patient should be treated in hospital and at home once discharged.
This information affects daily decisions related to transport arrangements (e.g.,
decide whether requiring night assistance for a patient that is not able to walk for
more than 25 minutes unaided) and meal plans (e.g., decide whether precluding
discharge if the patient does not tolerate solid meals), as well as higher-level man-
agerial decisions related to re-admissions, long waiting lists, and bed-blocking
(e.g., if there are, which are the criteria related to the patients’ mobility that
cause delayed discharge?).
In Chapter 11, we focused on capturing and representing the first kind of
exemplified decisions, that is, those made within a specific process and based on
process-related data. These are sometimes referred to as local decisions [50]. The
discovery of higher level, strategic organizational decisions that are not explicitly
made in business processes or span over multiple processes was not discussed in
Chapter 11, but a higher level idea of global decisions was provided in Chapter 12.
As argued in [49, 50], the main obstacle to consistent process and decision
model integration appears to be the declarative nature of the DMN standard,
which clashes with the dependency of process-related decisions from the invoking
context. A solution to support separation of concerns while ensuring consistency
between process and decision models is the representation of decisions as exter-
nalised services, following the principles of Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA)
paradigm [227, 228]. According to this approach, business rules are grouped
into a decision services that are incorporated within a web services layer to be
consumed by the business process layer. For example, SOA+d defines fine and
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coarse-grained services that are necessary for modeling the business, information
system, and decisions of an organization [228].
More general approaches have investigated the integrated modeling and exter-
nalization of decision rules [231, 234]. In [234], the authors empirically evaluate a
set of factors that affect the choice of whether business rules shall be incorporated
into process models and propose a set of guidelines for improving the modeling
of business rules. Similarly, in [231] the effects of business rule integration on
business process model understanding is discussed and evaluated empirically.
In the field of decision mining, a framework to classify activities in a process
model based on how the contribute to the overall decision dimension of a process
is presented in [277]. The introduced approach enables an in-depth analysis of
every activity in order to establish whether it entails a decision, and how it is
related to other activities. Last but not least, other approaches presented in [222,
223, 225, 278] aim to semi-automatically extract complex decision logic from
process event logs using decision trees and other conventional process mining
techniques.
13.2 BPM and Healthcare Process Modeling
In this section, we consider the methodological framework presented in Chap-
ter 12 and provide an overview of existing approaches that are relevant for the
discussed methodological steps and tools used.
Business process management has been employed in healthcare to support the
modeling and enactment of organizational interdisciplinary processes [51]. How-
ever, applications of process modeling approaches in healthcare are still modest,
despite the suitability of BPM techniques for representing complex and multi-
disciplinary organizational procedures. In addition, existing approaches tend to
target specific clinical domains rather than proposing general methodologies, as
exhaustively surveyed in [76].
Process Modeling in Healthcare
Healthcare is considered a challenging domain for BPM approaches, as flexi-
bility is often required and processes heavily depend on both information and
knowledge [13, 26, 51]. The role of human knowledge is considered central in
knowledge-intensive processes and, due to the variability in their structure, they
cannot be directly mapped to business process models [75].
The organizational aspects of knowledge-intensive processes can be captured
by BPM techniques [51, 76], whereas clinical or medical treatment processes
can suitably handled by approaches based on case management or business ar-
tifacts [62, 91, 279, 280].
For instance, the ADEPT framework [279] allows one to revise running pro-
cess instances and schemata in order to support the management of clinical
guidelines. Among the interesting features of ADEPT, modularity, ease of use
and management of temporal aspects stand out.
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In the context of case management, a clinical pathway for living donor liver
transplantation was firstly modeled using BPMN in [280]. Then, in order to fa-
cilitate transferability of the modeled pathway to other hospitals and to include
flexibility caused by differences in treatments due to local policies, the processes
have been modeled by using the OMG standard Case Management Model and
Notation (CMMN)[62]. This standard can be used to model specific cases, to-
gether with the data that drive their execution, in order to simulate the decisions
taken by a knowledge worker during process run-time.
However, traditional BPM approaches are activity-centric and, thus, they
succeed in supporting structured and repetitive organizational processes. For
example, BPMN is used for modeling surgical pathology processes in [243]. The
authors claim to have chosen BPMN because of its widespread use and tool
support, and because they were looking for a language that allowed them to
model “transparent” processes, easy to be understood by care providers.
Similarly to the temporal perspective (cf. Chapter 6), most research proposals
focus on extending the core of the BPMN notation to improve its expressiveness
with respect to the design of healthcare processes, often introducing new elements
that are tailored for modeling specific clinical circumstances.
In [117], the authors propose a conservative extension of BPMN for the
healthcare domain, with the aim of incorporating role information and facili-
tate the assignment of tasks to performing resources.
A major extension to BPMN, proposed to systematically support the design
of clinical pathways, is developed in [281]. This extension, named BPMN4CP,
incorporates concepts retrieved from the context of clinical pathways, with the
aim of enhancing evidence-based decision activities related to the considered
domain. New tasks types are added to model medical diagnosis and therapies,
whilst different data objects types are used for representing documents related
to both medical and administrative procedures.
Conceptual modeling of care pathways is addressed under different view-
points in [204] and [147]. Specifically, in [204] a novel methodology for connect-
ing processes and data belonging to a healthcare information system is proposed.
In [147], a data-aware representation of BPMN processes is presented as a means
to support clinicians working in ICU to understand their responsibilities in the
care process, how therapies are temporally constrained and which are the critical
decisions that affect the quality of the provided care.
The processes designed in [147], have been further refined and used in [149] as
a blueprint for guiding the development of a rule-based decision-support system
for antibiotic stewardship.
Finally, in [242] two clinical pathways for colon and rectum carcinoma are
designed as part of a pilot project, with the aim of evaluating the benefits of
using BPMN for modeling structured medical procedures.
A general methodology for the design of medical processes was recently pre-
sented in [282]. The authors present an approach based on three main phases
for healthcare process modeling, starting from context analysis and addressing
the design of conceptual and logical process models. UML Activity Diagrams
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are chosen to represent processes, in order to ease integration with other UML
diagrams, suitable for representing other aspects of the clinical domain.
Despite the motivations described in [282] are similar to those addressed in
Chapter 12, the two methodologies have different focuses. In [282] the integra-
tion of medical processes and health information systems plays a central role,
whereas the modeling and management of decisions is not specifically addressed.
Moreover, authors provide a mapping towards logical formalisms, while we fo-
cused mostly on conceptual design, yet completing it with organizational analysis
based on KPIs and process simulation.
In general, all the presented approaches are directed to expert modelers and
aim at improving understanding and, in some cases, standardization of care
procedures under an organizational standpoint.
Modeling Decisions related to Healthcare Processes
In healthcare, user decisions and unpredictable events contribute to the con-
tinuous generation of new clinical knowledge, thus making the structure of the
processes less rigid. The previously introduced BPMN-based approaches, do not
explicitly deal with the design of process-related decisions, as these either tend
to remain hidden within other process elements or are managed by dedicated
decision support systems.
In general, clinical decision support is often directed to medical personnel,
whereas decision management is useful to serve organizational purposes.
DMN has been proposed to model different aspects of decision-making and
to complement BPMN for decision design, following the well-known “separation
of concerns” principle [46], as discussed in Sect. 13.1.
At the best of our knowledge, DMN has not yet been applied for modeling
clinical decisions, despite the suitability of DRDs for the design and sharing of hu-
man decision-making. Indeed, decisions in healthcare are complex, shared among
different professionals, and often rely on medical evidence and expertise. Despite
the formalization of these aspects is quite complex, explanatory decision require-
ments diagrams can be used for compliance, standardization, and training and
educational purposes. Last but not least, approaches such as the one presented
in [283] seem promising for improving the representation and formalization of
domain-knowledge underlying DMN decision tables.
Healthcare Process Re-engineering
Business process re-engineering requires a clear understanding and a radical re-
design of organizational procedures, in order to overcome critical steps and to
improve process performance, flexibility, and adaptability to change. Most re-
engineering approaches focus on re-thinking the process control flow, in order
to allow parallel execution of activities and resource re-allocation with the aim
of reducing execution times and costs. In this scenario, data and decisions are
often managed and re-engineered independently and only information related to
process metrics is employed for this scope.
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Examples of canonical applications of process and knowledge re-engineering
in healthcare are discussed in [244, 284, 285]. In detail, in [244] a framework
based on event driven process chains, the entity-relationship model, and discrete
event simulation is introduced in order to define and analyze the current state
of a surgical ward and design an improved system.
A more general study addressing the identification of those business process
re-engineering principles that can improve the application of E-Health technolo-
gies within a healthcare environment is conducted in [284].
Modeling Computer Interpretable Guidelines
A last important group of approaches that must be considered in comparison with
the methodology presented in Chapter 12 is the one dealing with the modeling
of clinical practice guidelines.
For more than two decades, the community of medical informatics has been
actively investigating and developing IT systems for the modeling and manage-
ment of clinical practice guidelines [76]. The so-called computer-interpretable
guidelines (CIGs) are formalizations of clinical practice guidelines aimed at fos-
tering the development of guideline-based decision support systems [114].
In general, the implementation of guideline-based support systems requires
timely data sharing, to ensure communication between care providers, data com-
pleteness, and correct formalization of guideline rules and statements [116]. In
addition, proper clinical knowledge and decision management features must be
provided for dealing with knowledge-intensive care processes.
According to [286], the following areas of development must be considered
when modeling clinical guidelines: (i) modeling and representation, (ii) acquisi-
tion, (iii) verification and testing, and (iv) execution and monitoring. The most
relevant CIGs formalisms are exhaustively reviewed in [114].
In the remainder, we focus on discussing workflow-based approaches and
task-network models, as the structure of the latter ones can be compared to the
concept of process control flow.
Workflow and process modeling techniques have been applied for specifying,
designing and implementing procedural aspects of clinical guidelines. One of the
most complete projects addressing the integration of clinical guidelines into or-
ganizational workflows is the GUIDE project, developed within the Careflow
framework [287]. GUIDE is a multi-level architecture designed to integrate a for-
malized model of the medical knowledge retrieved from clinical guidelines with
workflow management systems. The presented approach is based on computa-
tional formalisms that facilitate the work of healthcare stakeholders by suggesting
them the medical task to execute and the resources to allocate.
In [125], the authors introduce a temporal model for fostering the conceptual
design of clinical workflows for stroke prevention and management, by addressing
activity duration, delays, periodic and absolute constraints and inter-activity
constraints.
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As for CIGs formalisms, several languages for clinical guideline modeling
have been proposed, such as GLIF [288], Asbru [289], PROforma [290], and
SAGE [291].
The Guideline Interchange Format (GLIF) was proposed to ease guideline
sharing [288]. The core language includes several ontological entities that allow
the representation of guidelines as multi-step flowcharts that support branching
logic. The current core, GLIF3, supports the modeling of guidelines at differ-
ent abstraction levels, namely conceptual, computable, and implementable. An
interesting aspect of GLIF3 is the hierarchical modeling of decisions, which dis-
tinguishes between automated decision steps and those that are made by a health
worker. Asbru [289] enables designers to represent clinical guidelines, by consid-
ering continuous prescribed actions, and by supporting the parallel, in sequence,
or ordered execution of care plans. Sub-plans and their outcomes can also be
specified. PROforma [290] allows one to represent guidelines as directed graphs
of tasks, which can be either plans, decisions, actions, and enquiries. Scheduling
and temporal constraints define task ordering, and task execution is based on
the triggering of pre-/post-conditions. Finally, SAGE [291] builds upon previ-
ously introduced work [288, 289, 290] and incorporates workflow representation,
information and terminology standards, and control flow standards. Likewise
GUIDE [287], it fosters the definition of an organizational model, with resources
and roles. Such model and the guideline model are kept separate, to ease the
adaptation of the guideline to local organizational realities.
A recent architectural framework for promoting the design, implementa-
tion, and evaluation of continuous guideline-based decision support is presented
in [292]. A decision support engine, called PICARD, interacts with a guideline
knowledge library and a temporal reasoning service in order to apply medical
knowledge to patient data during the execution of clinical tasks. This framework
provides alerts and recommendations at the point of care to health workers, pa-
tients, and knowledge engineers. In detail, patients treated in home-care settings
can connect via a mobile client application to obtain personalized recommen-
dations. Care providers such as physicians or nurses receive alerts, or therapy
recommendations based on telemedicine data. Knowledge engineers can perform
simulations on different guideline-related scenarios. In addition, the architecture
allows accesses for the retrieval of procedural knowledge, usually expressed in
terms of workflows. Currently, PICARD is the backbone for MobiGuide [293],
an intelligent decision-support system for patients affected by chronic diseases.
Briefly, patients are provided with sensors, which collect real-time information
that is integrated with clinical history data and medical knowledge in order
for supporting better decision-making. Alerts and personalized guideline-based
recommendations are sent to patients, through their mobile phones.
Generally speaking, despite both CIGs and BPM approaches aim to improve
healthcare processes and decision-making, we discerned a few crucial differences.
CIGs are meant to be used by clinicians and, thus, they focus on clinical
decision support and on the development of solutions tailored for dealing with
a specific clinical process, enacted in a well-defined context. On the contrary,
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BPM approaches in healthcare aim to foster standard-based tools for supporting
broader organizational aspects in healthcare, handled by IT and organization
experts.
In Chapter 12, we proposed an agile design methodology, based on the well-
known BPMN and DMN standards, addressing the integrated yet complimentary
design, implementation, and enactment of care processes and related decisions,
considering the viewpoint of an expert modeler.
The introduced step-wise approach promotes the iterative and agile design of
organizational aspects of care pathways, mainly by focusing on the standardiza-
tion of processes and decisions. The methodology supports incremental refine-
ments, as the modeler can choose how and how many steps to apply, depending
on the final objectives. Procedural, decisional, and informational aspects of care
pathways are represented in an integrated and scalable format, thus supporting
the re-use of clinical data and knowledge for process and decision re-engineering.
Compared to the discussed contributions belonging to the BPM field, the
methodological approach introduced in Chapter 12 utilizes conceptual modeling
techniques for purposes that go beyond clinical process documentation and in-
formation sharing. Indeed, simulation and indicator-based process analysis are
discussed, and the role of data in process management is promoted to first citizen
in the methodology.
The integration of standard process modeling techniques with systematic de-
cision and information design, possibly used for re-engineering purposes, is a
novelty of the introduced methodological framework. In addition, the methodol-
ogy is presented at a quite high level, thus allowing the integration of other ap-
proaches, suitable to meet specific requirements. For instance, the use of BPMN
and DMN facilitates the integration of CMMN models, in case there is the need
to deal with more flexible clinical aspects. Similarly, standard ontologies and ter-
minologies can be integrated in BPMN and DMN, for defining domain-specific
concepts [283].
For instance, we suggest that standards such as HL7 [294], ICD9-CM [295],
or SNOMED CT [296] can be used to encode knowledge in DMN requirement
diagrams. In addition, they could be used as values for FEEL expressions, as
FEEL supports several kinds of data structures and its semantics draws inspira-
tion from Java, JavaScript, XPath, SQL, PMML, Lisp, and many others [47]. In
particular, FEEL is thought to be tool-independent, executable, and expressive
enough to support all kinds of decision logic.
Whereas traditional process management techniques are suitable for rep-
resenting organizational aspects and procedural process knowledge, computer-
interpretable guidelines approaches aim to support and facilitate appropriate
decision-making at the point of care. Usually, the main goal of such systems is
to provide direct decision support to clinicians, by fostering clinical knowledge
representation. For this reason, CIGs are suitable to capture complex knowledge-
based aspects of clinical and medical treatment processes. However, the main
drawback of CIGs approaches is their lack of standardization [76, 114], which
motivated the introduction of workflow-based approaches for better modeling
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organizational aspects [287, 291]. Indeed, despite the abundance of language pro-
posals, no specific proposal emerges over the others, and each approach focuses
on a selected set of modeling aspects.
The goal of the methodology proposed in Chapter 12 is to start from a stan-
dard, modular, and extensible core, that allows one to exploit existing standard
tools for healthcare process modeling.
The benefits of using standard tools are manifold. First of all, process and
decision modeling are based on graphical and understandable notations, that can
be conservatively extended and integrated with other (standard) approaches to
suit the need for flexibility required in the healthcare domain. For instance, new
types of tasks can be created in conformance to the standard, as done in [281], and
process cases can be added to handle run-time variability [280]. Secondly, process
exchange, deployment, and verification are supported by several tools, which may
already be used by the administrative counterpart of healthcare organizations.
Besides, modelers are facilitated by the existence of numerous control-flow, data,
temporal, and resource design patterns [17, 52, 249, 297].
In general, BPMN is a powerful language for capturing various procedural
aspects, as it provides a wide range of constructs suitable for advanced event and
exception handling. Especially in the context of temporal constraints, researchers
are actively proposing approaches for the verification of a process temporal prop-
erties and for the resolution of related violations. Motivated by processes taken
from the domain of emergency medicine, in [27] the authors propose an approach
for representing and verifying temporal constraints. These are expressed by ex-
tending a basic BPM modeling notation and suitable algorithms have been pro-
posed to verify dynamic properties of temporally-enhanced business processes.
TNest is a structured and modular workflow modeling language providing full
support of temporal constraint specification during process design, presented
in [162]. In particular, TNest allows one to define two main kinds of temporal
constraints, that is, activity duration and relative constraints. Finally, in [30]
temporal constraints in the context of modularized processes are investigated. In
this setting, the re-use of process knowledge must be enabled and, thus, authors
consider the issue of representing the overall temporal behavior of a sub-process.
This way, temporally enhanced sub-processes can be used within other processes,
hiding the internal temporal features of such subprocesses.
Yet, born to capture process control-flow, BPMN does not fully support other
perspectives, such as the the representation of domain knowledge and the inte-
gration of complex, structured data [51, 74]. Despite research efforts are following
this direction considering clinical domains [54, 53, 279, 280] the expressiveness
of CIGs is still more suitable for dealing with complex clinical aspects, especially
when developing tools that require clinical knowledge representation and the
direct involvement of physicians and patients [293].
14
Concluding Remarks and Future Work
In this chapter, we briefly summarize the main contributions of this work, by
discussing limitations and outlining possible future research directions.
A business process model is the result of mapping a business process with the
aim to conceptualize and explain how a certain procedure is enacted within an
organization. Process modeling is an essential step of the BPM life-cycle [1] as
it allows sorting out issues that otherwise may go undiscovered until run-time.
Process models span different perspectives and levels of abstraction, depend-
ing on their target audience, final objectives, and degree of automation [10].
Usually, the modeling of a process requires the gathering of different forms of in-
formation that contribute to build the so-called perspectives of a process model.
Process modeling languages differ in the extent to which their constructs
highlight the information that defines a certain process modeling perspective.
The perspectives that a process model is able to capture are bounded by the
expressiveness of the language used for modeling [9].
Traditional activity-centric process modeling languages are centred on the
control-flow perspective, yet leaving other important aspects only partially sup-
ported [12, 22, 23]. Being the reference language for activity-centric process mod-
eling, BPMN is no exception to these limitations [70].
The research presented in this thesis is focused on improving the modeling
of different process perspectives in BPMN process models. Motivated by real-
world healthcare scenarios, we chose to address the modeling of the temporal,
informational, and decision perspectives among others.
We intentionally leave out important perspectives, such as the organizational
one (i.e., the representation of which agents in the organization perform which
process activities and of the communication and transfer mechanisms included
in the process), as it would be impractical to address all of them exhaustively.
Indeed, improving the modeling of process perspectives requires choosing which
aspects of one perspective to address, how to deal with them, and at which level
of abstraction. Last but not least, prior research must be considered and the
latter varies depending on how much attention one perspective and the related
open issues have gathered within the research community.
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In relation to Part II – Part IV, we partition the contributions of this thesis
according to the process modeling perspective they concern.
The temporal perspective, considered in Part II, deals with the specification
and verification of temporal constraints during business process design and man-
agement. The lack of direct support of BPMN for the representation of time
constraints is remarked by recent research approaches [17, 34, 35, 36, 119], some
of which propose to extend the notation with graphical constructs and attributes
to capture temporal constraints. Extending BPMN to increase support for the
managing temporal aspects is one way towards improving the modeling of the
temporal perspective. Another way is to investigate whether BPMN and the ad-
vanced modeling constructs it includes can be used to capture such time aspects,
without the need of introducing novel extensions.
In this thesis, we followed the first approach in Chapter 5 and the second
one in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. Then, we consider mapping BPMN onto formal
models, i.e., time Petri nets [65], timed automata [66], and CSTNUDs [67] to
either validate the semantics of the obtained process models or to verify their
dynamic controllability.
In Chapter 3 we present a pattern-based approach to model different nuances
of duration constraints in BPMN. Our proposal relies on the modularity of well-
structured process models [108] and on event handling mechanisms, which are
already available in BPMN.
The main advantage of our proposal is the full compliance with existing
BPMN modeling and simulation tools, while the major drawback is probably
the intricacy of the obtained models, which are not easy to read for non-expert
process designers. To overcome this limitation, a possible future step is the ex-
tension of BPMN by adding novel duration-aware task types, having the advan-
tage of being semantically BPMN-compliant. In addition, we aim to investigate
whether other kinds of temporal constraints, such as restrictions of process exe-
cution points [17], may be suitably modeled with the same method.
In Chapter 4, we followed an approach similar to the one presented in Chap-
ter 3 for specifying different kinds of duration constraints. The approach in-
troduced in Chapter 4 makes an even more sophisticated use of BPMN signal
events to synchronize the main process with the constructs added to specify
temporal aspects. Again, the price to pay for using BPMN in such a techni-
cal way is the size of the obtained process models, which nonetheless rely on a
well-specified semantics. The main BPMN constructs are mapped onto networks
of timed automata to formally validate the execution behavior of the obtained
process models.
The proposed mapping sets also the bases for design-time verification of tem-
poral constraints. Indeed, for future work we could adapt the proposed mapping
to conform with the UPPAAL modeling language [123] and exploit the simula-
tion and model checking features of the tool.
Instead, in Chapter 5 we start by extending BPMN with graphical symbols
to capture temporal constraints, such as duration of activities, waiting times of
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events, and inter-activity constraints, and to distinguish two kinds of decision
activities based on how their outcomes are managed at run-time. This novel char-
acterization of decision activities into observations and guided decisions shows
the relationship between the temporal and the decision perspectives of a business
process, and affects the way time aspects are managed at run-time.
The formal mapping onto CSTNUDs is provided to allow one checking
whether the designed time-aware BPMN process is dynamically controllable,
that is, whether there exist a way to satisfy all relevant time constraints regard-
less of which observation outcomes and activity durations are revealed over time.
Part III deals with the informational perspective of business processes, which
is probably one of the “hot topics” in BPM [43, 45, 19, 74, 83, 177]. Since
data affect each phase of the business process life cycle, existing approaches have
focused on improving the connection of process and data models to foster process
design, automated execution, monitoring, and formal verification.
In the context of process design, organizations have acknowledged the need
of representing and making explicit the contents of process and database models.
However, at the conceptual level, these two important assets are often conceived
and managed independently [45].
This thesis contributes to shrink the conceptual gap between BPMN pro-
cess models and UML class diagrams representing the conceptual schema of a
database whose data are manipulated by one or more processes.
The Activity View, introduced in Chapter 7, serves this purpose and allows
one to visualize the data operations that are performed by process activities on a
portion of a database schema, at the conceptual level. By properly combining the
information included in the Activity Views of one process, designers are provided
with an overview of how data are used within a process.
This basic information may be further analyzed to obtain interesting insights,
useful for improving communication with stakeholders, data support for existing
processes, and process re-engineering. To this end, in Chapter 7 we describe a re-
lational framework that shows how relational calculus and SQL may be exploited
to discover complex relationships of connected process and data models.
The Activity View paves the way for multiple future work directions.
First of all, being tailored to process activities, the Activity View may be
adapted to capture different levels of process abstractions, such as subprocesses
and complete processes. However, going from an Activity View to a “Subprocess
View” is not straightforward, as it requires dealing with the inner structure of the
sub-process for determining access-times and number of accessed data instances.
Another desirable future direction is the integration of the Activity View
into business process editors that support the design or importation of database
schemata, such as the Gryphon tool [298]. In order to implement the Activity
View in process modeling tools, we refine its graphical representation in such a
way to facilitate the communication with stakeholders and data managers. The
prototypical implementation discussed at the end of Chapter 7 and the results of
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the experimental evaluation described in Chapter 9 are a starting point in this
direction, but further requirements analyses must still be conducted.
Finally, it is worth noticing that the Activity View in its current form ad-
dresses the conceptual modeling of persistent data sources that are external to
the process itself. That is, volatile data that are part of the process, such as
for instance process variables, are not considered in this thesis. In this scenario,
finding a way to model inherent process data and to relate the latter with the
Activity View is an interesting prospective direction.
In Chapter 8 we make use of a simplified version of the Activity View to
discover inconsistencies arising between data access operations performed by
different process activities. Starting from potential inconsistencies, we presented
an algorithm that works on process traces to detect erratic sequences of data
operations performed by the process on the same data instance.
Also this approach uncovers possible future improvements. First of all, consid-
ering the complete version of the Activity View presented in Chapter 7 increases
the number of ingredients that should be considered when defining inconsisten-
cies. Secondly, the repair of data inconsistencies is yet to be addressed.
Finally, the decision perspective of process models is considered in Part IV,
giving particular attention to the interplay between the BPMN and DMN stan-
dards, and to requirements coming from real-world healthcare domains.
In Chapter 11 we propose a pattern-based approach to ease the derivation
of DMN decision models from the data perspective of BPMN process models.
The proposed method complements the one introduced in [20] for the derivation
of decisions from the process control-flow. Our proposal could benefit from a
semi-automatic way to demarcate which among user and business rule tasks
are decision activities. Besides, taking a look at domain knowledge underlying
BPMN processes, further connections with DMN decision requirements diagrams
could be provided.
Chapter 12 centres on a methodology for the combined use of BPMN and
DMN for decision-intensive care pathways. Being inspired by the traditional
BPM life-cycle, the proposed methodology may be easily extended to include
several other aspects beside the integrated modeling of processes and decisions,
thus providing an overview of how different modeling perspectives may be inter-
twined to deal with complex healthcare domains.
Indeed, in Chapter 12 we mention contact points with some existing ap-
proaches for the modeling of temporal and data aspects, but the design phase
may be further detailed to span the management of organizational aspects and
constraints.
To conclude, healthcare and clinical working environments are the preferred
application domains for inspiring and exemplifying the concepts developed in this
thesis. The reasons behind this choice lie in the inherent complexity of clinical
and healthcare processes [26, 51], that makes the representation of the temporal
and decision perspectives especially difficult.
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In accordance with [13], we think that general purpose approaches able to
deal with the complexity of healthcare processes may be easily applied to other
process scenarios.
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